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Abstract
The bacterial cell is a dynamical system by nature, composed of a number of components whose complexity 
of interactions yields the diversity in cell physiology. A central principle of the paradigm of system biology 
is to iteratively construct models to elucidate systemic properties, furthering knowledge for the potential 
emergence of cellular behaviours.
Concentrating on modelling dynamics and regulatory effects of the reaction kinetics of the metabolic 
state of model organism E.coli K-12, the ultimate objective is to present the development of a novel algorithm 
which bridges communication between a stoichiometric genome-scale model and a kinetic model of bacterial
central carbon metabolism.
To enable a consistent integration and communication between the two model types, I parameterize 
the models with the same multi-omics steady state datasets from the Keio Multi-omics database, ensuring 
that both models represent the same bacterial strain.
Along the way, I show how a re-parameterization of the genome-scale model alone can be powerful enough 
to make it as predictive as carbon-13 metabolic flux analysis techniques, with regards to predicting metabolic 
flux distribution amongst reactions of the central carbon metabolism. I also show that, from a highly detailed 
reconstruction of a kinetic model, regulatory effects of metabolites on kinetics of cellular reactions is sufficient 
to create the potential for expression of alternative phenotypes, and even for the co-existence of metabolically 
distinct phenotypes.
I describe the development and novelty of our integration algorithm, discussing how certain steps of 
the algorithm help to overcome known issues, allows for the ease of incorporation of future expansions on the 
kinetic and/or genome-scale models, as well as discussing how the two model types pass information of flux 
between one another.
Simulations of the integrated model demonstrate its flexibility and power to incorporate growth feasibility, 
but also uncovers some issues, which are discussed as potential future works to a key methodology.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 System s B iology
The discovery of DNA and its various components was a revolutionary breakthrough in biology. With the 
realization of its role as the template for the production of fundamental components of the cell the paradigm 
and principle aim of molecular cell biology leapt towards the goal of understanding how the physiology of the 
cell results from the information that is encoded in this template, the genome of the cell [133], asking the
question of the link between the cell genotype^ to its phenotypes^.
The classical approach to research in molecular biology was the in depth study of singular compo­
nents, such as proteins or enzymes, and the role they may play in the expression of cell phenotypes of interest. 
Usually, the study would result in a diagram of how the protein of interest interacts with its counterparts 
and ligands. However, neither the representation of the system around the protein nor its components had 
any quantitative meaning, and the local system remained precisely that, local.
It is clear that the cell as a whole is a system, and like many other systems of physics and engineering 
it can be viewed as a network composed of various components which interact with one another in specific
ways, and where the result of the nature of such interactions can lead to the diversity in response of the
system, dependent on input signals. A letter by Yuri Lazebnik published in the paper [78] even compares an 
old transistor radio to a biological signal transduction pathway, stating that both are conceptually similar in 
that they both convert one type of signal into another, and that the respective systems responsible for this 
conversion are composed of around a hundred interacting components.
Some major fields in biology may have indeed been initiated from nothing more than a friendly chat 
over a specific problem of interest. With the sudden realization of the impact of their questions of interest 
there seems an exponential explosion in publications and very soon the field becomes the latest fashion. The 
intensity of research may remain in the phase of growth for some time resulting in thousands of publications, 
some of which may actually be contradictory and vague in conclusion. Though there is a great burst in 
information, the studies seem to yield more questions than answers creating the paradoxical feeling that 
with the gain in information there is a loss of understanding. Eventually the field inevitably hits a wall. To 
understand the reason for the occurrence of this paradox Lazebnik believed that there was a fundamental
^The Genotype: This is a description of the genome of the organism, a set of physical DNA molecules inherited from the 
organisms parents [83].
^The Phenotype: This is a description of the phenome of the organism, the observable physical properties of the organism, 
such as the cell physiology and behaviour under given conditions [83].
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flaw in the way that biologist viewed and represented cellular systems. By raising the simple question of, 
“how biologist would determine why my radio does not work, and how they would attempt to repair it” [78], 
Lazebnik exposed the essential difference between how an engineer and a biologist viewed the same system: 
it was the language that they use to express the system. Biologist tend to illustrate the system of interest 
as a schematic of which components interact with one another, but the figure in no way holds quantitative 
information unlike the highly descriptive diagrams of engineers. Though such a figure represents an initial 
step in the right direction, such a figure can be said to be analogous to a “static road map”, showing us the 
links between our objects of interest but lacking the information to determine interesting emerging behaviours 
such as traffic patterns and how we can control or change them [69]. In contrast there is a standardized 
language amongst engineers allowing all to understand an unfamiliar and different system just as easily as 
a familiar one. Above all, the quantitative details of each component represented in the diagram is known 
allowing for the immediate and explicit analysis of the system enabling the elucidation of system behaviours, 
and even helping to clearly identify any problems or missing data [78]. Hence, from such diagrams not only 
can all engineers immediately understand the potential workings of the system of interest, but it enables for 
unambiguous discussions, keeping further research consistent and thus helping to avoid the paradox.
Do biologists know enough so that such a language can be adopted to enable the evaluation of the 
system in a way engineers do [78]? Even if they do not the idea is that such a language would help to guide 
biologists to:
1. Identify more explicitly the known and unknown pieces of knowledge.
2. Target challenges to known knowledge more precisely, helping to update knowledge in a constructive 
manner and maybe even prevent the emergence of contradictory branches of study.
3. Ask more targeted and specific questions, since missing pieces of knowledge are more explicit: also 
known as hypothesis driven research. I believe that this may in return help to fuel further research in 
a systematic way.
This post-genomic ‘multi-omics’ era is characterized by the rapid expansion of technologies, cataloguing and 
the classification of cellular components into the various functional sub-systems of the cell became a common 
goal. These subsystems are:
1. The cell DNA, the template sequence of nucleotides that is commonly used for the identification of the 
cell species.
2. mRNA, which are transcribed from DNA
3. Proteins, which are folded sequences of nucleotides translated from mRNA, where the very nature of 
the fold creates the specific function of the protein itself. Such functions govern the interaction between 
other proteins and biochemicals of the cellular metabolism as well as regulating the expression of genes.
4. Metabolites, the biochemicals of the cellular metabolism interconnected by a complex network of inter­
actions governed by enzymes, a specific class of proteins.
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There are not only links between components classified within each of the cellular sub-systems, i.e. protein- 
protein interactions, but in fact there are links between the sub-systems themselves, i.e. protein-mRNA, 
protein-metabolite, and protein-DNA interactions. Thus, from the knowledge of such interactions one can 
write down or hypothesize the links between the various cellular components to construct a network, similar 
to what was envisaged by scientists such as Lazebnik. Such a complex network of interactions can be best 
represented by mathematical models, where the mathematical objects and variables of the model would 
represent the cellular components and equations would define the nature of the interactions between the 
objects [73]. Such a framework would then serve as the basis on which various mathematical analysis may 
be conducted, aimed at understanding how behaviours of the cell emerge from such links. This is precisely 
the paradigm of what has now been coined as Systems Biology.
Systems biology is the principle by which one aims to understand not the individual 
cellular components them selves, but the nature of the interaction of these com ponents and 
the functional states of the system  which emerge from such interactions, from a m athem atical 
representation [5, 104, 69].
Some would argue that systems biology is not a newly emerging field, but rather a new name given to 
the maturing state of our understanding of biological structures and their dynamical organization [5]. Arkin 
and Schaffer, in their essay [5], expose many examples of classical studies which would be indeed understood 
as the application of the idea of systems biology. Such examples include mathematician Norbert Weiner et 
al, who in 1943 proposed that negative feedback regulation would help to stabilize biological systems, thus 
linking concepts of control and biological dynamics; and Conrad Waddington, a developmental biologist 
and geneticist, who is considered to have laid some of the modern foundations for systems biology when he 
conceptualized cellular network dynamics as the set of solutions to a system of ordinary differential equations 
in his works of 1954 [5]. One of the earliest works on dynamical systems in the context of biology was written 
by the acclaimed father of ‘general systems theory’, Karl Ludwig von Bertalanffy. Similar to the discussion 
of Lazebnik, the biologist recognized the ‘flaws’ and limitations in classical approaches of studies in biology, 
stating that “the place of theoretical science is taken rather by a heterogeneous multitude of facts” , and that 
“modern biology (in 1933) is not in a position to display the results of systematic research in a system of 
concepts, or to represent the orderly behaviour which is common to its objects in a general theory” [139]. 
With his continuing emphasis and exclamation of the holistic view over classical reductionism, one may even 
consider his works as the initiation of a new paradigm that is now called ‘system biology’.
Though indeed the fundamental concept of systems biology may not be new, the concept of the use 
of mathematical tools to represent and analyse biological systems was not widely accepted as a means 
of progressing research systematically in the field of biology. This view was compounded by the lower 
technological state of computer capabilities and capacities, at the time. Some historical figures like the 
examples above, Nobel Laureates and Professors of Physics Abdus Salam and Erwin Schrodinger, and even 
Charles Darwin believed that a mathematical representation of biology would enable a deeper understanding 
of biological systems in a way that may not even be possible experimentally. Darwin is quoted to have even 
said that “mathematics seems to endow one with something like a new sense” , and that “every new body of
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discovery is mathematical in form, because there is no other guidance we can have” . Representing a biological 
system mathematically opens the doors for the applications of many classical and known mathematical 
techniques and tools to gain insight into the nature and potential properties of the system.
How can one go about understanding a biological system as a whole? Kitano, in his review [69], lays
four key properties that can be studied to gain such an insight:
1. System structures: These include gene interaction and biochemical interaction networks of metabolism, 
and the representation of the mechanisms by which such interactions occur. This gives at least the repre­
sentation of the network of interactions of the system enabling one to understand the potential pathways 
that could be active under given conditions or the pathways that are required for the production of a 
specific biochemical of interest.
2. System dynamics: Understanding how systems vary with time under different conditions can be done 
through various mathematical techniques of dynamical systems theory such as perturbation and sensi­
tivity analysis, phase-plane analysis and bifurcation analysis. Dynamical systems analysis will enable 
one to elucidate how network interactions create the potential for certain cellular behaviours close and 
relatively far from steady states, i.e. convergence to expression of a phenotype.
3. Understanding control: Looking into mechanisms that regulate and control the state of the cell, and 
understanding how the change in that control affects the state of the system.
4. Design methods: This pushes systems biology into an area more commonly referred to as synthetic 
biology, where one finds ways to modify and/or construct a system to obtain specific behaviours or 
properties of interest. This can be initially based on theoretical simulations.
In many cases, the study of interest usually consists of at least one of the above properties.
Though it may seem that the philosophy of systems biology focuses on the concise yet dense repre­
sentation of the system, this is not yet the full description of the systems biology approach. One emphasized 
viewpoint of systems biology in the literature is how the paradigm helps one to create a framework for a 
more directed and systematic manner in which to conduct hypothesis driven  research: a central core 
of the paradigm which I believe attempts to promote a more systematic and what may even be a much 
more efficient way of conducting research. The cycle of research, as shown in Figure 1.1, is initiated from 
some prior biological knowledge and/or set of data, and possible contradictory issues regarding a biological 
phenomenon of interest. From these observations a mathematical model can be created in an attempt to 
represent the phenomenon of interest. Under the interrogation of the model by conducting ‘dry experiments’: 
simulations and other mathematical analysis to elucidate system properties, like the four points given above, 
would help to expose inconsistencies between established data and predictions of the model. Where there 
are inconsistencies this would mean that the representation of the model, which should be representing 
the phenomenon of interest, lacks some key pieces of information. Hence, some parts of the model either 
need to be rejected and modified, or the established knowledge needs to be challenged. If the model can
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predict at least that which is established and known from available data, the model can be analysed to 
create predictions of other phenomenon of the system. These predictions create the basis upon which 
experiments and technologies can be developed, and where ‘wet experiments’ can then be conducted to 
verify these predictions. Data collected from these experiments can then be analysed to either contradict 
or verify predictions. Such data and interpretation then create the opportunity for the statement of a 
biological hypothesis, which in turn drives one to reconstruct the model, and so re-starts the cycle of this 
hypothesis-driven research. This is what I believe is the full nature and philosophy of systems biology.
Biological 
knowledge and 
contradictory 
issues
Data- and 
hypothesis- 
driven 
modeling
Experiment 
data analysis
"Dry" experiments 
(simulation)
Wet" experiments
Experiment 
design and 
experimental 
device 
development
System analysis 
and theory 
formation
Predictions
F ig u r e  1 .1: Figure of the cycle of hypothesis-driven research, as extracted from [69].
In this chapter I discuss some fundamental questions in the light of the systems biology paradigm 
that drive us towards the modelling of cellular metabolism. I will then describe the types of models that can 
be adopted for such a representation; discussing their mathematical forms, how they are constructed, and 
how they could be evaluated and interrogated to generate predictions and hypotheses for ‘wet experiments’. 
I will also briefly discuss some published metabolic models, attempting to understand their limitations and 
major assumptions, and discuss how working towards a whole-cell model may help to weaken or even alleviate 
some off their problems. I will discuss why Escherichia coli is considered a model organism, and thus why 
it is my organism of interest. Finally, I will discuss what the aims of our work on the metabolism of E.coli 
hopes to achieve.
1.2 Focus on M odelling of M etabolic N etw orks
As quoted previously, the central goal of molecular biology is the understanding of how the physiology and 
behaviour of the cell results from the information that is encoded in the genome of the cell. The cell can 
be thought to be composed of a number of ‘levels’: the level of cellular genes and transcription factors, the
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level of proteins and the level of cellular metabolism. The changes in cell behaviour and physiology can be 
thought to result from the complexity of the dynamical interactions between these cellular levels as well as 
from interactions amongst components of each level, similar to as illustrated in Figure 1.2. Our central
(Changing) carbon 
sources
Metabolic master regulation
F ig u r e  1 .2: Exam ple illustration of the interaction between and amongst key levels of the cell workings, as extracted from [71].
goal is to understand how the com plexity of interactions of cellular components results in the 
potential expression of various cellular phenotypes.
What is meant by the use of the work ‘phenotype’? A classical definition of the phenotype in biology 
is the expression of an observable physical property and/or behaviour of the cell, such as the cell growth 
behaviour, survival under several types of environmental stress including the application of drugs, and a 
change in the metabolic profile of the cell under a given steady state of cellular dynamics. These could 
also be potentially observed under a gene mutation of the cell DNA, where, for example, a nucleotide 
insertion/deletion in a given open reading frame responsible for encoding an enzyme of cell metabolism 
could render the enzyme non-functional. This would consequently change the distribution of the flux 
of biochemicals throughout metabolism, thus resulting in a change of cell phenotype. The definition of 
‘phenotype’ excludes this case, which would be defined as a change in ‘genotype’ of the cell, not phenotype.
A mathematical description of the mechanism of action of every dynamical interaction in the cell 
would give us the ideal representation of an in-silico replica of the cell of interest. With a model replica of 
the cell one can interrogate, evaluate and perform various analysis and ‘dry experiments’ to elucidate the 
emergence of various cell phenotypes, and understand their respective properties and behaviours. However, 
though there may be a growing knowledge of the interaction of components within the various levels of the 
cell, the knowledge of the nature of interactions between these levels is sparse. Thus, the limitations of current
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modelling efforts to build such a replica of the cell of interest indeed stems from the lack of knowledge of the 
nature of component interactions and not really from the lack of modelling approaches [2]. Unable to create 
a detailed model of cell dynamics incorporating different levels of the cell, as of yet, the focus of modelling 
moves to question the role of specific levels of the cell in creating the potential for the cell to express various 
phenotypes for a given genotype. The object of interest in such models is thus a particular level of the 
cell which one believes would best represent the set of interactions that may yield the change in cell phenotype.
As is known, the expression of genes produce templates (mRNA) for the production of proteins and 
enzymes. These in turn control the nature of biochemical reactions of cellular metabolism, as well as possibly 
regulating the level of production of certain other enzymes and expression of genes, ultimately resulting in 
the expression of various phenotypes under given and changing conditions. The origin of the control on the 
expression and production of these enzymes comes from the role that transcription factors play in regulating 
gene expression. Hence, with the fact that the ‘gears and cogs ’ of the machinery of the cell is produced and 
controlled at the level of the cellular genes, it seems quite clear that one should construct mathematical 
models of the gene regulatory level of the cell. This thought is reinforced when one observes that throughout 
the literature much focus has been on models of gene regulation, usually of some specific operon of interest. 
A classical example of such a study would be that of the /ac-operon of E. coli.
With the aim in mind of understanding the emergence of phenotypes a number of classical studies have 
focused on the modelling of the gene regulatory states of the cell under the ideology of what was coined as 
‘epigenetics’. The area of epigenetics, the word allegedly coined by developmental biologist and geneticist 
Conrad Waddington used to describe the change in behaviour of the cell that could not be attributed 
to genetic changes, is “a branch of biology which studies the causal interactions between genes and their 
products, which bring the phenotype into being” (Waddington 1942) [42]. From this very definition it is clear 
that the focus of such a field was based on the modelling of the regulatory role of transcription factors and 
proteins in gene expressions.
What about the role of the metabolic state of the cell, the state which is used as the means of defin­
ing the profile of one phenotype relative to another? Can the two levels influence the emergence of 
phenotypes separately? The complexity of the cell is brought about by the interaction of all levels of the cell. 
It is however well understood that there can be a considerable time scale differences between the activities of 
gene regulation relative to regulation at the metabolic state of the cell. It could be thought that the action 
of regulation of gene expressions is a “long-term regulation”, whereas that of the enzymatic reactions of the 
cellular metabolism is a “short-term regulation”, with respect to time [85]. This separation in time-scales of 
events caused by the two levels of the cell holds the key in enabling us to study the separate roles of the two 
main levels of the cell.
Can the regulation of the enzymatic reaction mechanisms by metabolic biochemicals (metabolites) in 
cellular metabolism also create the potential for multiple cell phenotypes? The study of Lourenco ct al 
[85], claims that the effects of enzymatic regulation of particular metabolic pathways may even play a more 
significant role in governing the change in cell metabolism as opposed to the classical view of the metabolic
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driving force of gene regulation. Studies like that of Angeli et al [3] which had focused on the gene regulatory 
network of reactions had found some general mechanisms that may result in the expression of at least two 
phenotypes. One may wonder as to whether the same or analogous mechanisms exist in the metabolite 
regulation of enzyme mechanisms, and thus whether a potential for the expression of multiple phenotypes 
may emerge from the regulatory effects at the metabolic state of the cell alone.
How can one separate the influence of the gene regulatory state of the cell from its metabolic regulatory 
state? The difference in time-scales of the two levels of the cell can in fact be exploited to separate the study 
of one from the other. The events and changes that are occurring at the gene regulatory state of the cell 
could be understood to be working at a ‘significantly’ slower speed than those occurring at the metabolic 
state of the cell. This ‘significant’ difference could be approximated by assuming that there is no change in 
either the expressions or regulations of genes, or of those of proteins, during the faster dynamical changes at 
the metabolic state of the cell. Thus, it is assumed that events at all levels of the cell, except those 
of m etabolic reactions, are at a quasi-steady state. This assumption will enable the scope of 
the modelling to focus on only the m etabolic state of the cell.
How can one model the metabolic state of the cell? There are generally two major classes of metabolic 
modelling, namely stoichiometric models of flux balance, and dynamic modelling of metabolic enzyme kinetics 
(kinetic models).
With the sequencing of many hundreds of bacterial genomes genome-wide catalogues of the functional 
enzymes that govern the reactions of their respective metabolisms, are widely available. The former type 
of model is thus a description of the metabolic network topology that is derived from such ‘catalogues’. 
The variable of interest of this model is the ‘flux’ of metabolic reactions, where ‘metabolic flux’ is defined 
as the turnover rate of molecules through a metabolic pathway. More specifically in our case, the flux is a 
quantitative value representing the rate of turnover of an amount of substrate (in milimoles) per gram of dry 
cell weight per hour. With such a descriptive tool one is able to obtain a relatively detailed, and to some 
degree, a quantitative snapshot of metabolism, which could be used to derive insight into cell physiology 
[137].
The latter type of model could hold much more predictive potential since the action of the enzyme 
mechanisms is being represented. The variables of interest of this type of model are not only the reaction flux 
values but also the changing metabolite concentrations, both making up the profile of cellular metabolism. 
Studying and interrogating the dynamical changes of these variables with time, including the regulation of 
the enzymatic mechanism governing the respective reactions, will give us at least a qualitative idea, if not a 
prediction, of how metabolism alone may respond to imposed changes and perturbations [137].
1.3 Stoichiom etric C onstraint-Based M odelling
Stoichiometric models are based purely on the interaction between metabolites in the cell. The metabolites 
are linked by the known functional enzymes that complex with the respective metabolites to form other 
metabolites. With the full genome sequence of many organisms now available and a genome-wide identification
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of many of their functional enzymes, one can thus construct a ‘genome-scale’ network of metabolism.
1.3.1 M ath em atica l Form  o f  S to ich iom etr ic  M od el
The mathematical representation of this network would be in the form of a matrix, whose rows would 
represent the metabolites and the columns would represent the reactions. The matrix is composed of 
stoichiometric coefficients of the metabolites to their respective reactions, hence this matrix is usually referred 
to a the ‘stoichiometric matrix’.
The cellular system is dynamical in nature, where the concentration of its metabolites vary with time. One 
can right down a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) to represent the coupled dynamics of the 
rate of change of concentrations of each of the metabolites, where the general form of an ODE modelling the 
dynamics of metabolite rrii is given by the following equation:
d[mi] ^
dt =  -O' -Me • K ] ,  (1.1)
3
where R  is the total number of reactions of the metabolic system of interest, Sij is the stoichiometric coefficient 
of the metabolite that partakes in the reaction r^, and fie is the effective specific cell growth rate^. The 
term rj is the mathematical equation of the reaction rate mechanism in terms of the metabolite concentrations 
and reaction kinetic parameters, Vj =  rj {[fh],pj).
Without the knowledge of the kinetic and mechanistic form of the reactions the model equations can be 
reduced to a special case, the system steady state. By only requiring the evaluation of the system to the 
steady state conditions, where the rate of change of metabolite concentration and the effective growth rate fie 
is zero, the general model equation given in (1.1) can be redefined by the following:
dt
R
Oi =  Sjj • rj (1-2)
i
=^0 =  S  • f,  (1.3)
where S  is the stoichiometric matrix, and f  is a vector of the unknown values of the reaction fluxes, our 
model variables of interest. From the form of equation (1.2) it is quite explicit that the system is a coupled 
set of linear equations in reaction fluxes. However, a general property of most bacterial metabolic systems 
is that there are usually more reactions than metabolites, i.e. the stoichiometric matrix is constructed of 
more columns than rows, thus there are more unknown reaction flux values than equations, and the problem 
becomes mathematically ‘ill-posed’ with an infinite number of potential solutions.
To restrict the space of potential solutions further constraints on the variables may be imposed. These 
may include the imposition of inequality constraints on intracellular reaction flux values and cellular trans­
port and media exchange reactions. The former set of constraints are based on the knowledge of reaction
^The term  fie is the effective specific growth rate, dependent on the culture conditions of the cell. For example, if the cells are 
grown in continuous culture conditions then fie = fi — D, for dilution rate D.
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thermodynamics (from Gibbs free energies), which gives an idea of reaction directionality, and the latter set of 
constraints may be set in such a manner so as to represent quantitatively the maximum uptake and excretion 
rates as were measured from the exponential phase of batch culture growth. The problem is thus essentially 
converted into a linear programming problem, where a metabolic objective of interest is either maximized or 
minimized. This linear programming problem of the constraint-based model is most commonly referred to in 
the field as ‘flux balance analysis’ (FBA), since the sum of all fluxes of a given metabolite, weighted by its 
respective stoichiometric coefficient, must ‘balance’ to zero [103].
The most common metabolic objective is the maximization of the production of biomass and cellular
growth given the maximum uptake rate of carbon source(s), where this flux of growth is defined according
to known or identified biosynthetic requirements that are included in the model, such as non-zero flux from 
biosynthetic precursors and a certain utilization of atp [30, 86]. The general form of the optimization problem 
can be written as follows: Maximize D such that:
d i ^  = ^
D = S - r  (1.4)
di = 0, V i =  1. . .  M, i ^ b ,  for 6 =  biomass production reaction; 
mirij < rj < m axj, mirij = 0 for irreversible reactions 
mirij =  — GO for reversible reactions 
maxj =  Too or as measured,
for M  metabolites and R  reactions of the system.
The evaluation of this defined problem results in a unique flux value of the specified objective reaction, 
but the vector of the combination of flux values of all other metabolic reactions, known as the metabolic 
flux distribution, may not be unique. The metabolic system usually has a high degree of free variables (free 
fluxes) and so the inequality constraints imposed, including the maximization of the objective flux, may be 
insufficient to restrict the system to a unique solution.
1.3 .2  U se  o f S to ich iom etric  M od els
What are some of the potential uses and purposes of these constraint-based models? How can they be 
analysed to fulfil such purposes?
The application of linear programming on these stoichiometric models is known in the field as ‘metabolic 
flux analysis’. Flux balance analysis (FBA), as described above, is the simplest of the flux analysis tech­
niques. Involving the solution of a set of linear equations with variable constraints relating to experimentally 
measured substrate uptake rates and product secretion rates, and optimizing for a metabolic objective of 
interest, FBA can be and is exploited in a number of ways to elucidate feasible metabolic reaction pathways 
required for the maximization or minimization of the objective, if they exist [8]. The most common metabolic 
objective used is the biomass production flux, enabling the analysis and prediction of bacterial growth 
phenotypes which can then be compared to experimental data of steady state growths of the cell [30]. 
Since it is assumed that the cell is optimizing the production of biomass under nutrient rich conditions, the
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knowledge of the biomass production flux value (equivalent to growth rate) could be used to understand when 
the cell may choose to move away from this objective. This could be elucidated by comparing the model 
predicted and experimentally measured maximum growth rates for successively reduced substrate uptake 
rates. Furthermore, the knowledge of the maximized objective may even help to interrogate the assumed 
biosynthetic contributions towards the composition of cellular biomass, thereby helping to further curate the 
model to a more realistic representation of the cell.
Knowledge of reaction thermodynamics is now commonly used to further constrain fluxes to inform 
reaction directionality. With this further knowledge imposition more informative flux balance analysis 
techniques have been developed with the primary aim of qualitatively interpreting the flux distribution 
solution of the linear programming problem posed aiding in the elucidation of topological properties of the 
metabolic network. Flux variability analysis (FVA) is a technique which returns the range of possible flux 
values of each reaction, subject to maximizing or minimizing the set objective. These ranges can be used to 
understand ‘robustness’ of the optimal pathway, or even to evaluate the possibility of alternative optimal 
pathways from the rate limiting carbon source to biomass production [8, 45]. Elementary modes analysis 
can enable one to determine a unique set of the smallest sub-networks (i.e. the minimal number of enzymes) 
which allow a required feasible steady state growth rate, or any other specific objective. Such results of this 
analysis technique could then be utilized to understand the role of metabolic network regulation, understand 
network robustness, as well as provide a more rigorous characterization of cellular phenotypes, based on 
fluxes [130].
One could go further to use these predicted pathways to find discrepancies between experimental ob­
servations and simulations to deduce missing pathways for model curation, and maybe even hypotheses 
formation for the potential discovery of new proteins. With the ultimate aim of addressing problems in 
bioengineering, one can use this knowledge to ‘knockout’ the potential use of ‘sub-optimal’ pathways to try 
to maximize flux through an pathway that will yield a maximized production of the objective of interest, 
such as antibiotics or ethanol.
Without the knowledge of reaction kinetics it is difficult to deduce the most efficient pathway between 
the substrate and objective. However, understanding the effects of a ‘block’ in reaction activity is of greater 
interest; one may be interested in knowing the impact on cell viability for given reaction or gene ‘knockout’. 
One of the first steps in drug discovery is to create a list of potential drug targets. Thus, by setting the 
flux constraints of metabolic reactions to zero or creating in-silico ‘knockouts’ of genes, one can deduce the 
essential metabolic reactions and genes of the system required for growth, or any other metabolic objective. 
This knowledge can be exploited to find potential metabolic and genetic targets aimed at killing the bacterial 
pathogen, and thus aid in developing targeted drugs to cure infections.
Although the optimization of the cell to maximize the production of biomass could be thought to be 
evolutionarily justified, one may not be able to say the same for modified organisms, such as those whose 
reactions and/or genes have been knocked out. The argument posed by Segre and Church in their paper 
[117] is that through evolution the cell may have adapted to maximize its growth given the availability
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of substrate, but where there is a lab-based gene knockout the cell does not have time to undergo the 
same level of evolutionary stress and so it may not be maximizing any particular metabolic objective. 
Instead, given that it takes considerable energy for the cell to greatly modify its metabolic profile, one 
may expect that the cell undergoes minimal possible changes from its wild-type flux distribution to an 
alternative feasible flux distribution. A switch of the objective of the biomass production flux in the linear 
programming problem to the minimization of metabolic adjustment in a now quadratic programming problem 
(a problem composed of a quadratic objective, with linear constraints) is not only proposed in the paper but 
it has been shown to have a much better correlation with experimental data [117], greatly supporting the idea.
The interrogation of flux distribution in cellular metabolism can enable one to conduct a ‘model-based 
interpretation’ of experimental data [20], or even integrate data to increase the power of predictability of 
the model. Measurements from NMR and GS-mass spectrometry of carbon-13 substrate labelling of carbon 
substrates^ can ‘augment’ FBA by providing estimates of the ratio of flux distribution at core metabolic 
branch points [4, 144]. Furthermore, the use of a mixture of labelled and unlabelled substrates has shown 
the possibility of tracking how the carbon chain of the substrate is broken down through central metabolism, 
and given an initial guess of the steady state flux distribution one can predict the labelling patterns on 
cellular end products, such as those of amino acids. This prediction can then be compared against measured 
labelling patterns and used to iteratively estimate the ‘best fit’ of flux estimates to minimize the discrepancy 
between experimentally observed and model predicted labelling patterns [143, 145]. This information can 
act as further constraints to the flux potential of metabolic reactions, increasing the predictability of the 
estimated genome-wide flux distribution [23].
The integration of experimental gene expressions is claimed to enable a greatly improved prediction of 
growth phenotypes, restricting the activity of a number of elementary modes and pathways that were active 
before. The believed and shown increase in predictability of the model integrated with regulatory rules, 
under the analysis which has come to be known as regulatory flux balance analysis or rFBA, could be further 
used for the more accurately identification of previously unknown metabolic components and interactions [23].
FBA can be used to identify and predict potential flux distributions of cellular metabolism. However, 
there is no information on metabolite concentrations or dynamics, a fundamental characteristic of the cell 
itself. An extension can be made to FBA to incorporate the dynamical changes to extracellular substrates, 
using an iterative algorithm developed by Varma and Palsson, reported in the paper [135]. A core assumption 
here is that the transition between one steady state to the next, progressing from one iteration to the next, 
is instantaneous. This implies that the intracellular flux distribution rapidly reaches a new equilibrium, 
faster than the change in concentration of the external metabolite, which may indeed not be such a strong 
assumption. With this extension to FBA, known as dynamical FBA or dFBA, one can predict how 
intracellular flux distributions are ‘choosing’ to change for a change in flux of the substrate uptake, maybe 
even resulting in the classification of metabolic phenotypes.
^Carbon-13 labelling of substrates means the replacement of carbon-12 atoms with those of carbon-13 in specific positions 
along the carbon chain of the substrate of interest, thereby ‘labelling’ those positions where there are atoms of carbon-13.
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1.3.3 C oncept o f  P h en o ty p e  in  th e  C on tex t o f  S to ich iom etric  M od els
The variable of interest of the genome-scale models are the reaction fluxes. Thus any deflnition of the 
phenotype will be based on the cellular flux profiles.
The form of the stoichiometric model dictates that the system fluxes must be balanced in such a way 
that the net production of metabolites is zero, the very deflnition of the steady state. There are an infinite 
number of possible combinations of flux distribution at the system steady state, but this does not mean 
that there are an infinite number of phenotypes of the system. One would expect that steady state flux 
profiles which are potentially observable, our definition of the cellular phenotypes, are those  
towards which the system  converges onto, given enough time, the very deflnition of a dynamically 
stable steady state. However, without knowledge of the form of the dynamics of reaction kinetics one cannot 
use the tools of dynamical system theory to classify the nature of the stability of the steady states into stable 
and unstable regions. How then could one alternatively define the ‘cellular phenotype’ in the context of these 
stoichiometric models?
Palsson discusses a possible deflnition of the phenotype in his book [104]. He introduces the concept 
of ‘phenotypic phase plane’, an idea analogous to that of phase-plane analysis from dynamical system theory, 
where the plane is formed by the variation of two model parameters such as two different exchange reactions. 
He uses the idea of ‘robustness analysis’ to quantify and distinguish the extent of the effect of a change in 
the model parameters to the objective function values. The deflnition of robustness is the eflFect of varying 
a single model parameter on the performance of a network. More specifically, robustness can be quantified 
by using the notion of “shadow price” [104], more commonly referred to as ‘elasticity’, defined in the field of 
linear programming by the following partial derivative:
-  ~ d b i’
where the shadow price of the boundary flux is given by the derivative of the objective function Z, 
with respect to the model exchange flux (fluxes of the exchange of extracellular substrates with the cell) [104].
Although one can calculate an infinite number of optimal solutions in the phenotypic phase-plane (PhPP), it 
turns out that there are a finite number of fundamentally different optim al functional states. 
These changes in functional states of the system  are interpreted as the shift o f one optim al 
fiux distribution to another, measured from the calculation of the ratio of the shadow price of two of the 
model parameters (these are actually variables since they are the model exchange fluxes). This calculation is 
as follows:
“  =  “ 5 ’
where the negative sign is introduced to account for the fact that to keep the objective function constant an 
increase in one of the boundary fluxes must be followed by a decrease in the other (since they both add flux 
towards the objective). From equation (1.6), a is understood to be the gradient of the line on the PhPP
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where the value of the objective is constant at the same value. This line is called the ‘isocline’, and different 
regions of the PhPP will be made up of different values of the slope of the isoclines. Therefore, the  
proposed deflnition of phenotype is thus a profile of the flux distribution from different regions 
of the PhPP, where the value of the isoclines within each region is the same, yielding the same 
objective value, but where its value is different between regions, giving different objective values.
It would seem that the genome-scale stoichiometric models, which enable the computation of reaction 
fluxes and metabolic cell profiles from the knowledge of the molecular biochemistry encoded in the genome 
of the organism itself, could be thought to bridge the gap between the genotype and phenotype [28]. The 
genome annotations must first be constructed into a network representation of the cell and then converted 
into a model by the incorporation of various additional knowledge, such as thermodynamics, gene regulatory 
rules, fixing strain-specific parameter values, the deflnition of the composition of biomass and the inclusion of 
required biosynthetic precursor pathways, reactions and compounds, etc. This resulting enhancement of the 
model must then be systematically and iteratively checked and validated against experimental observations. 
Thus, if there comes a point where a model can be considered ‘complete enough’, and so meaningful in 
its predictions, it can really only then be used to predict phenotypes or other systemic properties not yet 
verified [28], in a fashion of the iterative cycle of system biology. Everything must start from the construction 
methodology of the model.
1 .3 .4  S to ich iom etric  M od el C onstru ction  on  G enom e-Scale
With the availability of the full genome sequences and genome annotations of many hundreds of bacteria, one 
of the greatest advantages of taking this modelling approach is that one can utilize the majority, if not all, of 
that information to reconstruct ‘genome-scale’ models of the bacterial cell, enabling a great potential for the 
understanding of cell physiology as a whole. The protocol for the partially automated and manual construction 
of such genome-scale models from the genome annotation, and the details of the incorporation of constraints 
and the specification of the objective function, is well discussed in the literature [28, 32, 106, 107]. In this 
section I will briefly discuss two of the most common protocols adopted in the construction of genome-scale 
stoichiometric models.
C onstruction from the Genome Annotation
To initiate the process of the reconstruction of genome-scale stoichiometric models a few fundamental questions 
needed to be addressed [32]:
1. what are all the known annotated functional enzymes of the system and what substrates and products 
do each of those enzymes act on?
2. W hat are the associated stoichiometric coefficients for each metabolite of each reaction of the system?
3. Which reactions are reversible and which are not? This is usually deduced from the knowledge of the 
Gibbs free energy of the reaction, where known, giving an idea of how far the shift of the equilibrium
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of the reaction is under given temperature and pressure conditions. As a guideline, the more negative 
the value of the free energy the more likely the reaction is to be irreversible, however the exact cut-off 
is subjective to interpretation.
4. In which compartment of the cell does the reaction occur? For models of prokaryotic cells such compart­
ments would include the cytoplasm, periplasm, and extracellular media. Models of eukaryotic cells would 
further include other cellular compartments such as the mitochondrion, nucleus and other organelles.
The first two questions are essential for the construction of the network, the third question adds ther­
modynamic knowledge as a means of constraining the system, and the fourth simply helps to organize to 
the network so that there is no incorrect linkage between compounds that participate in periplasmic re­
actions to those that take place in the cytoplasm, though the metabolite is the same between the two reactions.
The genome-scale model reconstruction steps consist of three core steps [32]:
1. Automated genome-based reconstruction:
The genome annotation is the starting point for the reconstruction, where such annotations can be found 
from various organism-specific databases such as EcoCyc [67] for Escherichia coli. The annotations 
provide unique identifiers known as EC (enzyme commission) numbers, lists the metabolic enzymes that 
were identified to be part of the organism of interest, and indicates how protein subunits interact to form 
the active enzymes which catalyse the reactions. The next step is to assign which metabolic reactions 
each enzyme carries out, either manually or automatically using some tools.
Information from these metabolic databases can be extracted either manually, by an examination of 
each functional enzyme and reaction, or by using tools to make the process automated, piecing together 
reactions from various databases.
2. Curation of the draft reconstruction:
The automated extraction of the metabolic reactions provides an initial framework for the genome-scale 
model, but it usually does not include some organism-specific features such as the knowledge of sub- 
cellular localization/compartmentalisation. This initial draft of the model network will be incomplete, 
containing gaps and maybe even reaction that shouldn’t have been included (annotation mistakes, etc), 
and thus needs to be manually curated. The curation should be ideally conducted by experts of the 
specific organism, using organism-specific databases, or papers throughout the literature.
3. Converting the curated reconstruction to a computational model:
After filling the gaps, making corrections, and finalizing the curation of the genome-scale model, the 
reconstruction can still not be used for the computation. A subtle yet crucial step must be made to 
convert the model into a mathematical representation, allowing numerous computational tools can be 
utilized for various model analyses.
With a mathematical representation of the genome-scale metabolic network on a computational plat­
form, the most important addition to the reconstruction process can then be made using constraint-based
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reconstruction and analysis (COBRA). This step entails the construction of the biomass objective func­
tion, a necessity to be able to compute the ability of the network to yield growth. The macromolecular 
composition of the cell and the biosynthetic precursors that lead to their production are used to define 
the core functionality of the cell (refer to paper [30] for greater details). After including this composition 
into a ‘biomass production reaction’, a pseudo-reaction included in the reconstruction network, one can 
attempt to calculate the growth rates under a given condition, i.e. under a given set of constraints for 
the exchange reactions (which specifies the media compositions and conditions), as a way of checking 
viability of the model. As a means of further checking consistency of the model, experimental data 
of the measured composition of biomass, the composition of the minimal media required for growth 
in-vivo, and a training dataset which includes growth rates and respective substrate-uptake rates. Using 
essentiality data the equation making up the biomass production flux can be further curated, as well as 
using the same data for filling in further gaps in the reconstruction.
Once gap-filling is completed, as much as possible, additional steps are required to account for what 
are known as ‘strain-specific parameters’. For this, growth data from batch and continuous cultures 
may be required for the quantification of these physiological parameters. Such parameters include the 
stoichiometric coefficients growth-associated maintenance, fiux bounds in non-growth associated main­
tenance, stoichiometric coefficients of protons in reactions of the electron transport chain and oxidative 
phosphorylation to set the P :0  ratio, and the maximum glucose and oxygen uptake rates. After all the 
curations are applied, the model can be applied to study the specific growth rate condition of which the 
training data is based, and can be further explored to look into additional changes in media, etc.
Construction from M apping of Homologous Proteins
With the availability of the gene sequences and annotations of many bacteria it is always sensible to make 
the reconstruction as described above. However, with more recently annotated genomes and very poorly 
studied organisms this approach may become difficult. An alternative initial step which will help start the 
reconstruction is the mapping of homologous proteins between the organism of interest and its most closely 
related organism that already has a fully curated and established genome-scale model, as opposed to extracting 
information from the potentially poorly annotated genome. Gene ortholog clusters can be computed from 
databases such as KeGG [64] and BioCyc [18], else protein homologies between the organisms of interest can 
be extracted from databases such as eggNOG [105]. The second and third steps can then be followed as 
above.
There has been an exponential growth in the number of insightful reconstructions produced using the 
methodology described above, such as those models held in the BiGG database [114], and one of Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis constructed by Beste et al [9]. Recently, I have participated in the reconstruction of a genome- 
scale metabolic reaction network of Neisseria meningitidis. I have implemented and executed a protocol for a 
sequence-similarity based automatic draft annotation and construction, using Cobra toolbox in MATLAB, and 
provided this minimally feasible model to experts in the field for further refinement and curation. Subsequently, 
I used this model to interpret high throughput data on gene essentiality. Details can be found in the publication 
of Mendum et al [92].
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1.4 K inetic M odels o f M etabolism
Metabolic flux analysis does indeed provide a snapshot of the cellular physiology at steady state and with 
respect to cellular metabolic flux distribution. Its main role in the re-engineering of metabolism is informative 
but limited by the lack of its ability to represent and present the changes in the systems dynamics [137]. In 
reality the bacterial cell is a dynamic system, thus to understand emergent properties of the cell it would 
be ideal to have dynamical model of the cell metabolic reaction kinetics. In order to study and understand 
any dynamical system, natural or man-made, one looks to observe the effects of perturbation on the key 
elements which make up the system. For example, in the construction of an aeroplane one would know all the 
components needed to make up that plane, numbering in the millions. The essentiality of each components 
may also be known with respect to enabling the plane to fly, much like the knowledge of reaction and/or 
gene essentiality for genome-scale models. Thus, when physically perturbing those components one is able to 
observe how the plane would react, helping to determine which components are most sensitive to perturbations 
and what implications these changes have on the integrity of the plane, etc. In analogy, in order to know 
how to perturb our in-silico representation of the bacterial metabolism and interpret the consequence of such 
perturbations, one needs to consider the mathematical form of the model.
1.4.1 G eneral M ath em atica l Form  o f  D ynam ica l M od el
The dynamics of the cellular metabolic network results from both the dynamical changes in the metabolite 
concentrations and reaction kinetics. Thus, the model of the dynamics of cell metabolism, the ‘kinetic model’, 
will represent the rate of change of metabolite concentrations and reaction kinetics with time. Its general 
mathematical form which models the dynamical changes in the concentration of metabolite mi, is as follows:
-  M • K ] ,  (1.7)
3
for stoichiometric coefficients sij of the i^^ metabolite in the reaction rj, where rj itself is a function in 
terms of the metabolite concentrations of the system and a given set of kinetic parameters for the reaction, 
known as the ‘reaction rate equation’.
The final term of equation (1.7) incorporates the dilution effect for the growth in cellular volume, as the 
cell grows. It is assumed that the model is representative of a population of identical cells, each of a constant 
and equal volume, growing in a culture of defined growth and media conditions. Under such an assumption it 
is thus equivalent to say that a culture of cells is either made up of 10 cells or 1 cell of the volume of 10 cells, 
as illustrated in Figure 1.3. Considering that it was decided to view the culture as a single cell made up of 
the volume of many cells, the growth in cellular volume is required to be modelled, hence the inclusion of the 
dilution term p, • [mi]. Since the dimensions of the units of metabolite concentration is given by the number 
of cells per unit volume of the cell ( 'L^^ivoi ) ’ effect of the dilution of the concentration as the volume of 
the cell grows is thus incorporated by the term -jj, • [mi]. It is critical to note that this mathematical form 
of the dynamical change in metabolite concentration is dependent on the units and dimensions of the system 
variables (the metabolite concentrations), if dimensions of the variables are different then the form of equation 
(1.7) will change.
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ŒD
F ig u r e  1 .3: Illustration of the equivalence of assuming that our culture of cells is com posed of 10 individual cells of the same 
volume, or one large cell of the volume of ten  cells.
1.4.2 C om m ents on R eaction  R ate  E quation  Form s and D erivation
Biochemical reactions are catalysed by enzymes that have a highly specific catalytic centre, and which remain 
unchanged by the reaction. A single enzyme molecule holds the capability of catalysing many thousands of 
reactions per second, with a turnover rate ranging from to which is approximately 10® to 10^ ^
fold higher than the activity of the reaction in the absence of the catalyst [70].
The rate of an enzymatic reaction is determined by the concentration of its substrates, products, and 
enzyme, as well as by the the properties of the enzyme expressed in the ‘kinetic parameters’. These 
parameters include the maximum specific turnover rate of the enzyme, and its binding affinity for its regents 
and products. The reaction rate can be further modified by metabolites other than those of the core reaction, 
by inhibiting or even further enhancing the enzyme activity.
The mathematical form of the representation of the reaction mechanism of action can generally take 
two forms: one known as mass-action, and the other which assumes a rapid-equilibriation of the intermediate 
state of the reaction, where the reagents complex with the enzyme. I now discuss these two classes of 
representations in more detail.
Law of M ass A ction K inetics
Consider the following enzymatic reaction schematic:
I , 2^ Is +  e sec —> P,
k-i
(1 .8)
for substrate s, reaction enzyme e, substrate-enzyme complex sCc and product p, and reactions rates 
and k2 -
In representing the dynamics of (1.8), one can write down a coupled system of ordinary differential 
equations of the rate of change of the concentrations of each of the reaction variables:
ds
—  =  —ki ■ s ■ e +  k - i  ■ S6c 
dt
he , , ,
—— — — k i  • s • e T • S C c  T k 2  ■ s e ^
dt
dse
dt
=  ki ■ s ■ e — k - i  ■ SCc — k2 ■ sCc
dp— — k2 ■ SCc
dt
(1.9)
(1.10)
( 1 .11 )
(1.12)
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Each of the linear differential equations are of the form known as mass action kinetics. It is important to 
note that it takes four equations and the requirement of three parameters to represent this single reaction. If 
one was to start to look into a small sub-network of metabolic reactions the number of differential equations 
and parameters required to model the small system would exponentially explode. Adopting such a modelling 
technique would be even more infeasible on the genome-wide set of metabolic reactions.
The Quasi-Steady State Assum ption and the Derivation of the M ichaelis-M enten Approxima­
tion for Enzym atic Reaction Kinetics
The rate k2 is the rate limiting step in the metabolic reaction, indeed defining the maximum turnover capacity 
of the enzyme. Together with an understanding of the extremely fast interaction nature of enzymes with their 
respective substrates, i.e. that the rates of creation of substrate-enzyme complex and its degradation back to 
the substrate and enzyme are extremely fast, the following relationship between reaction rates can be written 
down:
k - i ,  ki »  k2. (1.13)
This understanding was taken a step further by Briggs and Haldane, as reported in their classic paper [16]: 
The rates of k - i  and ki are so fast, that in comparison the rate of k2 is insignificant, thus the rate of change of 
the concentration of the enzyme-substrate complex could be thought to be insignificant. Furthermore, since it 
is apparent in the cell that the concentration of the enzyme is much less than that of the substrate available,
i.e. [e] < <  [s], then the enzyme can be assumed to be constantly saturated. If the enzyme is constantly
saturated then the complex concentration does not change, staying at the saturated level. Therefore, it is
assumed that the complex is under a quasi-steady state:
=  0. (1.14)
Consider now the system of differential equations which represent this reaction. Together with the Briggs- 
Haldane quasi-steady state assumption (1.14), equation (1.11) can be rearranged to give us:
Given that the total concentration of enzyme Cf =  e +  sCc, then (1.15) gives us:
ki , .
sec =  -,----------- — r -  - s - { e t -  sec)k - i  +  k2
sec • {k - i  -L k2 E ki ■ s) = ki ■ s ■ et 
s ■ e
k-i+k2
+  Ski
Substituting this into (1.12), we obtain an expression for the rate of production of reaction product p:
dp _  k2 - e f  s
Itt ~  ^  g
rfp ^  Vmax  • g / I
a  K m +  5'  ^ ^
for equation kinetic parameters Vmax = k2 • et and Km =  , which are fixed quantities under a given
conditions of intracellular temperature, ionic and pH balance.
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From equation (1.8) it is clear that the enzyme turnover rate given by k2 is the ‘bottleneck’ and 
rate limiting reaction in the production rate of p. This True parameter’ of the equation is in fact a 
property of the enzyme itself, assigning a quantitative value to the maximum turnover rate of the enzyme. 
Multiplying this parameter with the constant enzyme concentration gives use our kinetic parameter 
Vmax, which in turn gives us the maximum rate of the reaction. The kinetic parameter Km is another 
value which quantifies a property of the enzyme. Being that it is the ratio of the dissociation rates to the 
association rate, the value of Km gives a quantification of the affinity of the enzyme in binding to the substrate.
With this alternative expression of the reaction enzyme kinetics the expression of dynamics has been 
reduced to one variable and two parameters, in a single equation, as opposed to the set of four equations, 
three parameters, and four variables of the expression of the kinetics in the form of mass-action. It could 
be thought that one of the advantages, or indeed simplifications, made by the use of the quasi-steady state 
assumption and the Michaelis-Menten representation of enzyme kinetics, is that it has enabled a decoupling 
of the metabolic level representation from the explicit influence of the dynamics of the enzymes essentially 
by fixing the enzyme concentration. Therefore, when studying metabolic reactions one is able to control the 
influence of the enzyme concentrations onto its reaction(s) by simple perturbations imposed onto the Vmax 
parameters of the system.
Accounting for M etabolic Reaction Regulation
In a highly connected system, such as that of the microbial central metabolism, products of some reactions 
can directly or indirectly influence the kinetics of others. These ‘closed’ interactions are more commonly 
referred to as ‘metabolic feedback regulation’. A simple example of a common feedback regulation is that 
of ‘competitive inhibition’, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. Here, if the substrate binds first to the only active
F ig u r e  1 .4: Substrate S  and inhibitor I  com pete for same binding site on enzym e E.
site of the reaction enzyme then the reaction will take place and produce the products. However, if the 
inhibitor binds first then no product will be formed, the enzyme will remain in complex with the inhibitor, 
but can dissociate to become independent again. Writing down the mass action kinetics of this reaction with 
competitive inhibition, and again making the quasi-steady state assumption on the change of concentration 
of the enzyme complexes, the following expression® is obtained:
s  _
(1.18)
dt
u
1 +
^It is im portant to note tha t the above differential equations of the kinetics of their respective reactions represents an averaged 
behaviour over all molecules of all cells in media. Individual molecules will either be inhibited or not.
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Consider Figure 1.4 again: some substrates will succeed in ‘out-competing’ the inhibitor for a place at the 
enzyme binding site, resulting in a successful conversion to products. However, some inhibitor molecules will 
‘out-compete’ the substrate for a place at the enzyme binding site, resulting in no production of product. Since 
the enzyme-inhibitor complex EIc can dissociate, all enzyme molecules still have the potential to bind to the 
substrate to lead to a successful production of products. Hence, the average rate of production of products 
for a competitively inhibited reaction is lower, compared to that of a reaction like (1.8). Analytically, one can 
see this from the comparison of the equations (1.17) and (1.18); equation (1.18) has an extra additive term 
on the denominator which decreases the overall value of the fraction, thus giving the inhibitory effect.
How does this type of inhibition affect the activity of the enzyme, and so how does it affect the reaction 
kinetics? Consider the rearrangement of equation (1.18) in the following way:
dP    Vmax ’ S
dt Kms + S  + Kms •
m s (^  + 4 )
(1.19)
From equation (1.19) it is clear that a competitively inhibiting effector increases the effective Km  value by a 
factor of 1 +  meaning that it decreases the binding of substrate to enzyme, since it is effectively reducing 
the value ki from Km =  • A greater concentration of the substrate is therefore required in order to
win the competition for the enzyme’s active binding site against the inhibitor. This therefore results in an 
overall slowing down of the reaction with respect to the rate of production of products, but interestingly it 
does not reduce the potential maximum rate of production of the reaction itself, i.e. the effective value of the 
Vmax parameter is unaffected.
Though there are many other types of ‘enzyme kinetic mechanisms’, as described and discussed in 
great detail [33, 116], this simple example has shown the core principle of how the representation of the 
reaction of interest can be derived from its mechanistic schematic.
1.4.3 In-vitro V ersus In-vivo K inetics and th e  A vailab ility  o f  K in etic  P aram eters
In-vitro kinetic experiments of extracted and purified enzymes (sometimes crude extracts are alternatively 
made) are performed to elucidate the complexity of the action of metabolic enzymes and thus to help derive 
their mechanism of action in the reaction of interest. Through such experiments the quantitative values of 
the parameters, Vmax and Km, are also derived, under specific conditions®.
Some argue in the literature that using knowledge gained from such experiments is questionable, since 
these experiments are not performed under physiological conditions similar to those inside of the living cell 
[40, 127] (where those conditions may indeed be in a continuous state of flux, but are assumed constant). 
This argument may in general be correct with respect to the absolute values of the kinetic parameters
®It is key to note th a t the derived values of the Km  kinetic parameters may change significantly under different physical 
conditions, such as pH level, tem perature of media, and ion content in media. The Vmax parameter may also be influenced by 
some of these eff’ects, if not all, let alone its explicit dependence on the total enzyme concentration of the reaction.
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determined from such experiments, however, I believe that the main principle and philosophy of the  
purified enzyme kinetic experim ents is to elucidate the isolated mechanism of action of the  
enzym e of the metabolic reaction of interest, seeing it as one of the functional components of a 
com posite of many interacting mechanisms of the system . Furthermore, one may assume that 
the physical structure and topology of the enzym e would not drastically change under different 
conditions, unless there were essential missing ions or essential effectors. This belief that the 
behaviour of the cell itself can be represented from the use of enzyme kinetic properties and parameters from 
in-vitro studies is questionable. The study of Teusink et al [127] for example, aimed to examine whether 
cellular in-vivo behaviour can be understood from the application and use of in-vitro kinetic properties of 
reaction enzymes. Though they did not have any definite conclusions, they discuss that in the case of their 
model of the glycolytic reactions of yeast, the activity of about half of the enzymes represented with in-vitro 
kinetics did model the in-vivo activities relatively well, i.e. within a factor of two. Furthermore, they claim 
that for most of the in-vitro enzyme activities for which there was significant difference, relative to their 
respective in-vivo activity, discrepancies may possibly be accounted for [127], leading us to think that our 
initial belief may not be such a weakness after all, within reason i.e. that physical conditions of in-vitro 
studies are not far from the real physiological conditions. Discussions in three further classical studies of 
purified enzyme kinetics sheds more light to this belief, and to the realization that it may not be wise to 
blindly set the absolute parameter values in the reaction equations:
1. The work of Izui et al [56] claim that their studies show that their enzyme of interest (phosphoenolpyru- 
vate carboxylase) had, in essence, “the same sensitivities to the effectors in-situ as in-vivd’^ [56].
2. The work of deSilva and Fraenkel [26] on the mechanistic activity of 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase 
reaction of the pentose phosphate pathway, presents an elucidation into whether the reaction rates of 
the enzyme activity depend on the physical conditions of the assay. This would given us an idea of 
whether or not in-vivo metabolite concentrations could be used with their respective enzymes in-vitro. 
Though they find that generally there is poor agreement between the estimated rates of actual use of 
the enzyme reaction in-vivo compared to predicted rates from the enzyme activity in-vitro., there are 
still many other enzymes of the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) whose activity levels do not vary 
greatly. They speculate that “metabolic control might determine in-vivo use of the pathway”. [26].
3. Similar to the above, the studies of Sanwal [111] also claim that “the activities of key enzymes of the 
PPP do not vary significantly with various growth rate conditions” [111].
The advantage of understanding the isolate system is that one can represent the components in their 
presumably ‘pure’ form (to some extent), thus enabling one to distinguish whether a certain phenomenon 
is due to the influence of one factor/variable or the other. Take for example the engine of an aeroplane: 
different extreme perturbations are conducted on the turbines of a jet engine to ‘simulate’ the effect of 
stresses felt from other components of the engine, for example, simulating the stresses faced by the turbines 
from the temperatures produced by fuel combustion may be conducted by checking maximum level of torque 
produced by turbines under different temperatures in a wind tunnel.
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Both the problem of the lack of kinetic knowledge of reactions as well as not being able to accept 
some known kinetic parameter values, since they are either from an alternative unrelated organism or that 
they have been measured in conditions far from physiological conditions of the cell, means that the kinetic 
model cannot be constructed on a genome-scale. However, where there is sufficient knowledge of at least the 
enzyme mechanism one could find a means to computationally estimate the kinetic parameter values. This 
could be done in various ways, but one of the most classical approaches, if feasible to conduct, is of the linear 
and non-linear fitting of double-inverted functions of the reaction equation against experimental data of 
enzyme activities from crude extracts versus the concentrations of substrates and enzyme activity effectors, 
in a similar fashion to the classical approach of ‘Lineweaver-Burk plots’. Other more sophisticated techniques 
such as those which use fitting algorithms and and advanced mathematical programming techniques may 
also be adopted.
It is important to note that the kinetic parameters such as the dissociation constants (Km values) are still 
much more easier to be determined than the elementary reaction rates ki, k - i  and k2 , further motivating 
the use of reactions equations of complex enzyme mechanisms derived from using the quasi-steady state 
assumption.
1.4 .4  M od ellin g  C ell G row th  and B iom ass P ro d u ction
In the construction of the kinetic model of metabolism the limitation of kinetic and mechanistic knowledge 
of enzyme activities does not enable the modelling of dynamical changes of metabolic reactions on a 
genome-scale. Without such a model and thus without the representation of the dynamical changes in the 
production of biomass and cellular biosynthetic precursor metabolites, as defined in the biomass production 
reaction of the genome-scale model, it becomes very difficult to model the cellular growth.
Various kinetic models throughout the literature have attempted different ways to address this issue, 
and they can be classified into three general approaches:
1. The modelling of biomass concentration dynamics in a manner that is uncoupled from the rest of the 
model of the subsystem of metabolism that can be modelled kinetically, i.e.:
^  =  (1.20)
for biomass concentration X ,  and either fixed or manually changing specific growth rate fi.
2. Prom studies on the calculation of growth and substrate uptake rates, and yield coefficients, it is un­
derstood that there is insignificant change to the yield coefficient when varying growth rate, at least 
above a large enough growth rate. Thus, with the knowledge of the yield coefficient for the uptake of 
the respective substrate, the specific growth rate can be modelled with the following equation:
T — • Vsj, (1-21)
3
for yield coefficient Ys  ^ of the substrate, where the respective substrate is consumed at rate Vgj.
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3. Most kinetic models constructed of bacterial metabolism are of their central carbon metabolism. From 
literature knowledge it is known that the pathways of the central carbon metabolism contain 12 core 
‘precursor metabolites’ which directly lead to the production of biosynthetic precursors [98]. The dy­
namical production of biomass is thus modelled as the weighted sum of the flux from the biosynthetic 
precursor metabolites incorporated into the kinetic model of interest, i.e.:
■ X , (1-22)
for biomass concentration %, reaction flux values from the biosynthetic precursor metabolites towards 
cell synthesis weighted by coefficients Wb which may be derived from the experimentally measured 
composition of biomass.
An example study of the first two cases is that of Bettenbrock et al [10]. Though initially they modelled the 
specific growth rate of the model as described in 2 above, they discuss that for low enough growth rates the 
yield coefficients are not constant for different low growth conditions, making it difficult to accurately model 
the time course of biomass concentration simultaneous to that of the uptake of substrate [10]. To overcome 
the issue of the propagation of this error throughout the model, they had to, in a way, decouple the dynamics 
of biomass with that of the rest of the variables of the model, though specific growth rate is a value still 
part of the equations of the dynamics of the other model variables. This supposed decoupling was based on 
experimental data of the dynamics of growth rate. The experimental data points were fitted with a spline 
function to estimate a phenomenological representation of the dynamics, which was then used as the input 
replacement for the specific growth rate, at various time points.
Examples of the third approach include the kinetic models of Chassagnole et al [19] and Usuda et al [134].
1.4.5 S tead y  S ta tes, S tab ility  A nalysis and D efin ition  o f C ell P h en o ty p e
The form of the kinetic model which is a system of coupled ODEs, can give points in the space of its variables 
where the system is steady, i.e. where the dynamics and the rate of change of metabolite concentrations is 
zero, =  0, Vz =  metabolites, known as the ‘system steady states’.
It is critical to represent the metabolic reactions in their mechanistic forms (Michaelis-Menten, Hill 
equation, Monod-W y man- Changeux equation forms). The reason being is that when evaluating the system 
to calculate all steady states (if possible, within some boundary conditions, i.e. concentration being between 
0 and some maximum value), the functional form of equations play an essential role in determining the 
number of possible solutions.
In ‘dynamical systems theory’ (DST) [125], deterministic systems are analysed and interrogated in a 
systematic manner, with one of the core aims being that of the elucidation of the properties of the dynamics 
around a state of interest of the system. From the aspect of biology, the steady state of our metabolic 
system  of interest defines the ‘bacterial phenotype’. Since a phenotype should be invariant to 
time (in a deterministic, non-stochastic sense), under fixed environmental conditions. From a mathematical 
perspective, that phenotypic state is thus defined by a vector of all the variables, concentrations of metabolites
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m, (as opposed to just fluxes, as in an FBA model), at the point of mathematical equilibrinm or steady state 
of the system. One can then perturb the system close to these points to understand the transient behaviour 
of the system in order to understand state stability, and even extrapolate the dynamics from each steady 
state to the global level. A graphical representation of these steady states and the transient behaviours 
around them is called a phase plane diagram, an example of a phase plane is shown in Figure 1.5.
X ' = (k1 ((I y )-)/((K -) + ((I y ) ^ ) )  -  (k4 x) 
y  ' = k2 X - k3 y
k 1 = 0 ,1  k2 = 0.1 k3 = 0.01
k4 = 0.01 K = 5  1 = 1
0 .5
0 .4
0 .3
0.2
0.1
0
- 0.1
- 0.2
-0 .1 5 -0.1 -0 .0 5 0 0 .0 5 0.1 0 .1 5
C urso r position: ( -0 .1 0 3 ,0 .5 7 6 )
F ig u r e  1 .5: An example of a phase-plane diagram of a 2-dim ensional system . Each axis is a variable and red dots are steady  
states. Blue lines are transient trajectories from different initial conditions.
It is assumed that biological systems would usually be represented by highly non-linear, autonomous^, and 
continuously differentiable systems over the whole space of m  for M  metabolites of the kinetic model,
with parameters and stoichiometric coefficients (s) such that, {pi,Si} G 3%+. Consider the dynamical 
system:
drrii
dt
R
3 = 1
dt
R
3 = 1
druM
dt
R
Considering the boundary conditions: 0 < mf < maxrm-, where rrii G 3%+, and maxmi is a fixed maximnm 
concentration of metabolite rrii, for a given cell volume (if indeed such a value exists). Steps can be taken to 
evaluate and analyse the dynamical system:
^Autonomous Differential Equation: A differential equation not explicit in the independent variable time.
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1. Determining the System Steady States, by evaluating:
^  =  /  (m ;^  = 0  => steady state, . . .  ,
under specified boundary conditions;
2. Determining Stability Properties, of each steady state:
• Compute the Jacobian matrix, J  and evaluate at each steady state:
J
dfi_ _ dfi
dmi dm-M
d fu dfu
dmi druM
(1.23)
rn=rh(°)
This is a linearized approximation of the ODE system (i.e. first order terms of the Taylor series 
expansion of a function of the sum of reaction equations, fi), evaluated at the steady state of 
interest , . . .  Note, the space of the system has been translated such that the steady
state point is normalized to the origin, hence why the zero*  ^ terms of the Taylor expansion are 
zero. Note also, that the general solution of the system is m{t) =
• Compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (1.23), by evaluating the following determinant and 
solving for scalar A:
-  AIm I = 0 ,  (1.24)
where 1m is an (M x M ) identity matrix. Depending on the sign of A and whether it is real or 
complex valued, the steady state may be classified as stable, unstable, a saddle node, or oscillatory 
in nature in the following general categories;
— When Aj < 0, V z G (1, . . .  , M ), then the steady state is a Stable State;
— When Ai ^  0, V z G (1, . . .  , M ), then the steady state is an Unstable State;
— When Ai > 0 and \ j  < 0, for z ^  j ,  and i , j  G (1, . . .  ,M),  then the steady state 77z(°) is a
Saddle Node; (Some A% may also be zero) ;
— When Ai is a complex number a + ib:
* For a, 6 7  ^ 0, the steady state is a Spiral Node, more commonly referred to as Damped 
Oscillations; stable if o < 0 and unstable if a > 0;
* For a =  0, the steady state is a Closed Periodic Orbit, more commonly referred to as 
Undamped Periodic Oscillations.
• The determination of the stabilities of the steady states of the systems, in essence, defines the 
‘landscape’ of the system over which the transience of the system can happen, within defined 
boundary conditions.
3. Exploring the Landscape: System State Changes to Initial Condition Perturbation:
With system steady states classified and the picture of the system landscape painted (with stable 
‘valleys’, and unstable ‘hills’), one could explore the cusp of the boundaries between parts of the solution
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space which if you start from either side of the boundary you would tend to different stable states. Such 
knowledge may enable one to understand the dynamical event or change required to induce a ‘phenotypic 
switch’. For example, consider two stable states and an unstable state, one would have to overcome 
the unstable ‘hill’ in order for the state of the system to jump from one stable ‘valley’ (state) to the other.
If the dynamics of a system  is found to eventually converge onto a steady state, 
such that even small enough perturbations of the system  close to the steady state also 
eventually converge back onto it, then one would expect to be able to observe such a 
state of the system , given that under the time-scales of the system transience gene regulation and 
enzyme concentrations remain constant. This description of the stable steady state is precisely  
our most com plete definition of (an observable) cellular phenotype.
4. Parameter Sensitivity and Bifurcation Analysis:
• In order for one to understand environmental influences on the in-silico cell physiology (whether 
it is change in intracellular pH levels, extracellular stresses, or changing gene expression levels), 
one must study the sensitivity of metabolic activities to small and large perturbations of model 
parameters.
• To some extent two main ‘levels’ of cell regulation are taken into account when modelling with 
enzymatic reaction equations, metabolic and enzymatic.
The enzymatic element is implicit in the Vmax parameter, where Vmax = kcat • [Tl], for total enzyme 
concentration E. One may even want to explore the influences of perturbations at the enzymatic 
level onto the metabolic level by studying how changes in Vmax changes metabolic activities and 
thus cell physiology.
• Mathematically, perturbations to system parameters translates to a conformational change to the 
landscape of the system solution space. Small changes in parameters may not change the overall 
nature of steady states of the system and so one would not observe a change in the qualitative 
behaviour of the cell metabolism, i.e. valleys are still valleys and hills are still hills, thought their 
quantitative values would have changed slightly.
Large enough perturbations may result in either:
— Change in the stability of existing steady state nodes;
— Emergence or disappearance of other steady states of the system;
— Or even both the above, for example the destabilization of one initially stable state, and the 
formation of two other stable states. Such an observation would be called ‘pitchforking’, as 
one states becomes three, like a pitchfork, as illustrated in Figure 1.6.
Such significant changes to the landscape are known as ‘bifurcations’, and the example above is 
that of a ‘Pitchfork bifurcation’. The value of the parameter after which this occurs is a ‘bifurcation 
point’.
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F ig u r e  1.6: Example: Consider the evaluation of the differential equation, ^  =  0 — ax^ bx^ +  cx +  d, to find the steady states.
An increase in the number of steady states is observed for decreases in parameter c of polynom ial, moving from one 
steady state (black curve) to  three (red curve). The y-axis represents values of and the x-axis represents the 
values of x  of the above polynomial.
In sumniary, one would expect that the emergence of bacterial phenotypes may result from either of the 
following three dynamical systems properties:
• ‘Switching’:
The switch of metabolism from one existing stable state to another, induced by noise perturbations to 
key system variables (metabolite and enzyme concentrations).
• Bifurcation:
Switch in the stability nature of the equilibrium representing the phenotype of interest causing the 
system to diverge from a previously stable state to another distinct stable state, maybe along with the 
emergence of other stable states (phenotypes) of the system.
• Or even a combination of both of the above.
1.5 Central Carbon M etabolism  and Some K inetic M odels
1.5.1 T he Im portance o f th e  C entral C arbon M etab o lism
The physiology of the bacterial cell is dictated by the way it utilizes the available substrates towards the 
synthesis of its own biomass, where the biomass can be thought to be the composite of the dead end compounds 
which contribute towards the molecular composition of the dry cell mass. For the synthesis of such compounds, 
and ultimately biomass, around 2000 metabolic reactions could be participating. These reactions can be 
classified into four major categories [98], as illustrated in Figure 1.7:
1. Assembly Reactions:
These involve the modification of macromolecules, the transportation to their respective locations in the 
cell, and their function towards cell structures.
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F ig u r e  1 .7: Schem atic illustrating an overview of bacterial m etabolism , from glucose consum ption to chemical synthesis. Ex­
tracted from 1981.
2. Polymerization Reactions;
These reactions function to sequentially link activated molecules into long chains. For example, macro­
molecules are constructed from the following building blocks: 20 amino acids, 8 nucleotides, a number 
of sugars and fatty acid molecules.
3. Biosynthetic Reactions:
These reactions produce the ‘building blocks’ that are later polymerized to create the biomass compo­
nents. They are also important for the production of co-factor metabolites and even signalling molecules. 
Around a dozen or so of these reactions acting in sequence make up a ‘biosynthetic pathway’, where 
each of these pathways is responsible for the production of at least one or more of the cellular building 
blocks.
Each of these pathways originate at either one or another of a group of 12 biochemicals known as the 
‘precursor metabolites’, which eventually lead to the production of around 75 building blocks and co­
factor metabolites. The 12 metabolites are glucose 6-phosphate (g6p), fructose 6-phosphate (f6p), ribose 
5-phosphate (r5p), erythrose 4-phosphate (e4p), glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (g3p), 3-phosphoglycerate 
(3pg), phosphoenolpyruvate (pep), pyruvate (pyr), acetyl coenzyme-A (accoa), a-ketoglutarate (akg), 
succinyl coenyme-A (succoa), and oxaloacetate (oaa). It is very important to realize that a cell that 
lacks a particular biosynthetic pathway which follows from any of the precursor metabolites must be 
grown in a media that consists at least its end product, otherwise cell growth is not viable.
4. Fuelling Reactions:
This set of reactions is responsible for the production of the 12 precursor metabolites and the conservation 
of energy pools in the cell, such as the proton motive force and the concentration pool of ATP, or 
other sources of high energy bonds, which the cell then uses for biosynthesis and core processes such 
as polymerization and transport [98]. Thus the set of fuelling reactions include those that degrade
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substrates, known as ‘catabolic reactions’, and those that produce the energy molecules and precursor 
metabolites. These types of reactions fall into a few types of universal and relatively well preserved 
bacterial pathways that are collectively known as the ‘bacterial central carbon metabolism’. This consists 
of glycolysis, the pentose phosphate pathway and the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle reaction pathways.
It is clear that the central carbon metabolism truly plays a central role for the production of the most 
critical elements of the cell, and therefore also for the survival and propagation of the cell population. 
Many of the interests in bioengineering problems focus on the objective of understanding how to adjust 
and enhance fluxes towards the specific productivity of metabolites that can then be manufactured on 
an industrial scale. Interestingly, many of these problems are reduced to the task of increasing the fiux 
through reactions of the pathways of the central carbon metabolism [19]. This is most likely the reason 
why there has historically always been much attention on the study and understanding of enzymes and re­
action kinetics of the bacterial central carbon metabolism (at least for certain model organisms such as E. coli).
As was discussed previously, studies in molecular biology try to uncover the phenomenon of the emer­
gence of the cell phenotype and physiology from the complexity of the interactions of the cellular components. 
However, not all metabolic reactions are well studied, so a genome-scale kinetic model of bacterial metabolism 
cannot be constructed. Since it has been acknowledged that the central carbon metabolism plays such a 
critical role in driving the physiological state of the cell, together with the historically accumulated knowledge 
of the kinetics of the reactions of these pathways, much attention has been given to the construction and 
analysis of kinetic models of the bacterial central metabolism, mostly of E. coli.
1.5 .2  M od els o f  B acteria l C entral C arbon M etab o lism
Here I review over a few popular kinetic models of bacterial central carbon metabolism.
K inetic  M odel of C hassagnole et al (2002)
The core agenda of the paper [19] was oriented towards metabolic engineering questions of being able to 
design ways to adjust microbial production processes towards the production of a biochemical of interest. 
With the objective to understand and quantitatively describe the changes and behaviour of cellular central 
metabolism, a kinetic model of the central carbon metabolism of E.coli is constructed.
Bearing in mind the objective, it is important to model the reactions of the central carbon metabolism since 
it is crucial to model the productions of the biosynthetic precursors, sources which most, if not all, key 
cellular processes depend on. To ensure an acceptable level of predictability of the model one must try to 
incorporate at least the production of as many of the biosynthetic precursor metabolites as possible. This 
model claims that for the first time a kinetic model is constructed which links the process of the transport 
of glucose substrate via the phosphotransferase system (PTS), and the reactions of the glycolysis pathway 
and pentose phosphate pathway, thereby incorporating the production of 8 of the 12 precursor metabolites. 
Furthermore, to ensure the explicit production of biomass and cellular growth, fiuxes towards biosynthesis
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from these 8 precursors is included in the model. This is done by modelling the flux of 10 pseudo-biosynthetic 
reactions that emanate from the precursors included, though all but two of these reactions are fixed constant 
values, implying that they have implicitly fixed the contribution of the respective precursors towards the 
composition of biomass.
They go on to present the design and validation of the model against experimentally measured intracellular 
metabolite concentrations under transient conditions. This set of data is also used to estimate missing kinetic 
parameters or for the re-evaluation and adjustment of known parameters.
Given the level of kinetic knowledge of the time, I believe that the form of the model that they have 
constructed is very well suited to their needs and aim of modelling the changes in cellular metabolism 
and flux distribution, and its effects on the dynamics of precursor metabolites, especially given that they 
incorporate a lot of metabolic regulatory effects of metabolites onto enzyme activities. Another strength 
of the model is the attempt of the inclusion of co-factor metabolites such as atp, amp, adp, nadph, nadp, 
nadh and nad. These metabolites are particularly difficult to model kinetically since they partake in many 
reactions outside the model not modelled kinetically. To overcome the problem, since they were fortunate 
enough to be able to measure their respective transient metabolite concentration profiles experimentally, they 
fit a polynomial to the data points to create a function dependent on parameters and coefficients and where 
the only independent variable of the function is time. However, the drawback of taking such an approach is 
that the model can only then be interrogated within the experimental media and growth conditions as were 
measured. If questions arose as to how a different change in substrate concentration affects the production 
of precursor metabolites, which may effect a change in dynamical profile of these co-factor metabolites, then 
it would not be possible to look into such a question without making further assumptions.
Another key limiting factor of the form of the model itself are the fixed and constant valued fiuxes which 
emanate from the precursor metabolites. As mentioned above, fixing their fiux values fixes their contribution 
towards the production of biomass, and even fixes the specific cell growth rate.
They have however initially discussed the importance of understanding the range of validity of the model: 
that effects on the dynamics of the intracellular metabolites to external perturbations and changes may be 
attributed to cellular events and functions beyond the metabolic network modelled (gene regulatory effects, 
for example). To ensure that the change in such ‘side effects’ is not driving the changes on the metabolic 
state, the system must be observed and modelled for as brief a time as possible [19]. Indeed, they make 
simulations and observations over a time scale of only tens of seconds. By making such a statement they 
are implying that they assume a quasi-steady state of the rest of the cellular systems whilst metabolism 
undergoes transient changes. Though these statements do not explicitly imply support for the assumed 
constant growth rate, the fact that the simulations are performed for only tens of seconds is probably enough 
to enable one to safely assume that the growth does not change, especially given the fact that they model 
the dynamics of small perturbations in continuous culture conditions and that the disturbed steady state 
converges back onto its original steady state, meaning that the growth rate of the cells quickly converges 
back to its steady state value.
With regards to the modelling of the objectives of interest, the biosynthetic precursor metabolites, since
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the fiuxes of the reactions representing the biosynthetic reactions are mostly constant any changes in the 
concentrations of these metabolites is not propagated proportionally towards the cellular building block and 
ultimately biomass synthesis. Furthermore, where the dynamical changes are modelled, there is no resulting 
and propagating change in the rate of cellular growth, since it is assumed constant.
I believe that though the model constructed is an indispensable leap forward in support for the im­
portance and utility of kinetic modelling, addressing solutions for some of the key problems, such as 
parameter estimation and missing measurements, initiatives can be taken to address further the greater 
interests of the utility of such modelling, namely the intention of using it to assess changes in flux distribution 
towards the cellular building blocks, or other objectives of interest such as antibiotic or ethanol production. 
With a lack in kinetic knowledge other modelling techniques must be adopted to gain insight into how 
changes at precursor metabolites propagates into the rest of cellular metabolism, let alone filling in the most 
recent gain in knowledge of the kinetics of reactions of the TCA cycle, so that the dynamics of the production 
of the 4 other precursor metabolites that were not part of this version of the model could be included.
Kinetic M odel of Usuda et al (2010)
For similar reasons of interest in bioengineering as that of the paper of Chassagnole et al [19], this paper of 
Usuda et al [134] also creates a kinetic model of the central carbon metabolism of E.coli. They state that 
they believe that not only is the goal of systems biology to understand complex biological systems, but it is to 
use the power of that knowledge to enable us to predict and hypothesize the effects of redirecting metabolic 
and regulatory systems with the aid of mathematical models [134].
Their central aim was to construct and study a dynamical system that would be able to model the 
metabolic and regulatory processes involved in the production of primary metabolites, such as amino acids, 
with the intention of exploiting the knowledge to gain insights into how to improve the much needed 
production of these important food additives and fine chemicals, an objective of great importance in the food 
and chemical industry [134].
Amino acids are understood to be most commonly produced in large quantities by a bacteria known 
as Corynebacterium glutamicum and E. coli, and since E. coli is one of the most well studied organism, in that 
there is a wealth of biochemical and molecular knowledge of its workings, the model of its central carbon 
metabolism is created. Just like the model of Chassagnole et al [19], the metabolic kinetic model includes 
the phosphotransferase system, glycolysis, and the pentose phosphate pathway, but also models the reactions 
of the TCA cycle, glyoxylate shunt and anaplerotic pathways, as well as explicitly including explicitly the 
kinetics of the reactions of interest, namely glutamate and aspartate biosynthesis. This expands greatly from 
the model of Chassagnole et al [19], potentially enabling one to model the dynamical changes in all 12 of the 
biosynthetic precursors that are so vital for the workings and maintenance of the cell and its key processes. 
Not only that, but now the model explicitly models the kinetics of the reactions that lead to the product of 
interest, enabling a more specific interrogation of the systemic effects to these pathways. Furthermore, the 
model has the greater advantage of also modelling the cellular level of the regulation by transcription factors,
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and other major regulatory proteins like the cyclic-AMP receptor protein, catabolite repressor/activator and 
acetate operon repressor [134].
Now, although the model seems to be quite complex already, as they link the gene regulatory level 
and dynamical production of enzymes together with the metabolic level of the cell, the latter is composed 
of around 45 reactions with each reaction mechanism represented as a simple reversible or irreversible 
Michaelis-Menten rate equation. This means that there is no metabolic level regulation from effector 
metabolites onto the kinetics of other metabolic enzymes, grossly oversimplifying the role of metabolism in 
cellular dynamics. I believe that this means that they implicitly assume that the gene regulatory effects 
onto the metabolic state of the cell is so great that relatively the effects of metabolic level regulation (such 
as metabolite inhibition or activation of enzyme kinetics) are negligible. Given some poor fits to the very 
little experimental data available to them, maybe this assumption was too strong, and that metabolic level 
regulation indeed plays a significant role in affecting the dynamics of the cell.
Another key drawback of their modelling process is the representation of the specific cell growth rate /i and 
production of biomass. Given that cell growth can be calculated from the experimentally measured optical 
density (OD), /r was estimated piecewise at every required time point from experimental measurement data 
of the OD [134]. With non-linear fitting a polynomial was probably derived in terms of the only independent 
variable, time, similar to the approach taken by Chassagnole et al [19] when modelling separately and 
independently the dynamics of co-factor metabolites. The greatest drawback with this type of approach, 
as discussed before, is that the dynamics modelled by these functions are completely uncoupled from the 
rest of metabolism modelled, so when there is any change or that the model needs to be used to evaluate 
another scenario of dynamics in other conditions, then such functions need to be re-evaluated, making for a 
cumbersome approach to modelling.
The whole kinetic model is composed of many parameters. However, with limited experimental data 
of only the dynamics of the extracellular metabolite concentrations and flux estimates from carbon-13 
metabolic flux analysis (13C-MFA), parameters were adjusted manually to fit to data of batch culture. This 
is maybe not the most ideal approach, an algorithm for optimized fitting may be more relevant. Hence, 
one may speculate that maybe the some of the poor fits are down to the fact that a manual approach to 
parameter fitting will most likely not enable one to find a good general fit with data, unless some assessment 
is made analogous to ‘gradient’ calculations by many optimization algorithms.
With the claim that they have now created the largest model of central carbon metabolism of E.coli, 
together with the explicit dynamics of the biosynthesis of glutamate and aspartate, they have made 
conclusions of the nature that discrepancies between experimental data and simulations could highlight 
potential missing knowledge and unknown regulatory effects, which one could then systematically hypothesize 
and investigate in future research. Other than what I believe were the weaknesses discussed above, though 
I appreciate the immense difficulties in modelling the central carbon metabolism, metabolic regulation of 
enzymes could have been included, at least drawing out one set of potential missing links that may be giving
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rise to these such discrepancies.
Another means of obtaining discrepancies is the lack of flux accounted for which needs to drain from the 
now included 12 precursor metabolites towards the synthesis of biomass and other cellular material. Without 
including such fluxes, which were not at least explained or made explicit in the modelling, how can one model 
the dynamical changes in the cell? As a result, their uncoupled modelling of biomass may be completely 
unrelated to the flux and metabolite concentration profiles of the modelled central metabolic reactions, thus 
potentially adding to the discrepancies between the simulation results and experimental data.
Kinetic M odel of Singh and Ghosh (2006)
The purpose of the kinetic model constructed by Singh and Ghosh in paper [118] takes a different angle to 
bioengineering problems. With the understanding that the glyoxylate shunt is essential in Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (M.tb) for the expression of the phenotype of ‘persistence’, which is the non-genetic adaptation 
to drug resistance, they construct a kinetic model of the bacterial TCA cycle and glyoxylate shunt to study 
the effects of metabolic level inhibition of enzymes in the pathways in an effort to elucidate alternative drug 
targets to ultimately kill the pathogenic phenotype of the bacteria. Thus, the agenda is now of interest in 
the pharmaceutical industry.
The model construction assumes that the reaction kinetics of all reactions of the TCA cycle and gly­
oxylate shunt follow reversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics, except that of the reaction of isocitrate lyase, 
which was known to occur by an ordered uni-bi mechanism [118]. Metabolic level regulation is not explicitly 
included, but this is mainly because of the great lack in kinetic knowledge of the metabolic reactions of 
M.tb. Nevertheless, the core kinetic parameters were extracted from literature and various enzyme databases. 
However, the model was re-parameterized when modelling for growth conditions under acetate, compared to 
growth conditions under glucose.
The model is used to apply both competitive and uncompetitve inhibition by a theoretical inhibitor 
(probably a drug) to either of the two Id  enzymes of M.tb to see what effect such inhibition would have to 
the flux through the glyoxylate shunt, in an effort to elucidate a potential drug target.
Though the model should be enhanced to accommodate metabolic regulation, the proof of concept of 
the paper that kinetic models can be used to investigate for potential drug targets and what their potential 
eflfects on the system can be, highlights the ability of the model’s use to propose hypotheses. The lack of a 
strong conclusion of the paper also sheds light onto the weak quantitative nature of the model simply due 
to lack of knowledge of the real kinetic mechanisms of the respective reactions, though the model can and 
does elucidate on some qualitative features, such as the stronger inactivation of the glyoxylate shunt from 
the competitive inhibition of the Id  enzymes compared to uncompetitive inhibition.
I believe that a major disadvantage of the model is the lack of modelling of cellular growth. With 
the ultimate aim of killing the bacterial cell, it would be very useful to know how these inhibitions affect 
metabolism on a more global level, and how this propagates to cellular growth and biomass production. 
Could a zero flux of the production of biomass be obtained? Does this kill the cell? The ideal here would be
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to integrate the resulting steady state fluxes before and after inhibition onto a genome-scale model to get a 
better picture of the effect onto growth and energy productions, and the production of other vital elements 
needed for cell survival.
1.5 .3  Sum m ary
Though all of the three models presented above fulfil their specific roles, as do many other kinetic models 
throughout the literature, most if not all, would benefit greatly from one missing ingredient, which the model 
of Chassagnole et al [19] attempted to include in a simple but crucial manner; the flux from biosynthetic 
precursor metabolites towards the production and synthesis of biomass.
There is clear difficulty in modelling and coupling the growth of the cell with the dynamical changes 
of the 12 precursor metabolites of the central carbon metabolism, driven by the huge lack in knowledge of 
the kinetics. At least in genome-scale models one could deduce a possible change in flux distribution bought 
on by a sudden change in steady states, which would then give us an idea, if not a potential hypothesis, 
of how the syntheses of cellular macromolecules has changed, and hence how the cell specific growth rate 
has changed. What if one could integrate the pathway and thermodynamic knowledge of the biosynthetic 
pathways with the kinetic model to give us an idea of at least whether or not flux is still feasible towards the 
production of the essential cellular building blocks? Since all reactions are somehow connected and dependant 
on one another (except for free fluxes, from which all other fluxes can be deduced), maybe it would be ideal 
to combine the power of the modelling of the kinetics with the knowledge of feasible pathways to biomass 
production and cell growth viability, in an effort towards the modelling of the whole cell metabolism.
1.6 Towards W hole Cell M odelling
The efforts for the construction of the much sought after genome-scale kinetic models have, as of yet, not 
been successful, with the known exception of the human red blood cell [59, 62]. The key reasons for the lack 
in production of such models comes down to the inadequate characterization of reaction enzyme kinetics, 
which in turn is compounded by the immense number of unknown kinetic parameters. Furthermore, where 
mechanistic knowledge does exist and parameter values are available, the in-vitro source of the deduced 
parameter values that are intended to represent the in-vivo biochemical actions, may not be representative 
or fit for such a representation, at least quantitatively. Mathematically, the difference in these values could 
even result in a qualitatively different observation in behaviour (if a bifurcation point exists).
It would seem that the likelihood of constructing kinetic models on the genome-scale is, as of yet very 
low, if not temporarily hopeless. Recently though, there has been a growth in effort to develop both the 
techniques in the integration of available high-throughput data, to better constrain highly uninformed parts 
of kinetic models, and develop methodologies to help fill in the gaps of knowledge of kinetic models, by 
attempting to bridge the gap between constraint-based stoichiometric and kinetic models [58, 126]
With the success and ever growing popularity in the use of genome-scale models, it seems that initial
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efforts towards the modelling and understanding of cellular physiology on the genome-scale were oriented 
towards developing techniques of integrating various high-throughput multi-omics data, in a bid to further 
inform and constrain the solution space of metabolic reaction fluxes.
Transcription regulation can be imposed via Boolean rules that ‘switch’ off the activity of those reactions 
that corresponded to sufficiently low (measured) expressions of their respective genes. This helps to reduce 
the flux solution space of flux balance analysis (FBA), possibly even reducing the number of potential feasible 
pathways from the substrate to the metabolic objective [24, 22], enabling a more stringent assessment of how 
cellular metabolism differs from one steady state to the other. The approach of such an analysis has come 
to be known as regulatory FBA, or rFBA. The main disadvantage of this approach is that to enable such an 
assessment each steady state would need to be informed by its own profile of gene expression data, which 
means that the approach is dependent on the availability of expression data for the steady states of interest. 
Conversely, it would enable one to design specific experiments for the question of interest, therefore driving 
research by the need to inform the model from the expression of certain genes of interest, re-enforcing the 
paradigm of the systems biology approach.
An alternative (potentially additional) constraint on the solution space of feasible metabolic flux 
distributions is that which can be imposed by the incorporation of steady state metabolite concentrations 
into the genome-scale model reaction constraints. A metabolic reaction be be thought to be characterized 
by three main descriptions: its direction, whether or not the reaction is spontaneous, and the position of its 
equilibrium. One key quantitative characteristic of a reaction is the measure of “energy capable of carrying 
out work” under conditions of constant temperature and pressure, also known as the Gibbs free energy of the 
reaction [70]. Calculating the change of Gibbs free energy, AG, gives a measure of the driving force of the 
reaction, indicative of a kind of likelihood of whether the reaction has enough energy to overcome the barrier 
of energy required for the transition of substrates into products, and so determining the dynamics of the 
reaction. If it does, i.e. that AG < 0 then the reaction can occur spontaneously and thus it can be assumed 
that the reaction direction is mainly in the direction of product formation. If AG =  0 then the reaction is 
in chemical equilibrium and no thus there is zero flux, and if AG > 0 then the reaction would flnd it more 
difficult to proceed to yield products, and so may be considered reversible, dependent on the magnitude 
of the value itself. So given that the genome-scale model reaction directions are already constrained with 
thermodynamic information, how can the knowledge of metabolite concentrations help to further constrain 
the flux solution space? Consider the calculation of the Gibbs free energy that is given by the following 
equation:
AG =  -R.TZ7%(Keg),  (1.25)
for constants R  =  pressure, T  = temperature, and equilibrium constant Keq, which itself is approximated by 
the following relationship of the concentrations of reaction substrates and products:
This equation in fact can be used to give the relationship between the reaction direction and metabolite 
concentrations. Therefore, given steady state metabolite concentration values a method was adopted and
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algorithm developed to assure “thermodynamic realizability” , i.e. that the directions of reaction fluxes are 
consistent with the calculation of the Gibbs free energies, as calculated from the above equations [53, 74, 153]. 
It is further claimed that since this method helps to overcome errors in intuitive assignments of reaction 
directions, the method enables an evaluation of ‘reliable’ flux distributions under some extreme circumstances, 
such as if metabolite concentrations drop to zero, if substrate depletes, or even if some dead-end products 
accumulate in concentration; an evaluation ignored in the traditional sense of FBA [53].
Further constraints of flux balance models include those of the incorporation of flux estimates from 
carbon-13 labelling experiments and metabolic flux analysis techniques, as already discussed. All these 
further constraining techniques to FBA can greatly aid in informing one of the global changes in the 
physiology of the cell, although such knowledge is only valid at steady state conditions.
With knowledge of the network of metabolic reactions on the genome-scale and a potential for en­
hancing the richness of knowledge of flux distributions within this network, can one then claim that the 
behaviour of the cell is understood? Probably not. The cell is dynamic in nature, and thus to under­
stand not only what the physiological differences are between observed phenotypes of the cell, which one 
could flnd by adopting the above analyses, but also to ask how the cell changes and what mechanisms are 
responsible for the adaptive nature of the cell, one needs to model the dynamics of cellular metabolic reactions.
One classical approach that was adopted was that known as dynamic FBA [86]. Assuming that the 
dynamics of intracellular metabolic reactions and metabolite concentrations equilibriate on a time scale that 
is significantly faster than that of the extracellular substrate concentrations, i.e. that intracellular metabolite 
concentration dynamics are at quasi-steady state, by modelling the change in dynamics of the concentration 
of the extracellular substrate the changing uptake rate of the substrate can be calculated and constrained to 
the FBA problem. This can then be evaluated to yield the unique specific growth rate value, given that the 
objective of the FBA is the maximization of the biomass production flux. This in turn is used to calculate 
the dynamical growth in the concentration of biomass over time. Thus, such an algorithm can be iteratively 
implemented to model the dynamical changes of growth of the cell and the utilization of the substrate(s) 
[86, 135]. More importantly, since it incorporates dynamical changes into the FBA framework, one could 
ask questions of how flux distributions change as the cell growth slows and/or as the sole/multiple carbon 
sources change in concentration. One could even question how these changes are affected for a change in 
media conditions, i.e. a re-speciflcation of constraints on the model exchange reactions. Though it is assumed 
that there are no dynamical changes of concentrations of intracellular metabolites, the switch of steady state 
flux distributions amongst the intracellular reactions as the uptake rate changes is thus entirely due to the 
connectivity in the network and the linear relationship between reactions, and their constraints.
Other approaches emerge from the ideology that the ultimate goal of systems biology is the exploita­
tion of kinetic modelling to characterize enzyme reaction mechanisms, coupling various mechanism into a 
larger-scale model of a sub-system of cellular metabolism, and using this model to predict system behaviour 
[119]. As discussed previously, since there is an obvious lack of kinetic parameters and knowledge of detailed 
enzyme mechanics of many metabolic reactions on the genome-scale, there seems to be two emerging themes
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in the literature of potential approaches to understanding the dynamical properties of the cellular metabolic 
network which yields systemic behaviour:
1. Top-Down Approaches®:
Construction of a genome-scale but approximative representation of cellular metabolism, to analyse 
dynamics close to a known state of the system. The approach serves as a means of initiating a systematic 
construction of a detailed genome-scale kinetic model in the same iterative manner as that which was 
described as being the paradigm of systems biology.
2. Bottom-Up Approaches^:
Detailed constructions of kinetic models, based on the knowledge of enzyme mechanisms, together with 
the incorporation of other model types to help fill the gap of missing kinetics by bridging the gap with 
stoichiometric models.
With regards to the former approach, given the current condition of the immense lack in kinetic data, for the 
purpose of setting up a genome-scale kinetic model, an alternative modelling approach must be taken.
The studies of Costa et al reported in [21] focuses on the comparison of four alternative modelling 
approaches based on Michaelis-Menten kinetics for bi-molecular reactions, and different types of simplified 
rate equations for the remaining reactions, such as mass-action, convenience, lin-log and power-law kinetic 
expressions. In comparing the simulations to those of the kinetic model of Chassagnole et al [19] they had 
found that the best and most comparable alternative kinetic model form was that which was composed of 
Michaelis-Menten and lin-log kinetics, in comparison with the three other combinations of rate expression 
types. Thus, they claim that the method for the construction of this form of alternative kinetic model is a 
suitable approach for complex large-scale models, where the mechanistic and exact rate laws are unknown. 
A critical drawback of the recommended approach is down to the form and scope of the non-mechanistic 
lin-log kinetic representation, specifically that the dynamics representing this form is only applicable close to 
a reference state “as lin-log models are based on a local approximation assumption” [21].
The studies of Smallbone et al, reported in [119], also harbour similar objectives to those of the pa­
per of Costa et al, in that they too attempt to set up the modelling and parameterization of the kinetics 
of a metabolic network on the genome-scale. They present an alternative methodology, of a more explicit 
top-down approach, where an initial approximative model of the whole system is constructed based on lin-log 
kinetics, as opposed to splitting the representation into numerous different forms as done in the studies of 
Costa et al. They claim that such a model can then be exploited to “guide experimental design and then 
subsequently updated as specific knowledge becomes available from these experimental results, following the 
systems biology ‘cycle of knowledge’ approach” [119]. Such an approach would indeed be both a ‘top-down’ 
and ‘bottom-up’ approach.
Similar to the studies of Costa et al, though the constructed model can be interrogated using the
Top-Down approach is one in which the system is broken down systematically starting from the most general view of it. 
^Bottom-Up approach is one in which the elements of the system are pieced together to  form functional components of the
system, which then in turn  are coupled to form larger working sub-systems of the overall system.
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techniques of metabolic control analysis, helping to identify significantly contributing elements of the 
metabolic network, the method has the limitations of the lin-log representation of kinetics, namely that 
the dynamical behaviour elucidated by the model is only valid close to reference state of interest, let alone 
the questionable derivation of the vast quantity of kinetic parameters that were estimated using an FBA 
approach.
The principle of the creation of the foundation upon which experiments can be directed in a systematic 
manner gives the approach its core advantage, however, I believe that the fact that dynamics cannot be 
interrogated to understand questions such as whether the cell is able to switch from one steady state to 
another and how, outweighs its advantage.
What about the bottom-up approaches? In the absence of the demanding requirement of kinetic pa­
rameters for dynamic modelling most people have turned towards metabolic flux analysis, although it 
provides only a “snapshot of the metabolic network pathway properties” [152].
In the study of Yugi et al, [152], they develop an algorithm which hybridizes kinetic-based and stoi­
chiometric fiux balance-based (static) models. The hybrid model gives quasi-dynamics of fiuxes in the large 
stoichiometric part of the model, whilst claiming to reduce the number of kinetic data needed for dynamic 
simulations, as long as the kinetic reaction equations and parameters are limited to modelling ‘bottleneck 
reactions’. What are these ‘bottleneck reactions’ ? Consider dependent and independent reactions, where 
dependent reaction fiuxes are completely determined by a linear combination of the fiuxes of the independent 
reactions. These independent reactions can be thought to be the ‘bottlenecks’ of the dynamic behaviour in 
the network [152].
They state that the static module of the model should consist of only dependent reactions, and that the 
dynamic module of the model should consist of at least the independent reactions, and even some dependent 
reactions. Given that there will usually be a much lower number of independent reactions than dependent, 
then the method of the hybridization of the two modules of different model types will help to reduce the 
kinetics needed for dynamic modelling of larger-scale metabolic networks, replacing some of the dependent 
reactions by the static module. Given this approach, they claim that the hybridization would be best suited 
to modelling systems that have few bottleneck reactions (to maximize the static module), and identifiable 
independent reactions. A key assumption is also made, namely that it must be assumed that the reactions of 
the static module rapidly reach steady state, on a time-scale that it much faster than those of the dynamics of 
kinetic module. Even so, with the assumption and the reduction in requirement of kinetic data, their results 
claim that there is so little difference between the kinetic changes in the full kinetic model of the human red 
blood cell and a constructed model of the same system, using the above methodology, that this proves that 
the static module of the model is indeed able to be used to compute the dynamical simulations of fluxes.
In summary, the core argument of the approach is that if a comprehensive determination of the inde­
pendent ‘bottleneck reactions’ can be made, enabling one to reduce the dependency upon the requirement 
of a large amount of kinetic knowledge, then the construction of a large-scale metabolic pathway model can 
be made using this methodology. Not only will this allow for a systematic and directed development of the
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kinetic model, driving kinetic experiments to fill in unknown kinetic knowledge of the enzyme mechanisms 
of the independent variables, similar to the top-down approaches, but it will allow for a ‘more accurate’ 
modelling of the dynamics of the kinetically modelled variables of the subsystem of interest.
Let alone the fact that it would be difficult to measure the dynamical changes on the genome-scale, 
as of yet (though it is quickly becoming reality, as claimed by institutes such as the Institute of Advanced 
Biosciences of Keio University in Japan), I believe that you may not need to model the whole-cell mechanis­
tically to be able to elucidate the dynamical properties of the variables of a sub-system of interest. What 
you do need, other than assuming that the rest of dynamics is at quasi-steady state, as discussed above, is 
to account for and manage very well the fiux dynamics at the boundary/interface between the kinetic model 
and genome-scale model. This is what I imagine was envisaged by Varner and Ramkrishna back in 1999, 
where they had stating that “in the ‘high information’ future, the marriage between kinetics, stoichiometry 
and metabolic regulation may indeed be a mechanistic one” [137].
Interestingly, this is precisely what I believe is the core of the principle behind the methodology of 
the algorithm of integration developed by Covert et at [25]. The concept of the effort to creating whole-cell 
models is still very much the underlying paradigm of this study, where the aim is the integration of not only 
different model types but of different types of cellular processes, developing the ideas of Yugi et al a few steps 
ahead. In particular, since regulatory FBA (rFBA) has been used for the analyses of cellular genome-scale 
metabolic networks, the objective of the study was to integrate the FBA model with kinetics and Boolean 
rules to model the dynamical behaviour of cellular metabolic, regulatory and signalling networks [25]. This 
approach, which they name as integrated FBA (iFBA), encapsulates a flux-balanced based model of central 
carbon metabolism with a system of ordinary differential equations representing the kinetic model system, 
incorporating two independently created models of the same system with minimal changes to either model. A 
detailed model of the uptake control of carbon sources is also included to further constrain the fiux solution 
space of the FBA model.
The paper discusses how the iFBA approach holds advantages over both the sole rFBA and ODE models 
[25]:
1. IFBA model contains a greater level of detail of modelling regulatory activities compared to the rFBA 
approach, simply because of the inclusion of the dynamics of intracellular metabolites. An example 
could that of the multiple expression of the genes of the lac-operon because of the dynamical changes 
in the concentration of allolactose.
2. Another advantage of iFBA over rFBA is the activity of certain enzymes that would have otherwise not 
have been part of a what would have been a strictly optimal pathway between substrate and metabolic 
objective.
3. The advantage of the iFBA model over the ODE model is the fact that it enable one to observe how 
global changes in metabolism affect back the dynamics of the reactions and metabolite concentrations 
of the kinetic module. An example of this is the secretion of acetate under glucose consumption, which
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was captured in the iFBA model but was not incorporated in the ODE model itself as it was not a 
dynamical variable.
4. The iFBA model is also able to determine the specific cellular growth rate which the ODE model could 
not, since it lacks the kinetics of reactions of the biosynthetic pathways, which would almost certainly 
be the case.
The study claims that the most dramatic advantage of the iFBA model to the ODE itself is that of the aspect 
of gene perturbations ‘knockouts’. The false predictions of the ODE model itself can be thought to occur for 
two core reasons:
1. The ODE model incorrectly predicts feasible growth given the knockout of an ‘essential’ gene, because 
is does not account for demands on biomass productions.
2. The ODE model predicts infeasible growth due to a lack in alternative pathways that are actually present 
on the genome-scale.
However, as advantageous and attractive as the method seems, there are two core issues and weaknesses that 
as of yet need to be addressed, in order to take the modelling advantages further towards a realistic solution 
of whole-cell modelling [25] :
1. The algorithm is based on evaluating the stoichiometric flux-balance part of the model based on a 
metabolic objective that maximizes growth rate. Depending on the external conditions the model is 
constructed to represent, there may be more appropriate or better alternatives than the maximization 
of growth. How can such a restriction be overcome?
2. Furthermore, and not unrelated, the solving of the linear programming problem of the FBA model still 
leaves us with an infinite number of solutions of the potential flux distributions. Which to choose from 
these? Even if the solution space were to be split into distinct ‘phenotype-profiles’, as was discussed 
previously about phenotypic phase planes of FBA models, which phenotype do we choose?
I believe that such approaches like that of Covert et al and Yugi et al present themselves as ways to 
model dynamical sub-systems more accurately, and not just as another means of constraining the solution 
space of FBA. Construction of a kinetic model can only be done of a subsystem of metabolism due to the 
large lack in kinetic knowledge on the genome-scale. Since many of the metabolites modelled kinetically 
also partake in many metabolic reactions other than the ones modelled dynamically, the question of how 
one should incorporate these changes of these reactions arises. I believe that the approach of integrating the 
kinetic and stoichiometric fiux-balance models is one potential way of addressing the issue of how to ‘close’ 
the intrinsically ‘open system’ of relatively small-scale kinetic models.
If the above issues could be addressed the potential for the reality of whole-cell modelling could take a 
step in the positive direction. Later in this thesis, I will come to propose potential solutions that will address 
these issue in such a way so as to either alleviate or weaken the associated assumptions.
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1.7 Escherichia coli as a M odel System
To be able to construct mechanistic and accurate in-silico models of the metabolic system of interest and 
validate predictions that one can make from it, one needs to have access to a wealth of various types of 
data as well as detailed studies of the organism. In this post-genomic and ‘multi-omics’ era, the pace at 
which the cellular functional components and their workings are being elucidated and recorded in various 
databases is now occurring at unprecedented speed. There is one particular organism for which the quantity 
of knowledge is so great that it has come to be known as the m odel organism : Escherichia coli K-12. 
A ‘model organism’ is an organism other than that of our primary interest that is studied extensively to 
understand a specific biological event, behaviour or phenomenon that also occurs in our primary organism of 
interest. This alternative organism is chosen usually because it is easier to maintain, breed, and manipulate 
(genetically and otherwise) in laboratory settings, compared to our original organism of interest [132]. It is 
expected that understandings made from such studies of the chosen ‘model organism’ are extendible to other 
organisms, in particular to the organism that the study was originally aimed at.
“All cell biologist have at least two bacterial cells of interest, 
the one they are studying and E.colV’ - Frederick C. Neidhardt.
E.coli was first discovered by German pediatrician and bacteriologist Theodor Escherich in the late 1800’s 
whilst studying the fatal causes of diarrhoea in babies [38]. The rod-shaped cell has come to be classified 
as a gram-negative bacteria that is most commonly found thriving as part of the normal gut flora of the 
lower intestines of most warm-blooded organisms. Mainly found in a non-pathogenic state within their 
main environment, the organisms can even benefit their hosts by producing the vitamin K2. Outside of the 
host the bacteria can and most often do change physiology, giving them an adapted state that can even be 
pathogenic to their hosts.
Within the laboratory settings E.coli can live on a number of carbon substrates in aerobic conditions. In 
anaerobic conditions the cell can produce a number of different carbon products including acetate, lactate, suc­
cinate and ethanol, as well as excreting carbon dioxide. The organism is quite safe to handle and can be grown 
easily in a relatively simple defined media composition, as well as holding the potential to be easily manip­
ulated by inexpensive means, which is why it was one of the first and is one of the most ideal model organisms.
The discovery of DNA and the realization of its central role in driving the physiology and dynamical 
workings of the cell created much excitement towards efforts to elucidating the elements of the cellular 
genome. In 1946, molecular biologist Joshua Lederberg and geneticist Edward Tatum discovered ‘bacterial 
conjugation’ in E.coli, where the phenomenon uncovered was the formation of a bridge-like connection which 
allowed the direct transfer of genetic material by cell-to-cell contact. Such a discovery earned them a shared 
Nobel prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1959. E.coli continues to remain the primary model organism in the 
further studies of bacterial conjugation. In 1961, intense studies of E.coli, led to a breakthrough discovery 
and publication in 1961 by French experimental biologists Francios Jacob and Jacques Monod of the gene 
regulatory mechanisms, which won them a shared Nobel prize in Medicine in 1965. The findings uncovered a 
double genetic control in the synthesis of enzymes: the discovery of the control on the rate of protein synthesis
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of genetic determinants, termed regulator and operator genes, by other cytoplasmic ‘repressor’ molecules 
found that these ‘repressor’ molecules can themselves be kicked into an inactive or activated state by specific 
metabolites [57]. Such a major discovery no doubt unlocked the door to the discussion of the effects of such 
gene regulation on the dynamics of the physiology of the cell, and probably led to the emergence of fields 
in modern day systems biology such as epigenetics, the idea of which was first introduced by developmental 
biologist and geneticist Conrad Waddington in his paper [140].
E.coli was one of the first organisms to be suggested as a candidate for whole genome-sequencing, and 
by 1997 the complete genome sequence of the E.coli K-12 strain was published by the group of Blattner. 
They uncovered the 4.6 million base-pair sequence of the strain and annotated 4288 protein-encoding genes, 
of which around 38% had not been attributed any function [12]. This unleashed an unprecedented wealth of 
information, not only for phylogenetic analysis, but in fact it had set up a solid foundation and basis upon 
which rapidly upcoming research on genetic manipulation could take off. This wealth of uncovered knowledge 
on the genome of E.coli K-12 has since then been continuously curated, making it one of the most thorough 
studied organism to date.
Many of life’s essential processes have been first intensively studied in E.coli. This includes DNA repair 
in bacteria, discovered and named the ‘SOS response’ by Miroslav Radman in E.coli in 1975 [108]. Some 
of the most best characterized protein types called ‘chaperones’, which function to assist the folding and 
unfolding of cellular macromolecules such as other proteins and histones in eukaryotes, are from E.coli. Thus, 
one could even claim that more is known about E. coli than any other organism.
There are also a number of observed phenomenon and behaviours of E. coli that are fairly well conserved 
against other more difficult to study organisms. One prominent example of such a phenomenon of interest 
that is continuing to baffle scientists is that of phenotypic resistance coined as ‘persistence’. The objective lies 
in understanding this behaviour in populations of pathogenic bacteria Mycobacterium tuberculosis. However, 
since this organism is relatively difficult to manipulate and grow in the labs, mainly since it has such long 
doubling times of around 24 hours, as well as being dangerous to handle, E.coli has been taken to model 
this behaviour, as was done by the group of Balaban et al [7]. By studying E.coli on a single cell level in 
microfuidic devices, and given a genetic perturbation of the hipA l gene, they were able to show time-lapse 
footage which proved that ‘persistence’ cells could not be genetically resistant. This is because they had 
observed that the persistent cells stochastically switched from their slower growth phenotype to the faster 
more drug sensitive phenotype, as well as seeing that daughter cells were as sensitive to drug application as 
the faster growth cell phenotypes, though their parent cell was of the persistent type.
With studies in microbiology maturing well into this post-genomic and multi-omics era the focus in 
research seems to be turning towards a more holistic understanding of bacterial cells, simultaneous to the 
continuing efforts of the classic reductionist approaches (discovering and cataloguing cellular functional 
components). The key objective of this shift in paradigm is to give a complete and more quantitative 
understanding of the cell, enabling us to eventually model it in the computer as an in-silico replica of the 
real cell [128].
With its enormous and historically unparalleled but qualitative molecular level understanding, E.coli
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is once again becoming a major model organism for an unprecedented level of quantitative detail and 
understanding of cellular workings and phenomena. Examples of the creation of some of the most major 
databases holding a grand scale of quantitative knowledge of the cell include ‘RegulonDB’, a database on 
the regulatory network of E.coli K-12 [39]; the EcoCyc project, which can be thought to be a frequently 
updated electronic encyclopaedia of the genes, metabolomic, and proteomic knowledge of E.coli K-12 [67]; 
and BRENDA, one of the most comprehensive enzyme repositories for many organisms, but where the 
most amount of quantitative data is available for E.coli [113]. Most recently, the unparalleled scale of high 
throughput data produced by the group of Ishii et al from Keio University in Japan, not only spanned all 
scales of the cell, but recorded replicate quantitative measurements from wild type E.coli K-12 (performed 
under various continuous culture dilution rates) and numerous mutants. The types of data available in the 
‘Keio database’ include transcriptomic data of absolute RNA concentrations; proteomic data, of the absolute 
concentration of proteins of central metabolism; metabolomic data, of the absolute concentration of many 
intracellular metabolites; fluxomic data, of the estimated flux distribution in central carbon metabolism; and 
other measurements of specific uptake, secretion and growth rates, as well as measured biomass composition 
154].
All these rich pieces of information have led and are leading to the construction of a variety of math­
ematical in-silico models of the steady state and dynamical analyses of the metabolism of E. coli cell. With 
one of the best and most comprehensive annotations of any organism to date, a genome-scale flux-balance 
model of cellular steady state metabolism was constructed for E.coli K-12 [31, 109, 102]. It is still one of the 
most largest genome-scale model constructions to date, in a file format called SBML, which makes it easily 
transferable for analyses on a number of computational platforms.
With a great interest and thirst for the understanding and modelling of cellular dynamics, some kinetic 
models of systems of ordinary and stochastic differential equations have been constructed, evaluated and 
interrogated [10, 19, 63, 134]. There is still a large disparity in knowledge between the little known enzyme 
kinetic mechanisms and the richness in genomic annotations. Nevertheless, because of fast and easily 
controllable growth conditions, the relative ease by which the organism can be manipulated to understand 
metabolic dynamics, and because of the availability of classical and recent papers on enzyme kinetic 
experiments and elucidated mechanisms, E.coli is by far still the best model organism of choice for studies in 
cellular dynamics.
1.8 O bjectives and C ontent o f the Thesis
The ultimate objective of the thesis is to present the steps I had taken towards the development of a 
novel algorithm which helps to bridge the gap and communication between a steady state stoichiometric 
genome-scale model and a detailed kinetic model of bacterial central carbon metabolism of our model 
organism E.coli K-12. This algorithm was developed with the intention of overcoming the discrepancy 
between the flux distribution of the central metabolic reaction and the optimized specific cell growth rate 
found, as well as accounting for the influence of the changing fluxes of the rest of metabolism.
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Along the way, an initial kinetic model was constructed (in collaboration with our Japanese colleagues) 
governed by Boolean gene regulatory rules, and interrogated it to evaluate the change in flux distribution 
in central metabolism due to three specific but key gene knockouts. I then go on to show how the 
re-parameterization of a genome-scale model can make it as predictive as carbon-13 metabolic fiux analysis 
techniques, with respect to the metabolic flux distribution in central carbon metabolism. I then analysed 
the reparameterized genome-scale model and initial kinetic model to find the potential for the expression of 
alternative phenotypes, again in the context of fiux distribution amongst the reactions of the central carbon 
metabolism.
With the objective of answering the same question of the potential for the expression of alternative and 
co-existing phenotypes, a highly detailed reconstruction of a kinetic model of the bacterial central metabolism 
was then constructed, analysed and interrogated. The results were used to hypothesize whether the metabolic 
state of the cell is sufficient to create the potential for co-existing metabolically distinct phenotypes, i.e. 
distinct phenotypes under the same media and growth conditions.
I first describe an initial reconstruction of a kinetic model of the central carbon metabolism of E.coli, 
together with some simple gene regulatory rules to account for the diauxic shift of carbon metabolism from 
glucose to acetate. The central purpose of this work is to show how the ‘knockout’ of reactions at key points 
in central carbon metabolism affect the dynamics of the cell, verifying predictions against experimental 
data. This work was performed in collaboration with our Japanese colleagues of the group of Professor 
Kazuyuki Shimizu of Kyushu Institute of Technology and Keio University of Japan, and was published in [63].
With the aim of ultimately ‘embedding’ our kinetic model into a genome-scale stoichiometric model 
of E.coli, it is important to understand that both model types should be representative of the same strain of 
E.coli. To ensure that this is the case data from the Keio multi-omics database is used to re-parameterize 
both the genome-scale model and kinetic model, at metabolic steady state conditions. Identifying the 
strain-specific parameters of the original genome-scale model of E.coli, the iAF1260 model, steady state 
metabolic flux estimates (from carbon-13 metabolic flux analysis), measured specific excretion and uptake 
rates, and growth rate values from five dilution rates are taken, and an optimization algorithm is developed 
to find parameter values to obtain the best fitting to these data sets. The fiux distribution estimates are left 
as our ‘validation set’, and other data is used as our ‘training set’.
With a strain-specific genome-scale model (hereafter referred to as the adjusted genome-scale model), 
which is convincingly representative of steady state conditions of the bacteria, I then re-construct the initial 
kinetic model to ensure that we incorporate as much of the known metabolic regulatory effects as possible. It 
is critical to do so since investigating the potential metabolic steady states is dependent on the functions form 
of reactions equations, which in turn are dependent on how their regulation is represented by other metabo­
lites and effectors. With this reconstructed kinetic model, I re-evaluate the kinetic parameters based on the 
same source of steady state metabolic data as was used for the re-parameterization of the genome-scale model.
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Understanding that the kinetic model metabolites partake in many other reactions of metabolism, I 
choose an FBA flux distribution which yields a feasible growth rate and fix the net of the reactions which 
effectively ‘connect’ metabolites of the kinetic model with the genome-scale model metabolites. The net 
fiux in these so named ‘connecting reactions’ are kept fixed during an investigation of the dynamics of 
the kinetic model of the central carbon metabolic metabolites and reactions, ensuring a feasible and fixed 
growth rate. This is our first attempt at ‘embedding’ the genome-scale and kinetic models. Using this 
model I study potential steady states of the system and study their stability properties using tools of 
dynamical systems theory. I find that there does exist at least one other alternative steady state for the 
same growth conditions, and even an alternative steady state for the same growth and media conditions, 
leading us to conclude the potential existence of multiple distinct but co-existing phenotypes. Thus, the 
metabolic state of the cell may be sufficient to create the potential for the emergence of alternative phenotypes.
Finally, I describe the development and creation of an algorithm which integrates our kinetic and 
genome-scale model^^, based on a central assumption that the kinetics of the rest of cellular metabolism 
works on a time-scale that is much faster than that of the set of reactions of the pathways of central carbon 
metabolism modelled in the kinetic model, i.e. the concentration of metabolites of the genome-scale model 
[i^ GSm ] are assumed to be at quasi-steady state, — =  0. The novel steps in the algorithm help to 
overcome issues known in previous attempts in the literature of creating such an integrated model. To enable 
the change of fiux distribution into the genome-scale model a metabolite of the kinetic model is deleted 
so that a kinetically modelled reaction unbalances what should be a balanced net fiux around its product 
metabolite, which is a metabolite of the genome-scale model. This unbalancing causes other fiuxes around 
that metabolite to change at the end of each iteration thereby causing a global scale propagation of a change 
in fiux, changing even the net flux of the connecting reactions of other kinetic model metabolites.
Simulations are run and future prospects are discussed on how to potentially take this work forward 
and address identified issues.
’Recall th a t both models represent the same strain of E.coli.
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Chapter 2
M odel R econstructions
2.1 Introduction
Understanding the interaction of cellular components of bacteria is the key to understanding the dynamics 
of their physiology and behaviour. Mathematical modelling is an ideal medium with which one can evaluate, 
interrogate and understand such complex systems.
One can coarsely classify different cellular components into a few types, namely the genetic elements, 
proteins and enzymes, and metabolism. In the literature, there seems to be a focus on understanding the 
regulation of the genetic state of the cell, as is apparent from the many models of gene-protein interactions. 
Bacterial population heterogeneity and switches in cellular phenotype amongst isogenic populations^ are 
attributed to epigenetic effects. Epigenetics, which is defined as the study of the “interactions between genes 
and their products, which bring the phenotype into being” [42], therefore focuses on the genetic state of the 
cell and its regulation. I believe that the main reason for the focus on the genetic state of the cell was because 
of the understanding that genes control and drive the dynamics of the cell, therefore changes in its regulation 
would be the likely cause and source of switches in observable traits. A classic example of this is the diauxic 
shift which occurs from regulation of the lac operon in Escherichia coli [73, 72, 76, 77]. A large enough 
induction of lactose itself induces a release of the L ad  repressor molecule from the lac operon, which in turn 
produces more permease proteins creating a greater uptake of lactose in a positive feedback loop, switching 
cells to consuming lactose from the consumed glucose. Other investigations of phenotypic switches were also 
shown, and even more stringently so, where cells were observed under the same environmental conditions. 
An example of such an investigation is that of Balaban et al where they created a mutant with an increased 
expression of hipA7 gene and found a higher survival rate of populations of such a mutant compared to wild 
type, after trying to kill cells with ampicillin [7]. Further examples of switches in phenotype are discussed 
by Graumann in the context of reversible bistable switches which were observed in cell cultures under same 
environmental conditions [44].
What about the effects of metabolite-enzyme interactions at the metabolic state of the cell? Can in­
teractions here affecting regulation of enzymatic reactions of metabolism alone also lead to a change in cell 
phenotype? Can such changes also occur under the same environmental conditions?
Changes in some metabolite concentrations could drastically change the activity of cellular reactions
’isogenic Culture: A culture of cells tha t are genetically the same.
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and hence lead to changes in production of certain cellular components. Furthermore, some metabolites 
could even be regulating other signalling pathways in the cell, and so it could be speculated that the influence 
on cell phenotype could come from the metabolic state of the cell and not just the genetic state. An 
example of this is the investigation of the role of the acetyl phosphate metabolite and its role in regulating 
two-component response regulators, by McCleary et al [90]. They hypothesize that an adaptive response of 
E.coli may be adjusted depending on the level of acetyl phosphate produced by the cell as it may contribute 
to the overall basal level of phospho-response levels in the cell. They point out that it had already been 
shown that the expression of OmpC, an outer membrane porin protein, is activated under elevated levels of 
acetyl phosphate when growing the cell in conditions of high acetate concentrations in the media [90]. This 
is clearly an example of where changes from the genetic state of the cell do not need to be invoked in order 
to observe changes in cell behaviour.
To be able to investigate how interactions at the metabolic state of the cell alone play a role in changing cell 
phenotype careful reconstruction of a mathematical model of bacterial metabolism must be made. Just as in 
the example of the regulatory effect of acetyl phosphate, other than the stoichiometric relationship between 
metabolites it is critical that the model must include metabolic regulation of enzymes and take account of 
influences occurring on a more global level in cellular metabolism. The inclusion of regulation is crucial to 
increasing the complexity of the system, and therefore in determining whether or not the system has the 
potential in expressing alternative states. The ideal would be to have a genome-scale kinetic model where 
the enzymatic mechanism of all known metabolic reactions was fully expressed and all interactions were 
known, hence a bottom up reconstructiorP should be done for the purpose of answering our questions of interest.
With the community of biologist flooded under large amounts of multi-omics^ high-throughput data it 
may seem more real that large scale models could be made of cellular metabolism. However where genome- 
scale stoichiometric reaction network models of cellular metabolism have seen great success in reconstruction 
works and topological and constraint-based analyses, in contrast, dynamic models at this scale still need 
much development, with the exception of the kinetic model of the human red-blood cell [58, 126]. The key 
inhibition for the success beyond the human red-blood cell is attributed mainly to the large number of kinetic 
parameters that are required to be defined, let alone the problem being compounded by the fact that in-vitro 
measurements to determine these parameters are criticized as not being physiologically representative of their 
respective in-vivo values [58]. As discussed in the previous chapter, a number of papers discuss methods for 
an alternative representation of the dynamic cellular system, with the aim of working towards modelling of 
the cell on a genome-wide scale.
The answers to our questions of interest of whether alternative phenotypic states of cellular metabolism can 
exist depend firmly upon the careful and explicit representation of the enzymatic reaction mechanisms and
^Bottom-up Reconstruction: An amalgamation of the detailed description of individual reactions of interest and their interac­
tions, used for more holistic analysis.
^Multi-Omics Datasets: Experimental datasets such as fluxomics, metabolomics, and transcriptomics.
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regulatory interactions of metabolites and enzymes. However, it is also clear that the kinetic information of 
metabolic reactions is not known on the genome-scale, only a subset of metabolic reactions can be represented 
in the kinetic form. This subsystem could still be highly interacting with the rest of metabolism for which 
there is no explicit representation of their dynamics, leaving one with the problem of attempting to solve the 
dynamics of an open system"^ with an undefined boundary.
Other than the metabolites partaking in other metabolic reactions, there are two other key deficiencies 
in the representation of the dynamics of only a subset of the system:
1. The fiux of the biomass reaction representative of specific cell growth rate and hence the dynamical 
changes in biomass concentration become undefined;
2. The dynamics of coenzyme and cofactor metabolites (such as coa, atp, amp, adp, nad, nadp, nadh 
and nadph), which partake in many other reactions in the wider-scale of metabolism cannot be easily 
accounted for.
Of the papers which described kinetic models of central metabolism discussed in the previous chapter, different 
methods were described to compensate for the above losses:
1. The loss of information regarding the growth of the cell and the production of various cellular building 
blocks is a highly negative aspect of the limitation of kinetic modelling. However various ways have 
been created to try to compensate for the loss:
(a) In the kinetic model of Chassagnnole et al [19], though all of the metabolites in the model partake in 
many other metabolic reactions, the model does include the reactions from the central metabolism 
precursor metabolites^ only. These reactions lead to well known biosythetic pathways.
Chassagnole et al wrote out a small scale stoichiometric model of the reactions of central carbon 
metabolism, amino acid synthesis, lipid precursor synthesis, polymerization reactions and oxidative 
phosphorylation, as well as a pseudo-biomass production reaction and used these to establish a 
steady state flux distribution which was consistent with their continuous culture growth rate of
0.1h~^. The stoichiometric coefficients for the pseudo-biomass production reaction were set by 
the biomass composition as described in literature. The calculated steady state flux distribution 
was then used to parameterize the kinetic model including the reactions going from the precursor 
metabolites towards biomass and other cellular building blocks.
The determination of the kinetic parameters of the precursor reactions, in essence, comes from a 
defined biomass composition implicit in the flux distribution values, but the biomass specific growth 
rate used in the biomass differential equation is actually taken as a fixed constant at approximately
0.3s“ .^ It seems that the biomass differential equation is uncoupled from the rest of the dynamic 
simulations. During the transient stage of dynamic simulations the fiux of precursor reactions 
change and this may, most likely, affect the overall growth rate. It could be argued therefore, that
An Open System: A system tha t interacts with its defined environment or boundary.
^Precursor Metabolites: The 12 metabolites in bacterial central carbon metabolism which lead to  biosynthetic pathways, 
towards the production of biomass [98, 124].
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though the kinetic model starts from a stoichiometrically consistent steady state with known steady 
state growth rate, the changes which occur during the dynamic stage of simulations may not yield 
similar flux distribution in the rest of metabolism, and so the growth rate may change (for the 
pre-define biomass composition). Hence, it would seem that there is an inconsistency between the 
kinetic model and the representation of the rate of change of biomass with time.
(b) The purpose of modelling glycolysis in the paper of Hatzimanikatis et al [49] was an evaluation of 
the system at steady state. Hence, the growth rate was assumed to be zero.
(c) The construction of the kinetic model by Usuda et al [134] models the dynamics of biomass by 
representing the specific cellular growth rate as the weighted sum of precursor reaction rates, 
where the weights are defined from biomass composition from literature, similar to Chassagnole et 
al. However, the key advantage here is that biomass is not decoupled from the rest of the kinetic 
model, the rate of growth is not a fixed constant but the weighted sum of changing reaction values, 
hence the growth rate changes with changing fiux distribution during the dynamics.
(d) In the construction of the kinetic model by Wang et al [141], the dynamics of biomass was treated in 
yet another distinct way. The differential equation representing the dynamical changes of biomass 
are the same: ^  =  fiX , however the specific growth rate fi is defined as the sum of the product 
of yield coefficient and uptake rate of two carbon sources: fi = Yx/sUsi +  ^ / s 2^s2 [141]. This, by 
definition, is the contribution of each carbon source to the cellular growth rate.
The negative aspect of this approach is that for different growth conditions or during the dynamic 
modelling of say batch culture conditions where substrates deplete, the yield coefficients may change 
dramatically [10]. Any changes in biomass production rate will thus not be able to be modelled 
under such an assumed representation of biomass dynamics. Furthermore, this causes problems 
in calculating the change in concentration of substrate availability as the differential equation is 
dependent on biomass concentration: ^  =  —rsX .
(e) The kinetic model construction made by Bettenbrock et al [10] had identified these problems above. 
Where the dynamics of the biomass have been experimentally measured with reasonable resolution, 
their solution was to calculate a piece-wise function (spline function) which was fitted to the data to 
derive the polynomial function which would represent the dynamics of the specific cellular growth 
rate over time.
The idea seems simple and effective, however it means that experimental data must be known for 
each condition you wish to model, and a different function representing the dynamics of specific 
growth rate must be made for each experiment. This cannot be a general solution for modelling 
cellular dynamics, especially if the model is to be used to hypothesize about different growth 
conditions.
2. Central metabolic reactions are key producers of cofactor metabolites such as atp and nadph. Such 
molecules are highly “connected” to the rest of metabolism in the sense that they partake in many 
other reaction of metabolism. Since kinetic models only consider a subset of metabolic reactions mod­
elling the dynamics of these cofactor metabolites accurately becomes difficult. In the literature three
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representations are described:
(a) Chassagnole et al represented the dynamics of these cofactor metabolites by creating analytical 
functions, in terms of the independent variable time, from fitting to experimental transient data. 
However, if the conditions under which the equations were found changes then these functions 
should also change.
(b) In the model of Wang et al the cofactor metabolites atp, amp and adp are assumed to be global 
substances where their respective concentration “pools” are consumed and replenished with the 
same rates. They are hence assumed to remain constant during the dynamics of other metabolites 
of the system.
(c) In the model of glycolysis of Hatzimanikatis et al, the dynamics of adenylate nucleotides are in­
cluded. However, these dynamics are constrained by an assumption that the net production rates 
of adp and atp, via amp, is equal to their dilution caused by cell volume increase [49]. In other 
words the dynamics of atp, amp and adp represented in the model are constrained is such a manner 
that their net change in concentration is kept constant (a loss of at least one degree of freedom). 
The paper could be thought to further stress the importance of the inclusion of the reactions that 
determine the relation between the three adenylate nucleotides (atp, amp and adp) as they show 
that such a relation could create the potential for the expression of alternative states of the system 
[49].
As discussed in the previous chapter, our objective is to create a kinetic model with the intention of 
interrogating it under various conditions. The representations of the included biomass and cellular growth 
dynamics from various papers seems to be two ways: Either the growth dynamics are decoupled from the 
dynamics of the rest of metabolism, or that the dynamics is described by some definition based on either the 
yield coefficient or the composition of biomass. It can be thought that biomass itself is an entity which has 
no rigid and exact definition. The entity is, to an extent, arbitrary: dependent on available knowledge and 
subjective to what is decided to be included into the description of the metabolism of our organism of interest. 
For example, as described in the previous chapter, in the construction of genome-scale stoichiometric models, 
biomass can only be defined based on the availability and amount of knowledge one has of the metabolic 
reaction pathways and on which metabolites one decides to include into the model. The greater the number 
of complete pathways of biosynthesis included in the model the richer the definition of the components 
which contribute towards the production of biomass becomes, and thus the richer the definition of biomass 
production rate. Since we aim to model central carbon metabolism, at the very least the description and 
definition of the composition of biomass should be defined as the weighted sum of the known 12 precursor 
metabolites which lead to biosynthesis [98].
The best and most thorough description of metabolic pathways and stoichiometry is held in genome-scale 
metabolic network models. Such models not only entail the richest description of biomass composition but 
also ensure that we have a thermodynamically feasible pathway between required sources, such as carbon 
and nitrogen sources, and biomass production.
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The issue of representing the dynamics of cofactor metabolites is similar to that of modelling biomass 
dynamics. With the modelling of a subset of reactions information on the highly connected cofactor 
metabolites are lost with the exclusion of the stoichiometric relationships implicit in the rest of metabolism.
I believe that the issue is less about the actual representation of their dynamics, as assuming that they are 
constant values seems to be a popular choice, and more about how they inform the rest of metabolism 
under this assumption, and hence how they “re-inform” the subset of reactions modelled kinetically.
The cofactor metabolites may be highly connected to the rest of metabolism, but they are also connected 
to the subset of dynamically changing reactions of the kinetic model, rxM- Being part of these reactions 
means that we could write down the differential equations of their dynamics from these reactions, however 
we must bear in mind that the dynamics included in the differential equation of the respective cofactor 
metabolites are only a partial representation of their dynamics:
^  = E + E
j = K M  k = G S M
= ^  SijVj , as genome-scale model terms are ignored,
j —K M
where j  = K M  are all reactions in the kinetic model and k = G SM  are all the reactions in the genome-scale 
model that cofactor metabolite Q  partakes in.
Thus the dynamics from this subset of reactions would be most likely incorrect. Furthermore, if we were to 
assume that the rate of change of concentrations of these cofactor metabolites is zero, and so the metabolite 
pool sizes remain balanced, the changes in flux values of the dynamic reactions in the kinetic model must be 
countered and re-balanced by the reactions that they partake in from the rest of metabolism, as can be see from 
equation (2.1). This could mean a change in flux distribution on a more genome-wide scale, which could even 
imply a change in growth rate since cofactor metabolites are key players in fuelling reactions such as glycol­
ysis, the citric-acid (TCA) cycle and biosynthetic pathways, as well as in the production of biomass itself [124].
The two key deficiencies discussed above are not the only great losses when modelling the kinetic 
model alone. The genome-scale stoichiometric model itself has a fair wealth of topological information that 
the smaller scale kinetic model does not hold, for purposes of interrogating growth feasibility of the cell under 
different gene-knockout and environmental conditions. For example, if a reaction or pathway is inactivated 
in a kinetic model it may not have a growth inhibitory effect and so the reaction may not be classified as an 
essential reactions, where as it is in a thermodynamic and stoichiometric sense as seen from genome-scale 
models. Again, this may be attributed to a poor definition and modelling of biomass production.
Kinetic models also seem at a loss with regards to the definition of the environment and media conditions, 
and how such a definition affects dynamics. Though kinetic models define and model the dynamical changes 
of a chosen carbon or nitrogen source of interest (dependent on what is being modelled), the definition of the 
environmental inputs of the cellular system is much less strict than that for genome-scale models, where the 
definition of all inputs must be made carefully else it may result in the infeasibility of growth. The major loss 
here to the kinetic models is the information of feasible reaction fiux values that can be taken by metabolic 
reactions that the kinetic model metabolites partake in, other than the reactions modelled in the kinetic
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model itself. Due to missing reaction flux values, there is thus a loss of information which was supposed to 
go into the kinetic model differential equations. Such missing information could have a drastic effect on the 
resulting dynamics. This can be seen from equation (2.1) above.
Other analyses of genome-scale models alone can elucidate knowledge of essential pathways and reactions 
with respect to the objectives of interest. It has been discussed that further analysis of elementary modes® 
could be used to help classify mutant phenotypes from the solution space of the undetermined system of 
fluxes, understand the “structure-function relationship with respect to network robustness” , and even predict 
some functional features of gene regulation [123].
It becomes clear that the loss of critical information implicit in genome-scale models not only causes 
a loss in rich knowledge that can be derived from analysis of the genome-scale model alone, but also causes 
many kinds of inconsistencies, whether it be the decoupled representation of biomass from the rest of the 
dynamical changes in central metabolism, or the loss of information which feeds back into the dynamical 
metabolites from the rest of metabolism. We should therefore find ways of incorporating and integrating 
these models with kinetic model descriptions of a subset of metabolic reactions, replacing set rules by the 
stoichiometry of genome-wide metabolism and combining the best of both worlds.
Our purpose is thus:
To create a m odel of bacterial central carbon m etabolism  integrated  
w ith a genome-scale stoichiom etric m odel of cellular m etabolism .
This chapter will describe the reconstruction of our kinetic model of the central carbon metabolism of 
E.coli. We will discuss our methods: The compilation of the set of reaction mechanisms from published 
kinetic models and literature, the protocol we adopted to re-parameterize our kinetic model using a set 
of multi-omics experimental data measurements that were made in steady state conditions, and how we 
ensured, from dimensionality analysis, that all units in our equations of the system of differential equations 
representing the kinetic model were consistent.
We then discuss our published initial kinetic model, created during our collaboration work with the group 
of Professor Shimizu of Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan, which was constructed for the purpose of 
understanding how bacterial central metabolism changes for a few key gene knockout mutants of interest.
In light of our interest of understanding the emergence of heterogeneous bacterial phenotypes we modify 
some of the kinetic model reaction mechanisms to incorporate a greater detail of metabolic state regulations. 
However as discussed above, to overcome the drawbacks of classically built kinetic models we aim to combine 
the best of the information in genome-scale models and kinetic models. To do this a genome-scale model 
representative of the same bacterial strain and environmental conditions must be made. This is done by 
reparameterizing its strain-specific parameters [31]. The reparameterization and its resulting effects are
^Elementary Mode Analysis: The stoichiometry and thermodynamic constraints of the genome-scale model is taken into 
account to determine subnetworks of minimal length from one external metabolite to  another [70].
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detailed, comparing the original genome-scale model to the adjusted.
We then go on to discuss the kinetic model which we, in essence, embed into the genome-scale model, 
describing its reconstruction and parameterization using the literature, multi-omics experimental steady 
state data, and the adjusted genome-scale model.
2.2 M aterials and M ethods
2.2 .1  T he Escherichia coli M ulti-O m ics D atabase o f K eio  U n iversity
In understanding the richness and complexity of behaviour of the living cell comprehensive quantitation of 
intracellular components of the cell must be made in various states. In 2007, the group of Tomita from 
Keio University Japan reported the release of a large scale multi-omics database in [54] holding an extensive 
collection of data on multiple types of high-throughput experiments conducted at steady state conditions. 
These different types of “omics” data span many levels of the cell, namely transcription (mRNA concentrations, 
transcriptoniics), protein concentrations (proteomics), intracellular metabolite concentrations (metabolomics), 
and estimations of reaction flux rates (fluxomics) based on carbon labelling data that was evaluated using 
carbon-13 metabolic flux analysis. The experimental conditions of the chemostat steady state cultures from
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F ig u r e  2 .1 : Snapshot of the webpage of the Keio University M ulti-Om ics Database.
which all data was measured is defined in the paper as follows:
• Wild-type Strain: E.coli K-12 BW25113 and mutants from single open reading frame knockout strains 
were taken from the Keio collection [6];
• Steady state cultures were performed with glucose as the (limiting) sole carbon source in a synthetic 
medium: 48mM Na2HP0 4 , 22mM KH2PO4 , lOmM NaCl, 45mM (NH4)2S0 4 , 4g/L glucose, supple­
mented with ImM MgS0 4 , Img/L thiamin.HCl, 5.6mg/L CaCU, 8mg/L FeClg, Img/L MnCl2.4H20,
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1.7mg/L ZnCl2, 0.43mg/L CUCI22H2O, 0.6mg/L C0CI22H2O and 0.6rng/L Na2Mo0 4 2 H2 0 ;
• Cultures were grown at 37° C in a total volume of 1 litre in a 2 litre vessel, and air flow rate was 
maintained at 1 litre per minute ensuring aerobic conditions. The pH level was maintained at pH7.0 by 
the automatic addition of HCl or NaOH;
• Chemostat dilution rates were set at a number of different values: 0.2h~^, OAh~^, or
0.7h~^, with the reference dilution rate being 0.2h^^.
Units of Reported Measured D ata in Keio M ulti-Omics Database
Measured values of various entities were taken from the database for integration into our models. It is critical 
that the reported units of each of the measurements be considered carefully:
1. Concentration Values:
(a) Extracellular Substrates: Given in units of mM. This concentration unit is equivalent to mmol per 
litre of culture volume { m m o l / L c u i t V o l ) ■
(b) Proteins: Given in units of mg of protein per gram of dry cell weight (mg-Protein/ gDCw) -
(c) Intracellular Metabolites: Given in units of mM. This concentration unit is different to that of 
extracellular substrates in that this mM units is equivalent to mmol per litre of cellular vol­
ume { m m o l / L c e i i V o l ) -  The measurements were performed by sampling cells from chemostat cul­
tures, rapidly quenching in methanol, and then drying for analysis of flight times by capillary- 
electrophoresis mass-spectrometry, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Sam pling
M ethanol extraction
5  m l o f MeOH  
containing 2 /M  o f IS
Filter Dry 
up
V
\ / Add SO f j  o f Milli-Q CE-TOFf\/IS
v: The culture volum e for m easurem ent [L]
X: The cell concentration of culture [gDW/L] 
a: Concentration of m etabolite “A” by CE-TOFMS [mM] 
WC: W eight of sin gle cell [gDW/cell]
VC: Volum e of sin gle cell [LVcell]
1. Total am ount of m etabolite “A" is:
a*0.0 0 0 0 5  [mmol]
2. Total volum e of cells  sam p led for m ethanol extraction:
V * X * VC / W C [L]
3. The intracellular concentration of A in the cell is:
a * 0 .0 0 0 0 5  * WC / V * X * VC [mM]
F ig u r e  2 .2 : Schem atic of the experim ental procedure which is adopted at Keio University laboratories for the m easurem ent of 
intracellular m etabolite concentrations. Acknowledgement to Dr Yoshihiro Toya of Keio U niversity for the figure.
2. Intracellular Flux Distribution: Values are normalized so that each flux is a relative percentage of 
the glucose uptake flux, and hence are dimensionless quantities. It is important to note that these 
intracellular flux values are estimates from carbon-13 metabolic flnx analysis (13C-MFA) techniques.
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and not measured directly [54]. 13C-MFA techniques “label” substrate molecules by replacing carbon- 
12 molecules with carbon-13 isotopes. Prom knowledge of the chemistry, a ‘map’ is created of all 
the combinations of how the labelling propagates throughout the metabolic network up to the cellular 
macromolecules, with the construction of a isotopic mapping matrix [143], in particular the amino 
acids. These macromolecules are of particular interest since they are easily extracted and measured 
using mass-spectrometry techniques. The information of the labelling patterns on the amino acids is 
used as part of an optimization routine which estimates intracellular flux distributions which would lead 
to the production of such labelling patterns [143, 145, 144].
3. Specific Rates: Values of specific glucose and oxygen uptake rates and production rates of carbon 
dioxide, acetate and ethanol and are all reported in units of mmol per gram of dry cell weight, per hour 
{mmol/{gDCW  h))-
4. Cell Composition: A coarse cellular composition of biomass is also reported for samples of cells from each 
of the chemostat experiments performed at the five dilution rates. Decomposition of cellular mass into 
various amino acids, ribonucleotide and lipids is given. Fach component is given in units of micromol 
per gram of dry cell weight {fimol/gDCw)-
D ata from Keio Database for M odel Parameterization
Reparameterizing the genome-scale stoichiometric model requires data of the specific uptake rates of glucose 
and oxygen, and the specific excretion rates of acetate, from chemostat experiments performed at all 5 
available dilution rates. Adjustment of the genome-scale biomass reaction stoichiometric coefficients is also 
done accounting for the coarse description of the biomass composition measured experimentally and reported 
in the database.
Parameterizing our kinetic model, at steady state conditions, requires data of the intracellular metabolite 
concentrations and fluxes, as well as some of the measurements of the specific uptake rates and extracellular 
substrate concentrations. As will be discussed in greater detail later, since we model only the metabolic state 
of the cell we assume a fixed and constant cellular gene expression profile over the time scale of simulations 
of the dynamics of kinetic reactions. With this fixed gene expression profile we thus assume that the kinetic 
parameters of the rate equations do not change for changing conditions as we move away from the known 
steady state. However, simulations are always initiated at a specified steady state from which the parameters 
are estimated. We take the initial steady state of the system to be that when its components where measured 
from chemostat experiments performed at a dilution rate of 0.2h~^. We choose to take the data values at 
this dilution rate, rather than at other dilution rates, for two reasons:
1. The greatest number of data values were reported for the various measurements taken from experiments 
at this dilution rate;
2. Independent data results of batch culture experiments from the paper of Toya et al [129] also showed 
an initial growth rate of 0.2h~^ (Figure 2.3). Hence, this may give us the potential of modelling batch
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culture conditions starting from this steady state, and then comparing to these batch culture data at a 
later stage.
2.2.2 C om pu tation al Tools
A number of various computer programs are utilized during our studies. The main medium that was used 
for the manipulation, evaluation, and analysis of the genome-scale model, and the construction, evaluation, 
and analayis of the kinetic model is the mathematical matrix and vector based software MATLAB version 4.6 
[88], via compatible and relevant toolboxes.
Analytical Tools for Genome-Scale M odel
Genome-scale stoichiometric models of reaction connectivity, typically written in SBML format, are an ill- 
posed set of linear simultaneous equations, which is why they are translated into a linear programming 
problem.
To begin to evaluate such a model in MATLAB, the SBML format must be translated into a MATLAB 
data structure, which is in vector format. For example, the main information of reaction connectivity and 
stoichiometry is held in a matrix and variable constraints and the objective specification are held in vectors. 
This parsing is done using the open source tools in COBRA Toolbox [115] and its dependent toolbox the 
SBML Toolbox [66, 65], both MATLAB compatible.
The main tools for the interrogation, manipulation and evaluation of the genome-scale model are those 
graciously available in COBRA Toolbox, where we are able to run flux balance analysis, flux variability 
analysis, gene knockout analysis, and much more. The MATLAB environment further adds to our freedom
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and ease of how we manipulate and evaluate the genome-scale model by allowing us to write our own algorithm 
scripts calling the various available tools as simple functions. When using these functions to solve and evaluate 
the linear programming problem of the genome-scale model, COBRA toolbox allows the choice of the solver 
to be used. Though initially using the glpk solver, later we opted to use a state-of-the-art mathematical 
optimization solver, Curobi [47, 48]. Though it can be run as a stand alone solver, we interface it with 
MATLAB using an open source MATLAB executable file, CurobiMEX [151].
Optim ization Tools in Reparameterizing Genome-Scale M odel
As will be described in detail in the coming sections, a re-parameterization of the genome-scale model is 
done so that we have a model of a more strain-specific organism, one that is consistent with the behaviour 
of the strain that was observed from steady state experiments of the Keio multi-omics database. We need 
our genome-scale model to be specific to this strain as it is the observed results from this strain that are 
used to parameterize our kinetic model. Hence, when we come to “integrate” the kinetic and genome-scale 
models, they both represent the same strain of E.coli we intent to model and are consistent between themselves.
Some parameters of the genome-scale model are re-set according to experimental data taken from the 
Keio multi-omics database, and others could not be set and are thus assigned to be free parameters. Details 
of which parameters are pre-set and which are left free will be discussed in coming sections of this chapter.
Bearing in mind that the variables of interest in the genome-scale model are system steady state fluxes, 
an optimization routine is implemented to find the minimal distance between the following:
1. The values of the minimal specific uptake rates of glucose and oxygen and minimal specific production 
rate of acetate, found from fiux variability analysis of the model for fixed specific growth rates;
2. And the respective specific rates reported in Keio database, for the same dilution/ growth rates^.
The MATLAB function fminsearch, from the MATLAB optimization toolbox [14], is used for the implementa­
tion of this unconstrained minimization problem with a quadratic (non-linear) objective. The COBRA toolbox 
is also used to enable the manipulation of the genome-scale model and perform fiux variability analysis, for 
the calculation of the minimal specific uptake rates.
Num erical Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) Solvers
The kinetic models constructed are, in essence, a system of highly non-linear differential equations in terms 
of the metabolite concentrations. Each differential equation representing the rate of change of metabolite 
concentration mi is of the form as given in equation (2.2):
drui
=  (2-2)dt
3
for stoichiometric coefficients Sÿ and reactions rj, which are enzyme kinetic rate equation in terms of many 
metabolite concentrations and enzyme kinetic parameters (similar in form to Michaelis-Menten rate equa­
tions).
^Dilution rates and specific growth rate of cells are equivalent under steady state conditions.
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It is understood that the rapidly changing derivatives of these kinetic reaction equations can dramatically 
increase the computational expense of standard numerical methods in solving such initial-value differential 
equation system problems, such as the method of Runge-Kutta with fixed time steps. Such ODE systems are 
known in the literatnre as being stiff. A stiff ODE system is defined as being a system which has a region of 
its transience which behaves on a different time scale to that of the rest of the transience [88, 89], for example 
as shown in Figure 2.4.
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To overcome the difficulty of evaluating stiff systems a variable time step adjustment to the standard 
Rnnge-Kntta method is used by most solvers in the MATLAB ODE suite [89]. Some solvers have the ability 
to use higher order methods, such as the Runge-Kutta of orders 4 and 5, and of those the ODE solvers odelSs 
and odellS have the further ability to take even finer step sizes when the solution varies even very rapidly. 
We therefore decide to use the odel5s MATLAB solver to ensure that we efficiently account for the stiffness 
of our system.
Optimization Tools for the Param eterization of Kinetic M odel
Parameterization of the kinetic model is technically very similar to that as described for the re­
parameterization of the genome-scale model in that some chosen parameters of the rate equations are 
left as free variables in a fitting optimization problem, with the fitting to be done to experimental data. 
Parameterization of the kinetic model means the re-parameterization of each kinetic reaction rate equation 
included in the modelling, where each reaction rate equation is derived from the knowledge and under­
standing of the enzymatic mechanism, usually elucidated through in-vitro purified enzyme kinetic experiments.
As will be discussed in greater detail in coming sections, it is assumed that the kinetic parameters of 
the rate equations are classed into three main types:
1. Vmax- The maximal reaction rate value. In essence, this value is dependent on enzyme concentration
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through the following relationship: Vmax — kcat • [E], for rate of product formation or turnover rate kcat 
and given enzyme concentration [E];
2. Km'- The dissociation constants. There are various types, dependent on the reaction mechanism and 
interacting metabolite of interest. For example, we could have a standard dissociation constant, Km,  
which is the ratio of the rate of degradation to formation of the enzyme complex intermediate, or a Ki 
which is the ratio of formation and degradation of the enzyme complex formed with the competitive 
inhibitor substrate. We assume that these parameters of the rate equation are robust to changes in the 
cell^ as they are not explicitly dependent on the dynamical changes of other metabolites, proteins or 
enzymes but are instead intrinsic properties of the enzymes themselves;
3. Other Enzyme Kinetic Parameters: Hill coefficients, Monod-Wyman-Changeux constants, etc.
Since the Vmax values are dependent on enzyme concentrations and hence are highly dependent on experimental 
conditions that affect the gene expression state of the cell, we leave these set of parameters to be re-calculated 
later by re-arranging the reaction equation as follows and calculating Vmax given steady state data of fluxes 
and metabolite concentrations:
r  =  / ( M ,p )
r  -  Vmax - f  {[m],v)
  ^ '^ max =  "rW TTT- (2-3)
/ ( N : P )
Where steady state metabolite concentrations from Keio multi-omics database are missing it is not possible to 
calculate the Vmax as from Equation (2.3). Since we have steady state measurements of enzyme concentrations 
from Keio multi-omics database, we find enzyme specific activities and/or turnover rates (preferred over
specific activity values, as they are direct measurements) from literature and online databases BRENDA [113]
and EcoCyc [67], and make the following calculations:
1. If the enzyme turnover rates are taken (preferred, if available), the calculation of Vmax is:
_  Turnover Rate * Enzyme Concentration 3600 . ,
Vmax Respective Weight of Polypeptide 1000
Dimensionality analysis:
(1/s) * (mg_Protein)/gDCW  ^ 3600 _  mmol
g/mmol 1000 gDCW • h
2. If the values of the enzyme specific activities are taken, the calculation of Vmax is:
Vmax =  Specific Activity * Enzyme Concentration * (2.5)
Dimensionality analysis
jimol mg_Protein 60 mmol
V m .n x  —  : rrr Tz : : r  *  „  —,—  ^min*(mg_Protein) gDCW 1000 gDCW • h
Sensitivity to pH levels, tem perature and other physical conditions including the availability of ions could have a drastic effect 
on enzyme activities and affinities for various substrates, as shown in many classical papers of purified enzyme kinetics from the 
late 1970’s. Due to lack of knowledge we assume that physical conditions inside the cell remain constant and so do not affect 
changes in the ability of the enzyme to bind and work on other substrates.
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The Km parameter values and other enzyme kinetic parameters are therefore our parameter values which we 
decide to leave free variables in the optimizations problems that we solve.
We search the literature for the elucidation of the enzyme kinetic mechanism of our reaction of inter­
est. Once the mechanism is decided, with help from books on enzyme kinetics [116], the kinetic parameter 
values that are known and given in the same paper from where the mechanism was derived are set in 
the equation (excluding the Vmax values), assuming that they are insensitive to experimental conditions, 
as they are intrinsic properties of the enzymes themselves and not dependent on changed gene expression 
profiles of the cell. The other parameter values not reported in the paper are set as free variables. We then 
take experimental data from the same paper(s) and run an optimization minimizing the vertical distance 
between curves of the reaction equation and the experimental data, whilst keeping the free variables either 
unconstrained or constrained within a defined interval of feasible values.
Depending on the amount of data and the determinancy of the optimization problem, the parameters 
were either left unconstrained or constrained between some boundary, where the values for these boundaries 
were assigned to be approximately of the same order of magnitude of similarly reported values.
The MATLAB optimization toolbox functions fminsearch, fminbnd and fmincnu were used, where the 
latter two functions are used for including boundary constraints on the free parameters, fmincon more 
general than fminbnd, which could only be applied to problems which have one unknown free parameter 
to be determined. The former function is applied to problems where we leave all free parameters unconstrained.
Optimization solvers usually require an initiation, where an initial guess of the values of the free vari­
able of interest is made. The solution that the solver converges to could therefore be only a local minima 
corresponding to a particular initial guess. This may occur since the solver could become numerically ‘stuck’ 
in a localized area of the potential solution space. To help find a more global minima (though it is still 
not guaranteed to find the global minima), the problem was solved at least 10 other times, each time with 
an different initial guess. The initial guesses were generated by creating a random vector of values, where 
each value was chosen randomly from a uniform distribution within the specified bounds of the respective 
parameter constraints. If the parameter is unconstrained these bounds were large.
Optimization Tools for the Estim ation of M issing M etabolite Concentrations
Steady state measurements of intracellular metabolite concentrations are taken from the Keio multi-omics 
database, as discussed previously. However, not all metabolite concentration values that are represented 
in the kinetic model are available from the database. Since we require the initial steady state values of all 
metabolites represented in our model, we must estimate the missing concentration values from parameter 
values and other data that are available.
Missing metabolite concentrations occur in more than one reaction equation. Therefore, we grouped 
reactions which were connected by missing metabolite concentration values. For example, if the concentration 
of 2pg is unknown, the metabolite partakes in reactions P G M  and E N O  in glycolysis. Known steady state
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metabolite concentrations and flux values and known parameter values are set, including the calculated Vmax 
values, as detailed above. However, with all parameters set for all reaction equations involved there is no 
degree of freedom to find a consistent value of the missing metabolite concentration between them, in fact 
the problem becomes over-constrained with no solution.
The nature of the Vmax values is that they are highly sensitive to changes in different physical con­
ditions. These values are calculated from the turnover rate or specific activity of the enzyme of interest, 
which itself is found from in-vitro experiments under what may be non-physiologically relevant physi­
cal conditions. We therefore allow the Vmax value to be a free parameter of the optimization, adding to 
the objective that such a change in this parameter value should be minimized with respect to its original value.
A minimization problem is created, details of which will be described in coming sections, where we 
again aim to minimize the following objective: the distance between values of reaction fluxes calculated from 
the adjusted reaction rate equations and the steady state flux values of their respective reactions from the 
reparameterized genome-scale model. The values of reaction equation kinetic parameters, initially the Vmax 
values, are allowed to vary within a defined range, but are adjusted in a minimal way by being part of the 
objective. The values of the unknown metabolite concentrations are also constrained to vary within a range 
of values, where such a range of values are of similar order of magnitude as those of known and measured 
steady state metabolite concentrations (between 0 and 1). Such an optimization is a minimization problem 
with non-linear objective and upper and lower bounds on optimization variables. Hence, the MATLAB 
optimization toolbox function fmincon was used to solve these problems.
Note that where results did not converge satisfactorily close to zero (with tolerance of 1x10“®) we open 
freedom onto other parameters of the reaction equations, again under the restriction of minimizing change to 
those values, namely the dissociation constants Km-
2 .2 .3  In itia l M od el Sources and L iterature
The reconstruction of all models have some starting point, whether it be from the cellular genome and 
understanding of the interaction between components in the cell, to the reassessment of older models where 
updated knowledge helps to bring about, what is hoped to be, “positive” changes to that model. Our 
models of metabolism were based on either an assemblage of many reaction equations, whose mechanisms, 
mathematically represented or descriptive, were scattered in the literature, as is the case for our kinetic 
models, or that it was initially constructed but needed to be reparameterized for our purposes, as it the case 
for our genome-scale model.
For the construction of the kinetic models the literature and databases of reaction and enzyme studies 
[67, 113] were searched for knowledge on the reaction enzyme mechanisms and model parameter values. 
Subsequently, two kinetic models of the central metabolism of E.coli were constructed, each with it own 
purpose. The set of parameters, though taken initially from literature were re-set either manually or by 
optimization (discussed above), mainly for the purpose of better fitting the data.
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In itia l K inetic  M odel of Glycolysis, P en tose  P h o sp h a te  P athw ay  and  T C A  Cycle
Our first kinetic model was constructed in collaboration with Professor Kazuyuki Shimizu of Kyushu Institute 
of Technology and Keio University. This kinetic model was constructed with the intention of simulating the 
changes in central metabolism under specific gene perturbations. These genes were those that were governing 
key branch points in central carbon metabolism, namely ppc, pck, and pyk.
Modelling of gene regulation of the whole central carbon metabolism is very difficult. Alternatively, 
rules were constructed and imposed for phenomenologically modelling the governing action of relevant genes, 
which were understood from results of works published on the study of bacterial metabolism mostly using 
carbon-13 metabolic fiux analysis techniques, details of which will be discussed in later sections of this chapter.
The set of metabolic reactions included in this kinetic model should be those of the central carbon 
metabolism, namely the phosphotransferase system (modelling glucose transport), glycolysis, the pentose- 
phosphate pathway, the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, acetate production pathway from accoa, and the 
anaplerotic reactions phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PPG) and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase 
(PCK).
The enzymatic kinetic mechanisms of the model were collated from published papers of mathematically 
modelled enzymatic reactions. Reaction of glycolysis were taken from the work of Chassagnole et al [19]; 
which include the reactions: PTS, PCI, PYK, ALDO, GAPDH and PYK. The glycolysis reaction pyruvate 
dehydrogenase, though it was present in the model of Chassagnole et al, was taken from the paper [52]. 
The two reactions leading to the production of acetate (under aerobic conditions), PTAr and ACKr, are 
also sourced from the paper [52]. The reaction which converts acetate to acetyl Co-enzyme A is taken 
from another source, the paper [37]. The two anaplerotic reactions PPG and PCK are also taken from the 
following independent papers [79] and [150], respectively.
The reactions included in the TCA cycle included: CS, ICDH, ICL, MATS, AKGDH, SUCOAS, SUCDi, 
FUM, MDH, and MEl. Reaction equations of the TCA cycle were more sparse throughout the literature. 
There was only one known paper with a mathematical representation of the full tricarboxylic acid cycle, 
which is that of Singh and Ghosh [118]. However, they assume that the enzymatic mechanism of all reactions 
in the TCA cycle are reversible Michaelis-Menten equations for non-competing product-substrate couples 
[118]. Their reaction equation of ICL reaction is the only rate equation modelled differently, where they 
assume an ordered uni-bi mechanism. Nevertheless, the reaction equations for some reactions were taken 
from different papers. The following reactions are taken from the respectively cited papers: CS from [95], 
ICDH from [94], ICL and MALS [118], and the rest of the reactions of this pathway from [148].
Parameter values of each of the reaction equations were also taken from their respective papers.
M odified G enom e-Scale S toichiom etric M odel of E.coli
The genome-scale stoichiometric model that is used for the purpose of the creation of the integrated kinetic 
model is a published and fully curated model of the genome-wide network of metabolism of E.coli, the
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iAF1260 model from the paper of Feist et al [31].
Unlike some other organisms whose genome-scale model may not be available, we did not have to construct 
the stoichiometric model either from scratch from the identification of genome-wide functional genes, or from 
the comparison of homologous proteins, identifying common pathways between our organism of interest and 
a closely related organism which has a genome-scale model and then starting network reconstruction of our 
organism from the basis of the pathways which contain homologous proteins, as we had done in our paper of 
the genome-scale model of Neisseria meningitidis [92].
This model did not need to be altered in terms of its network, but it needed to be re-parameterized 
to represent the steady state flux distributions that were observed (estimated) from experimental data 
reported in the Keio multi-omics database. The decision of which parameters of the genome-scale model 
should be adjusted was also understood from the same paper of Feist et al [31].
M odified Kinetic M odel of E.coli Central M etabolism
A second kinetic model is created of the central carbon metabolism of E. coli. The intention of this model is 
not for the purpose of attempting to replicate experimental data of gene perturbations, but to understand a 
much more fundamental question of whether the existence of multiple steady states of metabolism can exist, 
and later, how we can try to incorporate the influence of the rest of the genome-wide metabolism into the 
model.
In order to address the first of the two questions the need for a full and complete description of the 
enzyme kinetic mechanism is essential. As discussed in some papers in the literature, if 1 reaction is 
represented as a Hill equation with a Hill coefficient greater than 1 then there is a potential for the observance 
of multi-stability [76]. Figure 2.5 shows a simple example of this. I furthermore believe that metabolic state 
regulation is also a key player in determining whether or not a potential for multi-stability can exist, similar 
to the mechanisms discussed in the paper of Angeli et al [3], though it was in the context of gene regulation.
Though the examples from these papers is of models of the regulation of the genetic state of the cell I 
believe that the same essential principles also apply to models of the metabolic state of the cell. Hence, it 
becomes clear that the more carefully we reconstruct the mathematical representation of the reaction enzyme 
kinetic mechanisms the more realistically we will represent the system whilst ensuring that, given the best 
knowledge of each enzymatic mechanism, we capture any potential for the system to express multi-stability.
Building upon our previous kinetic model, built in collaboration with the group of Professor Shimizu 
of Kyushu Institute of Technology and Keio University, we search in databases such as BRENDA [113] and 
EcoCyc [67] to find papers of:
1. Experiments on purified enzyme kinetics, believing that they uncover the mechanism by which the 
enzyme of interest works. Throughout the literature it is argued that using knowledge gained from 
works of such in-vitro studies and assuming that they represent the in-vivo state is questionable, since
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experiments performed are usually far from physiologically feasible conditions. Nevertheless, I believe 
that the main principle of such studies is rooted at the elucidation of the enzyme kinetic mechanism itself 
by understanding how the enzyme and its activity are affected by interaction with various metabolites;
2. The elucidation of any metabolites which regulate the enzyme activity by non-essential activation or by 
inhibition. We must also determine carefully the type of inhibition, whether it is non-competitive or 
competitive, and which of the substrates or products it is competitively inhibiting, etc;
3. Once the mechanism is decided and a mathematical representation of it is written down or derived 
based on the reaction equations from [116], we set known parameters of the equation and determine the 
unknown parameters, as described in previous sections.
We use MATLAB as the medium for constructing and analysing our kinetic model.
2.3 Initial K inetic M odel o f Central Carbon M etabolism
In this section we will focus on describing the initial construction of the kinetic model, as was done in 
collaboration with our Japanese colleagues. This version of the kinetic model includes the integration of 
Boolean gene regulatory rules governing the switch to acetate consumption from depleted glucose. Later, we
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will describe a further development to this kinetic model, with the intention of using that model to address a 
different question of interest.
2.3.1 M otivation  and Scope
In the biotechnological and pharmaceutical industry there is a growing interest in understanding the inner 
workings of the metabolism of the bacterial cell in order to elucidate its dynamical behaviour and changing 
physiology under conditions of interest. With medicines developed for the purpose of killing harmful bacterial 
infections in the human body, it seems that little is understood about how perturbations to various metabolic 
pathways influence the overall actions of the cell itself. It is therefore believed that with an insight into the 
cell, great leaps could be made in the applications and development of targeted medicines and biotechnology. 
It is thus of immense importance to construct a mathematical model of the kinetics of bacterial central 
metabolism in order to be able to investigate, analyse and evaluate effects of various perturbations to the 
bacterial metabolism.
The particular purpose of the construction of this kinetic model is to develop a mathematical model 
which will be able to simulate the dynamical changes in bacterial central metabolism in response to specific 
gene perturbations, namely the genes ppc, pck and pyk.
The scope of the modelling entails the following:
• A mathematical representation of the enzyme kinetics of reaction in the pathways of bacterial cen­
tral carbon metabolism, namely glycolysis, the pentose phosphate pathway, the TCA cycle and some 
anaplerotic reactions (the list of reactions accounted in each pathway has been described in the previous 
section).
• A detailed model of the bacterial specific growth rate based on various factors of metabolism and cellular 
energy.
• Modelling of bacterial culture growth for batch and continuous cultures, under aerobic conditions, at 
37°C, with glucose as the sole initial carbon source.
• It is being assumed that the net changes in concentration of cofactor metabolites is zero and hence they 
remain as constants in our model. The cofactor metabolites are: atp, amp, adp, nad, nadh, nadp, nadph 
and coenzyme-A (CoA).
• Simple binary rules (if... then...) are defined ‘on top’ of the kinetic model to account for known gene 
regulatory changes, as derived from studies in the literature.
• It is assumed that the profile of the concentration of enzymes remain constant during the the transient 
period of simulations till one or more of the binary rules is satisfied or violated. In these cases the 
enzymes of the respective pathways are either discretely turned off or on.
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This study was conducted in collaboration with Professor Kazuyuki Shimizu of Kyushu Institute of Technology 
and Keio University, Japan, and his PhD student Tuty Asmawaty Abdul Kadir. It is to be noted that much 
of the work regarding the initial kinetic model construction, imposition of gene regulatory rules and running 
simulations were conducted by the Japanese. Our contributions extend to aiding in the reconstruction, 
particularly of the TCA cycle, guiding careful equation simplifications and reinterpretations, with respect to 
the reaction mechanism, aiding in the formation of the phenomenological expression of the cellular specific 
growth rate /i, and running simulations.
2.3.2 K inetic  M odel C onstru ction
The kinetic model construction entails the creation of the mathematical representation of the system of 
metabolic interactions and the enzymatic mechanism which governs such interactions (please see Figure 2.6 
for the schematic of the kinetic model and its pathways included). Such a mathematical representation is as 
a system of differential equations, where each differential equation describes the rate of change of the system 
metabolites. The kinetic model construction also includes the representation of the dynamics of specific 
cellular growth rate and the fitting of simulations to experimental data.
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F ig u r e  2 .6 : A schematic of the reactions and pathways included in our kinetie model.
Enzyme Kinetic Mechanisms of M odel Reaction Equations
As described in the previous chapter, the mathematical reaction equations of the pathways of central 
metabolism and their respective reactions have been taken from numerous sources. Please see Appendix A
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for the list of the reaction equations of the kinetic model.
The modelling of the transport of extracellular glucose into the cytoplasmic medium of the cell, via 
the phosphotranspherase (PTS) system, is probably the least mechanistic and so is represented in the most 
phenomenological manner out of all reaction equations of the model. It is well known that the transport 
of glucose via the PTS system consists of the interactions of a cascade of proteins that sequentially are 
phosphorylated and de-phosphorylated. However, since we assume that the profile of enzyme concentrations is 
constant then we assume that the protein which binds to glucose, along with metabolite phosphoenolpyruvate 
(pep), is also available at some constant base level. The mechanism of the reaction, as taken from paper [19], 
is described to be one of product inhibition, where the production of glucose-6-phosphate during the transport 
of glucose, and it’s subsequent phosphorylation, inhibits the enzyme binding to glucose by occupying the 
active site at which glucose would bind to. This competitive inhibition in fact causes a positive cooperativity 
effect of the enzyme with the product inhibitor g6p, hence the reason for the Hill-coefhcient like exponent 
term on the inhibition term in the reaction equation (A^.2a).
The first reaction of glycolysis, PGI, governed by enzyme Fgi, is considered to be a reversible reaction. 
Both the forward and reverse directions of this reaction are being competitively inhibited by 6pg. The reaction 
of PFK, is governed by two parallel enzymes, PfkA and PfkB in E.coli. However, since it has been described 
in the EcoCyc database that 90% of the activity of this reaction is accounted for by PfkA enzyme [67], our 
model thus only accounts for the modelling of PfkA. The enzymatic mechanism is understood to be that 
which can be modelled by the Monod-Wyman-Changeux model (a common attribute of tetramer enzymes, 
like PfkA which has a subunit composition of [PfkA]4), with allosteric inhibition from phosphenolpyruvate, 
as shown in equation (A.4). It is also allosterically activated by adp and amp, however since we consider 
their concentrations to be constant, their effects are absorbed as constants of the equation. For the reversible 
reaction of aldolase (ALDO), its governing enzyme is understood to bind in a seemingly unordered manner, 
hence we have a simple random-ordered uni-bi reaction without any further regulation, as seen in equation 
(A.5). Similar is the case for the reaction of g3p dehydrogenase (CAPDH), only that it is a random-ordered 
bi-bi mechanism, equation (A.6). The enzymatic mechanism of pyruvate kinase (PYK) is similar to that 
of the phosphofructokinase reaction in that it can be represented as a Monod-Wyman-Changeux model of 
allosteric regulation since the subunit composition of the enzyme itself is tetrameric. Here, the regulation is 
such that the enzyme is being allosterically activated by metabolite fdp, as can be seen in equation (A.7). 
Though it is also similarly activated by amp and allosterically inhibited by atp, the effects are not propagated 
by any dynamical changes since these cofactor metabolites are assumed constant. It should be noted that 
there is not one but two parallel enzymes governing this reaction, PykI and Pykll. The combined effects 
of both are accounted into the equation, with the effects of Pykll being activated by amp, and PykI being 
activate by metabolite fdp and inhibited by atp, included.
The reaction of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PPC) reaction is a key anaplerotic reaction which 
supports continued flux from the glycolytic pathway into the TCA cycle. The reaction is understood to behave 
in a simple hyperbolic manner with respect to the concentration of metabolite phosphoenolpyruvate, albeit
This refers to  the appendix from which the respective equation reference is taken from.
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with an enzyme turnover rate which is usually observed to be quite low in the absence of any non-essential 
activators. It has been found that metabolites accoa and fdp are indeed very influential activators. Reaction 
activity is enhanced with accoa, but it is further amplified by the ‘synergistic’ effect of accoa and fdp. The 
equation of this reaction, accounting for the activators accoa and fdp, is given by equation (A.8). In the 
reverse direction of PPC reaction, the reaction phosphoenolpyruvate carboxy kinase (PCK) can be modelled 
as a unidirectional rapid equilibrium mechanism, as given in equation (A.9). The rate expression accounts 
for inhibitions by its products pep and adp, ensuring that its activity is suppressed during high flux through 
glycolysis. The irreversible reaction of pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH), a key link between that of glycolysis 
and the TCA cycle, is represented by a Michaelis-Menten reaction rate equation. Additional terms in the 
rate equation account for the inhibition to maximal activity when there is an increase in concentration of 
nadh with respect to nad, and for the inhibitory effects of accoa where this inhibition occurs due to the 
competition of accoa and coa for the same binding site.
It was considered important to include the modelling of the production of acetate, since it is one of 
the main and direct observables in experimental data. In simple terms, it is understood that the production 
of acetate is ‘switched on’ when the cell is metabolising great quantities of glucose. Once glucose concen­
trations fall to very low concentrations, and hence the drop in flux through glycolysis, it is understood that 
there is a sharp drop in the production of acetate and a ‘switch’ to the utilization and catabolism of acetate 
occurs.
The pathway taken to the production of acetate is made of two main intracellular reversible reactions 
PTA and ACK, linked by the “unstable, high energy” intermediate acetyl phosphate (acp) [63]. The PTA 
reaction is modelled by a reversible Michaelis-Menten equation, adjusted to account for the non-competing 
product and substrate complexes, hence the missing mixing terms between products and substrates in the 
rate equation. The mechanism modelled for the ACK reaction is similar to that of PTA, but simpler; it is a 
simple reversible Michaelis-Menten equation. The reaction which governs the majority of the conversion of 
acetate to accoa in the cytoplasm, and so helps to drive the assimilation and catabolism of acetate, is ACS. 
It is understood that the ACS reaction has a much higher relative affinity for acetate than the ACK-PTA 
pathway, hence we could consider ACS as the main pathway for the utilisation of acetate. This reaction is 
modelled as an irreversible Michaelis-Menten rate equation.
Considering now the reactions of the TCA cycle, we start from considering the reaction mechanism of 
citrate synthase (CS). CS is modelled as an irreversible Michaelis-Menten rate equation with non-competitive 
inhibition from nadh, as given in equation (A.14) [80].
Another key branch point in central carbon metabolism is that at the TCA cycle metabolite isocitrate 
(icit), where flux could branch into isocitrate dehydrogenase (ICDH) or the glyoxylate shunt via isocitrate 
lyase (ICL). Comparing the enzyme kinetic parameter values of K ^ for ICDH and ICL, where the ICDH 
K ^ for icit is 0.0059mM compared to the ICL Km for icit which is 0.604mM [63], it is clear that ICDH
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has a significantly higher affinity for icit than It is to be noted that this branch point is understood
to under gene regulation governance by the aceBAK operon and the phosphatase and kinase reactions 
governing the activity of the Icdh enzyme. Since we are not including the modelling of gene regulation into 
our kinetic model, binary rules will be included to account for such regulatory changes, as will be discussed 
later. Meanwhile, regarding the reaction rate equation of ICDH, we model its kinetics as a reversible bi-bi 
mechanism, as given in equation (A.15). The reaction equation of ICL was originally modelled as a reversible 
Michaelis-Menten equation with an unknown inhibitor I, as shown in equation (A.16). However, for the sake 
of simplicity, the reaction was adapted so that it models an irreversible reaction, but where the forward 
reaction can still be inhibited by product accumulation as well as a pure inhibitor. The other reaction of 
the glyoxylate shunt is malate synthase (MS). This reaction is modelled as a reversible bi-uni mechanism, 
equivalent to a reversible Michaelis-Menten equation, as given in equation (A. 17).
For the reaction of a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase (2KGDH), this reaction was also originally considered 
reversible and hence was modelled as a bi-bi mechanism. For the sake of simplicity and ensuring that the flux 
through the TCA cycle flowed in the direction as would be expected from aerobic cultivation the reaction was 
made irreversible. Similarly to ICDH reaction, we still account for effects of product inhibition, as is written 
in the denominator of equation (A. 18). It is to be noted that CO2 is also a product of this reaction, however 
we assume that its concentration is relatively high enough to be considered as a non-rate limiting contributor 
to the reaction and so its concentration was ignored and excluded from the equation. The reaction of 
succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) is modelled as a simple reversible Michaelis-Menten equation, as is the 
reaction of fumerase (FUM), given in equations (A. 19) and (A.20). The reaction of malate dehydrogenase 
(MDH) is modelled as an iso-ordered bi-bi mechanism, where we have an ordered binding of substrates 
and ordered release of products. In the case of MDH, in the forward direction malate binds first and then 
nad, and in the reverse oaa binds first and then nadh. This mechanism is given by equation (A.21), as 
taken from [148]. The reaction of malic enzyme (MEZ) is represented as a simple irreversible two-substrate 
Michaelis-Menten rate equation, as shown in equation (A.22).
Modelling the enzymatic mechanisms of the pentose-phosphate pathway reactions accurately was very 
difficult due to the lack of knowledge of enzyme kinetic studies available at the time. All of the rate equations 
had thus been directly taken from the paper [19], and mostly consist of modelling reactions as mass-action 
kinetics, as seen in equations (A.23)-(A.29). The exception to the reaction equation forms were those 
rate equations of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) (equation (A.23)) and 6-phosphogluconate 
dehydrogenase (PGDH) (equation (A.24)). The mechanism of G6PDH is one of an irreversible Michaelis- 
Menten with product inhibition by nadph. The mechanism of PGDH is similar in that it too is an equation 
representing irreversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics, but this enzyme is inhibited by nadph and atp [19].
^°Recall th a t the enzymatic parameter Km, which is the ratio of the total rate of degradation of the complexed enzyme to 
substrate and product to the rate of formation of the complex with substrate. Hence, a low Km value would indicate a higher 
affinity of the enzyme to the formation of complex with its substrate.
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Cell Synthesis and M odelling Specific Cell Growth
Modelling the dynamics of intracellular changes is of course critical for the purpose of shedding light on our 
questions of interest. However, it is also of great importance to model the dynamical changes in cellular 
growth and biomass production since it is a key observable in all experiments and, depending on the question 
of interest, it is even a method of classifying bacterial populations into different growth phenotypes. It is not 
sufficient to simply model the production of biomass as a standalone object. It is of critical importance to 
couple the dynamics of biomass with the changing dynamics of the intracellular workings in an effort to link 
the metabolic profile of the cell to its growth phenotype. Here we thus describe and discuss the evolution of the 
derivation of the equation we take to model the specific growth rate of E. coli., for the purpose of our initial work.
A typical equation for the representation of bacterial growth rates is given by:
®  M ■ [X|, (2.6)
as taken from Chassagnole et al [19]. However the issue with such an expression is that it represents constant 
exponential growth completely independently of any influence of substrate depletion of intracellular dynamics. 
Assuming constant growth is acceptable in the case of the study of Chassagnole et al [19] since they observe 
transience over a time scale of the order of tens of seconds and even over a tenth of a second. In our case, if 
we would like to study over time scales of hours, we must make a better model of growth.
For the purpose of accounting for the dependence of growth rate on substrate uptake rate, and in order 
to couple growth to the dynamics of cellular metabolism, growth rate ji can be expressed as:
R ~  ^x/s ' ' s^t (2.7)
for substrate uptake rate of substrate S  and biomass yield coefficient, which is the ratio of the rate of change 
in biomass to the rate of change of substrate. Abbott et al [1] report that the yield coefficient may also in 
fact vary vastly in value, depending on a number of factors such as specific growth rate during culture growth 
and the bacterial maintenance coefficient (cost of process to maintain basic functions in the cell during 
approximately zero production in biomass). A better representation of biomass growth would be a different 
correction to equation (2.6) by a multiplicative term onto fi to account for the observed saturation effect of 
biomass production for high concentrations of biomass (X). Such an equation is known more commonly in 
the literature as the logistic equation:
(2,®dt V A7c_ ^
for biomass concentration [X] and biomass “carrying capacity” , which is the maximal biomass concentration 
that can be reached by the population, for the given conditions. However, with experiments performed on 
bacterial cultures growing on one rate limiting carbon source (such as glucose) by Jacques Monod in the 1930’s 
and 1940’s, it was shown that the logistic model in fact was a poor fit to observations of growth behaviours.
An alternative to the constant specific growth rate /r, now one of the most popular definitions of specific
growth rate and its function with respect to a single rate limiting substrate, is the Monod equation:
=  (2.9)
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for specific growth rate /i, maximum growth rate jimax-, affinity constant Ks, which is effectively the con­
centration of substrate S  at which half of the maximal growth rate is attained, and substrate concentration 
[S] =  [GLCe x ]- The key negative aspect of this expression of the specific growth rate is the exclusion of any 
dependency on biomass concentration; if concentration of substrate is very high, then ji is also high, however 
this is ignoring the effect of the size of the population being affected. One would expect that the greater the 
population the more that there is competition between cells for the substrate, ffence, to include such a factor, 
we add a logistic type correction to the maximal growth rate firnax- Our expression for the specific growth 
rate thus becomes:
[ ]^
Xccj K s  + isy
Sucfi an expression may now be able to better represent the behaviours of cellular growth for the wild-type. 
Will the same expression hold for a mutant culture? Probably not, and certain parameters may have to be 
adjusted according to mutant data available. One key term that we would like to include into the expression 
of cellular growth is that of the specific production rate of the cofactor metabolite atp. Since we would like to 
model fiux distribution changes for given gene perturbations, and that it is believed that atp is a key objective 
which is adjusted in the cell when it undergoes the mutations of interest, the change in production of biomass 
from the change in atp therefore needs to be accounted for. This is now done by including a dependence of 
the cellular specific growth rate on the concentration of intracellular atp available.
From experimental data, as shown in figure 2.7, it can be seen that one can assume that there is a clear 
linear relationship between cellular growth rate and specific production rate of atp. To account for such a
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F ig u r e  2 .7 : A plot of experim entally measured specific production rates of atp for cultures of E.coli grown at different dilution 
rates, taken from [63]. Linear regression was performed to obtain the line of best fit to  the data.
relationship we can add a further multiplicative linear term into our expression of the cellular specific growth 
rate:
1^ 1
XccJ X s +  [5] k A T P  ■ l^ATPj
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for proportionality constant kATP and atp specific production rate t a t p , which is given by the sum of fiuxes of 
reactions of which atp is either a product or substrate, weighted by their respective stoichiometric coefficients. 
The value for the proportionality constant was found by manual adjustment, fitting to experimental batch 
culture data as shown in figure 2.8.
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F ig u r e  2 .8 : A: Varying equation (2.11) parameter kATP  to  fit experim ental data. B: Value of kATP =  0.1 that gives best fit to  
data. The green curve would not fit well the rapid consum ption of acetate, once glucose was depleted. T his may be 
due to the poor m odelling of acetate utilization after the diauxic shift, indicative of the significance of the role and  
change of gene regulation during this switch, particularly in the increased production of the Acs enzyme.
Dynamic Equations of Kinetic M odel
As described in the previous chapter, the general form of the kinetic model is:
d[mi
dt
— Sij • Tj (2 .12)
for specific growth rate /i, reaction fiuxes rj, and reaction stoichiometric coefficients Sij.
We now have knowledge of the mechanistic form of each of the reactions rj and their associated stoi­
chiometric relationships, included into the kinetic model, as well as a representation of the growth 
dynamics of the cell. With these we can now write down the coupled system of differential equations which 
creates our kinetic model of the rate of change of metabolite concentrations over time:
dt
dt
d[G6P]
dt
d[F6P]
dt
d j P DP ]
dt
d[GAP]
dt
d j PEP]
dt
d j P Y R ]
dt
m[V]
-I^PTSW
r p T S  -  r p G i  -  r c G P D H  —
'I^PGI — r p F K  +  Tt K T B  +  Tt AL -  n[FÇ>P]
T P F K  -  TALDO -  n [ FDP ]
2r A L D O  -  t q a p d h  +  r p K T A  +  r p K T B  -  t t a l  -  n [ G A P ]  
r G A P D H  +  r p C K  -  r p T S  ~  f ' P Y K  ~  T p p c  ~  l l [ P E P ]  
'^PYK  +  'k'PTS +  'k'MEZ — T P D H  ~  ^ [ P Y R ]
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2 .20)
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d[AcCoA]
dt
djlCIT]
dt
d[2KC]
dt
djSUC]
dt
d[FUM]
dt
d[MAL]
dt
djOAA]
dt
djCOX]
dt
d[ACP]
dt
d[ACEEx]
dt
d[QPC]
dt
d[RubP]
dt
d[RbP]
dt
djXbP]
dt
d[S7P]
dt
d[E4:P]
dt
rpDH +  I^ACS — 'f'CS — T'MS ~  fPTA ~ ll[AcCoA\ (2.21)
T'es -  ricDH -  ricL -  li[ICIT] (2.22)
TICDH -  T2KGDH ~ J^■[2KC] (2.23)
T2KGDH +  riCL ~ rSDH ~ fJ [^SUC] (2.24)
TSDH — rpuM — fi[FUM] (2.25)
TPUM +  Tm S -  T'MDH ~ Tm EZ ~ fj\MAL] (2.26)
tmdh  +  Tppc — res  — rpcK — /i[OAA] (2.27)
riGL — tms  — liCOX (2.28)
rpTA -  rAGK -  lj\ACP] (2.29)
{tagk -  tags) [X] (2.30)
rGGPDH -  rePGDH -  /i[6PG] (2.31)
tqpgdh -  trpe  -  trpi — fi[Ru5P] . (2.32)
trpi -  ttkta  -  /r[P5P] (2.33)
Trpe  — ttkta  — ttktb  — /r[X5P] (2.34)
Tt k t a  -  ttal — m[5'7P] (2.35)
ttal — ttk tb  — /i[P4P] (2.36)
Binary Rules Governing Changes in Gene Regulation
As discussed at the start of this section, one of the main purposes of the formation of this kinetic model 
was to understand metabolic changes under a select few gene perturbations. However, without including the 
modelling of the dynamics of gene regulation into the model, answering such questions would prove difficult. 
On the other hand, a thorough account of the dynamical changes in gene regulation is very difficult.
As an alternative, some key binary rules are introduced which compensate for the loss of well known 
knowledge of key gene regulatory changes which are activated by certain metabolic changes of interest. Please 
see Appendix B for a list of the rules, as designed by our Japanese colleagues, included into our model, as 
published in our paper [63].
Integration o f D ata and Tuning Parameters
With the model construction finished the question of the extent to which we can believe the model to 
replicate experimental results arises. What contributes to the behaviour of kinetics? Certainly it is the form 
of the enzymatic rate equations and their respective parameter values. It is critical to note that not only will
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the parameter values determine the quantitative output of the model, but if there are points of bifurcation^^ 
of the system, then they could also affect the qualitative results of the model. Hence, though we are taking 
all model parameters from the literature, we can integrate known steady state experimental data into our 
model rate equations.
Consider the enzymatic rate equation r([m];p), a function of metabolite concentrations [m] and reac­
tion kinetic parameters [p]:
r  =  r{[rh];p) (2.37)
r =  V r n a x-r  (2.38)
All steady state experimental data was taken from [54], also known as the Keio multi-omics database. It 
contains not only data from steady state chemostat experiments on wild-type E.coli but also of various 
mutant strains, including our mutants of interest {ppc, pck and pyk  mutants).
The knowledge of steady state intracellular metabolite concentrations were substituted for [m], and steady
state flux values were substituted for r, and together with the known kinetic parameter from literature p we
can calculate the enzymatic rate parameter Vmax-
(2.39)
~  A A ' r  [[rn]-,pj
If it was found that fitting was poor between simulations of the parameterized model to that of experimental 
data, the value of reaction Vmax parameter was re-tuned, as described in the algorithm in Appendix C, as 
taken from [63]
Parameters of the specific growth rate equation (2.11) were found through manual adjustment, fitting 
to data of measured biomass concentrations from batch culture experiments, as shown in figure 2.8.
2 . 3 . 3  S i m u l a t i o n s ,  K e y  R e s u l t s  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n s
One of the key purposes for the construction of this kinetic model was to simulate and predict dynamical 
changes of intracellular metabolism for three gene perturbations of interest, namely the gene knockout of 
ppc, pck and pyk. These genes are of particular interest as they govern reactions which are the main links 
between the glycolysis pathway and the TCA cycle. Perturbations occurring here would ultimately lead to 
a disturbance in the electron transport chain and cellular oxidative phosphorylation, since some reactions at 
these pathway junctions in the TCA cycle contribute to a significant production of nadh, a main cofactor 
required for the ‘pumping’ out of protons via the electron transport chain, which in turn results in the 
decreased production of atp from oxidative phosphorylation.
^^A Bifurcation Point: In dynamical system theory, a change of stability of a known steady state, from stable to  unstable or 
vice versa, could occur for a change in a given parameter of the system. The value a t which stability of the steady state changes 
is known as a bifurcation point.
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Simulations of Batch and Continuous Conditions for ppc Knockout
Running batch culture simulations for the ppc mutant we see that our simulations were able to give a very 
good fitting to experimental data, with the exception of what seems to be a very slow acetate assimilation 
after the depletion of the main carbon source, glucose, as seen in Figure 2.9. We believe that the reason
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line) and ppc knockour (dotted line), 
as from [63].
for such good fitting could be attributed to the inclusion of the specific production rate of atp which was 
incorporated into the biomass production rate equation (2.11). The reason being that the simulation of the 
ppc knockout had actually caused a drop in the net production rate of atp to half its value for the wild-type 
model, as shown in Figure 2.10. This drop is then propagated onto the biomass production rate causing a 
slower growth in biomass, which in turn causes a delayed consumption in glucose.
With the lack of experimental observation of the intracellular metabolite dynamics we can only use the 
kinetic model to make predictions about the metabolic changes which occur due to the perturbation on 
ppc. As can be seen from the simulation results presented in Appendix D, the results of the knockout on 
intracellular metabolite concentrations was a significant accumulation of pyr and accoa, and the reduction in 
concentration of metabolites in the TCA cycle to zero, resulting in the flux through the TCA cycle reactions 
falling to zero. This ‘kill’ of flux through the TCA cycle was due to the lack of backup to oaa which would 
have happened through the PPC reaction. With oaa concentration reaching zero, due to the rapid turnover 
rate of the citrate synthase reaction, and the resulting loss of accumulation of oaa, flux through the TCA 
cycle can no longer occur. With no flux into the TCA cycle the prerequisite metabolites accoa and pyr 
accumulate rapidly. It should be realized that the unusually high accumulation in the concentration of 
accoa is mainly caused by an assumption which oversimplifies the representation of the metabolic reaction 
of pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH): it is assumed that the cofactor metabolite coa is freely available in the 
cytoplasm and thus non-rate limiting to the reaction PDH. However, the literature shows that this is not the 
case. In fact, it is known that the concentration pool of coa is quite strictly regulated, so much so that it can
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be considered approximately constant [147]. Thus, with the ‘unrealistic freedom’ allowed for the available 
amount of coa, a high accumulation of accoa occurred. Even though such an oversimplification is made in 
the modelling, these results have demonstrated the significance and importance of the anaplerotic route of 
PPC to help backup flux through the TCA cycle via oaa.
This result could also be used to hypothesize that a ppc-mutant culture will find it difficult to grow 
in media where the sole carbon source is glucose. However, if the media instead contained acetate 
and/or other amino acids then oaa is supported through flux via the glyoxylate shunt, which is understood 
to become active under assimilation of such carbon sources (as can be seen in the binary rules in Appendix B).
The simulation of the kinetic model for continuous culture conditions, at a dilution rate of 0.2h~^ 
was also performed, where plots of the trajectories of all reaction fluxes, before and after knockout of the 
PPC reaction, are shown in Appendix E. Unlike the results of the batch culture growth, the ppc-mutant was 
able to grow and reach an alternative steady state flux distribution. This alternative flux distribution in fact 
found a generally increased flux through the TCA cycle reactions, relative to the wild-type flux distribution, 
as opposed to a ‘dead’ flux found in batch culture growth. This may have been found because we defined the 
initial state of the system with a large enough concentration of oaa. If the initial concentration of oaa had 
been set much lower it would have be consumed by the fast CS reaction, and without the ‘backup’ from pep 
via the PPC reaction, this would have resulted in a zero flux through the TCA cycle reactions. Nevertheless, 
with this seemingly positive feedback of increased flux into TCA cycle, and increase in oaa concentration, a 
significantly reduced flux through the pentose-phosphate pathway was also observed from model simulations.
S im ulations of B a tch  and  C ontinuous C onditions for pck K nockout
The knockout of the anaplerotic Pck pathway was not expected to cause major disruption to intracellular 
dynamics since the flux going through it is so insignificant. In fact, that is precisely what we observe when 
we compare the difference between the batch culture dynamics of the wild-type and mutant. The same 
qualitative observation is made when comparing the flux distributions of the wild-type and mutant simulation 
results under continuous culture conditions, at dilution rate of 0.2h~^.
When looking at the change to metabolite concentration values between the wild-type and mutant, as 
shown in Appendix E, we observed increased concentrations of the metabolites of the TCA cycle, and a 
relative drop in concentration of metabolites at the end of glycolysis, namely pep, pyr and accoa, which 
propagated to a reduced concentration of acetate. The prediction of the reduction in the concentrations 
of these metabolites compares very well qualitatively to the measurements and observations of cultured 
pck-knockout mutants, as reported in [150]. Though an increased concentration of TCA cycle metabolites 
was not observed in [150], one would expect that our model would predict an increased flux through the TCA 
cycle, which would have been consistent with the results reported in [150]. The main reason why we did not 
observe this increase in TCA cycle reaction fluxes was because of a decreased icit concentration, which caused 
a ‘bottleneck’ effect in the whole cycle, thus counteracting the increase metabolite pools of the pathway.
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Sim ulation of B atch  and  C ontinuous C onditions for pyk K nockout
With the perturbation now being made at a segment of a pathway of significant flux, namely flux in glycolysis 
propagating into the TCA cycle, one would naively expect significant changes in intracellular fluxes. The 
facts show that this presumption is indeed incorrect with experimental data showing insignificant difference 
in dynamics of extracellular metabolites between the mutant and wild-type. The simulations are consistent 
with this observation, as seen from figure 2.11. The results of the intracellular dynamics during batch culture
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for the w ild-type (solid lines) and p yk  in-silico  m utant (dotted lines), as taken from [63].
simulations also do not show any significant changes for the time the cell consumes glucose and then acetate.
The results of changes in intracellular metabolite concentrations and flux distribution, for steady state 
culture conditions at dilution rate of 0 .2 h "\ do significantly differ in certain pathways, as the system 
seemingly tries to compensate for the loss of the flux from glycolysis into the TCA cycle. Please see Appendix 
F for simulation results and plots.
As simulation results show, the only significant changes in flux are those of the increase in flux through 
the PPC anaplerotic reaction and a decrease in flux through the MDH reaction, supposedly causing the 
increase in concentrations of metabolites pep, fum, mal and oaa, as well as those of other metabolites in the 
TCA cycle. We see that the loss of flux in the PYK reaction results in a greater flux into the PPC reaction. 
With the flux through the TCA cycle constrained at CS because of the concentration of accoa, the flux at 
oaa from PPC then diverts towards malate through the MDH reaction. This increased flux in the reverse 
direction of MDH (net flux is reduced, though it is still positive) is redirected from malate towards pyruvate 
with an increased flux of the MEZ reaction. This alternative pathway was thus created, compensating and 
effectively replacing the PYK reaction. The results of such a flux diversion seemingly had a drasticc effect 
on the general increase in metabolite concentrations throughout the whole of central metabolism.
Results also predict a significant increase in flux through the pentose-phosphate pathway, directly leading 
to the increase in steady state concentration of metabolites of that pathway. This predicted observation of flux 
re-distribution is precisely what was observed in the Keio multi-omics dataset [54], when comparing the differ­
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ence in the measured flux distribution between the steady state cultured wild-type and pck-mutant E.coli cells.
Overall, these results seem to elucidate a robustness mechanism which is present in central metabolism, 
which compensates heavily, in this case, for the loss of a reaction in a major pathway.
2 .3 .4  C onclusion
In this study we had modelled the reaction kinetics of the bacterial central carbon metabolism. With the 
consideration of not only glycolysis, as is usually considered, but considering central carbon metabolism on 
a larger scale, including the pathways of glycolysis, pentose phosphate, the TCA cycle and some anaplerotic 
reactions, the model could be further exploited to estimate other key cellular objectives such as the atp and 
nadph production rates. Such knowledge could then be utilized in two very important ways:
1. To model better the bacterial speciflc growth rate and yield of biomass;
2. And to better incorporate intracellular changes due to gene perturbations into cellular growth.
With such positively predicted results, we could say that the model constructed is quite useful for the purpose 
of modelling the link between the intracellular changes to the extracellular (easily observable) dynamics, 
taking into account the inclusion of our binary gene rules and phenomenological representation of biomass 
dynamics.
Results from the technique of flux balance analysis (FBA) is very well known throughout the literature 
to aid enormously in the elucidation of potential alternative thermodynamically feasible pathways under 
gene perturbations simply from the stoichiometric relationship and connectivity of the network of metabolic 
reactions. However, its performance is independent of the cellular dynamics and enzymatic reaction 
mechanisms and may in fact yield many potential false-positive results in terms of feasible pathways, let alone 
the fact that it cannot be used to understand the dynamic effects of metabolite concentration on fluxes, since 
there is no variable in those models relating to metabolite concentrations. Furthermore, carbon-13 metabolic 
flux analysis (13C-MFA) is indeed a powerful method of constraining further the flux solution space, reducing 
the problem of the nature of ‘indeterminancy’ of FBA and thereby reducing the number of false-positive 
results. Again, similar to FBA, such a method cannot be used to make predictions of changes in flux distribu­
tions brought about by changes in media conditions or gene perturbations based on any metabolic mechanism.
Re-visiting briefly the results found in this study, we see that gene perturbations in ppc caused a dra­
matic change in flux distribution and metabolite concentrations throughout central metabolism, shifting flux 
away from TCA cycle partly to acetate production but mostly to bottlenecked accoa, resulting in the mass 
accumulation of pyr and accoa. Such an alternative flux distribution was observed due to the loss of support 
to the accumulation of oaa, which in turn shut off any potential flux into the TCA cycle simply due to 
rapid dynamics of the CS reaction. On the other extreme, the knockout of pck had very little impact on the 
relative and qualitative flux distribution, possibly because of the little role that it played to begin with under 
the given environmental conditions, i.e. that we simulated metabolism in aerobic conditions with glucose as
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the sole carbon source. The story would have been very different if acetate or some amino acid was used as 
the sole carbon source. Such changes (or no change) in flux could only be observed by the representation of 
the dynamics of metabolite concentrations and the enzyme reaction mechanism, where reaction time scales 
are implicit in the equation parameters.
The most interesting gene perturbation was that of pyk. Simulation results indicate that the knockout had 
insigniflcant effect on the experimentally easily observable extracellular dynamics and growth characteristics, 
with respect to the wild-type. The fact that this observation was consistent with experimental observations 
and that the predicted intracellular changes were in fact signiflcantly different, which was validated under 
steady state condition simulations (which was again consistent qualitatively with experimental data) brought 
about an interest question:
W ith no difference observed ‘outside’, but significant difference predicted  
inside, could we have co-existing alternative cellular phenotypes?
If one cell is governed by a flux distribution similar to that of the pyk mutant and another has a flux 
distribution similar to that of the wild-type, the two cells would be indistinguishable by measurements of 
extracellular metabolites and growth characteristics. They may even be able to co-exist in the same media 
conditions, and the only difference between them would be a gene regulatory factor which suppresses pyk in 
one cell and not the other. This would indeed be yet another example of an epigenetic mechanism resulting 
in bacterial phenotype heterogeneity, but this time regulating central metabolic reaction pathways. What 
about the emergence of alternative phenotypes due to regulation by the metabolic state of the cell alone? 
Could it be possible?
The nature of modelling and models themselves is that they are created for the understanding of 
something speciflc, and hence their results should be interpreted considering the limitations of the model 
and the assumptions used in its construction. As Box and Draper said, “remember that all models are 
wrong; the practical question is how wrong do they have to be to not be useful?”. To be able to understand 
better whether the emergence of alternative phenotypes could occur from mechanisms implicit in enzyme 
reaction kinetics and metabolic regulations of the central metabolism of the cell, one should build a kinetic 
model accounting ever more carefully each and every known enzyme reaction mechanism and indeed how the 
connectivity with the rest of metabolism affects it, something missing in this model.
2.4 Strain Specific G enom e-Scale M odel
2.4 .1  In trod u ction  and M otivation
Our key questions of interest entail understanding the role that bacterial metabolism alone plays in the 
potential emergence of multiple phenotypes. We understand that epigenetic mechanisms exist and have been 
widely studied in the literature, but the central dogma which underlies such studies is that the genetic state 
and its regulation drive changes in the cell. Our question, in essence, is not to challenge this dogma but in
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fact to study the same question of emergence of phenotype from another angle, namely from the metabolic 
state of the cell rather than the genetic. It is thus of critical importance that we construct a model of the 
bacterial metabolism in as much detail as is possible, given current knowledge. It is important to note that 
getting the form of the kinetic rate equations right is actually crucial to be able to look into and answer 
this question of the existence of heterogeneity in bacterial population. As was understood from the previous 
section, it is in the kinetic expressions of the rate equations that lies the information of how metabolites affect 
changes in flux distribution, and not only that such flux distributions are possible based on stoichiometric 
connections between reactions and metabolites.
As we have discussed in the introductory chapter, there have been a number of kinetic model con­
structions. There is a clear lack in knowledge of reaction enzyme mechanisms so one can only construct 
a detailed kinetic model of the subset of metabolic reactions for which there is sufficient knowledge, even 
then that is subjective to whether there is enough information to parameterize such expressions. Though 
the dynamics of a subset of reactions and metabolites can be modelled it is clear from stoichiometric 
genome-scale metabolic network models that those subset of metabolites could potentially take part in many 
other metabolic reactions. What about the roles of such reactions that ‘connect’ these metabolites to the rest 
of metabolism? How can we account for their effects on the dynamics of such metabolites being modelled? 
Since these connecting reactions are part of a cascade of reactions which leads to the dissemination of flux 
into the rest of metabolism, how can we account for the effects of the rest of metabolism on the dynamics 
being expressed in this sub-network, and vice versa? It becomes clear that an expression of these reactions, 
which effectively connect the metabolites in the kinetic model with the rest of metabolism, (hereafter called 
connecting reaction, or abbreviated to ConnRxns) should be added to the differential equations expressing the 
rate of change of metabolite concentration with time. Inclusion of such a term would change the differential 
equation for the metabolite of interest to the following:
,r 1 K M Rxns ConnRxns
^  K ]  +  ( M ,p ) , (2.40)
3 k
for the reactions in the kinetic model {KMRxns), where the flnal term in equation (2.40) represents the 
account of the other metabolic reactions that metabolite rui partakes in, i.e. the effect of the connecting 
reactions.
It seems that kinetic models in the literature had different ways of deflning such a link between the 
subset of reactions included in the metabolic model and the rest of metabolism. Chassagnole et al [19] 
for example did not include such a term for all potential metabolites modelled, let alone for all possible 
connecting reactions. Instead, they included only a net reaction from well known biosythetic pathway 
precursor metabolites. Rate equations of such reactions were either expressed as mass-action kinetics or 
assumed to be constant values. The work of Usuda et al [134] also treats such precursor reactions at constant 
rates which flow out from precursor metabolites.
These are two examples of a common approach taken to include such reactions. However, the main 
purpose of including these select few connecting reactions is so that they have a representation of the
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production rate of biomass. As discussed before, such a representation is usually defined as the weighted sum 
of these reactions, where the weights are defined by the respective biomass composition [134]. Though it could 
be thought that the actual definition of biomass is subjective and arbitrary, to an extent, we understand that 
the most thorough definition of the com position of biomass and therm odynam ically feasible 
pathways that lead to its production is given in stoichiometric genome-scale metabolic network 
models. It would therefore be ideal to find a way to integrate a kinetic and genome-scale metabolic network 
model so that we may use the best of both worlds: accounting for the dynamics of enzymatic kinetics 
from the kinetic model and accounting accurately for feasible growth and thermo dynamically feasible flux 
distributions in the metabolic network using the genome-scale model. Therefore, our aim is to inte­
grate a kinetic and genome-scale metabolic network model, which we will describe in the next section.
It is obvious to think that the metabolic pathways in the genome-scale model should be representa­
tive of the same bacteria as being modelled in the kinetic model, which in our case is E.coli, and so we need 
a genome-scale model of E.coli. Such a model has already been constructed and fully curated, published in 
[31], and so there is no need to reconstruct one from either its known functional proteins and fill in gaps, or 
from finding protein homologies and reconstruct from the framework of an existing network model, as was 
done in our paper [92]. As described in the previous chapter, this genome-scale model of E.coli, known as 
the iAF1260 model, models a stoichiometric metabolic network which spans 1668 metabolites, connected by 
2382 reactions and governed by 1260 genes and an orphan gene. In the paper there are two versions of this 
model, iAF1260-fluxl and iAF1260-flux2; we have taken the model set for aerobic conditions with glucose 
as the sole carbon source, iAF1260-flux2. In order to be able to integrate this genome-scale model and our 
kinetic model we need to first make sure that they effectively model and represent the same strain.
We understand that a genome-scale model can be used to represent the distribution of flux through­
out the metabolic network of an organism of interest. The network topology itself could be used for 
taxonomical purposes, whilst the analysis of flux distributions amongst the same organism could possible 
be used to classify specific strains. However, there are certain elements or ‘parameters’ of the genome-scale 
model that influence flux results in a way that they may be able to be understood to represent a more ‘strain 
specific’ model of our organism of interest, as well as using such parameters to define environmental factors. 
We use the steady state data from the Keio multi-omics database to parameterize our kinetic models, and 
would thus expect our kinetic model to be representative of the E.coli strain used in those experiments. 
Similarly, its flux distribution results would also be expected to be representative of those of the same 
experimental strain, at least qualitatively if not quantitatively.
It may be that the iAF1260 model is already representative of the E.coli strain from Keio database 
experiments. We compare the model flux distribution of the reactions of central metabolism, from the results 
of flux variability analysis (FVA) of the raw iAF1260 model, to the flux distribution of the same subset of 
reactions from carbon-13 metabolic flux analysis (13C-MFA) data taken from the Keio database, with a 95% 
confidence interval of error of the measurements, calculated from four replicates. Results shown in figure
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2.12 show that if we do not fix the maximal growth rate we may be able to chose a fiux distribution that 
will match that of the Keio 13C-MFA data, at least within 95% confidence error bounds. In fact, when 
we fix the upper and lower bounds of the respective reactions with the values of upper and lower bounds 
of the 13C-MFA values we find an infeasible model. If we fix maximal growth rate we obtain a relative
Comparing Relative Flux Bounds of Original IAF1260 Genome-Scale Model of Ecoli Vs Keio Flux Data 
Flux Variability Analysis Performed Without Fixing Max Flux On Biomass
— — — LB Fluxes f ro m  Keio 13C-M FA  — -  — UB F luxes f ro m  Keio 13C-M FA 
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do no t m axim ize fo r  biom ass productlan. 
Hence, biom ass productian fiu x  Is fr e e  ta  take  
a range o f  values. In this case this range varies 
from  0  to  0.9172 h'^.
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R e a c t io n s  o f  C e n tra l  C a rb o n  M e ta b o l ism
Comparing Relative Flux Bounds of Original IAF1260 Genome-Scale Model of Ecoli Vs Keio Flux Data 
Flux Variability Analysis Performed Maximizing Biomass Flux
— — — LB Fluxes f ro m  Keio 13C-M FA  — — — UB F luxes f ro m  Keio 13C-MFA • Rel. M in Flux f ro m  FVA o f  IAF1260 Rel. M ax Flux f ro m  FVA o f  IA F1260
W e now  perform  flu x  variability analysis on 
reactions o f  central carbon m etabolism  
m axim izing on growth rate o f  the m odel. In 
this case the m axim um  grow th rate  =  0.9h'K
R e a c tio n s  o f  C e n tra l C a rb o n  M e ta b o l ism
F ig u r e  2 .1 2 : P lots of the fiux distribution of reactions of the central carbon m etabolism  from the original iA F l2 6 0  E .coli model 
(solid lines) and the Keio multi-omics database (dotted lines). Top Figure: FVA results of the m odel w ithout 
m axim izing on biomass reaction fiux. Bottom  Figure: FVA results of the model m axim izing biom ass production.
fiux distribution where some of the reaction fluxes are outside of the range of values of the 13C-MFA data, 
hence the model will not be able to produce a fiux distribution representative of the Keio data. Therefore, 
the model in its current state cannot be used to integrate with the kinetic model, and hence needs to be
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reparameterized to be more representative of the Keio steady state data.
In this section, we define these ‘strain specific’ parameters and discuss how we re-parameterized them 
using chemostat steady state experimental data. We perform flux variability analysis on the adjusted model, 
fixing the growth rate of interest, and compare flux distribution results with the Keio 13C-MFA experimental 
data as a means of showing the power and meaning of such a parameterization. We perform further analysis 
of the adjusted model, discussing certain behaviours found simply due to the constraints and connectivity of 
the metabolic network.
2.4 .2  Strain -Specific  P aram eters o f G enom e-Scale M odel
Other than the connectivity between metabolites and their respective stoichiometry, little information is used 
in the construction of genome-scale metabolic network models compared to that of kinetic models. Extra 
information which is added to the network structure of such models includes those in the following form:
1. Flux constraints, known from either experimental data or from thermodynamic knowledge derived from 
the information of the Gibbs free energy of the reaction. Such information can be used to define reaction 
directionality. Other flux constraints are also used to define the media conditions, i.e. the flux of the 
exchange of extracellular metabolites, defining the media composition;
2. Setting the stoichiometry of metabolites in certain reactions, such as the biomass production reaction, 
or reaction pathways, such as the ratio of the amount of protons imported into the cellular cytoplasm 
via the oxidative phosphorylation reaction.
Paper [31] describes the determination of strain specific parameters of the genome-scale model as the deter­
mination of cellular maintenance requirements and the construction of the biomass objective function from 
the weighted sum of metabolites which make up the biomass composition. In [135], the sensitivities, and 
thus the significance of the role, of the strain-specific parameters to characteristic changes to the metabolic 
flux distribution (change in basis^^ of the linear programming problem solution) is investigated, emphasizing 
further the need for tuning such genome-scale model parameter values. In papers [136, 154], it is further 
elaborated that genome-scale model strain-specific parameters are as follows:
1. Nutrient Uptake Rates:
It is important to establish an upper limit on the rate of metabolism of the substrate of interest, with 
respect to a unit of dry cell mass of the bacteria [135]. This is defined by setting the flux bounds on the 
model exchange reactions, the pseudo-reactions which define the presence of extracellular substrates. 
Such a reaction for a given extracellular substrate s[e] is given in the following form:
jS;f_s(e) : <=> 0. (2.41)
The reaction is defined as reversible and the stoichiometry is set in the direction shown above. As we 
are after the production of the extracellular substrate s[e], the reaction (2.41) seems to be set in the
Tn the mathematical sense, as from linear algebra.
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wrong direction. However, it is for convenience; When we define the maximization of the objective it 
effectively minimizes the flux of ‘creation’ of this substrate, so that it is accounted as rate limiting. 
Usually all exchange reactions are either defined as on (flux values being extremely large values) or off 
(fiux values set to zero). Only two of these reaction fluxes are in fact set as rate limiting: T he exchange 
of th e  m ain  carbon  source (such as glucose) and th e  exchange of oxygen. Their respective 
lower bound flux constraint is set to a negative value, usually small in magnitude. These values can be 
set from experimentally observed values.
2. ATP Maintenance Flux:
To fully describe the generation of biomass it is essential to define clearly the atp maintenance require­
ments of the bacterial cell, as well as strain-specific biomass compositional differences [135]. There 
are two types of ATP costs accounted for by the model: Growth associated maintenance (GAM), the 
amount of ATP consumed during the production of 1 unit of biomass as described in the model biomass 
production reaction; and Non-growth associated maintenance (NGAM), the amount of ATP consumed 
to maintain other reactions in the cell during zero growth. The following equation summarizes the 
balance of atp:
ratp — ^xlatp ' P "F rriatpi (2.42)
for the production of atp, ratp] its consumption from the production of biomass and growth, Y^jatp ■ F] 
and from essential non-growth associated maintenance energy reactions, ruatp [104, 124].
3. The P:Q Ratio:
The energy yield of respiration is usually described as the P :0  ratio, the ratio of atp formed to every 
oxygen atom consumed. This could be accounted for by considering the amount of exchange between 
extracellular and intracellular protons as described in the reactions of the electron transport chain and 
oxidative phosphorylation. The exact stoichiometric value of such an exchange is usually unknown for 
the organism.
4. The Biomass Gomposition:
It is understood that the metabolic requirements for cellular growth are strongly based on how one 
defines the composition of biomass [135]. As described in [31] the biomass production reaction, also 
known as the biomass objective function since it is the target objective of the linear programming 
problem, is a linear combination of the experimentally measured macromolecular components. This 
linear combination is weighted by a value which is proportional to the contribution of weight of that 
respective metabolite to I Jg’g ^  of biomass, relative to its own molecular weight.
The strain-specific parameters of the original iAF1260 genome-scale model of E.coli were set using experi­
mental data from paper [34]: The key parameters, the glucose and oxygen exchange reaction bounds, were set 
using the experimentally measured glucose and oxygen uptake rates as from table 2 of [34]. Other parameters 
such as the P :0  ratio and ATP non-growth and growth associated maintenance are also set, where the P :0  
ratio is set by setting the stoichiometric coefficients of protons in a reaction of the electron transport chain, 
and similarly accounting for ATP growth associated maintenance the stoichiometric coefficient for ATP in
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the biomass production reaction is set. ATP non-growth associated maintenance is defined by setting the 
upper and lower bound flux values of ATPM reaction in the model to a fixed flux value, and the biomass 
composition is taken from literature.
Just as was done by Varma and Palsson in [135], the resulting predictions of metabolic flux distribution 
from the fully specified model were compared against the 13C-MFA data from the paper and some specific 
metabolic events as a way of validating the predictability of the model. These are a few specific comparisons 
between flux v a l ue s f ro m the parameterized genome-scale model and experimental data from [34]:
1. CO2 secretion rate predicted value is 20.1513, whereas experimental value is 18.6±0.5.
2. Acetate secretion rate predicted value is 4.1432, whereas experimental value is 6.4±1.
3. The predicted specific growth rate value is 0.9172/i“ ,^ compared to the experimental value of
0 .82± 0 .02/ i - ^
One can see that there is indeed a very good correlation between predicted values and values from steady 
state chemostat experiments. Next we will show how we find and set the parameters of the genome-scale 
model to ensure that we end up with a model which is representative of the strain of E. coli cells used in Keio 
steady state experiments.
2.4 .3  R e-P aram eteriza tion  P ro to co l U sin g  K eio  M u lti-O m ics D ata
After the genome-scale model is parameterized, a series of steady state chemostat experimental data can be 
directly compared with the predictions made by the model [135]. It has been shown that the model predictions 
are sensitive to 2 key parameters which describe metabolic capacity, namely glucose and oxygen uptake, 
which govern the enzymatic capacity of the cell to metabolize its needed carbon source [136]. Therefore, one 
set of main comparisons that can be made are between the experimental and model uptake rates of glucose 
and oxygen and their acetate secretion rates, as shown in Figure 2.13. We will use this comparison as an 
objective to an optimization problem which is used to determine the values of the strain-specific parameters 
for our genome-scale model, so that it represents the strain from the Keio experiments.
As described in section 2.2.2 an optimization routine is used to find the parameter values. It is a 
non-linear unconstrained optimization problem where we do not impose any upper or lower bounds on the 
free variables (i.e. the parameters of the genome-scale model). Bearing in mind that we would like to now 
compare the experimental and model uptake and secretion rates of glucose, oxygen and acetate, we define 
the objective of the problem as the minimization of the squared vertical distance between the experimental 
uptake/secretion values and their respective values from the model, after adjusting the model parameters.
This is an iterative procedure which converges to a local minimum value of the objective. The corre­
sponding values for the parameters that give this minimum objective value is our solution. As explained 
before, most optimization routines require a starting guess to initiate the solver, and since there is a danger 
of falling into only a local minimum we attempt to weaken this danger by running such an optimization 
Please note tha t all flux values are given in units of
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O Oxygen E = 1.5 mmol/g DW-hr 
 ^ Glucose E = 0.3 mmol/g DW-hr 
■ Acetate E = 0.35 ramol/g DW-hr 
O
D (lR ir)
F ig u r e  2 .1 3 : P lot of measured uptake rates of glucose and oxygen and secretion rate of acetate versus steady sta te dilution rates 
from chem ostat experim ents, as taken from [135].
problem over 120 different initial guesses.
We will now discuss which parameters we set and which we keep free for the optimization.
Deflning Media Conditions and Setting Exchange Reactions
As previously discussed and as shown in equation (2.41), dehning the media conditions in genome-scale 
models is the setting of the lower and upper bounds on the reversible pseudo-reactions known as the exchange 
reactions.
The composition of the defined experimental media within which steady state Keio experiments were 
performed is given in section 2.2.1. With the knowledge of which ions and substrates are within the media 
of interest we can compare the media conditions of the original iAF1260 genome-scale model (finding which 
exchange reactions are on) and that of the media conditions we wish to define. As we see from the table of 
figure 2.14, the media conditions are very similar except for three ions. Since these ions are not rate limiting 
we re-define them to be either available freely or not at all by setting the lower bound on the exchange 
reaction fiux to either -1000 or 0, respectively.
With regards to the two rate limiting exchange reactions of the maximum uptake of glucose and oxy­
gen we understand that these values will vary greatly depending on culture conditions. The flux values of 
these reactions should be ideally set using measured maximal glucose and oxygen uptake rates from batch 
culture experiments, during the exponential growth phase. Since we do not have such data, we thus set the  
unknown lower bounds of the oxygen and glucose exchange reactions as free variables to be 
found from our optim ization fitting problem, as discussed above.
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1 I I  1
Media Conditions of E.coli GSMN Model and Those Required for New Model
1 1
Media C on d ition s in iAF1260 GSMN M odel M edia C on d itions from  Keio M ulti-O m ics E xp erim ents
Data source: Fischer e t al (2004) Data source: Ishii et al (2007), Keio Multl-Omlcs Database.
1 1
EX Rxn in iAF1260 L ow er B ound in IAF1260 EX_Rxn in IAF1260 Low er B ound to be Im p osed
EX ca2(e) -1000 EX_ca2(e) -1000
EX cbl1{e) -0.01 EX_cbl1(e) 0
EX cl(e) -1000 EX_cl{e) -1000
EX co2(e) -1000 EX _cc2(e) -1000
EX cobalt2{e) -1000 EX_cobalt2(e) -1000
EX cu2(e) -1000 EX_cu2(e) -1000
EX fe2(e) -1000 EX_fe2(e) -1000
EX fe3(e) -1000 E X Je3(e) -1000
EX glc(e) -11 EX_glc(e) -2.67
EX h2o(e) -1000 EX_h2o(e) -1000
EX_h(e) -1000 EX_h(e) -1000
EX k(e) -1000 EX_k(e) -1000
EX m g2(e) -1000 EX_mg2(e) -1000
EX m n2(e) -1000 EX_mn2(e) -1000
EX mobd(e) -1000 EX_mobd(e) -1000
EX na1{e) -1000 EX_na1(e) -1000
EX nh4(e) -1000 EX_nh4{e) -1000
EX o2(e) -18.2 EX_o2(e) -11.80
EX_pi(e) -1000 EX_pi(e) -1000
EX so4(e) -1000 EX_so4(e) -1000
EX thm(e) 0 EX Jhm (e) -1000
EX tungs(e) -1000 EX Jungs(e) 0
EX zn2(e) -1000 EX zn2(e) -1000
1 1 1 1
Figure 2.14: Excel table of the comparison between the media conditions set in the original iA F 1260  genom e-scale model of 
E.coli and the m edia conditions of the steady state chem ostat experim ents of the Keio m ulti-omics database. The 
only rate limiting reactions are those of EX_glc(e) and EX_o2(e).
Recalling that eventually we would like to compare our re-parameterized genome-scale model to experi­
mental uptake rates of oxygen and glucose, and recalling that the discontinuity of the relationship between 
the glucose uptake rate and growth rate is due to oxygen limitation, as seen in figure 2.13, we must therefore 
be able to reproduce these results. Since both glucose and oxygen are rate limiting factors in the model 
we must make sure that glucose does not become rate limiting before oxygen in order to be able to see 
this discontinuity effect. Hence, we will initially fully open up the bound on the glucose exchange 
reaction to -1000, to ensure it has no rate limiting effects, and leave the lower bound on the 
oxygen exchange reaction as a free parameter of our optim ization problem. Since specific 
cellular growth rate is strongly associated w ith the glucose uptake rate lim itation, we will thus 
com e back to finding an optimal value for the exchange reaction of glucose at the end, using it 
to define the required growth rate.
ATP M aintenance Costs
As discussed above, we need to account for two types of atp maintenance costs: non-growth associated main­
tenance (NGAM) and growth associated maintenance (GAM). Maintenance requirements can be determined 
from the plot of the glucose uptake rate versus steady state growth rate, as in Figure 2.15.
1. At very low dilution rates a chemostat set-up fails to work when the rate limiting nutrient is the source of 
energy for growth. This is because a certain amount of energy is used for essential processes other than
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those that lead to biomass production. Some of those processes take precedence over growth and hence 
no growth can occur before their demands are met. This energy demand for such essential processes is 
called maintenance energy [98].
The point at which the extrapolated line of best fit intercepts the y-axis, i.e. at zero growth, will give 
the value of the non-growth associated maintenance energy, i.e. the atp maintenance flux value.
2. The growth associated maintenance is determined by the closest fit to the discontinuity in the gradient 
of the line of fit, which occurs just before growth rate of 0.6h~^ in Figure 2.15. In fact, this point in 
discontinuity is understood to occur at the point where oxygen becomes rate limiting, as opposed to 
glucose, and where flux distribution changes to acetate production [135].
In the ÎAF1260 genome-scale model, the account for non-growth associated maintenance is given by the 
reaction ATPM:
[c] : atp +  &20 — > adp +  +  pi. (2.43)
To set NGAM cost of atp we must set the exact flux value of this reaction, i.e. we set both the upper and 
lower flux bound values to the same number. In the literature, the value determined for the maintenance 
energy required for E .coli varies vastly. The value set in the iAF1260 model is 8 .39m m olA T P / {gDCW -h) [31], 
whereas another source quotes an experimentally determined maintenance value of 18 .9m m olA T P / {gDCW ■ h) 
[124]. Since, we do not know to what value it should be set we also allow this flux value to be a 
free variable in our optim ization problem.
As described in [136], the growth associated maintenance is determined from critical growth rate where 
simultaneously the oxygen utilization capacity is reached, acetate is secreted, and the glucose uptake rate line 
changes, as seen in figure 2.13. The account of the growth associated maintenance cost incorporates “energy 
depleting activities such as protein turnover that increases with increasing growth rate” [135]. Furthermore, 
this type of maintenance cost is added to the atp requirement for the synthesis of biomass. In other words, 
to be able to leave atp growth associated maintenance as a free variable in our optim ization  
fitting procedure, we need to add a constant value onto the stoichiom etric coefficient values 
of cytoplasmic atp and h2o (m etabolites being consumed), and cytoplasm ic adp, h+ and pi
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(m etabolites being produced), in the biomass production reaction.
As a further note, it has been discussed that the atp costs can change with variations in the biomass 
macromolecular composition [124]. Therefore, if atp costs can vary under such conditions, then they also vary 
under different media conditions and strains. Hence, by its very nature these parameter are strain-specific 
and are thus left as free variables in our optimization problem of fitting to experimental steady state data. 
It is also of interest to note that though in earlier investigations like [136] it was found that NGAM and 
GAM are not sensitive parameters of flux balance models, the sensitivity analysis shown in [31] has shown 
that in fact they are relatively sensitive parameters, ever more adding evidence to why we should leave the 
parameters to vary freely in the optimization.
The P :0  Ratio
There is now little ambiguity about the values of stoichiometric coefficients incorporated into genome-scale 
models. However, the electron transport chain and the associated formation of high energy phosphate bonds 
from oxidative phosphorylation is an area where alternative stoichiometries have been proposed [135].
For aerobic bacteria the electron transport chain may re-export protons via a plasma membrane bound 
protein complex called the FoFi-ATPase. This protein is mostly involved in the synthesis of atp in oxidative 
phosphorylation, but it is also reversible, pumping protons out of the cell. The movements of electrons from 
nadh to oxygen is done through the electron transport chain, where some of this energy is captured as atp. 
This chain of reactions is summarized in figure 2.16 and the iAF1260 genome-scale model by the following 
main contributing reactions:
3H*4H"
NAD** NADH + 4M*
QaHi + Qs
HaO
ADP + Pi
Figure 2 .1 6 : Schem atic of the electron transport chain, the site of oxidative phosphorylation, as copied from [68].
ATPSArpp : adp[c] +  (4)/i[p] + pi[c] <=> atp[c] -f- (3)h[c] +  h2 o[c]
CTTROSMpp : (4)/i[c] -k (0.5)o2[c] + %/^ 2[c] —  ^ (4)/i[p] -H + %[c]
NADHlQpp : (4)h[c] -f nadh[c] -f %[c] — > (3)h[p] 4- nad[c] -F gs^2[c]
(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.46)
This coupled chain of reactions is usually used to calculate what is also known as a strain-specific parameter 
value known as the P :0  ratio. This ratio is a measure of the ‘oxidative phosphorylation’, which shows the
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number of phosphates that are used for atp synthesis for every oxygen atom consumed [68]. The P :0  ratio 
can also be derived from the ratio of the H:0 ratio and H:P ratio, respectively. The H:0 ratio is the number 
of protons translocated from the cytoplasm into the periplasm to the number of oxygen atoms consumed, 
and the H:P ratio is the number of protons being actively pumped onto the cytoplasm to the number of 
atp molecules synthesized. During aerobic respiration it is understood that the H :0 ratio is 4:1, as seen in 
equation (2.45) (note that the 1 is the stoichiometry of a single atom of oxygen). As the H:P ratio (protons 
entering cell to the number of atp molecules synthesized) is 4:1, as seen in equation (2.44), then the overall 
P :0  ratio can be said to be 1:1.
In literature, it is discussed that the mechanism of the coupling of proton translocation to electron 
transport is not well established, and that in fact, the precise number of protons translocated is unknown 
[68]. This means that the value of the exact H :0 ratio which is calculated from this information is unknown. 
Furthermore, the number of protons that move through the enzyme complex for every 1 atp to be generated 
is also not known for certain. Hence, not even the H:P ratio can be determined [68], which in turn implies 
that the P :0  ratio cannot be determined.
This relationship of the P :0  ratio is not even universal in aerobic respiratory chains. In eukaryotes the 
ratio is approximately 3:1, whereas for non-bacteria it much less at about 1:1 [98]. In E.coli it is even claimed 
that the P :0  ratio varies with environmental conditions [98].
These statem ents serve as evidence in support of changing the P :0  ratio for a different 
condition, and hence leaving it as a free variable in our optimization. It is also important to note 
that it has been shown in [136, 31] that the P :0  ratio parameter of genome-scale m odels is one of  
the two most sensitive strain-specific model parameters.
So, now we understand that we can vary the P :0  ratio to enable a fitting of simulations to experimental 
data, we need to understand how is it that the P :0  ratio is calculated in the genome-scale model? How 
can we change the overall P :0  ratio? What do we change? In fact, the electron transport chain is not only 
represented by the three equations (2.44),(2.45) and (2.46), but is coupled to four other reactions. Figure 
2.17 gives the full list of reactions from the iAF1260 model from which we can calculate the P :0  ratio. From
Reaction Names Reaction Description Reaction Equation ECNum
ATPS4rpp ATP synthase (four protons for one ATP) adp[c] + (4) h[p] + pi[c] <==> atp[c] + (3) h[c] + h2o[c] 3.6.3.14
CYTBD2PP cytochrome oxidase bd (menaquinol-8: 2 protons) (2) h[c] + mql8[c] + (0.5) o2[c] - >  (2) h[p] + h2o[c] + mqn8[c]
CYTBDpp cytochrome oxidase bd (ublqulnol-8; 2 protons) (2) h[c] + (0.5) o2[c] + q8h2[c] - >  (2) h[p] + h2o[c] + q8[c]
CYTB03_4pp cytochrome oxidase bo3 (ubiquinol-8; 4 protons) (4) h[c] + (0.5) o2[c] + q8h2[c] - >  (4) h[p] + h2o[c] + q8[c]
NADH16PP NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone-8 & 3 protons) (4) h[c] + nadh[c] + q8[c] - >  (3) h[p] + nad[c] + q8h2[c] T.6.5.3
NADHITpp NADH dehydrogenase (menaquinone-8 & 3 protons) (4) h[c] + mqn8[c] + nadh[c] - >  (3) h[p] + mqi8[c] + nad[c] 1.6.5.3
NADHISpp NADH dehydrogenase (demethyimenaquinone-8 & 3 protons) 2dmmq8[c] + (4) h[c] + nadh[c] - >  2dmmql8[c] + (3) h[p] + nad[c] 1.6.5.3
Figure 2.17: Table of the reactions which partake in the electron transport chain, as represented in the ÎAF1260 genome-scale 
model of E.coli. Extracted from supplementary material of [31].
the stoichiometry of these reactions, and recalling the definitions of the H :0 ratio and H:P ratio as described
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above, we can calculate the following;
H  : O Ratio 
H  : P  Ratio
2 +  2 +  4 +  3 +  34-3 17
1 + 1 + 1  ~  3
4
Ï
=+ P : 0  Ratio = ^  ^  1.4167. (2.47)
This value is approximately 1.4 as reported in [31]. Hence, to be able to change the overall P :0  ratio, we 
could either affect the H :0 ratio, the H:P ratio, indeed both. However, since changing the H:0 ratio would 
entail changing many stoichiometric coefficients simultaneously, for convenience we therefore only change the 
H:P ratio. To change the H:P ratio and thus affect the overall P :0  ratio, we simply allow the variation of 
the stoichiometric coefficients of the periplasmic protons. It is important to remember that in allowing this 
coefficient to vary we unbalance the atom count in the chemical reaction equation (2.44). To ensure that the 
number of hydrogen atoms remains balanced in the chemical reaction equation we must simultaneously vary 
the stoichiometric coefficient of the cytoplasmic protons, adding to its value what we add to the value of the 
stoichiometric coefficient of periplasmic protons. Hence, in summary, we allow the P :0  ratio to vary 
indirectly by allowing the H:P ratio to vary. This is done by adding a positive whole number 
onto the stoichiom etric coefficients of the periplasmic and cytoplasmic protons. It is key to note 
that various experimental results in the literature have shown a H:P stoichiometry varying between 2 and 
5, but where a stoichiometry of 3 is generally accepted [68]. Therefore, we will not allow our proton  
stoichiom etry to vary freely: We will constrain it to only take integer values between 1 and 10, 
giving more than enough freedom and allowing the H:P ratio to take up to 100% more value 
than the maximum found experimentally. It will also allow us to effectively taken into account the 
variation in the P :0  ratio value which is also affected by the variation in H ;0 ratio, where its value can vary 
between 1 and 10 [68].
For the purpose of the optimization, it is very important to note that the model parameter which 
represents the cellular P :0  ratio is constrained to only taking positive integer values between two bounds. 
Therefore, we effectively have a mixed-integer bounded optimization problem. Since MATLAB does not 
have a function which deals with mixed-integer optimization problems and so cannot directly deal with such 
problems we find our way around this by fixing this parameter value to an integer value within the required 
bounds for each iteration and then running the unconstrained non-linear optimization solver for the rest 
of the problem. We then span over all possible integer values of the P :0  ratio parameter in subsequent 
iterations. Note that doing this will ensure that we reach a local minima. Over many iterations where we 
span over all the possible values of this parameter many times, we will be able to find the value which is 
more globally representative.
The Biomass Com position
As described in [104] the composition of biomass is not only different from one organism to another, but can be 
quite variable amongst the same organism. Such a composition is subjective to growth rate and environmental
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conditions. Furthermore, such differences may even change the prediction of optimal behaviour [104]. It is thus 
of critical importance that we re-define the composition for the model to be representative of not only the spe­
cific strain of interest but also the environmental conditions in which it was grown when grown in steady state.
To generate the biomass reaction all the major and essential components of cellular biomass must be 
defined, along with their respective quantities. The quantity of each of these metabolites is found from the 
experimentally measured dry cell weight composition data. In the construction of the iAF1260 genome-scale 
model, which we will use to help inform our kinetic model, the metabolites and their quantities were 
also taken from dry cell weight composition data from cells grown in cultures under the following specific 
conditions: at 37°C, under aerobic and glucose minimal media conditions, grown at steady state in chemostat 
at a doubling time of 40mins (equivalent to a dilution rate of lh “  ^ % Though we would like to
represent cells grown in similar steady state conditions, the fundamental difference between  
these conditions and those of our interest (which are representative of the Keio experim ents 
from the Keio multi-omics database) is the doubling tim e. Our data are taken from cultures grown 
exponentially in a chemostat dilution rate of 0.2h~^, which gives a doubling time of ^  =  3.4657/iours % 
3.5 hours. Hence, we would expect that the cellular com position of cells from this culture are 
different, and thus we would like to  re-define and set the biomass com position from measured 
cellular com position data reported in the Keio database.
Just as done in [31], the biomass composition is not simply considered at the level of the cellular 
macromolecular make up. Each macromolecule is divided into its corresponding precursor metabolite which 
is present in the model, so for example, the consideration of protein synthesis is done by accounting for the 
production of the 20 amino acids which make up cellular protein. Each precursor is then assigned a value 
which represents its contribution to the total percentage of the macromolecule. This is done “so that if 
overall quantities of macromolecules were changed, the corresponding precursor metabolite would be scaled 
appropriately” [31].
It is important to realize that such a weighting to biomass components would ensure that the biomass 
reaction, or the biomass objective function, would result in yielding exactly 1 unit of biomass (units =  
mmol/gDCW). Why is this such a critical point? To understand this we must consider what is the 
relationship between specific cell growth rate and biomass production flux predicted by this reaction equation 
in the genome-scale model. The units of stoichiometric coefficient for biomass in the biomass production 
reaction is , which is in fact the inverse of the total molar mass of biomass. To compute
the total molar mass of biomass, the molar mass of each macromolecule in the biomass equation is multiplied 
with their respective stoichiometry value (where the stoichiometries of the reaction products are multiplied 
by -1, since these are not contributing to the mass of biomass), and then the total of these is taken. This 
value is then inverted to give the stoichiometric coefficient of biomass. When applying this to the original 
iAF1260 model we find a biomass stoichiometric coefficient =  1 mmol/ gD C W . Considering that the flux of 
this reaction equation would yield a value of say f  gS'cw-h  ^ and that the reaction yields 1 mmol/ gD C W  of
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biomass, then the flux per unit of biomass, i.e. the rate of biomass production is :
f  m m ol 
_  J g P C W -hFlux per unit of biomass ,^   ^ m m ol
g D C W
=  /  - .  (2.48)
T herefore, th e  value of th e  flux we o b ta in  for th e  biom ass p rod u c tio n  flux is equivalent to  th e  
speciflc cell g row th  ra te . This makes it extremely convenient to obtain a predicted value for the specific 
growth rate. Hence the importance of making sure that the stoichiometric coefficients are determined and 
set in such a manner so as to yield exactly 1 unit of biomass.
In re-constructing the biomass production reaction in the genome-scale model we first compared the 
biomass composition known from the biomass reaction equation of the iAF1260 model to the experimentally 
measured cellular biomass composition reported in the Keio multi-omics database, as shown in Appendix 
G. Since the experimental data are easily converted into the correct units of stoichiometric coefficients 
{mmol/gDCW), we could naively replace the stoichiometric coefficients in the genome-scale biomass reaction 
equation with their respective counterparts from known experimental data of the Keio database. However this 
would not preserve the critical purpose of the reaction equation which is the production of 1 mmol/gDCW  
of biomass. We must therefore make calculations in order to re-normalize these experimental values to 
stoichiometric coefficients which would yield 1 m m ol/gD CW  of biomass.
To make this re-normalization we must make the following steps:
1. Replace the stoichiometric coefficients of known biomass components using the biomass composition 
values from the Keio multi-omics database. Keep the same stoichiometric coefficient values of those for 
which there is no experimental data.
2. Recalculate the ‘Composition (molar fraction)’ column, calculating the value of each component as a 
percentage of total of stoichiometry of the macromolecule (such as protein).
3. Recalculate weight of the component (mg) if the total macromolecule, to which it is a component of 
(say protein), is 1 mmol. This normalizes component weight to a per 1 mmol of macromolecule. This is 
done by: Composition (molar fraction) multiplied by molecular weight of component (mg/mmol).
4. Recalculate ‘Composition (weight fraction)’ column. This is the percentage of the total weight of the 
macromolecule.
5. Recalculate the weight of the component per gram of dry cell weight, which is the same as calculating 
percentage weight of component with respect to total mass. The calculation is: Composition(weight 
fraction) multiplied by percentage of macromolecule to overall cellualr weight (i.e. the column labelled 
‘Overall wt% ’). This is the same as:
% of component % of macromolecule
macromolecule total cellular mass ' I •
The effective units of the component stoichiometric coefficient is
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6. Since we require all fluxes to be in units of since reaction rates are in units of h~^ then the
effective units of the reaction stoichiometric coefficients should be Hence, in this final step to
convert the stoichiometric coefficients into the needed units we must divide the proportional mass value 
found in the previous step by the component molecular weight, and then multiply by 1000 to obtain 
correct units. Analysing the units we see how this calculation works to give us the units we want:
* 1000 =  (2.50)m g/m mol gD CW
These values are our final re-normalized stoichiom etric coefficients.
This protocol is used to calculate the re-normalized stoichiometric coefficient of every micro-component of 
the macromolecular composition of biomass. All calculations and values are shown in an excel extract in 
Appendix H.
What about the overall ‘rigidness’ of the definition of biomass composition? Are we concerned about 
the limitations of the results of flux distributions from the genome-scale model with respect to how we have 
set the coefficients on biomass components? We understand that the composition of biomass will remain 
fixed in the stoichiometric genome-scale model, and hence any flux distribution will thus be constrained by 
the weighted composition of the biomass components. One may well wonder whether such a restriction of 
producing the biomass components in these set proportions is in fact an over-constraint. Will the proportions 
of biomass components change with different growth rates in-vivo? If so, does this restrict the meaning of 
the results from the genome-scale model, and does it restrict it to a certain range of growth rates? They 
may well do for very high growth rates, however from the reported compositions of biomass in the Keio 
dataset for different growth rates, as shown in Appendix G, it seems that within the observed growth rates 
(dilution rate ranging from 0.1h~^ to 0.7h~^) there are no significant changes, except for ribonucleotides such 
as atp. Prom the first table in Appendix G, as taken from [54], we can see that the percentage contribution 
of amino acids changes very little for a 700% increase in dilution rate. Similarly, it can be seen that lipid 
compositions also do not vary greatly, but this is expected since they are such essential components of 
biomass [68]. Furthermore, it can be seen that the atomic composition of biomass barely changes for such a 
dramatic increase in culture growth rates. On the other hand, with increasing growth rates one does observe 
a significant increase in ribonucleotide concentrations, such as that for atp. This is not unexpected since one 
would believe that more superfluous energy is being created in the cell at much higher growth rates, and 
with regards to the genome-scale model, a pseudo-reaction for ribonucleotide synthesis could be added to 
accommodate this variation observed in-vivo (we will not do this though). Overall, it would not seem that 
assuming such a ‘rigid’ biomass composition would cause a great amount of disturbance in the understanding 
of cellular physiology in terms of fluxes and flux distributions, predictions should be extendible to different 
growth rates at least within this range of dilution rates. However, it is still important to  re-construct 
the biomass reaction equation from known experim ental com position data so as to  eventually  
claim that the genome-scale model is strain-specific.
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Summary
In building an integrated model of E.coli we have used experimental data from the Keio multi-omics database 
to enable us to later determine the kinetic model Vmax parameter values. Since we lack the knowledge of 
the rest of cellular metabolic reactions we could constrain reaction flux bounds given some knowledge of 
the reaction thermodynamics and/or experimental data. Since we do have steady state experimental data 
from the particular strain of E.coli used to inform our kinetic model, we fixed some and tuned other select 
strain-specific model parameters.
The strain-specific model parameters were as follows, along with the description of whether we set 
them as free parameters of the optimization problem of minimizing between experimental data and adjusted 
model simulations:
1. Defining Media Conditions: We set ‘on’ respective model exchange reaction flux constraints 
for m etabolites present in the media (defined from experim ents). These metabolites are 
assumed to be transported into the cell (actively or in-actively). All other exchange reactions are set 
‘off’, constraining their fiux values to zero.
2. Non-Growth Associated Maintenance (NGAM): We leave free the fiux values of the ATPM  
reaction in the genome-scale model, which represents the NG A M  costs in the cell. Both 
the reactions upper and lower bound must be set equal.
3. Growth Associated Maintenance (GAM): We add the same constant value to the stoichiometric 
coefficients of substrates atp and h2 0 , and products adp, h+ and pi in the biomass reaction  
equation to account for the cellular GAM costs, leaving this constant value as a variable 
to be optimized.
4. The P :0  Ratio: We effectively change the P :0  ratio by changing the H:P ratio. Changing the H:P 
ratio is achieved by varying the stoichiometric coefficient of the protons consumed and pro­
duced in the electron transport chain reaction ATPS4rpp. This value of the stoichiometries 
set must be positive integer values between 1 and 10. The reason for adding to both protons in 
the reaction is so maintain atomic balance of the chemical equation.
5. The Biomass Composition: The stoichiometric coefficients of the biomass reaction equation  
are re-normalized from experim ental composition measurements and set, with the exception 
of the stoichiometric coefficients associated with the GAM costs.
2 . 4 . 4  R e s u l t s  a n d  C o m p a r i s o n  w i t h  K e i o  1 3 C - M F A  D a t a
As described above, a non-linear unconstrained optimization problem is set with the respective free and fixed 
genome-scale model parameters, where the objective of the optimization problem is the minimization of the 
squared vertical distance between the available steady state experimental data from the Keio multi-omics
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database and flux variability analysis (FVA) results from the adjusted model. More specifically, the protocol 
for the optimization is as follows:
1. An initial guess of the model parameters is made.
2. The values are set to their respective reactions or stoichiometric values.
3. The lower bound of the glucose exchange reaction, which governs the limitation of glucose into the 
in-silico cell, is fully opened, i.e. is set to -1000 rather than the rate limiting value of around -2. This 
is to ensure that oxygen is the only limiting factor and that its effect is observed in the plotting (the 
discontinuity in the growth versus uptake rate plot).
4. Since we have to calculate the uptake and secretion rates produced by the flux distribution of the model 
over different dilution/growth rates, the specific growth rate is then set by fixing the upper and lower 
bounds on the biomass production reaction and FVA is performed minimizing on uptake of glucose. 
The minimum fiux values of oxygen uptake and acetate secretion were then taken.
5. Step 4 is repeated for all dilution/growth rate values (which defines x-axis in the plotting), using the 
same guess of parameter values.
6. Determine the value of the objective by calculating square of the vertical distance between the experi­
mental values of acetate secretion and glucose and oxygen uptake rates.
7. If this value is less than some tolerance close to zero, and that the magnitude of change of the objective 
value indicates that we have reached a local minima, the guessed parameter values of this iteration is 
indeed our solution. Otherwise, make another guess of parameter values and go to Step 2.
This algorithm was repeated for 120 different initial guesses to ensure that we do not find only a local minimum 
but a more global level minimum solution. Figure 2.18 shows the fitting between the Keio multi-omics dataset 
and simulations from the optimally adjusted genome-scale model. The figure title also reports the optimized 
parameter values, giving us the following final values of the adjustments to the respective strain-specific 
parameters:
1. The change to the stoichiometry coefficients of atp, h2o, adp, pi and h in the biomass production reaction 
defining the growth associated maintenance cost contribution to biomass production. This adjustment is 
added to the stoichiometry after renormalizing the biomass production reaction stoichiometry coefficients 
to yield 1 unit of biomass. The final stoichiometric coefficients to atp, h2o, adp, pi and h are: 82.1259, 
82.2788, 73.3556, 82.1259 and 82.1219, respectively;
2. The lower bound of the model oxygen exchange reaction, i.e. the maximum uptake of oxygen, is set to: 
-12.4935;
3. The values of both upper and lower bounds on the model ATPM reaction is set to: 13.6347;
4. The stoichiometry coefficients of periplasmic and cytoplasmic protons in the model oxidative phospho­
rylation reaction ATPS4rpp are: -3 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 2.18: Plot of the Keio multi-omics dataset (dots) and the optim ally adjusted genom e-scale model. The values of the  
parameter value adjustm ents are given in the title. The first parameter value is the amount added to the stoichio­
m etric coefficient for growth associated m aintenance (GAM) terms in the biomass production reaction; the second  
parameter value (absolute) is the m aximum  uptake flux of the oxygen exchange reaction; the third parameter value 
is the flux value of the ATP non-growth associated maintenance reaction ATPM; and the fourth parameter value is 
the value by which to  adjust the stoichiom etric coefficients of periplasmic and cytoplasm ic protons of the oxidative 
phosphorylation reaction ATPS4rpp, in order to adjust the model P / 0  ratio.
The other 119 sub-optimal results are presented in Appendix I.
Since the bounds on the glucose exchange reaction were opened during the optimization and this 
bound should act as a rate limiting factor in the model, we now try to find the best value of the maximum 
uptake of glucose which yields the growth rate that we desire, i.e. a growth rate of 0.2h~^. So, now we must 
find the value of the lower bound of the glucose exchange reaction which yields a maximum growth rate 
value (fiux of biomass production reaction) of 0.2. We do this by setting the optimal parameters found and 
leaving the glucose exchange lower fiux bound as a free variable in a simple optimization which varies that 
bound value within an interval of acceptable values until the required growth rate^^ value is found. This 
interval of acceptable values is defined by the lower and upper bound of a 95% confidence interval determined 
from three replicate experimental measurements of specific uptake and secretion rates of various substrates 
in the media, as reported in the Keio multi-omics database [54]. The closed interval of possible fiux values 
of the glucose lower bound that we constrained our problem to was [2.5823, 3.2853], which corresponded to 
the following range of specific growth rates: [0.1846, 0.2454]. As shown in Table I.l in Appendix I, a unique 
solution of the maximum uptake rate of glucose was found to be 2.7609^^]^^^ , which did indeed correspond 
to a maximum specific growth rate of 0 .2 h^^.
^The growth rate is the output of the optimal solution of a flux balance analysis (FBA) run.
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Now we should have a fully re-parameterized genome-scale model representative of the specific strain 
of E.coli used in the Keio multi-omics experiments. To test how well the adjusted model represents the 
steady state conditions of the in-vivo cell we compare the relative flux distribution of reactions of the 
central metabolism of the fully adjusted model against an independent set of experimental data, namely 
the carbon-13 metabolic flux estimates, also reported in the Keio multi-omics database. In comparing the 
flux distributions we must not forget that a flux distribution from flux balance analysis is only one of many 
possible flux distributions. Alternatively, we perform flux variability analysis on the model: maximizing 
growth rate (0.2h~^) and determining the feasible range of flux values that each reaction can take, for this 
maximum growth rate. This we can then compare to the range of flux values estimated for each reaction in 
central metabolism from Keio experimental data, where such a range represents the 95% confidence interval 
value found from calculating the average and variance of estimated flux values from 4 independently repeated 
experiments. The flux estimates of all reactions are relative to the glucose uptake flux, given by reaction 
GLCptspp. For the estimate values and model flux results please see the excel table in Appendix J for results.
To see first how the flux results compare between the original genome-scale model and the experimental 
estimates we plot the relative flux values of the estimates reported in the Keio multi-omics database (the 
dotted lines) and the relative flux distribution from the original iAF1260 E.coli model (solid lines). As can
Comparing Relative Flux Bounds of Original IAF1260 Genome-Scale Model of Ecoli Vs Keio Flux Data 
Flux Variability Analysis Performed Maximizing Biomass Flux
-  — -  LB F luxes f ro m  Keio 13C-M FA  — -  -  UB Fluxes f ro m  Keio 13C-M FA • Rei. M in Flux f ro m  FVA o f  ÎAF1260 Rel. M ax Flux f ro m  FVA o f  iA F1260
W e now  perform  flu x  variability analysis on  
reactions o f  central carbon m etabolism  
m axim izing on growth rate o f  the m odel. In 
this case the m axim um  grow th rate  = 0.9h'^.
R e a c tio n s  o f  C e n tra l C a rb o n  M e ta b o l is m
F ig u r e  2 .19 : P lot of the upper (grey dotted) and lower (black dotted) flux estim ates reported in the Keio database, and comparing 
to  upper (blue solid) and lower bounds (dark blue solid) of the flux ranges of reactions from the original iA F 1260  
genom e-scale model.
be seen in Figure 2.19, it is clear that the original genome-scale model does follow the same pattern of the 
flux distribution as would be expected from experimental estimates. The most significant difference falls in 
the reactions of the TCA cycle and the oxidative oxidative phase of the reactions of the pentose-phosphate 
pathway. One may argue that since the carbon-13 metabolic flux analysis results are estimated from a 
protocol which by no means would give a unique solution, it could therefore be that another flux distribution
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may exist which does compares very well with the original model. However, since we do not have the original 
experimental carbon labelling results required to make such an estimation of fluxes we are in no position to 
say so, hence the only other alternative was to re-parameterize the genome-scale model and see whether it 
makes a difference or not. Figure 2.20 shows the plot of the range of Keio flux estimates but this time with 
the range of flux values from flux variability analysis of the fully adjusted genome-scale model (solid red and 
dark red lines). We clearly see a significant improvement of the correlation between the relative flux values
Comparing Relative Flux Bounds of Adjusted Genome-Scale Model of Ecoli Vs Keio Flux Data
f ro m  FVA o f  AdjG SM  Rel. M ax Flux f ro m  FVA o f  AdjGSM— — LB Fluxes f ro m  Keio 13C-M FA  — — — UB Fluxes f ro m  Keio 13C-M FA
-4 0 .0  -, ^
R e a c tio n s  o f  C e n tra l C a rb o n  M e ta b o l is m
Figure 2.20: P lot of the upper (grey dotted) and lower (black dotted) flux estim ates reported in the Keio database, and comparing 
to upper (red solid) and lower bounds (dark red solid) of the flux ranges of reactions from the fully adjusted E.coli 
genome-scale model.
of the adjusted model and experimentally derived estimates, so much so that parts of the flux ranges of each 
reaction from the flux distribution values of the model fall within the experimentally expected relative flux 
values.
Thus, I believe that this protocol of the determination of the strain-specific parameters of the genome-scale 
model has demonstrated that just from the connectivity of the metabolic network itself and a careful 
re-parameterization of a select few key objects the genome-scale model can represent surprisingly well the 
steady state flux conditions of a bacterial culture under glucose and oxygen limiting conditions. Hence, 
one may even go as far as claiming that a careful determination of strain-specific parameters could give 
predictions of steady state flux distributions and with just knowledge of specific substrate uptake rates and 
growth/dilution rate. This seems a far simpler alternative to the complexes of carbon-13 metabolic flux 
analysis (13C-MFA). Furthermore, 13C-MFA is extremely difficult, if not impossible due to the combinatorial 
explosion in the number of variables of the problem, to execute on a model of genome-scale, making the 
determination of strain-specific parameters seem even more superior.
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2.4.5 A nalysis and U nd erstan d in g  o f S train  Specific G enom e-Scale M od el
Plotting the production and consumption rates of various exchange reactions for different growth rates shows 
a number of interesting predictions of metabolic behaviours, as seen in Figure 2.21. From Figure 2.21 we see
ReJ1: EX_h2o(e)
r EX_co2(e)
EX_h(e)
F
>
I  C
I
Growth Rates (mmol/(gDCW.h))
F ig u r e  2 .2 1 : P lot of the flux of exchange reactions versus fixed growth rate, analysed from the ÎAF1260  genom e-scale model.
Under the description of the ‘phenotypic phase plane’, and by the definition of ‘shadow pricing’ from [104], we see 
here three major phenotypic regions of the m etabolic flux distribution, i.e. three d istinct bases of solutions of the 
linear programming problem.
that there seems to be two main points at which an increase in growth rate and simultaneous minimization of 
glucose uptake seems to induce a significant change in the overall flux distribution of the uptake of substrates 
or secretion of products. The first event of the change in flux distribution occurs at the growth rate of about
0.839h“  ^ (Refl) where there is a switch to the production of acetate (increase in flux of reaction EX_ac(e)), 
and a second event can be seen at a growth rate of about 1.0943/z“  ^ (Ref2), where there is a switch to the 
production of ethanol (increase in fiux of reaction EX_etoh(e)). This by itself would seem to indicate that 
the topology and stoichiometry of the bacterial metabolic network alone is sufffcient to show some changes 
in cell metabolism and physiology. So, what about the importance of the strain-specific parameters? We 
have already understood that the strain specific parameter values were needed to be determined, using 
optimization techniques, to represent more quantitatively the in-vivo cell from which experimental steady 
state data was obtained. However, the mere occurrence of certain metabolic events which are seen when 
evaluating the genome-scale model, let alone their quantitative interpretation, such as the sudden production 
of acetate and the discontinuity in uptake flux of glucose for an increasing growth rate, are not apparently 
sensitive to picking the ‘right’ strain-specific parameter values alone, if at all. In fact, comparing Figure 2.21 
of the original iAF1260 model and the figure from Appendix I of the fully re-parameterized model, we clearly 
see that these events still occur for different values of these parameter values, indicating therefore that events 
observed from the analysis of flux balances really do seem to be driven by the topology, stoichiometry, and 
the thermodynamic constraints of the metabolic network alone.
We must also be careful that the occurrence of these events is actually there and that what we ob­
serve it is not simply an artefact of picking one feasible flux distributions from a wide range of many. Just as
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Flux variability range  
for sp ec ific  growth rate
Growth Rate
Various fea sib le  flux 
v a lu es  from flux 
b alan ce  an a ly sis
Flux variability range for 
all growth rate va lu es
Figure 2.22: An artificial exam ple of where a chosen FBA solution of a reaction would result in the wrong interpretation regarding 
change of flux distributions.
is demonstrated in Figure 2.22, if we happen to pick an alternative flnx distribution of a reaction of interest 
such as that of the green or blue line, we may interpret that it suddenly alters flux from an expected trend. 
This interpretation will not be true. I believe that it would only be true when observations on the extremes of 
the flux rang(;s of the reaction at each growth rate simultaneously changes in a discrete manner similar to the 
FBA solution. To ensure that we do not make such incorrect interpretations, we run FVA for our reactions 
of interest, at each growth rate, to assess whether the changes in flux to acetate and ethanol production are 
true or an artefact. From Figure 2.23 we see that indeed there were flux ranges for each reaction at low 
growth rates. Interestingly, the flux ranges became very narrow close to our two events of interest. We can 
thus claim that the general change on flux distribution occurring at Refl and Ref2 occur due to the intrinsic 
metabolite interaction network and thermodynamic constraints of the model which drives the deformation of 
the flux solution space for changes in growth rate, and not simply from the random choice of an FBA solution.
Now that we understand that the event of the change of flux distribution are real, we would like to 
understand how the metabolic network topology and thermodynamic and flux constraints of the genome-scale 
model drive the switch to acetate and then ethanol production in the metabolic genome-scale model of the 
steady state of the cell.
Understanding the Switch to Acetate Production
Looking at Figure 2.21 and considering the flux values of the reactions after reference point 1 (Refl), we 
would like to understand what factors in the model cause the flux distribution to begin to add flux into the 
reactions which lead to the production and excretion of acetate.
At the point Refl we make the following observations:
1. Flux of EX_ac(e) increases from zero.
2. Flux of EX_h(e) increases at a rate parallel to that of EX_ac(e).
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Table and plot of the 
FVA analysis of the 
active exchange ncns 
and how their flux 
ranges change with 
growth rate.
The FVA analysis was 
performed by fixing 
growth rate, opening 
the bounds o f the 
glucose exchange 
reactions, and running 
FVA with the objective 
of minimizing glucose 
uptake rate for fixed 
growth rate.
From the table, we see 
that some flux ranges 
are very narrow (close 
to zero), while others 
have large variability 
which decreases with 
increase of growth rate.
Figure 2.23: Table and plot of the results of flux variability analysis performed on a number of key exchange reactions of the 
iA F 1260  genom e-scale m odel, over a range of fixed specific growth rates. The shaded regions give the flux variability 
ranges of their respective reactions, but som e ranges are so narrow that they cannot be seen except for a single 
line. It is also interesting to note that the general behaviour in changes in m etabolic flux distribution after f le fl 
and Ref2 cannot be due to  a random selection of FB A  solution, since there is not much of a range to choose from.
It must thus be a result of a real shift in basis of solution of the linear programming problem.
3. The rate of increase of flux of EX_o2(e) stagnates and that of EX_co2(e) slows down.
4. Looking at Figure 2.23, we see that the flux range of EX_o2(e) (dark blue shaded region and line) 
narrows to zero where it then hits its upper bound.
It seems that with oxygen uptake reaching its maximum the switch to acetate production occurs. Tracing
back the reactions from the production of acetate along the reactions of significant contribution of flux^^ we
find that the source of the switch to the acetate production pathway occurs at the cytoplasmic metabolite 
accoa. Looking at Figure 2.24, after Refl we find that though the fiux through glycolysis to pyruvate and 
accoa is increasing with growth rate and glucose uptake rate, as indicated with the further increase of reaction 
flux of PDH (green line), the flux into the TCA cycle via the citrate synthase (CS) reaction (light blue line) 
is decreasing at approximately the same rate of change of flux (with respect to growth rate) as that of the 
increase of PDH. Therefore, since we are looking at the steady state, to balance the high rate of production 
of accoa from glycolysis the flux distribution must shift to acetate production via the PTAr reaction (red 
line). However, what is the cause for the drop in flux of CS and therefore a drop of flux into the TCA cycle?
^®Each metabolite of the genome-scale model may partake in many reactions. Hence, in a sense, the metabolic network contains 
many potential branching points where flux is distributed. When tracing back the flux of interest we ‘walk’ along those reactions 
with significantly contributing fluxes at each metabolite (node) of the network.
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R e f2R e f l
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Figure 2.24: P lot of how the significantly contributing reactions which use and produce accoa[c] change for changes in growth 
rate im posed on the gcnom e-scale model.
One would suspect that there must be a bottleneck somewhere amongst the reactions of the TCA cycle. 
The plot of fluxes versus growth rate in Figure 2.25 shows the flux in the reactions of the TCA cycle, and
Flux of R eactions in th e  TCA Cycle fo r Different Growth R ates
\Ref1 Ref2
CS.A CO N Ta,
ACONTb.ICDHyr
Growth R ates (mmol/(gDCW.h))
B ,pep.
pyr^
nad[p)h
icit
,akg
Figure 2.25: W hat is causing the drop in flux of CS and therefore dropping flux through the TCA cycle? P lot of the fluxes of the 
reactions of the T C A  cycle for various growth rates, and a schematic of their changes in flux. Reactions highlighted  
in red have significantly reduced flux where as the bold black line of SUCOAS reaction stays at its maximum flux 
of 1000 units towards succ[c] production (purple line that goes beyond axis in plot). Grey lines sym bolize inactive 
reactions.
that indeed almost all of the TCA cycle reactions drop in flux as we increase growth rate beyond R.efl. 
Highlighting the reactions whose flux falls after the growth rate of 0.839 in a schematic of the TCA cycle 
pathway (red lines), we see that the ‘bottlenecking’ effect of the flux seems to originate from the reaction 
SUCDi. Its previous reaction SUCOAS is carrying its maximum allowable flux towards the production of 
succ[c] of 1000 units. Hence, as there is a great flux of production of succ[c] but a reducing flux consuming 
succ[c] via reaction SUCDi, the source of the bottleneck must be SUCDi. This effect propagates through 
the entire TCA cycle, hence the reduction in flux of every other reaction after this one. Since the SUCDi 
reaction can only be reduced by reducing the pools of its substrates then either succ[c] or qS[c] must be
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responsible for the reduction in flux. It cannot be succ[c] as its pool is being filled at high flux by in­
finitely large flux from SUCOAS, therefore the reduction in flux of SUCDi must be caused by metabolite q8[c].
Looking into the flux of the reactions which consume and produce the cytoplasmic metabolite q8[c], 
we find 3 significantly active reactions: 2 consuming (light blue and red lines) and 1 producing q8[c] (light 
green line), as seen in Figure 2.26. From Figure 2.26 we see that there are three significantly contributing
R e f1 R ef2
SuCDi'
Growth R ates (mmol/(gDCW.h))
F ig u r e  2 .2 6 : P lot of the flux of significantly contributing reactions to the production and consum ption of q8[c] over different 
growth rates, used to elucidate what is causing the q8[c] m etabolite to  affect reduction in flux of SUCDi.
reactions which affect the pool of q8[c], namely the consuming reactions NADH16pp and SUCDi (our reaction 
of the TCA cycle), and the producing reaction CYTB03_4pp. After a growth rate of 0.839 we know that 
oxygen uptake rate reaches its maximum flux bound, and since the q8[c] producing reaction CYTB03_4pp 
uses oxygen as a substrate this reaction flux also thus becomes bounded at its maximal production flux 
for all higher growth rates, as seen from the green line in Figure 2.26. This constant production must be 
balanced by the consumption of q8[c]. We see that the NADH16pp reaction (blue line) still consumes q8[c] 
after the growth rate of 0.839, as highlighted by A in Figure 2.26. To balance the pool of q8[c] the flux of 
the only other consuming reaction SUCDi is forced to reduce. Notice that this is the balance that must be 
happening since the rate of increase and decrease of flux, with respect to growth rate, for NADH16pp and 
SUCDi respectively are the same.
Therefore, it seems that the limitation of oxygen, which causes a stagnation in the consumption of q8[c], 
thereby causing a reduction of flux through the TCA cycle reaction SUCDi, causes a ‘bottlenecking’ effect in 
the TCA cycle. This then leads to the drop in flux through the TCA cycle and so the CS reaction and an 
‘detouring’ of flux into acetate production instead.
It is interesting to note from Figure 2.21 that the excretion of protons increases at the same rate as 
the increase in acetate secretion, with respect to growth rate. Perhaps this change is linked to the excretion of 
acetate. From Figure 2.27 we see that immediately after the point Refl there is a flux increase in the reaction 
ACt2rpp, a reaction of the acetate production pathway which directly leads to the secretion of acetate. This 
is obviously due to the change in cellular flux distribution towards acetate production, as discussed above. 
In fact, since a product of ACt2rpp is h[p], this increase of production of protons and the need to balance
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F ig u r e  2 .2 7 : P lot of the flux values of reactions consum ing and producing h[p] over various growth rates, used to elucidate the 
cause of the increased excretion of protons via EX_h(e).
the metabolic concentration pool size of h[p] seems to have caused an increase in consumption of h[p] from
reaction Htex. Therefore, the increase of flux to acetate production has caused a greater flux of production 
of periplasmic protons, which are then further excreted giving us the rate of increase of excretion of protons.
In summary, both the oxygen consumption hitting its upper bound and the need to recycle coa metabolite 
indirectly caused the production and subsequent excretion of acetate.
The limitation of oxygen uptake flux caused the stagnation of the oxygen dependent reaction CYTB03_4pp. 
This q8[c] metabolite producing reaction is now unable to produce enough cytoplasmic q8 to feed the required 
flux of SUCDi reaction. SUCDi in turn slows down to reduce consumption of q8[c], but this leads to a 
‘bottlenecking’ of flux through the TCA cycle reactions, including the flux of citrate synthase (CS). The 
relatively reduced flux of CS should induce an accumulation of accoa, but since all fluxes must be balanced 
at steady state the accumulating production of accoa must be balanced by its consumption.
The reduced flux of the CS reaction also means a loss in the production of its product coa, as seen in
Figure 2.28. Therefore, in order to rebalance the increased consumption of coa from pyruvate dehydrogenase
pep
pyr
actp acaccoa
F ig u r e  2 .28 : Schem atic of the reactions around accoa, as taken from the schematic of our kinetic model.
(PDH) and reduced production from CS, coa producing reaction PTAr from accoa had to become active. 
This not only resulted in the production of acetate, and thus its subsequent excretion, but it also satisfied 
the rebalancing of the increased production of accoa from PDH.
As a result of increased flux towards acetate excretion, the proton producing acetate transport reaction 
ACt2rpp became active, which in turn caused the increase in the excretion of protons. I suspect that these
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protons could not be used to produce more atp via oxidative phosphorylation since there is already an 
increased production of atp via the acetate production pathway at the ACKr reaction.
It is fascinating that the metabolism of E.coli is seemingly ‘hardwired’ to produce acetate when the 
cell goes under oxygen limitation in free glucose. One could hypothesize that this behaviour is a survival 
mechanism to allow cells to prepare to grow on acetate once the primary and preferred carbon source, 
glucose, depletes. The observation from the model that the cell also excretes more protons into the periplasm 
could add further evidence to this hypothesis. Under acetate consumption far less atp is created due to the 
loss of flux through glycolysis. However, I believe that this loss of a key energy cofactor metabolite could be 
partially compensated by the increased push of protons into the periplasm, which is then actively driven back 
into the cytoplasm by the membrane bound protein FoFi-ATPase in the oxidative phosphorylation reaction, 
shown in Figure 2.16. Therefore it could be thought that not only does this programmed mechanism ensure a 
production of an alternative carbon source for when its primary source depletes, but it may also ensure that 
there is enough of a production of atp available via the excretion of protons into the periplasm and media 
(possibly for the benefit of the wider population), probably for continued cellular growth.
M etabolic Interpretation of the A cetate Switch
The switch to the production of acetate and its subsequent excretion into the media is known in the literature 
as acetogenesis. As was observed from the genome-scale model acetogenesis can occur in aerobic conditions in 
a media containing a high concentration of glucose rather than producing further biomass via the TCA cycle, 
a phenomenon called the bacterial Crabtree effect [147]. From studies throughout the literature it has come 
to be understood that the induction of acetogenesis is driven by both the need to regenerate the cofactor 
metabolite nad, which is consumed by glycolysis, and to enable the recycling of the cofactor metabolite coa, 
as required to satisfy the demands of pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) [147].
It is clear that with conditions of excess glucose in the media oxygen effectively becomes the growth 
limiting factor. There is experimental evidence which suggests that under such conditions the E. coli cell does 
not induce activity in the full TCA cycle. This was found to be primarily caused by regulatory effects of 
the oxygen-sensitive global gene regulators ArcA and FNR, which lead to the inhibition of the promoters of 
many TCA cycle enzymes [147]. One of the most severely repressed opérons is that of sdh-suc, which encodes 
the TCA cycle reactions succinate dehydrogenase (SUCDi), a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase (AKGDH), and 
succinyl-coA synthetase (SUCOAS) [147].
This observation is precisely our prediction from analysis of only the metabolic interactions of the 
genome-scale model. Though the primary source of the constriction of flux at SUCDi (which caused a 
reduced flux in the whole TCA cycle) both in the model and from experiments in the literature is oxygen 
limitation, the model goes further to predict and hypothesize that the mechanism causing this restric­
tion is the reduction of the q8[c] metabolite caused by the effective loss in oxygen. This hypothesis should 
be proven experimentally, since, as of yet, the precise mechanism of such a restriction in-vivo is not clear [147].
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With regards to the role of coa, it is understood that the total concentration pool size of coa is strictly 
regulated, meaning that the sum of nonesterified coa (coa), accoa, succoa and malonyl-coa is relatively 
constant [147]. This regulation occurs mainly as a response to the change in ratio of the pools of coa and 
accoa, where such changes in concentration occur inverse to one another [147]. Though the genome-scale 
model does not account for changes in metabolite concentrations, one may still make predictions using such 
a model by assuming that coa is the main composite of the total pool of coa concentration in-vivo and 
that its concentration should remain constant. In making such an assumption, and as is predicted by the 
genome-scale model, the loss in production of coa from the CS reaction is compensated by a gain in its 
production from the PTAr reaction, resulting in acetogenesis.
It would thus seem that the model is able to re-iterate metabolic events which results in the produc­
tion and excretion of acetate, even though the model does not account for either reaction kinetics or gene
regulation. One may go as far as to claim that such a switch in metabolism is ‘hard-wired’ into the cell
simply from the topology of the network of metabolic interactions.
Understanding the Switch to Ethanol Production
Looking at Figure 2.21 and considering the flux values of the reactions after reference point 2 (Ref2), we 
would now like to understand what is driving and causing the flux distribution in the model to shift to cause 
the following for an increase in the growth rate:
1. The production and excretion of ethanol.
2. Slowing down the rate of change of production of acetate
3. Sudden increase in the rate of change of production of carbon dioxide.
4. The attenuation of the increasing rate of change of the production of protons.
Looking into the genome-scale model we find that the pathways to acetate and ethanol production are 
connected to a common precursor, cytoplasmic accoa[c]. A schematic of the pathways of significant fluxes to 
acetate and ethanol production and plots of the behaviours of each reaction with respect to varying growth 
rate is shown in Figure 2.29. From this figure we find that there is a clear change in flux distribution at the 
point of accoa[c]. Previously, from Refl the flux distribution changed from the TCA cycle to concentrate on 
the production of acetate alone. With a further increase in growth rate and the flux from accoa[c] is now 
being split into three key pathways: the TCA cycle, acetate production, and now also ethanol production. 
As can be seen from Figure 2.24 the flux of CS does not change much after Ref2 compared to its values after 
Refl. Hence, the flux switch at accoa[c] to ethanol production seems like it is taken mainly from acetate 
production. What could be causing this ‘switch’ to ‘prefer’ ethanol rather than acetate production?
It seems that there is a large increase in the production towards nad[c] molecules via this pathway, as 
is apparent from reactions ACALD and ALCD2x shown in Figure 2.29. We therefore hypothesize that there
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F ig u r e  2 .2 9 : A schem atic of the pathways which lead to the secretion of acetate and ethanol. The fluxes of these pathways 
originate from the sam e cytoplasm ic m etabolite, accoa[c]. We traced back the reactions from ethanol and acetate  
productions keeping only those reactions which are affected by this second change in flux distribution, after Ref2.
The plots above each reaction name show their respective flux behaviours w ith respect to varying growth rate. All 
reaction names are taken from the iA F 1260  genome-scale model. Black arrows show flux direction, grey lines show  
reaction direction according to  GSM constraints.
is a need for the production of nad[c] as there must be a demand of its use from other reactions in order to 
balance the increase in its production from these pathways.
Looking at the fluxes of the reaction which significantly contribute to the production and consumption 
of nad[c], as shown in Figure 2.30. Of all the reactions which consume nad[c] there are two that require a
/?e/2
NADH16pp
THD2pp 
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F ig u r e  2 .3 0 : P lot of fluxes of active reactions that produce and consume nad[c], over different growth rates. After Ref2 we 
observe that both reactions PDH  and G A PD  (reactions of highly active, ‘highly determ ined’ glycolysis pathway) 
are consum ing nad[c] at high flux.
high demand of nad[c], PDH and GAPD, both in the glycolysis pathway. Recall that due to the increased 
demand in growth rate the flux through glycolysis increases to accommodate a greater uptake of glucose. 
These glycolytic reactions are therefore also constrained by glucose uptake rate (their respective FVA ranges 
are very narrow). In fact, we find that the fluxes of these two reactions hit their respective FVA upper 
bounds on and after Ref2, the point of steady state growth rate =  1.0943, and thereafter remain at their 
respective upper bounds. Please see Appendix K for the figure of a snapshot of the table of hnx variability 
analysis results showing the range of flux values, for increasing growth rate. When they hit their upper
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bounds a further requirement for the use of nad[c] is needed. In order to open that bound to higher flux 
values reactions which produce nad[c] need to be activated.
Taking account of the network topology and thermodynamic and flux constraints the reactions which 
the network activates to balance the demand for the needed consumption of nad[c] are ACALD and ALCD2x 
in the reaction pathway of ethanol production. We observe that the rate of increase of the fluxes of these 
reactions with increasing growth rate are approximately the same as that of the rate of increase of the rate of 
consumption of nad[c] by PDH and GAPD, as seen in Figure 2.30. We thus conclude with some confidence 
that it is indeed the reactions ACALD and ALCD2x in the ethanol production pathway that account for 
the rebalancing of the need for nad[c]. This need thus causes an increase in flux of not only ACALD and
ALCD2x, but to balance metabolites of the products of these reactions, other reactions all the way to the
excretion of ethanol are increased in flux.
We therefore hypothesize that it is again apparently ‘hardwired’ into the cell that the requirement for 
nad[c] is more important than the production of the potential substrate, acetate. This therefore results in 
the shift in metabolic flux distribution towards the production of ethanol from acetate, with a change in flux 
ratio splitting at accoa into the various ‘branches’.
What about the sudden increase in the rate of secretion of carbon dioxide and attenuation of the
rate of production of protons with increasing growth rate?
Looking back at Figure 2.21, we see that the rate of increase of flux of secretion of CO2 from reaction 
EX_co2(e), seems to occur at the same time and gradient as that of the rate of increase of ethanol secretion 
from reaction EX_etoh(e). One may think that it must have something to do with reactions which have now 
been ‘switched on’. Looking into the fluxes of all reactions which produce and consume CO2, as shown in
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Figure 2.31: P lot of reactions that produce and consume co2[c] over different growth rates, as obtained from the iA F l260  
gcnom e-scale model. Increased excretion of co2 seems to be caused by the increased production of co2 from PDH  
reaction.
Figure 2.31, we flnd that the further and sudden increase in excretion of co2 via reaction C02tpp is caused by 
the need to balance the mass production of co2[c] from the PDH reaction. Recall that this reaction is highly 
active due to high flux from upper glycolysis (with the source at glucose) and the increase in availability of
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nad[c] by reactions in the pathway that leads to the production of ethanol.
With regards to the attenuation of rate of increase of secretion of protons, we look into all the reac­
tions which produce and consume h[c], shown in Figure 2.32. We see in this figure that after the change
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F ig u r e  2 .3 2 : P lot of how the reactions which produce and consum e h[c] change for changes in growth rate im posed on the  
genom e-scale model.
in metabolic distribution to ethanol production (Ref2), we find that the reactions ACALD, ALCD2x and 
ET0Ht2rpp of the ethanol production pathway highly consume h[c]. Since h[c] is further converted to be 
excreted from the cell via reaction EX_h(e), but now it is being further utilized intracellularly, then it is 
expected that the flux of excretion should be much reduced, i.e. the rate of increase of EX_h(e) flux is 
reduced with increased growth rate. Furthermore, since the rate of increase of consumption of h[c] in these 
reactions is similar to the rate of increase of proton excretion from reaction EX_h(e) before line Ref2 (from 
Figure 1) then we have an effective balancing of the production of protons leading us precisely to the observed 
stagnation effect on the rate of increase of flux of EX_h(e).
M etabolic Interpretation of the Ethanol Switch
The fate of the use of accoa can fall into two pathways: either towards the production of acetate or ethanol.
As is also predicted from the analysis of the genome-scale model, the cofactor metabolite nad plays 
an essential role in the induction of the reduction of accoa to ethanol. This has also bee observed in-vivo 
[147].
It is understood that nad serves as the main cofactor for the glycolytic reaction GAPD. With an increased 
flux through this reaction the cell must re-oxidize the increasingly produced nadh back to nad in order to 
maintain the flux through glycolysis [147]. It is understood that the cell achieves this by “placing reducing 
equivalents into partially oxidized metabolic intermediates, such as ethanol” [147], which the cell goes on to 
excrete into the media simultaneous with that of the excretion of acetate.
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Though acetogenesis leads to a production of energy in the form of atp via transport reactions and 
oxidative phosphorylation, in contrast, the excretion of ethanol gives up some of the production in energy to 
consume nadh [147]. This is probably affordable by the cell since there is such a great density of high energy 
producing substrate, glucose, available in the media.
Similar to the observations and analysis of acetogenesis in the previous subsection, it would seem 
that the model is able to predict the phenomenon of the excretion of ethanol resulting from changes 
in metabolism, from a model that considers only the topology of the metabolic network and integrates 
simple constraints such as known reaction thermodynamics and glucose and oxygen limitation. This surely 
demonstrates the power of the use of such stoichiometric-based flux balance models, on the genome-scale.
2.4 .6  C onclusion  o f  M od el A nalysis
Genome-scale models are made up of the network of metabolic interactions, where its topology is not only 
used for taxonomical purposes but also to enable one to constrain the model variables, the reaction fluxes, 
using thermodynamic and measured data. We have shown that the use and integration of further steady state 
high-throughput data is possible and indeed meaningful. A re-parameterization of identified strain-specific 
parameters using such a high-throughput dataset of interest can in fact lead to a genome-scale model with 
seemingly good predictability of the steady state flux phenotypes, for a given growth rate. I believe that in 
certain cases such an approach of parameterization of genome-scale models could serve, to an extent, as a 
fantastic alternative to the laborious, often difficult, and indeed limited^® work of carbon-13 metabolic flux 
analysis. We have clearly shown that the re-parameterization of the genome-scale model had led to a flux 
distribution prediction which was consistent with that of 13C-MFA steady state data reported in the Keio 
multi-omics database.
With the results and predictions of the bacterial metabolic flux distribution strongly agreeing with 
experimental estimates, one may speculate that these mathematically simple genome-scale flux balance 
metabolic network models may hold other predictions and ‘hypothesis generating opportunities’. Interro­
gating the fully adjusted genome-scale model of E.coli to see how various exchange reactions vary with an 
increasing demand for growth rate itself generated an interesting hypothesis: These observations as a whole 
seemed to indicate that, indeed, without explicit gene regulation or regulation at the metabolic state of the 
cell the network topology (metabolic network interactions), reaction flux constraints (thermodynamics and 
set rates), and the deflned biomass objective function may in fact be sufficient to yield observable changes in 
cellular flux distribution.
In another way, this exact hypothesis puts into question some methods of model construction. 1 believe
^®13C-MFA work can be limited by the size of the flux balance model taken for the prediction and analysis of carbon-13 
labelling patterns. The computational expense blows up with increasing size of metabolic interactions which are incorporated 
into the model, as well the increase in indeterminancy of the problem if the model is taken with too many reactions and fewer 
metabolites. If one was to  reduce the indeterminancy by choosing around about the same number of reactions as metabolites 
13C-MFA would work better, but is subjective to  the investigators choice.
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that observing changes in flux distribution from just metabolic network connectivity and constraints adds 
significant evidence to the need for the integration of the kinetic model and genome-scale model. Not only 
will the much needed kinetic knowledge drive changes in the cellular metabolic fluxes, as is expected, but 
that there is critical information in the rest of the metabolic network itself that will feed back into the kinetic 
model. Hence, the overall qualitative changes in flux distribution resulting from constraints imposed on 
the genome-scale model itself will also ‘inform’ the kinetic model through the ‘connecting reactions’ (other 
metabolic reactions in which metabolites included in the kinetic model partake).
I therefore believe that a strong emphasis should be given to the effort of being able to hybridize flux 
balance metabolic network models, which are genome-wide in scale and required relatively little knowledge, 
and kinetic models, which are significantly smaller and limited in size by the need for a huge amount of 
enzyme kinetic knowledge. This will be our focus for the remaining part of this chapter.
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Chapter 3
R econstruction of Integrated M odel
It seems that from the genome-scale model, a static model of the cellular metabolic network, one is able to 
observe certain events in metabolism. The paper of Feist et al [31] discuss a few issues which arise when 
evaluating these model types. One of those issues is that of the incorporation of the effects of reaction 
kinetics. When evaluating the genome-scale metabolic network itself by optimizing to maximize growth rate 
whilst simultaneously minimizing utilization of media substrates, one could further define the problem to 
find a solution that uses the shortest pathway in yielding maximum growth rate [31]. Understanding that the 
time-scales of some kinetic reactions are slower than others, bottlenecking effects could occur in the network. 
Such limitations would mean that the cell may not use the shortest or even the most ‘efficient’ pathway 
during growth [31].
Though it is appreciated that the incorporation of reaction kinetics on the genome-scale is infeasible, 
primarily due to the huge number of unknown kinetic parameters and required concentrations, other have 
attempted a partial incorporation of kinetic effects onto static models [21, 25, 152]. In these cases, though the 
incorporation of reaction kinetics quite rightly concentrates on the importance of the information propagated 
from the kinetic part of the hybrid model, one wonders about what information is being passed into the 
kinetic part of the model itself.
At the end of the previous section, we had seen that the metabolic network connectivity and flux 
constraints of the steady state genome-scale model produced seemingly non-linear, albeit discrete, behaviours 
in cellular metabolic flux distribution, with respect to changing growth rate. Such behaviours of the model 
have been understood to occur by the induction of a ‘sudden’ utilization or attenuation of previously inactive 
or active reactions in order to satisfy requirements elsewhere in the network after hitting some model 
constraint boundaries. Such events alter flux distribution in the entire metabolic network and hence these 
events are those that create potential information that then could ‘feed’ back into the kinetic part of the 
model.
I believe that observed events from the static part of the model in fact add evidence to the need for 
the integration of the kinetic model and genome-scale model. Not only will the much needed kinetic 
knowledge drive changes in cellular metabolic fluxes, but that the overall qualitative changes in flux distri­
bution resulting from constraints imposed on the genome-scale model itself will also ‘inform’ the kinetic model.
In this section we will describe how we integrate a kinetic and genome-scale (static) model: what in­
formation is passed from one to the other and how. We will then define the general mathematical form 
of the kinetic part of our integrated model ensuring that the equations are consistent with respect to their
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dimensions and units. The units of the terms of the equations are dependent on the units of the data used, 
and so those will also be defined.
After this, we redefine the purpose and scope of the model, in contrast to our previous model, making 
clear the importance of the needed reconstruction. We then take the reader through the construction of 
the reactions equations, how we find the required kinetic parameters, and then how we re-parameterize the 
kinetic model in the context of the static model, which is the previously fully adjusted genome-scale model 
of E.coli. Missing data is a critical point of hindrance in the development of kinetic models, thus throughout 
we will discuss about the data used and how we attempt to overcome data which was not available or could 
not be measured, such as missing steady state metabolite concentrations.
3.1 H ow K inetic and Static M odels are Integrated
We have discussed that models in the literature have attempted to incorporate the dynamical changes in the 
production of biomass in various ways, if at all. In order to do so, the flux in the reactions of biomass synthesis 
precursor reactions must be accounted for. In the cases where the reactions of the central carbon metabolism 
are modelled, fluxes from the twelve key cell synthesis precursor metabolites is modelled and the specific 
growth rate of the cell is thus deflned as the weighted sum of the fluxes of these reactions. The respective 
weights represent the proportions in which each precursor contributes to the total composition of biomass. We 
understand that the most comprehensive description of the composition of biomass is constructed in genome- 
scale metabolic network models (the static model, since it is only evaluated at a given steady state). Hence, 
by integrating the genome-scale model and kinetic model we can use the kinetic information to constrain the 
genome-scale model fluxes which will then yield a maximized growth rate that is always consistent with the 
most thorough definition of biomass.
3 . 1 . 1  H o w  d o  w e  i n t e g r a t e  t h e  k i n e t i c s  i n t o  t h e  g e n o m e - s c a l e  m o d e l ?
The kinetic model is made up of a subset of metabolites and reactions of the overall cellular metabolism 
represented in the genome-scale model, thus there are common reactions between the kinetic and genome- 
scale model. The kinetic model variables are the metabolite concentrations and reaction fluxes, whereas the 
variables of the genome-scale model are just the fluxes. The communication of information between the two 
models must therefore be done via flux values. However, the flux values of the reactions in the genome-scale 
model will only be valid for the steady state condition, a state of the system which the kinetic model is not 
bound to, though it can express it. Therefore, the only point at which the two models communicate will be 
at steady state, which we will define as being the initial condition.
As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the following communications are made between the two models at the initial 
point in simulations:
1. At the initial steady state the flux values of the reactions in the kinetic model {riKMi the black arrows) 
can be set exactly in the genome-scale model.
2. The genome-scale model can then be evaluated, performing FBA and maximizing on biomass production
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rate. This will give us a flux distribution vector of the flux values of reactions in the whole network, 
including the uniquely maximized biomass production rate.
3. The metabolites of the kinetic model also partake in many other reactions of the genome-scale model
(represented by the green lines in Figure 3.1). These reactions are those of the genome-scale model
whose kinetics is not represented, which produce or consume the metabolites of the kinetic part of the 
model and thereby directly affect the dynamics of those metabolites. These reactions are hereafter called 
‘connecting reactions’. Since their calculated flux values can be taken from the FBA solution vector, we 
calculate the net flux of all the connecting reaction of each kinetic model metabolite.
4. We flx the net flnx of the connecting reactions for each metabolite in its respective differential equation
of the kinetic model.
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F ig u r e  3 .1 : Schem atic of the integrated kinetic and genom e-scale m odel. All the initial steady sta te fluxes of the kinetic model 
(black arrows) constrain the genom e-scale model. The re-constrained flux distribution from the gcnom e-scale model 
gives the fluxes of the connecting reactions and the unique value of the maximized specific growth rate.
We must also make sure that not only do the two models communicate via a common ‘language’ 
(fluxes), but that the two models themselves are created to represent the same organism and strain. Every 
genome-scale model can potentially be communicated with by any other kinetic model as long as they have a 
common set of reactions through which information is passed. However, to be able to combine the models and 
claim that it represents an organism/strain of interest one must make sure that they are the same organism 
and strain. We have already discussed in great detail how we had re-parameterized the E. coli genome-scale 
model iAF1260 with the steady state data reported in the Keio multi-omics database. Recall that the main
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purpose of doing so was to ensure that since we would like to parameterize our kinetic model with the same 
steady state data set, we would end up with a kinetic and genome-scale model which essentially models the 
same strain of E.coli. This would also ensure that the flux distributions are common between the two models 
at the initial steady state of the system.
Our integrated model, for the moment, is limited to keeping the flux in the connecting reactions fixed 
during the dynamics and transience of the kinetic part of the model. This would be equivalent to assuming 
that there is a time-scale difference in the dynamics of the subset of reactions we include in the kinetic model 
and of those reactions of the rest of metabolism, i.e. that the rest of metabolism is working at a much slower 
dynamics, so much so that it can be approximated to be at a quasi-steady state compared to that of the 
kinetic model reactions. We will later come to describe an algorithm in chapter 4 that will enable us to 
weaken this assumption and account for variations in the fluxes of the connecting reactions. However, for 
now we will limit our modelling to fixed connecting reaction fluxes.
3.2 A nalysis o f U nits and D erivation of Equations
There has been a huge flux of the creation and publication of kinetic models into the literature, some of 
whom have been discussed in Chapter 1. Amongst the publications of kinetic models and those that represent 
cellular dynamics there seems very little emphasis on the importance of showing explicit dimensionality 
analysis and checking of the consistency of units, if any. In contrast, this is a fundamental step in model 
constructions in applied mathematics and physics. Even so, in checking the units of kinetic model equations 
in a few select papers one does flnd that units are consistent. An example of units analysis for the model 
of Wang et al [141] is shown in Appendix L. In this example, note that a key assumption was required to 
ensure the consistency of the units in the model equations.
We must also be careful when writing down the system of differential equations which represents our 
kinetic model. Its mathematical form is totally dependent on the units that we wish to represent the reaction 
flux and concentration values in, which itself is dependent on the units of the data integrated into the reaction 
equations via the equation parameters.
In the construction of this kinetic model we intend to parameterize its reaction equations using the 
following experimentally measured steady state data reported in the Keio multi-omics database, from [54] :
1. Concentrations of intracellular metabolites, given in units of mMc =  TeS ^ i ’
2. Concentrations of extracellular substrates, given in units of mMy = Lc^i^rlvoi '
3. Concentrations of enzymes, given in units of •
4. Since the genome-scale model has been re-parameterized using the Keio database steady state values, the 
flux distribution of central carbon metabolism has been shown to be highly correlated to the 13C-MFA 
flux estimates reported in Keio database. We therefore decide to take the steady state flux distribution
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from the FBA solution of the fully adjusted and re-constrained genome-scale model. The units of these 
flux values are the same as those of the experimental flux estimates:
In the flnal point, the advantage of taking the flux distribution from the adjusted genome-scale model 
rather that the flux estimates from 13C-MFA data is that we obtain two key pieces of information: a 
feasible growth rate found from thermodynamically feasible cell synthesis pathways, as defined for biomass 
production in the genome-scale model; and a flux distribution consistent with genome-scale model constraints. 
This point is critical in making the integration of the two models work. We have shown previously that 
if we constrained the genome-scale model reaction flux bounds of the common reactions between the 
two models, as in step 1 of the integration, to the flux estimates from 13C-MFA data, it results in the 
violation of the flux model bounds, giving us an infeasible flux balance model. This renders the integra­
tion useless. Therefore, we need a steady state flux distribution which is going to be consistent with the 
genome-scale model, since we need to integrate with it. This will only come from the genome-scale model itself.
The units of the above four respective entities will define the form of the system of differential equa­
tions of our kinetic model. We will now go through a detailed description of construction of the differential 
equations of the dynamics of biomass, extracellular substrates, and intracellular metabolites.
3 . 2 . 1  D y n a m i c s  o f  B i o m a s s
The dynamics of cellular growth can be expressed as exponential growth:
f = p . x ,  (3.1)
for the specific growth rate ji. Since we integrated the kinetic and genome-scale models and we would like to 
take the specific growth rate from the genome-scale model. The flux of the biomass production reaction, like 
every other reaction in the genome-scale model, is expressed in units of g^cw-h • The specific growth rate is 
the flux of production of biomass per unit of this pseudo-metabolite product, biomass.
To convert the biomass production reaction flux Vx in the genome-scale model to a specific growth rate 
we must divide the optimized biomass production flux by the ‘number of molecules of biomass produced’ by 
the reaction. The biomass production reaction in the genome-scale model already represents the flux of the 
production of of biomass, since the stoichiometric coefficient of biomass is 1. So, in evaluating the
units of the calculation for finding the specific growth rate we have:
mmol
^ gPCJW/i
This shows that the biomass production flux in the genome-scale model is equivalent to  the  
cellular specific growth rate. Hence, we can directly take the value of the optim ized m axim al 
biomass reaction flux to be the specific growth rate value: Vx = fi.
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The analysis of the units of the differential equation for the dynamics of biomass concentration gives:
I T  ^  ft ■ ~ T T ’  ^ ’
which is precisely the units that we need to ensure that the units of the concentration of biomass is ■ No
extra scaling factors need to be added to the differential equation of biomass and so our dynamics of biomass
is still represented by (3.1).
3 .2 .2  D ynam ics o f  C oncentration  o f  E xtracellu lar S u bstrate G lucose
The dynamics of the concentration of extracellular substrate glucose, [glcDex], can be expressed by the 
following differential equation:
=  -rpTS  ■ X , (3.4)
for flux of uptake of glucose rpTS and biomass concentration X .  Performing analysis of units on this equation 
we find:
d[glcDex] mmol gD CW
(3.5)
dt gD CW  • h Ly
mmol mMy
Ly ■ h h
Therefore the units of the extracellular substrate glucose is =  mMy, with respect to the culture
volume, not cellular volume, as required. These units are consistent with the units from experimental data 
measurements.
Checking the differential equation also entails checking of the units of the reaction equation rpps^ 
which represents the uptake flux of glucose. As we will come to explain later, the explicit form of the reaction 
equation of rpps is as follows, as taken from Chassagnole et al [19]:
Vmax • glcDr- ■ ^
rpTS -  (3.6)
(^K i+ K 2 - ^  + K s -  glcDex +  glcD^x ■
We now analyse the units of the equation (3.6), to make sure that indeed we do obtain the units of this 
reaction equal to as assumed. The flrst part of the equation was taken from [84], representing
phenomenologically the phosphotranspherase system of the uptake of extra-cytoplasmic glucose. The second 
part of the equation represents the product inhibition by glucose-6-phosphate molecules onto the uptake of 
glucose into the cytoplasm, which was introduced in [19].
To be able to do the units analysis on the equation we must understand what the units of the reac­
tion parameters K 2 and K 3 are. To flnd this we must go back to the original source of the first part of 
the reactions equation, which was taken from [84], and re-derive the form of the equation as shown in (3.6)
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from its original form:
rpTS =
_ glcDex yep!Kb 
 p y r jK ç
(  -] I glcD ex \  (  1 I p e p !K b  \
K a  )  M ' ^ P y r / K c )
'^max
glcD ex  , p e p -K ç  
K a  ' p y r - K B
f  1 I p e p -K ç  I glcD ex , glcD ex  . p e p -K ç  \
V pyr-KB K a  K a  ' pyr-KB )
^  • g l c D e x  ' ^ ______________
Comparing this to the first part of equation (3.6), we see that the equation parameters are given by the 
following units:
( - )
K 2 =  K a  — >■ mMy, (3.9)
Ks = — )■ => dimensionless parameter, (3.10)
K c  mMc  ^ ^
where unit mMc is equivalent to saying , i.e. number of milimoles of concentration per litre of cellular
volume, and unit mMy is equivalent to saying number of milimoles of concentration per
litre of culture volume.
Why it is that the units of K a are in mMy and not in mMc like K p  and K M  K a is a dissociation constant 
that represents the affinity between extracellular glucose and its transporter enzyme. Since the transporter 
is on the membrane and interacts with the extracellular glucose, the affinity it has for the glucose depends 
on the concentration of the glucose, which in fact is in units of mMy. The units of K a  must therefore be in 
the same units as its corresponding metabolite concentration, hence its units being mMy and not mMy. As a 
more general statement, the units of the dissociation constants Km should be in the same units as the units 
of their respective reagents to which they represent the affinity of the enzyme for. This is also why the units 
of and K c  are in mMc, which is the unit of the concentration of intracellular metabolites like pep and pyr.
Now that we understand the units of each component we can perform units analysis of the equation
(3.6):
rpTS
m m o l ] \r  m M c
g D C W -h  m M c
mMy 
mmol
(3.11)gD CW  ■ h
Hence, we have shown that the reaction equation units are indeed in the units that we initially assumed. 
Therefore, as the units analysis of the differential equation showed us that all units are consistent with 
experimentally measured concentrations, the differential equation for the dynamics of extracellular glucose is 
indeed given by equation (3.4).
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3.2 .3  D yn am ics o f Intracellu lar M eta b o lite  C oncentrations
To be able to write down the deterministic form of dynamical equations and model the kinetics of the ‘biological 
phase’^  of the cell a few key assumptions are made:
1. Cell cultures and substrates in the ‘liquid phase’^  are assumed to be ideally mixed.
2. When modelling cell populations, it is assumed that populations are homogeneous. It is hence adequately 
characterized by an average behaviour, the behaviour predicted by the model.
3. The average volume and mass of single cells is assumed to be constant. Hence, we assume that we can 
lump the interiors of all cells in the liquid phase into an ideally mixed biological phase [141].
The dynamics of the concentration of intracellular metabolite concentrations rrii, say, can thus be expressed 
by the following ordinary differential equation (ODE):
^  F- m ,  (3.12)
3
for reactions Vj and respective stoichiometric coefficients Sij. It is important to consider here that the second 
term of equation (3.12) is a negative term representing a ‘dilution effect’ term. The concentration of intracel­
lular metabolites is given in units of and so as the cell grows in volume (at a positive specific growth
rate fi) the concentration of the intracellular metabolite becomes diluted in a greater cell volume and hence 
effectively becomes diluted. Thus we have a negative term which we refer to as the ‘dilution effect term ’: g-rrii.
We understand that the units of intracellular metabolite concentrations are in ~  mMc, hence
the left hand side of equation (3.12) would be in the units of We now perform units analysis on the
right hand side terms of equation (3.12) to ensure that the units of both sides of the equation are consistent:
dmi  ^ mmol 1 mmol
~dt  ^ gD CW  - h ~ h '  Lc ’  ^ ^
for units of specific growth rate equal to Clearly the first term is not in the required units unlike the 
second. To correct the units of this term we require a multiplicative scaling factor onto the first term, which 
should have units of sRpYL-K/C
mmol gD CW  mmol
gD CW  ■ h Lc Lc ' h  
Consider cell density px. This is calculated from the following known cellular measurements of the wild type 
E. coli cells [98] :
1. Single cell dry weight — 2.8x 10“ ^^  gDCW,
2. Single cell volume =  4.96x 10“ ®^ litres {Lc).
^The Biological Phase: This relates all cellular components and metabolites inside of the cell 
^The Liquid Phase: This relates to  everything in the liquid media outside of the cell.
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These measurements are assumed to be constant, and can be used to calculate the cell density:
_  Single cell dry weight _  2.8 x 10~^^gDCW ^  gD CW  
Single cell volume 4.96 x Ac
This is what we use as our required scaling factor.
This then gives our corrected form of the ODE for the dynamics of all intracellular metabolites:
drrii
dt =  ^  P x -  II- rrii. (3.16)j
3 .2 .4  Sum m ary
The overall summary of the ODEs that we will use to represent our kinetic model are:
1. ODE for Dynamics of Biomass:
VdN
(3.17)
2. ODE for Dynamics of Extracellular Substrate Glucose:
(3.18)d[glcDex\ ^=  —f'P T S  • Xdt
3. ODE for Dynamics of Intracellular Metabolite Concentrations:
(3.19)
d ïT l i  V
=  2 ^  ■ rj • Px -  P - mdt
We have described the general form of the ODE system which defines the kinetic model, showing that with the 
analysis of units we adjusted our equations to be able to easily incorporate and compare against experimental 
data of specific units. This system of differential equations also includes the terms to which the information 
coming from the genome-scale model fiuxes will fix, thus creating the integration of the kinetic and genome- 
scale model.
The equations of the dynamics of extracellular substrates do not obtain any information from the genome- 
scale model, but in fact constrain the exchange reactions. It is indeed equivalent to Varma and Palsson’s 
“dFBA” algorithm, reported in [135], which used the calculation of the extracellular substrate concentration 
dynamics in batch culture to constrain the genome-scale model. The biomass reaction itself is purely informed 
by the genome-scale model as it provides the changing value of the specific growth rate p, subject to changing 
constraints. It is therefore that the link between the genome-scale and kinetic models is in the equation of the 
dynamics of the intracellular metabolites, since each intracellular metabolite may partake in other metabolic 
reactions not included in the kinetic model:
, / k m  G S M  \
~  ' '^ 3KM "k 5 3  ■ "^ kaSM 1 ' Px ~ P ' (3.20)
for reactions Vj in the kinetic model (KM), and reactions in the genome-scale model (GSM), and where 
j  L-k is equal to the total number of metabolic reactions in the genome-scale model.
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3.3 R edefining the Scope of th e M odel
We had previously described the reconstruction of a kinetic model in previous sections of this chapter. Every 
model is constructed to fulfil its own defined purpose. With a different question in mind than that which was 
asked of the previous model, we must reconstruct a kinetic model, which we can now base on our previous one.
Our key aim is to now:
1. Model the potential changes in flux distribution which occur purely as a results of metabolic level 
regulation and network interactions.
2. Modelling under aerobic conditions, with glucose as the sole carbon source, at a constant temperature 
of 37°C and pH of 7.0.
3. Since cofactor metabolites, such as atp, adp, amp, nad, nadh, nadp, nadph and coa are produced and 
consumed in a large number of metabolic reactions, throughout cellular metabolism, we assume that 
their concentrations remain constant. We also however assume that they act in a rate limiting manner 
and so we include their concentrations in the kinetic model rate equation.
Since we are also not interested in modelling the behaviour of diauxic shift, we will thus ignore the binary gene 
regulatory rules set in the previous kinetic model. Other rules such as the relationship between the cofactor 
metabolites atp, adp and amp also do not need to be explicitly included any longer. Such relationships are 
already implicitly ‘hard-coded’^  into the metabolic network of the genome-scale model, and since this model 
is integrated with our kinetic model the information of such a relationship is thus implicit in our integrated 
model as well.
In the original construction of the genome-scale model, which we then parameterized, there were a 
number of metabolic reactions that were effectively constrained to account for regulatory effects, in a boolean 
manner (‘on’ or ‘off’). In fact, 152 reactions that correspond to open-reading frames (or functional proteins) 
are understood not to be transcribed under aerobic glucose limiting conditions, and so were ‘switched off’ 
(their upper and lower flux bounds were set to zero). Of these 152 reactions 5 are common between the 
genome-scale and our kinetic model, namely the following reactions:
1. ACS - Acetyl CoA synthase reaction, for the uptake of acetate and conversion to accoa.
2. ICL - Isocitrate lyase reaction of the glyoxylate shunt.
3. MALS - Malate synthase reaction, also of the glyoxylate shunt.
4. FRD2 - Fumarate reductase of the TCA cycle, with Menaquinol-8 as the reaction cometabolite, in the 
synthesis of succ from fum.
5. FRD3 - Fumarate reductase of the TCA cycle, with 2-Demethylmenaquinol-8 as the reaction cometabo­
lite, also in the synthesis of succ from fum.
^If we add the rows of the stoichiometric matrix of these metabolites together we can obtain these relationships.
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As described above, the conditions within which we define our kinetic model is for aerobic glucose limiting 
conditions, the same as the genome-scale model. Can we still consider these reactions to be switched off? Let 
us consider each individual reaction.
3 . 3 . 1  T h e  A C S  R e a c t i o n
As reported in web-based E.coli database EcoCyc, it is thought that the ACS reaction functions in a 
mainly anabolic role for the scavenging of acetate present in the extracellular media. The expression of 
the genes governing this protein is mainly observed during the growth of the cell on either acetate or 
even propionate [67]. When the cell is grown on substrates such as glucose, acetate is in fact a primary 
product. The production and excretion of acetate is understood to occur primarily via the PTAr and 
ACKr reaction routes. In the absence of these enzymes E.coli does not employ ACS as an alternative 
route to acetate excretion, but instead uses pyruvate oxidase (PC) [29]. ACS is understood to only be 
expressed for the utilisation of the excreted acetate [29]. Recall that the purpose of our model is to 
understand potential switches in metabolism during aerobic growth on glucose as the sole carbon source, 
not acetate, and so we could assume that the ACS reaction is inactive in our model. Could the cell si­
multaneously secrete and consume acetate? If so, we would not be able to assume that ACS is indeed inactive.
On a mixed medium of glucose and acetate, in aerobic minimal media conditions under batch culture 
growth, it is evident that cells uptake glucose first and then acetate on its exhaustion [100]. It is well known 
that cells that are grown on glucose minimal media will lead to the production of acetate, particularly at 
high dilution rates, and hence will eventually result in a mixed media of glucose and acetate [100]. Even 
with a mixed media, the cell is still observed to consume glucose in preference to acetate. When we simulate 
under batch culture conditions with glucose as the only initial carbon source in the media we intend to run 
simulations before glucose exhaustion. Therefore, with the knowledge that glucose will continue to be the 
preferred carbon source and so there is no simultaneous utilisation of acetate and glucose (it is sequential), 
we thus assume that ACS is non-active and so do not include the kinetics of ACS in the kinetic model, 
setting its fiux to zero, as is consistent with the genome-scale model.
Under the same aerobic minimal media conditions of a mixture of glucose and acetate, but now in 
continuous culture growth, it was observed that at dilution rates of less than 0.26h~^ the population of cells 
seem to simultaneously utilize both acetate and glucose [100]. This observation seems contradictory to the 
first observation? How can we make sense of this? The results of paper [100] discuss that the seemingly 
simultaneous utilisation of glucose and acetate is seen at low dilution rates, usually less than 0.26h“  ^ but still 
high enough that the cell culture is observed to produce acetate. Interestingly though, [100] claimed that the 
washout of acetate derived biomass occurred at dilution rates between 0.26h“  ^ and 0 .3 h~^, thereby adding to 
the accumulation of substrate acetate in the medium. This observation is similar to the washout seen when 
acetate was supplied as the sole substrate in continuous cultures at higher dilution rates. It had been shown 
from batch culture experiments that the maximum growth rate of cell cultures growing on acetate as the sole 
carbon source is O.Sh~^. Hence, if cells, which are grown in continuous culture conditions with acetate as the
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sole carbon source, are grown at dilution rates close to or above their maximum growth rate of 0.3h~^ then 
cells are washed out of the media faster than they can grow. Hence one would see the washout of cells, as 
seen in the experiments of [100].
Does this imply that the seemingly simultaneous utilisation of acetate and glucose seen during low 
enough dilution rates was in fact not at all a true simultaneous utilisation by each cell, i.e. that cellular 
ACS was not really active at the same time as PTAr and ACKr? In fact, I believe that this shows that 
under low enough dilution rates a sub-population of cells utilise glucose and another sub-population of cell 
utilise acetate, and not that a single cell utilises both. Though it seems that cells prefer glucose, the scenario 
that some cells may be under the right conditions to uptake acetate rather than glucose cannot be ruled 
out and may indeed be possible. For dilution rates less than 0.3h“ ,^ in such a mixed media both of the 
2 sub-populations could indeed co-exist since both the populations are growing less than their respective 
maximum growth rates. As soon as we grow such a mixed population to a dilution rate greater than 0.3h~^, 
a rate faster than the maximum growth rate for cells cultured on acetate, then the sub-population of cells 
growing on acetate will be washed out and mixed utilization of substrates will not be observed.
Therefore, for both the batch and continuous culture conditions we can assume that the  
ACS reaction should remain inactive during the dynamics of the cell, when growing aerobically 
on glucose as the sole carbon source.
3 . 3 . 2  I C L  a n d  M A L S :  R e a c t i o n s  o f  t h e  G l y o x y l a t e  S h u n t
When looking at the 13C-MFA flux estimates reported in the Keio multi-omics database it seems evident 
that both ICL and MALS, the reactions of the glyoxylate shunt, are indeed active. Whereas the reactions 
are constrained to zero flux in the genome-scale model, we may want to open their constraints to a non-zero 
flux in light of this experimental evidence, and so express their respective enzyme kinetics as part of the 
kinetic model. It is interesting to note that in the same experimental dataset from Keio, the glyoxylate shunt 
reactions seem to become inactive at higher dilution rates. How can this happen? It may suggest again that 
we have a heterogeneous population of cells, some expressing a flux through the reactions of the glyoxylate 
shunt and others not, and that the estimated non-zero flux through such reactions deduced from experiments 
could in fact results simply because we take an average over the heterogeneous population.
Furthermore, it is understood that during the consumption of acetate as the sole carbon source, the 
activity of the glyoxylate shunt maybe ‘turned-on’ to accommodate flux into into gluconeogenesis towards 
the synthesis of glucose. Since acetate is only a 2 carbon molecule the cell uses the pathway of the glyoxylate 
shunt to bypass the carbon reducing reactions in the TCA cycle, otherwise all carbons would be lost before 
any flux would come into the gluconeogenesis pathway and in fact ‘kill’ flux in the TCA cycle. Inversely, 
it is assumed throughout the literature that when preferred carbon sources such as glucose are available to 
the cell the genes governing the glyoxylate reactions ICL and MALS are repressed via catabolite repression, 
therefore repressing the glyoxylate bypass [41].
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Therefore, staying in line with the literature knowledge and complementing observations 
of steady state experim ents conducted at high dilution rates, as reported in the Keio multi- 
omics database, we will assume that both ICL and MALS reactions are non-active and hence 
we exclude their dynamics from our kinetic model. This is consistent w ith the zero flux 
constraints already imposed in the genome-scale model.
3 . 3 . 3  F R D 2  a n d  F R D 3 :  R e a c t i o n s  o f  t h e  T C A  C y c l e
In the metabolic reaction network of the genome-scale model there are three reactions governing the conversion 
between succ and fum, metabolites of the TCA cycle, namely:
1. SUCDi - Active in the genome-scale model with flux bounds open so that there is reaction flux but only 
in the direction from succ to fum production.
2 . FRD2 - Inactive reaction in the genome-scale model, with flux bounds constrained to zero.
3. FRD3 - Another inactive reaction in the genome-scale model.
Both the reactions FRD2 and FRD3, which reduce fum to succ, are constrained to be in-active. There is 
sufficient evidence in the literature to believe that they are only active under anaerobic conditions [51]: “The 
redox centres of succinate dehydrogenase protein are understood to be structured in such a way that helps 
in the prevention of reactive oxygen species. This is thought to provide a likely reason for the expression of 
this protein, rather than that of fumarate reductase, under aerobic conditions” [67]. Other literature also 
refer to the repression of fumarate reductase during aerobic conditions, and even the repression of succinate 
dehydrogenase during anaerobic conditions [50, 110].
It would thus seem that we can indeed assume that the succinate dehydrogenase reaction SUCDi is 
irreversible and that the reverse direction towards the synthesis of succinate (succ) metabolite is governed 
mainly by the two fumarate reductase reactions, but only under anaerobic conditions. Since we intent 
to model the cellular behaviour under aerobic conditions, we thus assume that the fumarate 
reductase reactions FRD2 and FRD3 are inactive, hence we do not include their dynam ics in 
our kinetic model.
3 . 3 . 4  S u m m a r y
• ACS, ICL and MALS Reactions: Keep flux constraints in the GSM to zero, and ignore reaction kinetics 
in the kinetic model.
• FRD2 and FRD3 Reactions: Since the scope of the conditions within which we will base our kinetic and 
genome-scale models is in glucose aerobic conditions, with justiflcation and evidence from literature we 
impose the following modelling constraints:
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-  Retain the flux bound constraints of these reactions at zero, as they are understood to be only 
active under anaerobic conditions.
-  Change the representation of the link between succinate (succ) and fumarate (fum) to the enzyme 
kinetics of an irreversible SUCDi reaction.
3.4 K inetic M odel R econstruction  and Param eter D eterm ination
In this subsection we will describe the details of the derivation and parameterization of each reaction equation 
that we will include in our kinetic model, where the kinetic model is represented by the system of differential 
equations defined at the end of subsection 3.2.
The kinetic model is representing the dynamics of the concentrations of the metabolites and fluxes of 
reactions in the central carbon metabolic pathways of E.coli, as shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Table 3.1: A table of the list o f m etabolites o f whose concentrations our kinetic m odel is com posed of. M etabolites labelled [c],[p] 
or [e] are cytoplasm ic, periplasmic and extracellular, respectively.
List of M etabolites Considered as Dynam ical Variables in K inetic M odel
M etabolites Full Names M etabolites Full Names
X Biom ass glc_D[p] Extracellular Glucose
g6p[c] D-G lucose 6-phosphate glp[c] D-Glucose 1-phosphate
f6p[c] D-Pructose 6-phosphate fdp[c] D-Pructose 1,6-bisphosphate
dhap[c] Dihydroxyacetone phosphate g3p[c] Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate
13dpg[c] 3-Phospho-D-glyceroyl phosphate 3pg[c] 3-Phospho-D-glycerate
2pg[c] D -G lycerate 2-phosphate pep[c] Phosphoenolpyruvate
pyr[c] Pyruvate 6pgc[c] 6-Phospho-D-gluconate
ru5p_D[c] D-Ribulose 5-phosphate xu5p_D[c] D-X ylulose 5-phosphate
r5p[c] alpha-D-Ribose 5-phosphate s7p[c] Sedoheptulose 7-phosphate
c4p[c] D-Erythrose 4-phosphate accoa[c] Acetyl-CoA
actp[c] A cetyl phosphate ac[c] A cetate
oaa[c] O xaloacetate cit[c] Citrate
icit[c] Isocitrate akg[c] 2-O xoglutarate
glx[c] Glyoxylate succ[c] Succinate
succoa[c] Succinyl-CoA fum[c] Fumarate
mal_L[c] L-M alate
List o f Cofactor M etabolite whose Concentrations are Considered Constant in K inetic M odel
M etabolites Full Names M etabolites Full Nam es
coa[c] Coenzym e A pi[c] Phosphate
atp[c] ATP adp[c] A D P
amp[c] AM P nadph [c] N A D P - reduced
nadp[c] N A D P nadh[c] NA D  - reduced
nad[c] Nicotinam ide adenine dinucleotide
3 . 4 . 1  K i n e t i c  M o d e l  A s s u m p t i o n s  a n d  R e a c t i o n  E q u a t i o n  D e r i v a t i o n
As can be seen from Table 3.2 of the list of reactions included in the kinetic model, some of the reactions are 
reversible and some are irreversible. The information needed to help in determining which are reversible and
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T a b le  3 .2 : A  table o f the list of reactions included in our kinetic model.
L is t  o f  R e a c tio n s  In c lu d e d  in  K in e tic  M o d e l
R e a c tio n s F u ll  N a m e s R e a c tio n  E q u a t io n R x n  E C  N u m b e r
G L C p ts p p G lu c o se  t r a n s p o r t  v ia  P E P :P y r  P T S g lc-D [p] +  p ep [c ] ->• g6p[c] +  pyr[c] N o  E C  N u m b e r
P G M T P h o s p h o g lu c o m u ta s e [c]: g l p  ^  g 6 p S .4 .2 .2
P G I G lu c o s e -6 -p h o s p h a te  iso m e ra s e [c]: g 6 p  ^  f6 p 5 .3 .1 .9
P F K P h o s p h o f ru c to k in a s e [c]: a tp  - f  f6 p  —t  a d p  -h fd p  -|- h 2 .7 .1 .1 1
F B A F ru c to s e -b i s p h o s p h a te  a ld o la s e [c]: fd p  ^  d h a p  - f  g 3 p 4 .1 .2 .1 3
T P I T r io s e -p h o s p h a te  iso m e ra s e [c]: d h a p  ^  g 3 p 5 .3 .1 .1
G A P D gS p  d e h y d ro g e n a s e [c]: g 3 p  4- n a d  4- p i  1 3 d p g  4- h  4- n a d h 1 .2 .1 .1 2
P G K P h o s p h o g ly c e r a te  k in a s e [c]; 3 p g  +  a t p  ^  1 3 d p g  4- a d p 2 .7 .2 .3
P G M P h o s p h o g ly c e r a te  m u ta s e [c]: 2 p g  ^  3 p g 5 .4 .2 .1
E N G E n o la se [c]: 2 p g  ^  h 2 o  4- p e p 4 .2 .1 .1 1
P Y K P y r u v a te  k in a s e [c]: a d p  4- h  4- p e p  —y a tp  4- p y r 2 .7 .1 .4 0
P D H P y r u v a te  d e h y d ro g e n a s e [c]: c o a  - f  n a d  4- p y r  —y a c c o a  -f- co2  4- n a d h 1 .2 .1 .-
P T A r P h o s p h o t r a n s a c e ty la s e [c]: a c c o a  -f- p i  a c tp  - f  c o a 2 .3 .1 .8
A G K r A c e ta te  k in a s e [c]: a c  -f- a tp  ï=: a c tp  4- a d p 2 .7 .2 .1
A G S A c e ty l-C o A  s y n th e ta s e [c]: a c  4- a tp  4- c o a  —y a c c o a  4- a m p  4- p p i 6 .2 .1 .1
G S C i t r a t e  s y n th a s e [c]; a c c o a  - f  h 2 o  4- o a a  —y c i t  4- c o a  4- h 2 .3 .3 .1
A C O N T a A c o n i ta s e  ( h a l f - r e a c t io n  A ) [c]: c i t  ^  a c o n -C  -f  h2 o 4 .2 .1 .3
A C O N T b A c o n i ta s e  ( h a l f - r e a c t io n  B ) [c]: a c o n -G  -f- h 2 o  ic i t 4 .2 .1 .3
IC D H y r I s o c i t r a te  d e h y d ro g e n a s e  (N A D P ) [c]: ic i t  - f  n a d p  ^  a k g  4- co2  +  n a d p h 1 .1 .1 .4 2
IC L I s o c i t r a te  ly ase [c]: ic i t  —y g lx  4- su c c 4 .1 .3 .1
A K G D H 2 - O x o g lu ta r a te  d e h y d ro g e n a s e  [c]: a k g  - f  c o a  4- n a d  —y co2 4- n a d h  4- s u c c o a N o  E G  N u m b e r
S U G O A S S u c c in y l-C o A  s y n th e ta s e [c]: a tp  - f  c o a  -f- su c c  ^  a d p  4- p i 4- su c co a 6 .2 .1 .5
S U C D i S u c c in a te  d e h y d ro g e n a s e  ( ir re v e rs ib le ) [c]: q8  4- su c c  —y fu m  4- q 8 h 2 1 .3 .5 .1
F U M F u m a ra s e [c]: fu m  4- h 2 o  ;=^  m a l-L 4 .2 .1 .2
M D H M a la te  d e h y d ro g e n a s e [c]: m a l-L  4- n a d  h  4- n a d h  4- o a a 1 .1 .1 .3 7
P P G P h o s p h o e n o lp y r u v a te  c a rb o x y la se [c]: co2  4- h 2 o  +  p e p  —y h  4- o a a  4- p i 4 .1 .1 .3 1
P P G K P h o s p h o e n o lp y r u v a te  c a rb o x y k in a se [c]: a t p  4- o a a  —y a d p  co2  4- p e p 4 .1 .1 .4 9
M E l M a lic  e n z y m e  (N A D ) [c]: m a l-L  4- n a d  —y co2 - f  n a d h  4- p y r 1 .1 .1 .3 8
M A L S M a la te  s y n th a s e [c]: a c c o a  4- g lx  4- h 2 o  —y c o a  4- h  4- m a l-L 4 .1 .3 .2
G 6 P D H 2 r G lu c o se  6 - p h o s p h a te  d e h y d ro g e n a s e [c]: g 6 p  4- n a d p  ^  6 p g l 4- h  4- n a d p h 1 .1 .1 .4 9
P G L 6 -p h o sp h o g lu c o n o la c to n a s e [c]: 6 p g l 4- h 2 o  —y 6 p g c  -f- h 3 .1 .1 .3 1
G N D P h o s p h o g lu c o n a te  d e h y d ro g e n a s e [c]: Cpgc 4- n a d p  —y co2 -f- n a d p h  +  ru 5 p -D 1 .1 .1 .4 4
R P E R ib u lo s e  5 -p h o s p h a te  3 -e p im e ra s e [c]: ru 5 p -D  x u 5 p -D 5 .1 .3 .1
R P I R ib o s e -5 -p h o s p h a te  i so m e ra s e [c]: r5 p  ru 5 p -D 5 .3 .1 .6
T K T l T ra n s k e to la s e [c]: r5 p  4- x u 5 p -D  g 3 p  -t- s7 p 2 .2 .1 .1
T K T 2 T ra n s k e to la s e [c]: e 4 p  4- x u 5 p -D  ^  f6 p  4- g 3 p 2 .2 .1 .1
T A L A T ra n s a ld o la s e [c]: g 3 p  4- s7 p  ^  e 4 p  +  f6 p 2 .2 .1 .2
which are not is taken from the thermodynamic knowledge of the respective reaction, as already declared 
in the genome-scale model from [31]. Theoretically every reaction can be reversible, but in practice some 
reactions should be considered unidirectional. Considering that the chemical equilibrium of the reaction 
(determining the reaction direction) is driven by the metabolite concentrations involved, and that metabolite 
concentrations in the cell are limited by cellular volume and dynamical flux changes of reactions, then for some 
reactions where such limitations are more drastic one may safely assume that they only occur in one direction. 
With other reactions which are dependent on essential activators like cofactor metabolites atp and amp, such 
reactions would only reverse in extreme conditions to overcome potential energy barriers. Such conditions may 
fall outside of being physiologically possible, and hence such reactions are also considered as being irreversible.
We had previously discussed the details of the derivation of the system of differential equation which 
defines the general structure of our deterministic kinetic model. What about the general form of reaction 
equations of which these differential equations are composed of? The mechanisms of enzyme-metabolite 
interactions and subsequent kinetics can span quite a wide variety, as is apparent from the explicit math­
ematical derivation of many types of enzyme mechanism in the book [116]. Though I would not say that 
there is a general form of a reaction equation, I believe that it could be thought that there is a common
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approach to deriving the mathematical form of one. This entails a key assumption to be made known as 
the quasi-steady state assumption of Briggs and Haldane [16], from which a system of mass-action kinetic 
equations can be represented mathematically as a single non-linear equation. The simplest representation 
of such a mathematical form of the reaction kinetics is known as the Michaelis-Menten reaction equation, 
where its derivation was described in section 1.4.2. The quasi-steady state assumption of Briggs and Haldane 
made on the concentration of intermediate complexes, in the derivation of the kinetic rate expression of an 
enzymatic reaction, is the general principle to deriving the mathematical rate equation expressions of any 
enzymatic mechanism. Such derivations represent a deterministic formalism of the kinetics of enzymatic 
reactions.
In writing down such a form we are in fact making a further assumption to relieve any account of 
stochastic molecular behaviours:
1. Spatial homogeneity: That there is perfect mixing in both the biological and liquid phase (inside and 
outside the cell), and so diffusion occurs rapidly enough in the mediums to allow for a perfectly even 
distribution of substrates in space.
3 . 4 . 2  R e a c t i o n  E q u a t i o n  K i n e t i c  P a r a m e t e r s
In the derivation of the mathematical representation of the enzyme kinetics of interest we see that the equation 
has two types of kinetic parameters, true of any kinetic rate equation:
1. Vmax = k2 -eT- The rate represented by k2 is known as the ‘enzyme turnover rate’. The maximum rate 
of conversion from substrate to product is thus the total turnover rate given the enzyme concentration,
i.e. the rate of conversion when enzymes are totally saturated with substrate, and all of it is converted 
to product: k2 ■ gt-
2 . Km = : This is the ratio of the rate of dissociation to formation of the enzyme complex, and 
hence represents the affinity of the enzyme for the substrate. Therefore, this value can be thought to be 
a property of the enzyme and should be fairly consistent whether measured in-vivo or in-vitro^ as long 
as all required ions and essential activators are present in media as well as keeping pH and temperature 
of media at physiologically feasible values.
It is also understood that this parameter value equals the substrate concentration for which half of the 
enzyme molecules are complexed with substrate molecules.
Where and how can we obtain the kinetic parameters for our reaction equations? Could we take the from 
the literature?
We understand that during cellular dynamics one may observe dynamical changes in enzyme concen­
trations in the cell. Changes to some enzymes governing reactions in cell metabolism are in fact quite 
sensitive to changes in growth conditions, as is apparent from data reported in the Keio multi-omics database 
[54]. Since it is that the first parameter Vmax is dependent on the enzyme concentration of the reaction, 
and this in turn is dependent on the experimental conditions in which it was measured, then this parameter
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cannot simply be taken from experimental data or values reported in the literature.
We can find this value in two different ways:
1. Looking back at equation (1.17), ^  is equal to a rate flux of production of p, Vp, say. If we had steady 
state metabolite concentrations and flux values for this reaction equation, and given that we know the 
value of the Km parameters, we can calculate Vmax rearranging (1.17) to Vmax =
2. What if we do not know one or more of the required steady state values or Km parameters? Recall 
that k2 is the maximum specific turnover rate of the enzyme, which is in fact a property of the enzyme 
not dependent on the amount of enzyme available. The measurement of the enzyme turnover can be 
then taken from literature, as long as physical conditions of the assay in which the measurement is 
made is similar to that in the cell. Thus to derive the value of Vmax we can take the value of ‘enzyme 
turnover’ or enzyme ‘specific activity’ and multiply by the experimentally measured steady state enzyme 
concentration, reported in the Keio database.
The value of Km is not explicitly dependent on a dynamical component of the cell, it represent the affinity 
for the cell to bind to its substrate, making the value represent a property of the enzyme similar to that of 
the enzyme turnover rate k2 . Hence, we should also find the value of this type of parameter from reports in 
the literature.
We understand that the value can be estimated from experimental data. In the case of the irreversible 
Michaelis-Menten, equation (1.17), if we plot the inverse of enzyme concentration against inverse of the rate 
of reaction (Lineweaver-Burk plot) we can estimate the Km value from the gradient of the line of best fit to 
the data. Similar approaches can be taken for other reaction equations that represent more complex enzyme 
mechanisms.
We will now describe the re-evaluation of each of the mathematical equations modelling some of the 
enzyme kinetic mechanisms of the reactions in our kinetic model, including a discussion on the determination 
of Km kinetic parameter value. The rest of the reactions are assumed to take the same mechanism and 
equation as in our first kinetic model, as there was no further evidence found to enhance the knowledge of the 
mechanism of the enzymes of interest. Later we will discuss how we go about reparameterizing the kinetic 
model Vmax parameter values.
3 . 4 . 3  R e - e v a l u a t i o n  o f  K i n e t i c  M o d e l  R e a c t i o n  E q u a t i o n s  
The PG M T R eaction
The reaction of phosphoglucomutase:
[c] : g l p ^  g6 p.
Sanwal et al report that its reaction kinetics is regulated by accoa which acts as a non-competitive inhibitor 
to glp [112]. It was further reported in Duckworth et al [27], that not only does accoa inhibit the reaction 
but that metabolites succoa and coa, and cofactor metabolites atp, adp and amp were also found to be 
key inhibitors of the reaction. Prom their experimental results we assume that each of the inhibitors acts
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non-competitively with glp. Therefore, the reaction equation for our overall enzymatic mechanism is given 
by:
glp  ________ L
K eÇ  f 1 I accoa i succoa  ,
\  \  \ "*3/ /  /  /g r)i \
rpGMT = ----------------------- 7------- :—\
• ( l  +  +  g^p
with kinetic parameters K n, K i2 and Kis.
We find that the conditions of the experiments performed in [27] were close to those set in the exper­
iments of Keio, namely that E.coli is grown in media at 37°C and at pH 6 .8 . The purified enzyme kinetic 
assays were performed at room temperature (25° C) in a media which was set to pH 7.4. We can thus take 
experimental measurements available in the paper and calculate the kinetic parameters of the inhibitors.
Since we assume that the inhibition acts non-competitively with respect to the reaction reagents (in both 
directions), then the inhibition does not affect the affinity for the enzyme to bind with its reagents. Thus the 
non-competitive inhibition only affects the maximum rate of reaction, which is given by the Vmax parameter. 
Thus, the inhibition is included in the equation with an adjustment on the Vmax giving an apparent Vmax as 
follows:
V m ax-app  — V m ax ' ^ ^  [Jnh]
^max-app
V m ax  1 -)---\Inh] ’
Ki
(3.22)
With the inhibitors set at concentration of ImM in their respective experiment assays, the Ki parameters can 
be calculated from the values of the ratio of rate of reaction after inhibition (the apparent maximum rate of 
reaction) to that of the control (the maximum rate of reaction with no acting inhibitors), , using
equation (3.22):
• accoa: 0.084 =  7— -— 7 =4> K n  =  0.0917mM.11 1 accoa \
K i i  J
• succoa: 0.13 =  7----   7 => K {2 =  0.1494mM./ -1 1 succoa  \
I + ^i2 )
• coa: 0.093 =  7— -— 7 => Kis =  0.1025mM.
• atp: 0.59 =  7— =>- K *4 =  1.4309mM.
(:+% )
• adp: 0.56 =  -,— => Ki^ = 1.2727mM.
• amp: 0.74 =  y— => K{q =  2.8462mM.
As discussed previously, we would like to take the cofactor metabolites, such as atp, adp and amp, to be 
constants in our kinetic model. Therefore, since we find that their concentration values are at most of the 
same order of magnitude as their respective Ki values, we assume that their inhibitory effects on the reaction 
are negligible and so do not include them in the reaction equation, thus including only inhibition by accoa, 
succoa and coa, as given in the equation (3.21).
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The PD H  Reaction
The reaction of pyruvate dehydrogenase:
[c] : coa +  nad +  pyr — > accoa +  co2 +  nadh.
It is understood that this reaction is governed by a self assembling multienzyme complex, composed of 
multiple copies of three main subunit enzymes E l, E2 and E3 in the stoichiometry of 24:24:12, respectively. 
The E l unit is made of 12 AceE dimers, the E2 is made of a 24 subunit AceF core, and the E3 unit is made 
of 6 LpdA dimers. Thus, to incorporate the regulation of this enzyme the regulation of each of the three 
main units needs to be included.
The study of [52] had found that the enzyme of this reaction is inhibited by two key metabolites, ac­
coa and nadh. It was even further understood that the metabolite glx also played a significant inhibitory 
effect on the reaction kinetics. Due to the nature of the structure of the multienzyme-complex it was found 
that glx inhibited the reaction competitively against pyr, and nadh inhibited competitively against nad due 
to similarities in their structural interactions. Similarly accoa inhibited the reaction kinetics competitively 
against coa, again due to similarities in structural interactions with the enzyme [11]. This then gives us a 
reaction equation of the form:
VPDH =  7 ----------------:— ------------- ---------- —X— 7------------------------ 7 . (3.23)
I 1 _i_ P V '  _ i _  91^  W  M  I /nad  , nadh  \ /  i  i coa , accoa \
^  Kpyr ^  K i g i J  * +  Knad ^  K^adh J  ^ ^  TÔT! J
The kinetic parameters of the main metabolites of the reaction, as well as the parameters of the affinity of the
enzyme for the inhibitors, were all directly available from literature, although some are from different sources
and even organisms than others. These sources include [11, 15, 52, 113, 120].
The PTAr Reaction
The reaction of phosphotransacetylase (PTAr) is given as:
[c] : accoa + pi ^  actp +  coa.
The core reaction mechanism of this reaction, without the regulation is described in the studies of Campos- 
Bermudez et al [17]:
1. For the forward reaction:
Sigmoidal kinetics with respect to accoa were observed, with a Hill coefficient of 1 .3 , whereas the kinetics 
of pi still showed a hyperbolic response. This gives a reaction equation for the forward part of the reaction 
as:
1.3
kcat, ■ [e] ■ ( ^ )  ■ . ^
-  - TÏ7  : :  TTs r ,  (3.24)
1 I I accoa  \ I pz I / accoa \ pi
for kinetic parameters kcatf =  29.6s“ ,^ K \ = 44.9yuM and K 2 = 2.ImM , all directly taken from the 
paper.
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2. For the reverse reaction:
Different kinetic responses for actp and coa were observed. For actp the kinetic activity response was 
hyperbolic, similar to standard Michaelis-Menten kinetics. However, for coa sigmoidal kinetics were 
observed with a strong Hill coefficient of 1.7.
The kinetics of the enzyme also showed a measurably higher affinity for coa than accoa, giving a kcat  ^
value that is approximately 8 times higher in the reverse direction than in the forward. This then gives 
a reaction equation for the reverse part of the reaction as:
\ 1-7
(3.25)
for kinetic parameters kcau ~  227.6s K^ =  67.2/iM  and K 4 = 0.9m M , also all directly taken from 
the paper.
Is there any other metabolic regulation of the enzyme of this reaction? Indeed the same paper [17] studies the 
regulatory effects of other metabolites on the kinetics of the enzyme of this reaction, which are summarized 
as follows:
1. Cofactor metabolites nadh and atp have shown significant inhibition to the activity of E.coli PTAr in 
both the forward and reverse directions.
2. From the studies reported in the paper, it is understood that both the inhibitors of the PTAr enzyme 
bind allosterically to the enzyme, not at the active site. Due to lack of detail in the paper I assume that 
the two inhibitors do not themselves compete for the same allosteric site.
3. The metabolites pyr and pep showed differential behaviour dependent on the direction of the PTAr 
reaction:
(a) They acted as non-essential activators in the direction of actp production.
(b) They acted as inhibitors in the direction of accoa production.
(c) Maximum activation of reaction in the forward direction was achieved with 0.5mM of pep and 
lOmM of pyr.
4. Again, it is understood that the activators also bind allosterically to the enzyme. Due to lack of detail 
in the study I assume again that the two activators do not compete with one another for the same 
allosteric site on the enzyme, even though the pyruvic acid end of their molecular structures are the 
same.
5. It also seems from the study that both the activators do not compete for the same allosteric site as 
either of the inhibitors, and hence there is no competition between the activators and inhibitors for the 
occupation of the enzyme.
“^ The kinetic parameter kcat is equivalent to  th a t of Ag th a t we discussed for the example of the irreversible Michaelis-Menten 
reaction, kcat is the enzyme turnover rate or specific activity rate.
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6 . With a reaction of multiple reagents it becomes important to understand whether the reagents bind in 
any particular order. This makes a significant difference to the enzyme mechanism and thus the form 
of the mathematical equation representing it. Again due to lack of detail in the study, we assume that 
the reagents in either direction of the reaction bind to the enzyme in random order. This implicitly 
suggests that each reagent has its own binding site, but the reaction still needs all reagents to bind 
before conversion to products.
It seems that there is no evidence to suggest that the state of the cell falls into two distinct behaviours: one, 
at an activatory state when activators out-compete the inhibitors and bind to the enzyme, rendering it highly 
active; or two, at an inhibited state when inhibitors out-compete the activators and bind to the enzyme, 
rendering it almost in-active. Therefore, though we have allosteric regulation of the enzyme, different for 
each direction of the reversible reaction, we see that the enzyme mechanism is not similar to that suggested 
by Monod, Wyman and Changeux [96], which is usually the model suggested for representing the allosteric 
regulation of an enzymatic reaction.
So, how to account for the understood regulation? What are the necessary adjustments to the reac­
tion equations? In general there are a number of different ways in which the inhibition could be acting, but 
in this case, since the inhibition acts allosterically at a site other than the active site, the inhibition can only 
be assumed to act either uncompetitively or non-competitively.
Non-competitive inhibition affects and lowers only the Vmax kinetic parameter, whereas in uncompetitive 
inhibition both the Vmax and Km kinetic parameters are affected. Again the study reported in [17] does
not shed any light on whether it is more one or the other, hence we assume, for the sake of simplicity, that
the inhibition acts non-competitively. With this knowledge we can now write down the reaction kinetic 
equations:
Fyw =  r y w y  . I I A A M  (3.26)
(l + ^  + g )  (l + e )  (l + S )
Prev — Vrev ' “T ~ ~ y  (3.27)
(i + ^  + g  + ^  + Z )
where the respective terms of the equation (3.26) and (3.27) have the following interpretations:
1. The first terms of (3.26) and (3.27) refer to equations (3.24) and (3.25), respectively.
2. The second term of (3.26) accounts for the non-competitive inhibition by nadh and atp, where both 
inhibitors are in competition with one another.
3. The third and forth terms of (3.26) accounts for the non-essential activation by pep and pyr, respectively, 
with neither of the activators competing with one another. We can multiply the third and forth terms 
onto the first two terms of the equation by assuming that the activation of the enzyme is occurring 
independent of inhibitory effects.
4. The second (final) term of (3.27) accounts for the multiple non-competitive inhibitions by nadh, atp, 
pep and pyr, in the reverse direction of the reaction, but where inhibitors compete.
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What about the values of the kinetic terms? The paper only explicitly reports the fundamental Km values 
of the reagents of the reaction, in both directions.
Considering only the inhibitory terms, recall that the inhibition acts non-competitively, and hence 
only the maximum rate of reaction {vmax parameter) of the enzyme kinetics is affected. Thus, the inhibition 
is included in the equation with an adjustment on the parameter, where its now apparent value is given by:
1
Jmax^ app
JmaxMpp
= V.
Vr 1 + [Inh]Ki
(3.28)
The value of this ratio of the apparent maximum rate of reaction compared to the maximum rate of reaction 
under no inhibition can be estimated from data reported in figure 5 of [17]. Using equation (3.28), and
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F ig u r e  3 .2 : An extract of a plot from paper [17] reporting the percentage of the maximum rate of the reaction, w ith respect to  
the rate of reaction w ith  no effectors, in both the forward and reverse direction.
estimating the required ratio from Figure 3.2, we can calculate the inhibition kinetic parameters of each 
inhibitor.
So for the inhibitors of the forward direction:
1. nadh at O.SmM: 0.08 =  —
2. atp at O.SmM: 0.25 =  ^
1+ a t p^i2
0.08 =
0.25 =
i + -
1+ TES"A:i2
For the inhibitors of the reverse direction:
1. nadh at O.SmM: 0.12 =  0.12 =
2. atp at O.SmM: 0.23 =  ^
1+ TT8“
0.23 =
i + -
3. pep at O.SmM: 0.76 =   ^  ^],ep 0.76 =
1+ "ÜTS”
4. pyr at 15mM: 0.71 =  . , L r =7- 0.71 =
Kil =  0.0696mM. 
Ki2 =  0.2667mM.
=> Kil =  O.lOOlmM. 
Ki2 =  0.239rnM.
Ki^ =  2.5333mM.
=  36.7241mM .
We can check our inhibition kinetic parameter values against other experimentally deduced values from Figure 
3.2:
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1. The percentage of reaction activity in the reverse direction with inhibitors pyr (at 15mM) and nadh (at
O.SmM) is given by equation:
^  =  r + m l+ n a d h  ^  «  0-1144 =  11.44%. (3.29)
36.7 0.11
The value of the percentage of activity for the combined effect of inhibitors pyr and nadh reported in 
Figure 3.2 is approximately 12%, consistent with our calculated value. As the combined inhibition is 
written in such a form, and that we find that this gives a consistent value of the percentage of activity of 
the reaction under such regulation, then this is even more evidence that the inhibitors do indeed compete 
with one another for the allosteric binding site, which is what the form of the combined inhibition says.
2. The percentage of reaction activity in the reverse direction when it is inhibited by both pyr (at 15mM) 
and atp (at O.SmM):
^  atp ^  -  0 2103 =  21.03%. (3.30)
36.7 0.239
The value of the percentage of reaction activity for the combined inhibition effect of pyr and atp reported 
in Figure 3.2 is approximately 20%. This is consistent with our calculated value, again supporting the 
idea that pyr and atp must be competing for the same binding site on the enzyme.
With regards to the activatory effects in the forward direction, as discussed in [141] the adjustment to the 
reaction equation for the inclusion of a non-essential activator is given by equation:
~  P V • a  . .
f'fwd =  "^ fwd • 5 (3.31)
for activator A, which in our case are pep and pyr. Looking at the plots of experimental data in figure 5 of 
[17], as shown in Figure 3.3A, we can use these plots to search for the parameter values in the adjustment 
term in (3.31). To do this we first need to calculate the percentage of activity of activated enzyme compared 
to that of unaffected enzyme. We do this with equations:
+ (3.32)
ffwd K i +  pep
Tfwd _  K 2 + V2 - pyr * 100. (3.33)
rfwd K 2 +  pyr
We then set up an unconstrained optimization problem of minimizing the squared vertical distance between 
the curve produced by these equations against their respective experimental data points, leaving the kinetic 
parameters of Ki and Vi for i = 1,2, as the free variable in the optimization. The MATLAB solver used for 
this problem is fminsearch. So as to ensure that the solution found is not a local minimum but more of a 
global minimum, we ran the optimization from 20 different randomly selected initial guesses of the parameters. 
Each gave the same solution proving that the solution in this case was unique. The solution found for the 
optimization problem is as follows:
1. pep: K i = 0.0479 and vi =  1.2051.
2. pyr: K 2 = 1.0642 and V2 = 1.3965.
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F ig u r e  3 .3 : A; An extract of a plot from paper [17] reporting how the concentrations of each of the two activators, pep and pyr, 
affect PTAr reaction in the forward direction. B: Optim al results of the optim ized fitting of reaction equation to 
experim ental data values, as extracted from their respective plots in A.
The ACKr Reaction
The reaction of acetate kinase reaction is given by;
[c] : ac +  atp ^  actp +  adp
From the study of Janson et al reported in [60], the enzyme is said to have a random sequential mechanism. 
Other studies by Spector et al from 1971 have shown that a phosphoenzyme complex intermediate exists [60]. 
Furthermore, the rapid adp-atp exchange observed may suggest that the enzyme may also be working as a 
ping-pong mechanism. The study from [60] thus suggests that both the random sequential and alternative 
ping-pong mechanism may be working in parallel.
Since the paper discusses that the phosphoenzyme is actually not a major intermediate, we therefore 
assume that the pathway of the ping-pong mechanism is rare enough to be neglected. Therefore, we assume 
that the reaction is a random sequential mechanism, only. We take the form of the reaction equation 
of this mechanism from [116], where it is known as the ‘equilibrium random bi-bi reaction, with dead-end 
complexes’ mechanism:
^ n et — "^fwd ^ 
f w d
r m a x f atp ■ ac
' ac -k Aoc - atp +  atp - ac
• adp ■ actp
K. -R'ocfp + ^odp - actp -I- FCocfp - adp 4- adp - actp
(3.34)
(3.35)
(3.36)
iadp  ■ J^act
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with parameter values, including the reaction specific activity rates, taken directly from sources: [36, 60]. The 
following details discuss the regulatory effects seen on the reaction kinetics:
1. It was seen that adp, a reaction product, inhibits enzyme activity in a non-competitive manner. Recalling 
that the effect in the enzyme Vmax is given by factor The Ki value is quite high relative to the
fixed concentration value of adp that we will take from steady state Keio database values, thus we 
assume that its regulatory effect in our model will be negligible. We thus ignore adp as an inhibitor.
2. In the forward direction of the reaction, it is seen that the enzyme activity is regulated with a product 
inhibition by actp. This is understood to occur in a non-competitive manner versus both atp and acetate 
(ac), as can be seen from the Lineweaver-Burk plots reported in [60].
Hence the corrected form of the reaction equation for the forward direction is as follows, as taken from [116]:
A 'B  I____________ 5‘A ' B ' I _
"^ fwd _  __________________ cx-K -^Kÿ g-/3-7-K^ -iCg-iCi  .  .
„  1 I A  I B  , 7 , A -B  , A -7 , B -7 , Ô -A -B -I  ’
maxf Kb q +  œp-rK^-Ks-Ki
for dissociation constants of metabolites A  and B, and K ^ ,  and inhibition kinetic constant Ki
for inhibitor I. Other kinetic parameters include a, /3, 7 , (5 for the effect of A on the binding of B, I 
on the binding of B, I on the binding of A, and I on the catalytic activity of the enzyme complex with A  and B.
To find the kinetic parameters of (3.37) we split the problem into two parts: finding the values of
the kinetic parameters of the basic reaction, and then finding the kinetic parameters of the reaction under 
regulation.
To find the parameter values of a, K ^  and we can compare the reaction equation of the random 
sequential bireactant mechanism as taken from Segel [116], and that of Janson et al [60]:
^ ^  ^ _________________  13.38)
'^max ^  • K ^  P Oi • K ^  • B  P d ■ K ^  • A  P A • B
_ J _ ___ = ___________ T P _____________ (s 3Q\
'^max K i^ • K q  4- K b  ' A  4- • B  P A ■ B
where the first equation is from Segel and the second is from Janson et al. Since we know from Janson et al 
that KiA =  350/iM and K a — 20/iM, then we can calculate the following parameter values from this:
1. q; =  ^
2. = KiA = 350pM
3. KjB = ^  =  101.5mM, where this value is consistent with the value of KiB reported in [60].
It is of interest to note that the Km values found here agree well with experiments performed in the study by 
Fox et al [36]. In fact, these values are reported to be close to physiologically feasible concentration values of 
substrates found in-vivo., making these values, I believe, even more valuable for our model.
With regards to the product inhibitory regulation of actp on the reaction kinetics, we assum e th a t  th e
m echanism  by w hich it inh ib its  is a  linear non-com petitive inhibition . However, due to lack of details 
in the study of ACKr enzyme, we assume that the inhibition of actp has no affect on the enzymes affinity to
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bind to either acetate or atp. Furthermore, we also assume that the enzyme complexed with acetate, atp and 
the inhibitor actp is catalytically inactive. These thus give the values of the regulatory kinetic parameters:
1. /? =  7  =  1 .
2 . 5 =  0 .
Finally, from the study of Janson et al the inhibition constant for acetate kinase Ki was found to be fairly 
consistent when acting against either substrate atp or acetate, giving:
1. K i =  0.715rnM.
T he CS R eaction
The citrate synthase reaction is given by:
[c] : accoa +  I12 0  +  oaa —)► cit +  coa +  h.
The reaction equation was re-evaluated from the equation which was used in our previous kinetic model, 
which was published in paper [63]. The enzymatic mechanism was understood to be regulated in a much more 
complex manner, with non-competitive inhibition by metabolites akg and nadh, and competitive inhibition 
with atp [80]. The schematic of the enzyme mechanism is given in Figure 3.4. The mathematical representation
E-AcCoA-KG
E-AcCoAn E-AcCoA
E,-ATP
E-AcCoAAcCoA
2 E-AcCoA-NADH
•V/V/l/W
E-AcCoA-OAA-NADH  
- ,  V k; E-AcCo A-OAA-KG
E-AcCdA-OAA
CoA E-AcCoA-OAA,> P.AoO/E" cCoA”OAAn
Figure 3 .4: A schematic of the enzym atic reaction mechanism of citrate synthase, regulated by inhibitors atp, nadh, and akg.
The figure has been extracted from Chapter 10 of [80].
of the kinetics and regulation on this reaction enzyme is also reported in Chapter 10 of [80] as the following:
V:, ± f  1 -L I H \  accoaH  +  K H d 2  )  K m a c c o a  * K m ,
oaa
Kdn
Kma Kmc Inh l^ Inh2] Kma Kmc * Inh3
In h l =  1 +
Inh2  =  1 T 
Inh3 = 1 -f
^Hdl
H
Kndi
H
KRdl
Knd2 
H
4-
Kiatp 
akg nadh
Knd2 Kilakg KiljiQdk
H
+
akg
+
nadh (3.40)
H  K n d 2  K i 2 a k g  K i2 n a d h  
Note that the reported equation also allows one to account for the effect on enzyme kinetics by dynamical 
changes in pH of the media, using the dynamical variable H  =  protons. However, since we assume a constant 
pH we can calculate the concentration of protons:
pH = 7 .0 ^  H =
The respective kinetic parameters were also taken from this paper.
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The R eaction of ACONTa and ACONTb
The half-reactions of Aconitase A and Aconitase B are given by:
AC O N Ta  — > [c] : cit ^  aconJJ -f h2 0 . 
ACONTb  — > [c] : aconXI d- h2 0  ^  icit.
For the sake of simplicity, these reactions were effectively lumped with citrate synthase (the previous reaction 
to these ones in the TCA cycle) in our previous model and hence were not explicitly added. With the 
intention of integrating this kinetic model with the genome-scale model we must explicitly include this 
reaction in the model so as to ensure that we do not have gaps of kinetic knowledge when constraining fluxes 
in the genome-scale model with fluxes from the kinetic model.
It is understood that the two aconitase reactions are governed by two Acn enzymes, AcnA and AcnB. 
AcnA is an aerobic-stationary-phase enzyme, induced by iron and oxidation stress, whereas AcnB is a major 
TCA cycle enzyme [61]. Though both simultaneously govern the reaction, since the activity of AcnB seems 
more significant under our conditions of interest (conditions of the Keio experiments, aerobic and not in 
oxidative stress), thus we only consider modelling the enzyme activity of the AcnB enzyme - a dimeric enzyme.
The reaction is composed of two half-reactions, with intermediate metabolite cis-Aconitate. It can be 
seen in the network of metabolic reactions of the genome-scale model that this substrate could potentially 
partake in another metabolic reaction, namely ACONIs. However, when performing F VA on the fully 
adjusted genome-scale model we find that the flux range and flux value of the reaction is zero. Hence, 
the intermediate metabolite is only used in our kinetic model reactions, ACONTa and ACONTb. For the 
sake of simplicity, we assume that the reaction ACONTa rapidly equilibrates with changes to reaction rate 
of ACONTb, making ACONTb the rate limiting reaction, implying that the metabolite concentration of 
acon_C is effectively at steady state. This means that flux of ACONTa and ACONTb are equal, and that the 
intermediate metabolite concentration remains constant.
From the purified enzyme kinetic studies of this enzyme by Tsuchiya et al, it was found that the en­
zyme kinetics clearly expressed sigmoidal curves of enzyme activity, implying that the enzym e kinetic can 
thus be expressed m athem atically as a reversible Hill equation [131]:
V A C O N T a  =  Va o O N T ,  =
for Hill coefficients n /  and rir. All kinetic parameters were also taken from the same paper, including the 
enzyme specific activity which was reported to be 1^ ^ .
The ICDH Reaction
The reaction of isocitrate dehydrogenase is given as:
[c] : icit +  nadp — > akg -f co2 4- nadph.
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Though the reaction is understood to be reversible, it is reported in EcoCyc [67] that the reaction direction 
is favoured towards the synthesis of akg, hence we assume that it is unidirectional, as shown above.
The studies of Nimmo [99] elucidated that the reaction mechanism of the enzyme must obey a cornpulsory- 
order mechanism, with the cofactor metabolite nadp binding first and icit binding second. In the terminology 
of Segel, in [116], the reaction mechanism is known as an irreversible ordered bi-ter mechanism, 
and is thus modelled by the following mathematical equation:
ic it  ^ nadp
K m . K m .
V IC D H  =
n a d p
1 + nadp ic it nadp
(3.42)
K'^nadp Kuiicit I^ '^ nadp
with kinetic parameters Km idt and Krrinadp- Note that any change in the binding afhnity of the nadp-enzyme 
complex to icit will be totally absorbed in the value found for Kmidt-
The parameter value of Km tdt is reported in the studies of Ogawa [101], however the value of Kmnadp 
is not. To find this value, using their plot of the reaction velocity versus change in concentration of icit, 
as given in Figure 3.5, we can solve a non-linear constrained optimization problem to find the minimum 
squared vertical distance between the curve of the equation (3.42) and the plotted experimental data. In this 
optimization the free variables to be found are and Kmnadpi constraining their values to only take
positive real numbers. Again, in running the optimization, to ensure that the solution does not become stuck
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F ig u r e  3 .5 : A plot of the reaction velocity versus the change in icit m etabolite concentration, as extracted from [101]. From the 
top of the plot; The filled circles are data from m edia with no additional m etabolite, triangles are data from media 
w ith G.2mM of pep added, squares are data from m edia w ith ImM of pop added, and open circles are data from 
m edia w ith 5mM of pep added.
in some local minimum, we run the solver starting from 25 different initial guesses. We find that every time 
the solver converges to the same values, giving us a unique solution set of:
1. Krrinadp =  0.005mM and Vmax =  54.8294 jim olm in -m g -P ro te in  ’
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2. for a value of Km idt = 0.029mM.
The optimized fit of the parameterized equation with the experimental data is shown in Figure 3 .6 . Is the
Finding Kinetic Parameters v and K .
= 54.8294 and =
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
Concentration of ICIT (mM) for fixed 1mM PEP
F ig u r e  3 .6 : A plot of the optim ized fitting of reaction equation to experim ental data of Ogawa et al.
enzyme regulated by other metabolites? How do we account for these regulations? The studies of Ogawa et 
al [101] discussed the elucidation of the inhibitory role of metabolite pep in the regulation of the nadp-ICDH 
enzyme complex, as can be seen from Figure 3.5. They discuss that a sigmoidal shaped curve becomes more 
apparent in the presence of higher concentrations of the inhibitor pep, suggesting the cooperative binding 
effect of pep to the enzyme. Thus we have an allosteric inhibition of icit binding to the enzyme complex by 
pep. In analogy, Segel [116] describes a similar allosteric system, where the inhibitor is assumed to have a 
much higher affinity for the T-state (inactive) than the i?-state (active) of the enzyme. Assum ing that the 
substrate icit binds exclusively to the enzyme i?-state, and inhibitor pep binds exclusively to  
the enzyme T-state, the velocity equation for much a mechanism is given by:
a
a =
R
P
1 + 0  
icit 
K TTlidt
■R
(l +  o)^
T . ( l  +  ^ )'' +  (l +  o]
pep
K i pep
O • (1 +  o ) n —1
T - ( l  +  ^ )"  +  ( l  +  o ) '
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)
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Since the enzyme must first bind to nadp to form a complex, and pep inhibits only this complex from binding 
to the substrate icit, it could be thought that icit is the only substrate to the ICDH reaction. In making such an 
assumption, our mechanism with regulation can be written exactly as equation (3.47). To add in the allosteric 
regulation by pep, we must multiply our basic reaction equation (3.42) by the R  term given in equation (3.45). 
Now we have an additional two kinetic parameters n and L. To find these, similar to before, we set up and 
solve a non-linear unconstrained optimization routine (using MATLABs optimization function ‘fminsearch) 
to minimize the squared vertical distance between the curve of the adjusted reaction equation, with regulatory 
part, and experimental data from Figure 3.5. Since we now have available experimental data for different 
concentrations of inhibitor pep, we run the optimization problem over all different pep concentrations, were 
the objective function of the optimization is the sum of the squared distances between the equation curve 
and data of each pep concentration value. Similar to before, we ran the problem 25 times, each time from a 
different (randomly selected) initial guess. Again, we found that the solution always converged to the same 
values, hence giving us a unique solution where L =  0.3709 and n =  1.0048. The plot of Figure 3.7 shows the 
results of onr optimized parameters.
Finding Allosteric Inhibition Parameters c  and n 
Allosteric Inhibition term = (1 + icit/K.j,|()'’/(L*(1 + PEP/Kj)" + (1 + icit/Kj j^ )^")
L = 0 .3709 and n = 1,0048
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F ig u r e  3 .7 : A plot of the optim ized fitting of reaction equation to experim ental data of Ogawa et al, which includes data for 
different concentrations of inhibitor pep.
In summary the reaction equation used for modelling the enzyme kinetic mechanism for ICDH is given
by:
r i C D H
. .I C D H  _ ic it  _ nadp  
^max Kmidt Kmnaa 
1 t nadp  
KTTln.n.ri
' ''iisLv -  * . .  ^ ( l a d p
ic it  ^ nadp
( i + ^ ) ’
(i + rfw) + ( i  + 7dSr)
(3.48)
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The AKGDH Reaction
The reaction for 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (also known as o-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase) is given by:
[c] : akg +  coa T nad -A C02 +  nadh +  succoa.
This reaction is governed by a large enzyme complex with the following subunit composition:
[ S u c A ] i 2  +  [S'ucH] 24 +  [Lpd] 2-
Prom the studies of Wright et al [148], the reaction mechanism of this enzym e was under­
stood to be a m ulti-site ping-pong mechanism w ith product inhibition by both nadh and
succoa. In addition, the study of Gupta et al [46] showed that the purified form of this enzyme complex was 
inhibited by high concentrations o f the m etabolite glyoxylate (glx), reporting that the inhibitor of 
the dissociation parameter Ki for glx is 1.7mM. The overall reaction equation for this reaction is thus:
* coa * nad * Inhib
V A K G D H {Knad * Cikg * coa) +  {Kcoa * akg * nad) +  {Kakg * coa * nad) +
, , , f  ^ akq * K z^  succoa * n a d k \[akg * coa * nad) +-I ------------—-------------------  1 +
V  K I  succoa J
^ Knad * akg * coa * nadh  ^  ^  /  Kcoa * akg * nad * succoa \  ^
V Kinadh J \  K i  succoa )
(  Kakg * * akg * succoa * nadh \
\  Kiakg * Kisuccoa J
' (3-49)
 ^+  Kigl:,
assuming non-competitive inhibition.
The study of Wright et al is done on a different bacteria from E.coli. So could the mechanism still 
be valid? The paper argues that in comparison of the metabolites, enzyme concentrations, and even the 
measurable enzyme kinetic constants {Km) isolated from different organisms are found to be relatively 
consistent, under the same conditions, with several examples given in the paper. This consistency amongst 
different organisms thus may suggest that we can assume that the knowledge about the mechanism of this 
enzyme of interest and its kinetic parameter values for this organism is the same as that for E.coli. The 
kinetic parameters were taken from their respective sources.
The SUCOAS Reaction
The reaction of succinyl-CoA synthetase is given by:
[c] : atp -P coa d- succ ^  adp 4 -pi + succoa.
It is discussed from the studies of Moffet et al that the reaction mechanism for the kinetic action of
enzym e SUCOAS is a reversible rapid equilibrium hybrid random-ordered terreactant system ,
w ith a requirement that the enzyme must bind w ith one substrate first, and then the com plex  
formed can bind to the other substrates in random order. A schematic of the mechanism action is 
given in Figure 3.8. For the forward reaction, it is assumed that:
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6 C Products 8 Q and R
A f
/ \ T
E EA \ / EA,B,C
f t E,RQ.R
C B
Figure 3.8: A schematic of the enzymatic reaction mechanism assumed for the SUCOAS reaction. The substrates for this reaction 
are A, B and C and products are P, Q and R, with enzyme complexes E.A and E.A.B.C and E.P.Q.R.
1 . A = adp, which binds to the enzyme first.
2. After which B  = succoa and C =  pi can bind to the resulting complex in any order.
For the reverse reaction, it is assumed that:
1 . A = atp binds first, as proposed in paper [93].
2. After which B  =  coa and C = succ can bind the resulting complex in any order.
The mathematical equation which models the above mechanism is assumed to be of the same form for both 
the forward and reverse direction of the reaction. The equation, as taken from [116] is:
Umax ' A • B • C
rsucoAS = (3.50)Ka ' Kb • Kc  + Kb • Kc • A + K c • A ■ B -\~ Kb ~ A • C +-AA • B • G + A • B ■ C 
The reaction kinetic parameter values are taken directly from literature, where the parameters for the 
forward reaction are taken from [13], and the parameters for the reverse reaction are taken from [93], the 
same source from which the mechanism of enzymatic action was proposed.
It is important to note that for this equation we are assuming that the affinity for the enzyme to bind to 
various substrates is not affected by the complex of the enzyme to any of the other substrates, where such 
an assumption is based on the fact that substrates B and C can bind in random order.
The SUCDi R eaction
As discussed in the previous subsection, we assume that the reaction of SUCDi is irreversible but active 
under our growth conditions of interest, namely, glucose aerobic growth conditions. From [51, 87] the enzyme 
kinetics of the reactions is understood to follow simple hyperbolic Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The reaction 
occurs as follows:
[c] : g8 -I- succ — > fu m  4- g8 /i2. (3.51)
Assuming that the ubiquinone-8 (q8) is freely available in the cell, i.e. that its concentration is so high that 
it has no rate limiting effect on this reaction, we can therefore ignore its concentration in the expression of 
the enzyme kinetic equation of this reaction. Hence, our enzyme kinetic reaction equation is given by:
kcat • [Et] ■ succ]
USUCDi = Km 4- succ
(3.52)
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where the enzyme affinity constant for succ is given by Km =  2.6 x kcat for succ can be derived from
the enzyme specific activity =  0.078
The PPG  Reaction
The reaction of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase, a key anaplerotic reaction, is given as:
[c] : C02 +  h2 0  +  pep — )■ h +  oaa +  pi.
Overexpression of the Ppc enzyme is understood to greatly improve the yield of biomass, by fermentation, 
when cells are grown in glucose media [67]. The enzyme is also considered to act in a regulatory manner, re­
plenishing oaa metabolite concentration pool, in a way controlling a potential flux bottleneck in the TCA cycle.
The study of Izui et al [56] attempts to clarify the kinetic properties of E.coli Ppc enzyme in in-vivo, 
and to evaluate the physiological significance of some metabolite regulators. They have a saturation curve 
for each ligand along with the core reaction mixture that contained “physiological concentrations of ligands, 
defined as concentrations of ligands found in the glucose-grown cells” [56]. The enzyme was partially purified 
from crude extracts of E.coli grown on minimal media conditions of glucose as the sole carbon source, with 
key salts. The conditions of the reaction mixture were set such that the temperature is 30°C and pH is 7.3, 
reported as being the intracellular conditions of the cell.
The activity of the enzyme is regulated by a number of key allosteric effectors, where their effects were 
studied by adding, one-by-one, their concentrations at physiologically known concentration amounts, namely
0.4mM of accoa, 2mM of fdp and ImM of malate:
1. K ey activators of the enzym e are accoa and fdp. It is interesting to note that in the absence 
of the activators the activity of the enzyme was found to be quite low, possibly suggesting that the 
activators are indeed a requirement rather than just a ‘bonus’. It was found that accoa was the most 
significant and most ‘powerful’ of the two activators. Fdp itself was found not to exhibit much of an 
activatory effect, if at all, but was found to create a strong synergistic activation of the enzyme activity 
together with accoa.
2 . The key inhibitor of this reaction is L-malate. It was seen however, that the synergistic effect of 
the activators accoa and fdp alleviate the inhibition by malate.
With regards to the mathematical form of the core part of the reaction, the studies of Izui et al find that in the 
absence of activators the enzyme activity is actually only 6% of that achievable in the presence of activators, 
that the Km parameter for pep Kpcp =  15mM, and that the reaction kinetics behaves with slight sigmiodicity 
with a Hill coefficient of n = 1.2. Therefore we have that the core reaction is given by the reaction equation:
where the molecules of both C02 and h20 have been assumed to be freely available in the cell, and so since 
they are not rate limiting in this reaction their respective concentrations have been ignored in the equation.
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In regards to how to account for the enzyme kinetic regulation of the reaction we use the experimen­
tal data reported in Izui et al, where they report the enzyme activity under the influence of many activators 
and inhibitors. The plot of this data is represented in Figure 3.9. We find that there are a number of papers
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F ig u r e  3 .9 : F lo l of the .saturation curves of pep in the presence of ‘physiological concentrations’ of allosteric effectors, (a): Curves 
in the presence of only activators, (b): Curves in the presence of both activators and inhibitors. C =  accoa, F =  
fdp, G =  GTP, A =  L-aspartate and M =  L-malate. P lot was extracted from [56].
in the literature which propose slightly different mechanisms for the action of the reaction regulators. The 
study of Wohl and Markus [146] seemed to propose that the enzyme was regulated by allosteric activators 
and inhibitors in a manner like that described by the Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) model. When we 
used this equation to model the kinetics shown in Figure 3.9 the model failed to produce any good fittings. 
The main reason was that the MWC model only accounts for the allosteric effect to changes in either the 
Vmax or Km kinetic parameter value, not both simultaneously as was seen from the saturation curves. To 
be able to account for the apparent changes to both the kinetic models we thus assume that the enzyme is 
being regulated by two non-essential activators (accoa and fdp); non-essential since they bind allosterically 
and not to the active site of the enzyme. Furthermore, since accoa has such a significant effect alone and fdp 
has such an insignificant effect alone, we therefore also assume that their activatory effects act independently. 
Hence, the equations for the apparent Vmax and apparent Kpep under activators accoa and fdp are given by:
Vmaxapp Vmax
^pepappi — ^pep
a*accoa*b*fdp*e  \a*accoa
accoa* fd paccoa
*Kafdp 
accoa*fdp*eaccoa
*d*Kafdc * K ac* K a d ^ I \  Cl f d p
accoa^fdpaccoa
(3.54)
(3.55)
Ko,accoa ' Kdfdp ' Kaaccoa*Ko,fdp ^
To account for the strong synergistic effect of the simultaneous binding of accoa and fdp we have added the 
multiplicative scaling parameter e in the mixing terms of both equations (3.54) and (3.55). This form of 
equations thus represents the non-essential activation by accoa and fdp at independent allosteric 
binding sites, but where the binding of one activator influences the binding of the other, hence 
the requirement of other kinetic parameter values, a and b.
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To find all the kinetic parameters of these set of equations modelling the effects of the activators, we 
solved a non-linear constrained optimization problem where the objective was to minimize the squared vertical 
distance between equation curves and experimental data from Izui et al. The free variables of the optimization 
problem were all the kinetic scaling parameters (a, b, c, d, and e) and the values of dissociation constants of 
the activators, Kaccoa and Kf^p- Similar to other optimization problems solved, we run the problem 25 times, 
each time initiating the solver with a set of randomly selected values for the free variables. The results of the 
optimized fitting is shown in Figure 3.10.
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F ig u r e  3 .1 0 : P lot of the optim ized fitting of the reaction equations accounting for activatory effects of accoa and fdp against 
experim ental saturation curves taken from data reported in [56].
From other studies of Izui et al it was confirmed that mal is indeed a significant inhibitor of the enzyme 
kinetics. It was observed that the maximal reaction velocities {vmax) obtained from double reciprocal plots of 
pep concentration versus velocity were not affected by the presence of the inhibitor malate [55]. Hence, th e  
inh ib ition  by L-m alate was unders to o d  to  be of com petitive type , giving us the following equation 
accounting for apparent Kpep value:
malK  — K^pepapp-2 — ^pepappl 1 + K, (3 .56)
With the measured and reported values of the apparent Km (.Kpepappg), hi the presence of inhibitor malate, 
and Kpep value itself in the absence of the inhibitor, we were able to calculate the dissociation constant of the 
inhibitor
[mal]KPCPapp2
IC
= K PG-PappX
mal]
1 + K
K,
P^^ Pgpp2
P^^ Pappl
2.20mM. (3 .57)
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Prom the knowledge of the enzyme reaction mechanism, one can see in an almost obvious way how the 
activity of Ppc regulating metabolism is being regulated according to metabolic requirements. I believe that 
the following explanations may help to reveal the true purpose of the reaction and its role in controlling 
metabolic flux:
1. In the literature, it had been believed that the activity of the PPC reaction is only around 2% of the its 
full potential, for cells grown on glucose. The cause of this extremely low activity may be due to two 
key factors: that the concentration of pep is about 1/15*^ of its half-saturation concentration, (given 
that Kpep ~  15mM), and that high concentrations of inhibitor molecules counteracts the effect of the 
reaction activators [56].
2 . The key metabolite which effectively ‘connects’ glycolysis with the TCA cycle is accoa, via the CS 
reaction. Oaa is also a substrate of the CS reaction, and so if its concentration was to fall to very low 
values it would cause a constriction in flux of this reaction. Intuitively, one would therefore expect an 
accumulation of accoa.
3. When we have an accumulation of accoa, from the regulation of PPC reaction, it would seem that 
this would then activate the otherwise highly inactive reaction. Thus, flux which is propagating down 
glycolysis is now distributed towards increasing the production of oaa. This in turn, supports a greater 
flux to pass into the TCA cycle.
4. When there is too high an accumulation of oaa, this would cause the equilibrium of the MDH reversible 
reaction in the TCA cycle to shift its chemical equilibria to the reverse direction, or at least to the side 
of the production of malate rather than its original direction of oaa production. Hence, with a slower 
MDH reaction we would expect an accumulation of malate.
5. With an accumulation of malate concentration, we would expect a greater inhibitory effect on the PPC 
reaction, reducing the flux towards oaa production, which in turn restores the chemical equilibria of 
MDH towards oaa production and reduces the reliability of flux from PPC.
6 . One can see that for the cell to regulate flux into the TCA cycle, and thus implicitly regulating the 
production of metabolites which originate from TCA cycle metabolites, metabolic level regulation of 
the PPC enzymatic reaction is only required. Furthermore, the competition between the activators in 
glycolysis and malate in the TCA cycle could in fact be ‘stabilizing’ and indeed ‘buffering’ changes to 
the concentration of oaa, with the purpose of ensuring constant flux through the TCA cycle and the 
subsequent production of components for cell synthesis.
The M E l Reaction
The reaction of nad-consuming malic enzyme is given by:
[c] : maUL 4- nad — C02 +  nadh + pyr.
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From the studies of Wang et al [142] data had conformed to a sequential initial velocity pattern. Such a 
mechanism can be modelled by the following equation, as taken from [141]:
'^max ' A ' Br = (3.58)Bia ■ Ki) +  Ka ' B  +  Kj) ■ A A ■ B  
for substrate concentrations A = nad and B  — mal. At very high concentration of the substrates, it was 
also observed that the reaction activity was being inhibited by its own substrates. However, for substrate 
inhibition to be observable, the substrate concentrations seem to take values which could be considered to be 
well beyond those that would be physiologically expected in the wild-type cell. Hence we will ignore these 
effects.
The kinetic parameters of equation (3.58) are reported in paper [142], with the exception of the value of 
Kia =  Kinad- To find this value, we run a non-linear optimization problem to minimize the squared vertical 
distance between the data taken from [142], as shown in Figure 3.11 A, and the equation curves. The optimized 
fitting, which was found by fixing Knad and Kmai and leaving Kinad and Vmax as the free variables, is shown 
in Figure 3.1 IB.
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F ig u r e  3 .1 1 : Figures showing how we found the kinetic parameters of the core reaction equation for M El reaction. (A): A figure 
extracted from [142] showing the kinetic determ ination of the reaction at six different fixed concentration values of 
nad. The activity was measure at different concentrations of m alate (from top to bottom :0.4m M , 0.7m M , IrnM,
2mM, and 3mM ). (B): P lot of the optim ized fitting of the reaction equation to experim ental data taken from (A).
It was found that when an assay containing Mg^+ ions (with MgCl2 added into the media) was used for 
kinetic studies by Yamaguchi et al, as reported in [149], the substrate saturation curve of malate gave a Hill
coefficient of 1.3. This implies that the substrate actually exhibits what is known as a ‘cooperative homotropic
interaction’ with the enzyme. Since this ion is also present in the media used in the Keio experiments, namely 
from MgS0 4 , we therefore now include a Hill coefficient of n =  1.3 on the concentration of malate, to give us 
a corrected rate equation of the form:
Vm.n.'r ' A ■ B^r = (3 .59). A -k A . B"
Since this is a distinct property of the Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) model of allosteric regulation of 
the enzyme, we begin to question whether the regulation of this enzyme could indeed be expressed by snch a 
model.
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In studies of Yamaguchi et al regulatory effects of some metabolites on the activity levels of the enzyme 
were observed. It was reported that the substrate saturation curve for malate, i.e. the sigmoidal nature of 
the saturation profile, showed an enhanced cooperative effect of the enzyme and hence a more pronounced 
sigmoidal profile of enzyme activity in the presence of metabolite coa, so much so that the apparent Hill 
coefficient for the profile increase from 1.3 to 1.6. Based on these observations, it seems plausible that 
coa is allosterically inhibiting the enzyme activity, more so with respect to reagent malate rather than nad 
[149]. Furthermore it is assumed that the inhibition of coa exerts its effect by shifting the reaction chemical 
equilibrium between the R-state (active) and T-state (inactive) of the enzyme, thereby suggesting that the 
allosteric inhibition of coa could be modelled using the MWC-model [149]. Together with the observation that 
coa increases the apparent Hill coefficient of the saturation profiles of malate, which means that the inhibition 
implicitly only affects the Km kinetic parameter and not the Vmax, therefore we assume that the kinetics can 
be modelled by a ‘K-system’ MWC-model of allosteric regulation [96]. The overall rate equation, including 
regulatory effects of coa, is given by the following rate equation:
VA4EI — D iHm ei '^max *(Ki^od * * nud) -H (nad * maZ'"!)
n2
Inh  MEl =
1 + m al
n2 /  , \ n 2
i  * ( 1 + I + 11 +
(3.60)
Finally, to find the required unknown rate equation parameter values we take the data from the plot of 
figure 8 from [149], as shown in Figure 3.12A, and solve an unconstrained non-linear optimization problem 
in MATLAB (using MATLAB function ‘fminsearch’), where the objective is to minimize the squared vertical 
distance between the reported data and the equation curve found for the set of parameter values. The equation 
considered was only that of InhuE i-  The free variables of the problem are the kinetic parameters unknown in 
the equation term of I u Hm e i  of (3.60), namely n2 , L and Ki. The equation curve of the optimized parameter 
values is given in Figure 3.12B.
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F ig u r e  3 .1 2 : Figures of the plots used to find the kinetic parameters for the regulatory part of the reaction equation of M E l.
(A); A figure extracted from [149] showing the counteractions of L-aspartate against coa. We only use the data of 
the non-filled circles, which shows the inhibiting effect of various concentrations of coa on enzym e activity, relative 
to  no addition of coa. (B): The optim ized fit of equation I n h u E i  to data of (A ), w ith optim ized parameter values 
shown in the plot title.
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The G 6PDH  and PGL Reaction
The reaction of glucose 6phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) and Gphosphogluconolactonase (PGL) are given 
by:
(c) : g6 p +  nadp ^  Qpgl + h + nadph 
(c) : Qpgl +  h2 0  — Qpgc +  h
It was reported in [75] that the reaction of PGL can proceed spontaneously, making it difficult to study the 
physiological role of the enzyme. Therefore, assuming a rapid equilibriation of the formation and consumption 
of 6pgl, we choose to lump together the two sequential reactions. Though it is understood that the reaction 
of G6PDH is reversible, the reaction of PGL is not, thus the lumped reaction is assumed to be irreversible, 
and is given by:
[c] : gQp +  nadp +  A20 — > Qpgc +  2 • h +  nadph.
In the studies of cellular carbohydrate metabolism, the nature of the control system which determines 
the split in flux distribution at g6p between the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) and glycolysis is not 
understood well. The pentose-phosphate pathway can be thought of as either a biosynthetic pathway leading 
to the production of r5p, e4p, and s7p, as a source of reduced NADP+ for biosynthesis, or even as a cyclic 
pathway of carbohydrate metabolism forming g3p. Some studies have shown a 20-30% flux toward the 
oxidative phase reactions of the PPP [111]. It had also been shown that the activity of the key enzymes 
of this pathway, namely G6PDH, GND, TKT and TALA, actually do not significantly vary in E.coli with 
various growth rate conditions [26, 111]. Thus, one may expect that the activity of at least one of these 
enzymes is regulated by some effectors in the cell [111]. Alternatively, it could be that the ability of the cell 
to regulate NADPH indirectly regulates the flow of carbon through the oxidative phase of the PPP reactions 
[111]. Studies on the purified enzyme showed that the enzyme is quite specific for the cofactor metabo­
lite NADP-h, without which the enzyme activity is understood to be only 1/50*^ of its potential value [67, 111].
In further studies reported in [111], with regards to the enzyme regulation, since the cofactor metabo­
lites NADPH and NADH are understood to be central control compounds for a large number of enzymes 
involved in the oxidative steps of carbohydrate metabolism, there effects were studied on the activity of the 
G6PDH enzyme. The following was found:
1. The reaction is inhibited by product nadph, where it inhibits in competition to nadp.
2 . The reaction is inhibited non-competitively by nadph, with respect to binding to sites other than the 
active site.
3. The inhibitory effects of nadh is non-competitive with respect to the enzyme activity.
4. This observation is further supported by the suggestion that the inhibitor binds to an allosteric site, 
which is very specific to NADH. It was observed that even other compounds related to NADH such as 
ATP, ADP, AMP, GTP, AcGoA and GoA were found to be incapable of inhibition.
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5. We therefore assume non-competitive inhibition by NADH, but with an assumed Hill-type exponent in 
order to account for the cooperative effect of the inhibition.
It is important to appreciate that the first two points above are not contradictory, since nadph seems to be 
able to affect both the and Vmax values, indicative of the fact that nadph inhibits the reaction uncompet­
itively.
The mechanism of the reaction is understood to be an irreversible bi-ter reaction with uncom­
petitive product inhibition by nadph; com petitive with nadp and non-com petitive with g6p; and 
with non-com petitive inhibition by nadh, and is thus be modelled using the following set of equations:
* nadp * g6p * N C Inh \ * N C In h 2
VG6PDH * C /n d )  +  (//Tio# * C /n d  * p6p) -k (nadp * /Cg6p) +  (nadp * p6p)
N C I n h i  =  NonCompInhgGpByNADPH =
1 + nadph
n a d p h  g 6 p
N C I n h 2 =  N o n C o m p In h b y N A D H  =
1 +
C /nd  =  CompInhnadpByNADPH =  1
/  nadh \  ^
\  P-'^ nadh J
nadph
^'^nadph—nadp
(3.61)
Though many of the kinetic parameter were reported in paper [111], three key kinetic parameters of the 
regulatory effectors were not given, namely the values of Kinadh and n from (3.61), and Kinadph-g&p from 
(3.61). To find these parameters we solve an unconstrained non-linear optimization problem minimizing the 
squared vertical distance between the equation curve and the respective experimental data taken from plot in 
[111]. The figures from the paper and the respective optimized results are shown in the figures 3.13 and 3.14 
below.
.375
.250
O Exp Data: (NADPH] -  OmM 
O Exp Data: [NADPH] = 0,037mM.125
12040
1/[NADP] (mM'')
Figure 3.13: Plots used to find the G6PDH reaction equation parameter value of K i „ , a d p h  g 6 p -  (A): P lot extracted from [111] 
figure 3, showing the experim ental results of the study of inhibition of N A D PH  (TPNH ) w ith N A D P (T PN ). The 
different lines represent results from different concentrations of NADPH; 1 is none, 2 is 0.037mM , 3 is 0.074mM, 
and 4 is 0.148mM . (B): Plot of the optim ized result when fitting (3.61) to  data from (A). The parameter value from 
the optim ized fitting is written in the title of the plot.
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Equation for the Noncompetitive Inhibition Term of NADH = 1/(1 + (nadh/K^
O Exp Data Sanwa!1970. [NADH] = OmM
O Exp Data Sanwal1970, [NADH] = 0.264mM
0  Exp Data Sanwal1970. [NADH] = 0.44mM
,375
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.125-
1204 0 80
F ig u r e  3 .1 4 : P lots used to find the G 6PDH reaction equation parameter values of Kinadh  and n.  (A): P lot extracted from [111] 
figure 7, showing the experim ental results of the study of the inhibition effects of NADH  (D PN H ) on the reaction  
velocity, w ith g6p as the variable substrate on the x-axis. The different lines represent different concentration values 
of NADH: 1 is no inhibitor, 2 is 0.176mM , 3 is 0.264mM , and 4 is 0.44mM. (B): P lot of the optim ized result when  
fitting (3.61) to  data from (A). The parameter values from the optim ized fitting is written in the title  of the plot.
The GND Reaction
The reaction of phosphogluconate dehydrogenase is given by;
[c] : Qpgc +  nadp — )• cog +  nadph +  ru5p-D.
The studies of de Silva [26] report that the GND enzyme is significantly inhibited by metabolite fdp and 
cofactor metabolite atp. The experimental data in the paper showed that the ATP inhibition curve was 
sigmoidal with half-maximal inhibition at 3mM, and the fdp inhibition curve was hyperbolic with half-maximal 
inhibition at 0.025mM, as shown in Figure 3.15. This limited data show that E.coli Cud enzyme shows fairly
100
I^
 5 0 -
I
5^  1
F-1 , 6-P2
ATP
20 3 4 5
F ig u r e  3 .1 5 : An extract from paper [26], figure 1, showing the inhibitory effects of fdp and atp on the enzym e activ ity  of reaction  
GND, in the pentose phosphate pathway. The units of the x-axis for atp are going up in IniM  units and for fdp 
they arc going up in O.lmM.
complex kinetics and that fdp and atp are potential negative effectors in-vivo.
Atp inhibited the activity of Gnd competitively with respect to 6pgc. Similarly, GND showed strong
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inhibition by fdp, which was found to be inhibiting competitively with respect to 6pgc [97]. Even though this 
analysis was done for the GND enzyme purified from Corynebacterium glutamicum rather than E.coli^ we 
assume the same basic mechanism with parameters as found and reported in [26]. Assuming each inhibitor 
is not in competition with one another, the reaction equation to model this mechanism is thus given by the 
following equations:
 ______________________________ *Qpgc^ nadp_________________________ ^
(dpgc +  KQpgc +  * (nadp +  Knadp * ( l  +
The Reactions of T K T l and TKT2
The reactions of transketolase are given by the following two reactions:
T K T l  (c) : rbp +  xubp — D ^  gSp +  s7p 
T K T 2  (c) : e4p +  xu3p-D  / 6p +  g3p
E.coli contains two transketolase isozymes TktA and TktB, where TktB is responsible for the minor transke­
tolase activity. Expression of TktA and TktB is complementary, resulting in approximately a constant level 
of transketolase expression throughout growth [67]. Assuming that TktA plays a larger role in metabolism 
when the cell is in exponential phase of growth, only its enzyme activity will be modelled for our kinetic 
model. The TktA enzyme is the reversible link between glycolysis and the PPP.
In EcoCyc [67], with no reports of regulatory metabolites (amongst the metabolites of central carbon 
metabolism) for either TKTl or TKT2, we assume that both the reactions are reversible Michaelis- 
M enten kinetics. This is in contrast to the simple mass action kinetics that was taken for our previous 
kinetic model:
^ T K T l  =  7 ---------- 7------------ \ ^ ---- 7-------------- y------------r 7  (3.63)
(Kr5p * ^1 -b KgSpJ * [KxubpD * 4- K^pJ Xu 3pDj
Vmax^ * * XUbpD -
V T K T 2  =  7 -------------- 7----------^ -------- ^ - 7 ------------------- {  X------------------------------- T  (3-64)
( K e i p  * ^ 1 +  Kf6p)  +  * (^xu5pD  * ( 1 +  +  XU bp D j
All the kinetic parameter values for both the reactions are taken from the study of Sprenger et al [122].
The TALA Reaction
The reaction of transaldolase is given by:
[c] : gSp 4- s7p ^  e4p -b / 6p.
There are two closely related transaldolases in E.coli, encoded by talA and talB genes. TalA enzyme has 
not been biochemically characterized, but it is known that the protein levels of TalA are induced by osmotic 
stress under aerobic conditions [67]. Since only TalB has been biochemically characterized, and we consider 
the modelling of bacterial central carbon metabolism under aerobic, non-osmotic stress conditions (assumed),
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we will thus only consider the biochemical kinetic mechanism of the TalB enzyme as a representation of 
the kinetic of this reaction. TalB is an enzyme of the non-oxidative branch of the PPP, and along with 
transketolase it creates a reversible link between the PPP and glycolysis.
With regards to the regulation of the enzyme, from other studies of Sprenger et al, reported in [121] 
the enzyme was observed to be inhibited by phosphate in a competitive manner. It was further established 
that the average dissociation rate of phosphate to the enzyme (Ki), in a media of pH 8.5, from five different 
concentrations of phosphate was 19±3mM. Since this concentration is much higher than the concentration 
measured in-vivo the inhibitory effect becomes insignificant. Therefore, we will ignore the effect of phosphate 
on the kinetics of this reaction.
With no other regulatory effects known for this enzyme, we thus assume that the reaction mecha­
nism for TALA can be modelled by a reversible random-order bi-bi mechanism. This mechanism 
is modelled by this following equation:
V I » » '[ K g S p  * ( l T  +  p 3p ) * ( K s7p * ( l  +  +  s7p^
where all kinetic parameters are taken from the paper [121].
The Reactions of ACS, ICL, and MALS
As discussed previously, the flux of these reactions have been set to zero, since their reaction activities are 
believed to repressed/ non-active under aerobic glucose limiting conditions.
All Other Reactions
For all of the other remaining reactions there was no change in the form of its reactions equation, either 
because no other knowledge could be found about it or because the mechanisms represented by the current 
equation agrees with the known knowledge of that reaction.
3 . 4 . 4  S u m m a r y
Our kinetic model can be summarized by the schematic of the reactions and metabolic level regulation shown 
in Figure 3.16.
A list of the following kinetic model elements are given in the respective appendix:
1. A table of the list of reactions included in the kinetic model, along with their respective enzymes and 
associated genes, are given in Appendix M.
2. A table summarizing the kinetic model reaction mechanisms and their respective effectors (activator and 
inhibitor metabolites), as well as the reference source from which each reaction mechanism was taken 
from, is given in Appendix N.
3. A list of all the kinetic model reaction equations is given in Appendix O.
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glc-D
6pgc
' A
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fdp
xuSp-D
dhap
13dpg
3pg
pyr
actp ac
Y
cit
mal-L icit
, succ
Rest of Metabolism Represented in Genome-Scale Model
Figure 3 .1 6 : A schem atic of the network of reactions (black arrows) and m etabolites of our kinetic model. Regulatory effects 
of m etabolites on the kinetics of other reactions is also included in the schematic: blue lines represent activation, 
and red lines represent inhibition, by m etabolite onto the respective reaction. The dark grey lines represent the net 
flux of the ‘connecting reactions’, which connect the respective kinetic model m etabolite to the rest of m etabolism . 
Light grey lines represent reactions not included in the dynamics of the kinetic model.
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4. A table of all the kinetic parameters of each reaction equation, their reference sources and the experi­
mental conditions within which they were understood to be found, are given in black text in Appendix 
P. For the moment, the red and green text (multiplicative factors) in these tables can be ignored.
5. Any subsequent adjustment to each of the model parameters is also reported in the tables of this 
appendix as a multiplicative scaling factor. The text colour of these determined scaling factors is either 
red or green, corresponding to whether they were determined from the search for the missing metabolite 
concentrations or from the adjustments required to stabilize the known Keio steady state of the system. 
All these adjustments will be discussed in detail in subsequent sections and the beginning of the following 
chapter.
3.5 R eparam eterization o f K inetic M odel in C ontext o f G enom e-Scale  
M odel
After establishing the enzymatic mechanism of each reaction of the bacterial central carbon metabolism, 
along with its respective mathematical equation which enables us to model the mechanism, the only missing 
information hindering us from evaluating the full model are some of the equation kinetic parameters.
The kinetic reaction parameters are of two forms, the maximum flux of the reaction Vmax, and the 
measure of the affinity of the enzyme to form a complex with the reaction substrates, i.e. the ratio of the 
rates of enzyme complex degradation to formation to and from free enzymes, AT^n- With the nature of the 
Km values being that they represent a property of the enzyme as they are not explicitly dependent on any 
other cellular components, assuming that the ions in the media are freely available (not rate limiting) and 
that the media temperature and pH remains constant, we had then decided to determine the K m  values 
from the same available experimental data from which the enzyme mechanism was determined. This leaves 
us with undetermined values of the Vmax parameters.
The Vmax is understood to be a parameter which is explicitly dependent on the total availability of 
enzyme concentration of the reaction, since
'^max — ^2 ■ \E t\ (3.66)
where &2 is the specific enzyme turnover rate, a property of the enzyme, and [Et ] is the total enzyme 
concentration of the reaction of interest. It is clear that with the dependency on the enzyme concentration,
which itself can potentially vary significantly over different media and growth conditions, the value of Vmax
should be determined from data measurements taken under our media and growth conditions of interest, 
namely those conditions that were used in the steady state experiments used to collect data for the Keio 
multi-omics database.
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Recall that a typical reaction equation is of the following basic form:
r = f  {[ffl\-,p) =  f  ([fh]]Krn,  ax)
V.net (3.67)
/  ([m\-,Km)
Therefore, to determine the value of the v^ax parameters of each reaction equation we require the knowledge 
of the following steady state data taken from Keio chemostat experiments done at a dilution rate of 0.2h~^, 
under aerobic conditions, with glucose as the sole carbon source:
1. Steady state reaction flux value r.
2. Steady state metabolite concentrations [in].
3.5 .1  S tead y  S ta te  F lu x  D a ta
The Keio multi-omics database does report the relative steady state flux distribution of the reactions included 
in our kinetic model (relative to glucose uptake rate), where these fluxes have been estimated from carbon-13 
metabolic flux analysis (13C-MFA) studies, as discussed before. The problem with using such data directly 
is three fold:
1. The flux values are from a sub-network of reactions:
These flux estimates are derived from an isotopomer model usually of a relatively small number of 
metabolic reactions as opposed to the genome-wide metabolic network. This limitation is driven by 
the combinatorial explosion of computations that are required for such analysis. A matrix is created of 
how each atom of each metabolite is mapped to the other, and this is then used as a basis to trace and 
predict the position of carbon-13 atoms (labels) on each molecule of the sub-network of interest, based 
on a guessed flux distribution. These predicted labelling patterns on molecules of interest, such as amino 
acids, are then compared to labelling patterns determined experimentally. An algorithm is then devised 
to find flux distributions that minimize the difference between the predicted and experimental carbon- 
13 labelling patters. Since the analysis requires one to search over all the possible labelling patterns of 
each molecule, and some molecules are composed of a very large number of atoms, one can not only 
imagine the combinatorial explosion of variables, but also the explosion in computational expense for 
calculations over so many variables. 1 believe that calculations over the genome-scale metabolic network 
are, as yet, near impossible.
2. The flux values are estimates:
Since a network of reactions is used in the analysis, and usually it is the case that most metabolic 
networks consist of a larger number of reactions than metabolites, the problem tackled in (1) above is 
mathematically ill-posed. The problem may contain such a large number of free variables that even 
the optimization problem of minimizing the distance between experimental labelling patterns and those 
predicted may be insufficient to determine a unique flux distribution (though the minimized distance is
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unique). Hence, one would expect reporting of statistical errors and ranges of feasible flux values of each 
reaction in the model used for the analysis. However, in the case of those 13C-MFA results reported in 
the Keio multiomics database, this was not the case. Hence, the flux distribution that is reported in the 
database may be a randomly chosen estimate from a feasible flux distribution.
3. The flux values may not yield a feasible growth rate when fixed in the genome-scale model:
This may occur because the definition of the requirements for the production of biomass is different to 
that used in 13C-MFA. This difference in the definition of biomass production mean different constraints 
on the metabolic network flux balance model, and thus inevitably mean different flux distribution results. 
As a double-check, when we take the 13C-MFA flux values from the Keio database and used those to 
constrain the reactions in the fully re-adjusted genome-scale model, as well as the original E.coli ÎAF1260 
genome-scale model, to those values, we do indeed find an infeasible model.
On the other hand, I believe that there is still a great advantage to using the 13C-MFA data. Bearing in 
mind the objective of the technique, which is to elucidate what is actually happening in the cell based on 
experimental measurements, I believe that the data should still be used to help constrain, in some way, the 
flux balance genome-scale model towards this picture of the ‘real’ metabolic state of the cell.
Since we had used steady state data from the database to re-parameterize the genome-scale model, 
and then shown that its feasible metabolic flux distributions (given the growth rate) agreed well with the 
13C-MFA relative flux distribution, it is my opinion that the steady state flux distribution that we 
required should be extracted from the re-parameterized genome-scale m odel of E.coli, and not 
taken directly from the database 13C-MFA data.
Considering that the 13C-MFA flux distribution from Keio data is still quite meaningful, as it at 
least represents an estimation of fluxes which are close (by some measure) to producing a labelling pattern 
close to those observed, we will therefore minimize the distance between the flux solution space of 
the adjusted genome-scale model and the 13C-MFA flux values, after constraining for known  
growth rate, glucose and oxygen uptake rates, and acetate secretion rate. Therefore, in summary 
we would like to do the following:
1. Fix growth rate and reset the linear programming problem objective to minimizing the glucose uptake 
rate. From the results of FVA we then chose and set the minimum acetate secretion and oxygen uptake 
rates.
2 . Set a quadratic programming problem to minimize the Euclidean distance between the flux solution 
space of the adjusted genome-scale model and the flux distribution values of the 13C-MFA from the 
Keio database.
This would give us, in my opinion, a great compromise between satisfying the need to have a growth feasible 
and more globally constrained in-silico model, and in complementing experimental observations (labelling 
patterns).
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3 . 5 . 2  F i n d i n g  T h e  R e q u i r e d  S t e a d y  S t a t e  F l u x  D i s t r i b u t i o n :  I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f
Q u a d r a t i c  P r o g r a m m i n g  P r o b l e m
The following formulation of the quadratic programming problem discussed in point (2) above was pro­
grammed into MATLAB using Gurobi as our chosen quadratic programming solver [47, 48], executed via the 
MATLAB executable function GurobiMEX [151]:
The general form of a quadratic programming problem:
min f{x) = ^  • ■ Q ■ X + • X, (3.68)
for matrix Q of the coefficients of the quadratic terms, subject to constraints:
A ' X <b,  the inequality constraints,
E  ' X <d,  the equality constraints.
This is precisely the same form as is defined for input into GurobiMEX for solving quadratic programming 
(QP) problems.
We would like to find minimum distance between flux values of the adjusted genome-scale model x 
and the 13C-MFA Keio flux data K:
R
min f{x) = ' ^ { x i -  K i f  , (3.69)
i
for R  = the number of reactions in the kinetic model, x  =  vector of reaction flux values of adjusted genome- 
scale model of only those reaction common between the kinetic model and those of the reported flux values 
of the 13C-MFA data, K  — vector of flux values from the Keio 13C-MFA data.
Can ignore since it is a constant.
=  +  (3.70)
i i / N
The final term, being a constant value, does not add any extra constraint to the optimization problem, so 
we ignore it. Ignoring the term effectively takes it to the left hand side of the equation, meaning that in the 
optimization we will not be minimizing to zero but to the value of this term instead, accounting for its negative
sign as we take it to the left hand side. This makes no difference to the constraints in the optimization, it
merely shifts the entire space by an amount specified by the value of this term. Since we want j{x)  in the 
same form as (3.68) we can define a new objective:
2 I I
Comparing this to (3.68) we see that:
1. Q = I r ,  Î O T  I r  being an identity matrix of size R  x R, with elements of zero everywhere except those 
positions in the diagonal of whose reactions are common between the kinetic model and 13C-MFA data.
2. c =  —K , where elements in vector K  are zero except in those position in which the respective reaction 
flux is known from the 13C-MFA data.
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3 . 5 . 3  C a l c u l a t i n g  Vmax P a r a m e t e r  V a l u e s  f r o m  R e a c t i o n  E q u a t i o n s  w i t h  M i s s i n g  S t e a d y  
S t a t e  M e t a b o l i t e  C o n c e n t r a t i o n s
We had previously shown that given the steady state flux value of r, the steady state metabolite concentrations 
of [m], and reaction kinetic parameters, we can calculate the Vmax parameter value, as shown in equation
(3.67). However, not all the intracellular metabolite concentrations of the kinetic model are reported in the 
Keio multi-omics database, as seen in Appendix Q, and so we cannot use equation (3.67).
We understand that Vmax = ^2 • [Et ] , hence we can alternatively calculate the Vmax parameter value using:
1. The enzyme turnover rate: This has units of
2 . Or the enzyme specific activity: This has units o f -----^  rngprotein-m m ^
3. And the enzyme concentration as measured and reported in the Keio multi-omics database, as shown 
in Appendix R.
The turnover rates and/or specific activities of each reaction enzyme were collected from amongst the 
literature and from enzyme databases such as BRENDA [113] and EcoCyc [67]. The values are reported in 
Appendix S.
In the cases where both the enzyme turnover rate and specific activity are available we specify that we 
would prefer to take the value of enzyme turnover rate, since it is a directly measured value as opposed to 
the specific activity which is derived from a sample. The only case in which the specific activity will be used 
in preference to the turnover rate is where the value comes from the same source as that where the enzyme 
kinetic mechanism was derived from.
To convert the enzyme turnover rates to Vmax parameter values the following calculation must be 
made:
rr, „   ^ Enzyme Concentration 3600
W  -  Turnover Rate * Weight of Polypeptide * ÏÔÔO (3.72)
Analysing the units of this calculation:
 ^ , o « n n  , '^ d P ro te in /q D C W  1— * 3600 * ------------- :----------- *
5 9 Protein/pirnol 1000
^  1  ^ mgPrOSém/gPCW
h ragprcféïF/rrirnol
mmol 
^  g D C W - h '
which is required units for Vmax-
To convert the enzyme specific activity to the Vmax parameter value the following calculation must be 
made:
Vmax — Specific Activity * * Enzyme Concentration (3.73)
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Again, an analysis of the units of this calculation gives:
nmol 60 VnQProtein*   *
(3.74)
TPgProtein ' 1000 gDCW
, mmol  ^ ]Jigph~ü£éïn
mgPratéïF-h gDCW
mmol 
^  g D C W - K
again giving us the required units of the Vmax parameter value.
3.6 E stim ation  of M issing M etabolite C oncentrations
Steady state concentrations are required for the calculation of maximal rates Vmax, and as initial conditions 
for the integration of the dynamic model. However, from the Keio multi-omics database over half of the 
metabolites included in our kinetic model have unknown steady state concentration values (at dilution rate 
of 0.2h“ ^), as can be seen from the table of known concentration values in Appendix Q. This also implies 
that many of the reaction equations cannot be solved either.
1. The list of the unknown metabolite concentrations of the kinetic model: 
g3p, 13dpg, 2pg, 6pgc, xu5pJD, e4p, actp, oaa, cit, icit, glx, pi and nadh.
2 . The list of the un-solvable reaction equations of the kinetic model:
PGI, FBA, TPI, GAPDH, PGK, PGM, ENG, PDH, PTAr, ACKr, CS, ACONTb, ICDH, AKGDH, 
SUCOAS, MDH, PPCK, G6PDH, GND, TKTl, TKT2 and TALA.
One may expect to solve a reaction equation algebraically for the unknown metabolite concentration, since 
we may have 1 equation and 1 unknown. However, all metabolites participate in more that 1 equation, thus 
giving us an over-determined problem with, in fact, 0 solutions. Take for example the missing concentration 
value of metabolite 2pg, which partakes in both the reactions PGM and ENG. From PGM it is found that the 
concentration of 2pg is 0.5461mM, wherease from ENG its concentration is found to be 0.0423mM, a tenth of 
the value found from PGM. Since there is such a significant difference in the values where we would expect 
them to be at least similar if not the same, we must resort to varying other parameter values of the  
respective reaction equation in order to find a consistent concentration values.
3 . 6 . 1  E s t i m a t i o n  o f  M i s s i n g  M e t a b o l i t e  C o n c e n t r a t i o n s  i n  L i t e r a t u r e
Missing steady state metabolite concentrations are a common problem for kinetic modelling. Throughout the 
literature a common assumption and approach is taken to compensate for the loss of information: the near­
equilibrium assumption, where the equilibrium defined here is not mathematical but chemical equilibrium 
[138, 19]. The near equilibrium constant for the j th  reaction, K j  is given by:
K j =  Sj ■ . (3-75)
where ATggj is the chemical equilibrium constant of the j th  reaction, [m^ ] are the steady state metabolite 
concentrations and Sÿ are the respective reaction stoichiometric coefficients. 5, which is a deviation constant
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which can take values between 0 and 1, is used as a guess of one minus the deviation away from the chemical 
equilibrium (where chemical equilibria would mean zero rate of reaction, i.e. a dead reaction flux), although 
more than 10% of a deviation should not be used else the assumption of near-equilibrium would break down 
[19].
Though some examples of metabolite concentrations found using this assumption may be reasonable, 
there were also some examples of significant discrepancies (sizes of a magnitude of different) between results 
after applying such an assumption, as found in the studies of Chassagnole et al [19]. For example, determining 
the concentration of dhap metabolite from the known concentrations of g3p and fdp, and using the chemical 
equilibrium constant of reactions TPI and FBA, it was found that the predicted concentration value of dhap 
was 10 times différent from the calculations of using data from TPI than that of FBA.
A similarly observed discrepancy in at least one other study, together with the indeterminancy and 
arbitrary choice in the setting of the S term in equation (3.75) were enough evidence to deter us from using 
the same approach.
3 . 6 . 2  F i n d i n g  M i s s i n g  M e t a b o l i t e  C o n c e n t r a t i o n s  U s i n g  a n  O p t i m i z a t i o n  A p p r o a c h
Looking at the kinetic model reaction parameters we realized that their respective values in literature were 
determined under temperature and pH conditions different to those that we require for our in-silico E.coli 
kinetic model (temperature of 37°C and pH of 7.0), as is apparent from the table of Appendix P. Since we 
do not know what the ‘true’ values of such parameters should be, with respect to our growth conditions of 
interest, we decide that we should vary and tune the kinetic parameters of the reaction equations, fulfilling 
our requirement to find consistent values of the missing metabolite concentrations across reaction equations.
Rather than solving algebraic equations we take an optimization approach to numerically search for 
adjustments to equation parameter values, where our main objective would take the following form:
min Obj — f  ([3 :], [xMissing]\ Viriaxi Af) T, (3.76)
for known steady state flux value r  and known steady state metabolite concentrations [æ], missing metabolite 
concentration [xMissing]-, and other parameter values.
We would prefer to search over changes of the Vmax parameter only, since for these reactions of missing 
metabolite concentrations the value of Vmax would have been determined from the enzyme turnover or specific 
activity values taken from literature. Hence, its value could be considered least acceptable as opposed to 
the Km values that were determined from experimental data. How should we vary these parameter values? 
Should we allow unconstrained variation? Since we have no reason to expect our parameter values to be 
greatly different from the values we have found from literature we set the optimization to simultaneously 
minimize the adjustment to Vmax and/or Km values, placing greatest emphasis on the need for our objective
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to reach zero. Hence, in summary the following describes our optimization problem to be solved:
D istl — f  ([3:], [3 7 I Vmax ■ ai, K  • CI2) T  (3.77)
Dist2 = a i - 1  (3.78)
DistS — 02 — 1 (3.79)
We search over xMissing^ and «2 for the following objective:
min Obj = wi • D istl +  W2 ■ D ist2 + wg • DistS (3.80)
for weight coefficients Wi, i = {1,2,3} (3.81)
Given constraints:
0 < 3:MMging < 1 (3-82)
a i ,  02 >  0 (3.83)
where ai and Ü2 are multiplicative adjustment factors to Vmax and Km values, respectively, of each reaction. 
DistS will only be used in the cases of where the combined objective of D istl and Dist2 does not yield an 
objective value going towards zero. It is key to note that the part of the objective which is critically important 
is D istl, since we require its value to tend to zero, otherwise we will continue to have inconsistencies between 
metabolite concentration values, or even inconsistencies in steady state flux values of the respective reactions. 
Hence, the weighting of D istl in the objective, wi, must be a large value. We will discuss determination of 
the objective term coefficients Wi later.
3 .6 .3  S p littin g  th e  P rob lem  in to  M any Sm aller P rob lem s
As opposed to solving an optimization problem for all missing metabolite concentrations simultaneously, we 
observe that some of the reaction equations are only dependent on a single or few of the unknown metabo­
lite concentrations and independent of the others. This makes the problem of finding some of the missing 
metabolite concentrations disjoint from the others. We therefore split the optimization problem into many 
smaller disjoint problems:
1. Problem 1:
We find the concentration of [2pg] from reactions PGM and ENG.
2. Problem 2:
We find the concentration of [6pgc] from reactions PGI and GND.
3. Problem 3:
We find the concentrations of [cit] and [icit] from reactions ACGNTb and ICDH.
4. Problem 4:
The rest of the unknown metabolite concentrations are included in many reactions, which in turn depend 
on many other unknown metabolite concentration values. Please see the table of Appendix T, to view
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the matrix of the relationship between reactions and missing metabolite concentrations. Hence, we have 
that the following missing metabolites can be found from the following given ‘coupled’ reactions:
(a) Missing Metabolites:
[gSp], [ISdpg], [nadh], [xu5p-D], [e4p], [glx], [pi], [actp], [oaa].
(b) Coupled Reaction used to determine above Missing Metabolites:
FBA, TPI, GAPDH, TK Tl, TKT2, TALA, PGK, G6PDH, SUCOAS, PTAr, ACKr, PDH, CS, 
AKGDH, MDH.
It should be noted that the optimization was run over many different initial guesses to ensure that the solution 
found was not simply a local minimum, but representative at a more global level.
3.6 .4  T he P rob lem  o f C hoosing  th e  O b jective  W eight C oefficients Wi
After running the defined optimization problem without the weight coefficients on the objective function,
i.e. Wi = 1, \/i, it was observed that though the objective value was reasonably low it usually meant that 
Dist2 became very close to zero while D istl was not as close, i.e. Dist2 ~  1 x 10“  ^ whereas Dist2  ~  1. It 
is of critical importance that we make D istl tend to zero (within some tolerance of 10“ ®, as is the default 
of MatLab’s fmincon function used) as the reaction equation must equate to the flux value at steady state 
(initial) conditions. However, we would still want to minimize Dist2  towards zero, but it is of less importance 
whether it is found to be zero or not. We expect therefore that the weight wi > >  1 for D istl. Furthermore, 
to maximize the emphasis on Dist2 -4- 0 without D istl > 0 we would like to find the minimum coefficient on 
D istl which yields D istl % 0.
To investigate and find a suitable value for Wi for each problem, we run the optimization routine of 
the respective problem for various weight coefficients and make a plot of weight coefficients versus the 
objective value. This plot includes the variance of the objective value for each different weight coefficient, 
since we solve the optimization problem 50 times for each new composition of weight coefficients, i.e. each 
new objective. The results of problems 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figures 3.17 and the results of problem 4 are 
shown in Figure 3.18.
The figures show a black line representative of the overall objective value over different weight coefficients, 
with the respective weight coefficient values w given on the lines; a red line representative of the values of 
D istl over different weight coefficients, which we require to be equal to zero; and a green line representative 
of the value of Dist2 over different weight coefficients. Looking at Figure 3.18, as can be seen from the top 
left and right plot of the overall objective and Distl values, respectively, the best weighting is that of scenario 
1, giving an objective value of almost zero (vertical red lines). This ensures we satisfy our requirement that 
the function equates the steady state flux value for given parameter values and known steady state flux 
values.
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SO
;  °
Total Objective Value 
Value of Distl 
Value of Dist2
Loge of th e  W eight Coefficient
Total O bjecti\e Value 
Value of Distl 
Value of Dist2
Loge o f th e  W eight Coefficient
Total Ok^ectiw  Value 
V alue of D istl 
V alue of Q s t2
[A]
Plot o f  w e igh t coeffic ien t for th e  first 
term  o f objective  used for Problem  1.
The objective  for problem  1 is;
Obj = w * D istl + D istl.
The p lot sh o w s how  th e  natural log o f  
w  a ffects  th e  value o f  th e  objective  for 
D istl (red line), Dist2 (green line) and 
th e  tota l objective  (black line).
O bjective va lues are p lo tted  with 
standard d ev iation s (SD) over 50  runs.
With w eigh ts  labelled in plot, w e  see  
th at a fter w =2 th e  value o f  th e  m ost 
im portant term  D istl, con verges to  
approxim ately zero, as required.
H ence our w e igh t coeffic ien t is iv = 2.
[B]
Plot o f  w eigh t coeffic ien t for th e  first 
term  o f objective  used for Problem  2.
The objective  for problem  2 is also:
Obj = w *D lstl + D istl.
The p lot sh o w s h ow  th e  natural log o f  
w  affects  th e  value o f  th e  objective  for 
D istl (red line), Dist2 (green  line) and 
th e  tota l objective  (black line).
With coeffic ien t va lues sh ow n  in plot, 
w e s e e  th at for w > 50  th e  value o f  th e  
m ost im portant term  o f  th e  objective, 
D istl, con verges to  approxim ately  
zero, as required.
W eight coeffic ien t is th us w  = 100.
[C]
Plot o f  w e ig h t coeffic ien t for th e  first 
term  o f  objective  used for Problem  3.
The objective  for problem  3 is:
Obj = w *D istl + D istl.
The plot sh ow s how  th e  natural log 
value o f w  affects th e  value o f  th e  
o bjective for D is tl (red line), Dist2 
(green line) and th e  tota l objective  
(black line).
With th e  coeffic ien ts  labelled in th e  
plot, w e  s e e  th a t after w = 50  th e  value  
o f th e  m o st im portant term  o f  the  
ob jective , D is tl, con verges to  
approxim ately zero, as required.
4.5 5 5 5 W eight coeffic ien t is th us w  = 50.
Loge of th e  W eight Coefficient
F ig u r e  3 .1 7 : T he above plots show the results of the overall objective value, as well as the value of each term of the respective 
objectives, for different objective weight coefficient values. Our objective was to find the minimum weight coefficient 
on D istl which yields the convergence of this term  of the objective to  zero. The explanations of each plot arc shown  
above.
3.6 .5  R esu lts
With the objectives of each of the problems now clearly defined, we solve each of the optimization problems, 
starting each from 50 different initial guesses of the free variables. The following Figures 3.19 and 3.20 report
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Plot of How Weight Coefficients of 
Objective Affect Total Objective Value
B est Pétibrm ing Objective Function '■ 
with re sp ec t to Minimizing D istl.
1 2  3 4  5  6  7
Different O bjectires with R espective W eighted P arts
Plot of How Weight of Dist2 Affects the
Total Objective Value
§  250
B est PeVfomning Objective Function ^ 
with re sp ec t to  Minimizing D istl.
T 200
^  100
Different O bjectives with R espective W eighted P arts
Plot of How Weight of Distl Affects the 
Total Objective Value
B est Performing Objective Function ^
with re sp ec t to Minimizing D istl.
0 1 2  3 4  5 6  7
Different O bjectives with R espective W eighted P arts
Plot of How Weight of DistS Affects the 
Total Objective Value
B est PeVfbnming Objective Function ‘
with re sp ec t to Minimizing D istl.
1
Different O bjectives with R espective W eighted P arts
F ig u r e  3 .1 8 ; [D] P lot of the weight coefficients for each of the three terms of the objective used for Problem  4. The value of three 
D ist terms, w ithout weights, are p lotted separately, as seen above. The x-axis of each of the four plots represent
different scenarios of com binations of weight coefficients: 1: =  1 , W2 =  0, W3  =  0; 2: w i  =  1 , W2  — 1, W3  =  1; 3:
w i — 10, W 2  — 0.01, W 3  =  0.1; 4: w i  =  1, W 2  =  0.1, W 3  =  0.1; 5: w i  =  100, W 2  =  1, res =  1; 6: w i  =  150, W 2  = 1,
W 3  =  1; 7; w i  =  1000, W 2  ~  I, W 3  — 1.
the optimized values of the missing metabolite concentrations and parameters of the respective problems 
described above. All optimized values found in problem 4 are multiplicative scaling factors to their respective 
parameters. These factors are shown as red text multiplying their respective parameter values, in the tables 
of Appendix P.
F ig u r e  3 .1 9 : Optim al Results of Problems 1, 2 and 3 
Optimal Results of Problem 1
Objective Value [2pg] r9_ v_PGM_maxf r9 V PGM maxr rlO V ENO m ax
3 7 .1 3 7 5 5 6 1 5 0 .4 9 2 5 7 8 7 5 9 4 5 .3 2 4 6 1 7 9 8 3 3 .7 9 4 4 8 5 2 2 6 .3 5 8 2 1 6 5 5 3
Optimal Results of Problem 2
Objective Value I6pgc] r3 V PGi m ax r30 V GND m ax
9 3 .9 2 9 0 7 1 3 1 0 .0 4 2 7 0 4 7 1 6 9 4 .1 3 0 6 3 4 9 7 3 6 .1 7 7 3 6 2 3 5
Optimal Results of Problem 3
Objective Value [Cit] licit] r l 7_ v_ACONTb_max_f rl7_v_AC0NTb m ax r r l8  V ICDH m ax
3 9 .3 4 8 5 9 0 7 6 1 0 .0 0 3 5 4 5 2 7 7 4 0 .4 1 9 5 8 9 9 4 0 2 8 .0 8 0 6 9 7 9 5
The solutions of all 50 iterations for each of the four problems are reported in Appendix U.
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3.7 Conclusion
F ig u r e  3 .2 0 : O ptim al Results of Problem 4
ec
ri
5
V i
ils
:lg
5 |m' 5 2
â i :l i
Our previous kinetic model was constructed and evaluated with the objective of understanding the change in
rnof aT'nlism  wi'tk rnspr^rf t.n gone p o r tn rb ? itim is Tn o rd e r  to  ndd re .s.s th e  issue of w h o th o r th e  k in e tic  m oriel flux 
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distribution still enables the cell metabolism to yields a feasible growth and production of biomass, especially 
given that information can be transferred from not only the kinetic model to the genome-scale model 
(constraining both upper and lower flux boundaries to same values) but vice versa too, it was important to 
calculate and incorporate the net flux values of all connecting reactions of each of the metabolites of the 
kinetic model system.
An important learning from simulations of the previous version of our kinetic model was the appreci­
ation for the rate limiting effect of all substrates of a given enzymatic reaction. Ignoring the rate limiting 
effect of a given metabolite, i.e. assuming it to be freely available in-situ and so ignoring the contribution of 
that metabolite to the reaction, one could be effectively causing the ‘creation’ of molecules or atoms that are 
seemingly non-existent in the system, or the ‘destruction’ of those that are. Take for example the reaction of 
pyr 4- coa 4 - nad — > accoa +  nadh: if the cofactor coa is assumed not to be part of the reaction and so freely 
available, the coa group of the molecule accoa would effectively be ‘created’. Thus, in order to prevent such 
discrepancies we include all substrates of all metabolic reactions as rate limiting, with the exception of h2o, 
which is nevertheless a relatively weak assumption.
With a further interest of addressing the question for the potential expression of multiple ‘phenotypes’^  
solely from metabolic level interactions, it was critical that all reactions of the kinetic model were recon­
structed to incorporate as much of the mechanistic knowledge of the enzymatic action as was possible, given 
knowledge in the literature.
All reaction equations of the new version of the kinetic model are reported in Appendix O. The esti­
mated and taken parameter values of each of these respective equations is reported in P. The values in black 
are considered as the original estimated or taken values, as sourced from the respective literature, and the 
red values are the parameter multiplicative scaling factors required to find feasible values for the missing 
metabolite concentrations. In order to initiate simulations of the kinetic model, the steady state metabolite 
concentrations from Appendix Q (highlighted as blue text) should be taken, along with the values found for 
the missing metabolite concentrations reported in Figures 3.19 and 3.20.
All MatLab code of this new kinetic model are given in the CD at the end of this thesis in the folder 
‘ 1 _KineticModel_ForThesisChapter3 ’.
’As will be defined and discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Steady State Analysis
4.1 Introduction
“The ultimate goal of molecular cell biology is to understand the physiology of living cells in terms of 
the information that is encoded in the genome of the cell” [133]. The genome of the bacterial cell can be 
understood to be the template from which the components of the cellular machinery are constructed, namely 
the functional proteins. These components not only create the network of interactions between entities 
within the cellular environment, they also govern the dynamics of these interactions. The level of complexity 
created in this organic and constantly changing network of interactions may indeed create the potential for 
the cell to express a variety of phenotypes, but this may depend on the dynamical changes of protein and 
metabolite concentrations and gene expression, and even more so on the dynamic interactions amongst and 
between genes and transcription factors, proteins and enzymes, and metabolites.
The criticality and importance of the role of proteins in governing cellular behaviour seems clear. This 
is why 1 believe that the ‘dogma’ regarding the key driving factors of population heterogeneity is seemingly 
centred about understanding the changes in concentration and dynamics of cellular proteins. As an example, 
the area of epigenetics^ which focuses on understanding gene regulation, the dynamics of DNA-protein 
interactions, has taken much attention to help elucidate potential biological mechanisms that could lead to 
population heterogeneity, with most, if not all, of the focus on stochastic modelling of such systems. Other 
examples of understanding factors which may be driving population heterogeneity are believed to lie within 
changes in protein-mRNA interactions, also known as post-transcriptional regulation. All these changes 
inevitably lead to changes in cellular metabolism, the observable trait of the cell which 1 believe is used as 
a classical measure to differentiate one cell from another. All the above interactions lead to changes which 
inevitably filter down to the metabolic state of the cell, and hence any observed changes in metabolism 
between one cell and another could be used as a means of classifying into different phenotypes.
With observations on the metabolic state of the cell, how can we differentiate which interaction is 
playing the most significant role to changes to this state of the cell? Is there a need to invoke gene regulation 
in order to see ‘phenotypic heterogeneity’, or is such heterogeneity already ‘hard-wired’ into the cellular 
metabolic network? In this chapter our interests lie in understanding how metabolism alone could play a role 
in creating the potential for the cell to express different phenotypes.
Let us first define what we mean by cellu lar phenotype:
^This has been defined by developmental biologist and geneticist Conrad Waddington as “the study of the causal interactions 
between genes and their products, which bring the phenotype into being” [42].
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It is the profile of the m etabolite concentrations and its resulting flux 
distribution at a dynamically stable steady state of the cell, where such 
a state is defined by a vector of m etabolite concentrations and a vector 
of corresponding flux values.
If under the same steady state conditions one cell is able to express a different set of stable steady state 
metabolite concentrations to that of another, given an initially different metabolic profile of the two cells 
prior to reaching steady state, then we would classify the two as two different phenotypes of the same 
population of cells, i.e. two different steady states of the system. Under this definition, we would like to ask 
the following questions:
1 .
2 .
3.
Do we need to invoke gene regulatory changes, i.e. a change in enzyme 
concentration, to observe a change in the m etabolic state of the cell?
Can multiple stable metabolic states of the cell exist purely as a result 
of m etabolic reaction interactions alone?
Can such states of the cell co-exist under the same growth and media 
conditions?
Bearing in mind that these questions will be answered within the context of a model, namely the kinetic 
model which was constructed at the end of the previous chapter, we define the scope and limitation of the 
model as follows:
1. The kinetic model is in the deterministic form, i.e. that it is expressed as a coupled system of ordinary 
differential equations (ODEs).
2. Modelling bacterial central carbon metabolism and metabolic regulation. These include the follow­
ing metabolic reaction pathways: Glycolysis, the pentose phosphate pathway, the TCA cycle, some 
anaplerotic reactions and the reactions of acetate production.
3. Due to the parameterization of the modelling, the model is only to be interpreted for bacterial growth 
within the following assumed conditions:
(a) Aerobic continuous culture conditions, since we are searching for system steady states which can 
only occur under continuous culture conditions.
(b) Environmental conditions: The media temperature and pH is assumed to remain constant at 30°C 
and 7.0, respectively.
(c) Media conditions: Ions and metals are freely available and not rate limiting, and that glucose is 
the sole carbon source and the key rate limiting factor other than oxygen.
4. It is assumed that all enzyme concentrations in the cell are constant within the time-scale of the dynamics 
of kinetically modelled metabolic reactions.
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5. It is also assumed that the rest of cellular metabolism is at a quasi-steady state during the dynamics 
of the subset of metabolic reactions modelled kinetically in the model. Therefore, all other metabolite 
concentrations other than those of the kinetic model are not changing dynamically, and hence there is 
no change in the flux distribution in the rest of metabolism.
In this chapter we will describe the computational methods used for finding the steady states of the system 
of metabolic reactions modelled in our kinetic model. Since stability is essential to the definition of cellular 
phenotype, we will also define and describe how we determine the stability of a determined steady state of 
the system, with a brief background on the underlying mathematics from dynamical systems theory.
With the kinetic model parameterized using the Keio multi-omics database, which were a set of observed 
steady state concentration and flux values, we show how the model is at least able to express this state. Since 
this steady state has been observed experimentally this should mean that this state is stable. Using this 
argument we re-parameterize the kinetic model using an optimization approach to make this expected steady 
state of the system stable.
In the spirit of understanding whether the system has the potential to express alternative phenotypes we 
show results of the search for alternative steady states. This entails us to change initial conditions and to 
observe whether the system ‘relaxes back’ to either the same or an alternative steady state. Results are then 
discussed.
4.2 M athem atical and C om putational M ethods
4 . 2 . 1  T h e  M a t h e m a t i c a l  F o r m  o f  K i n e t i c  M o d e l  a n d  O D E  S o l v e r
We would like to find and study the potential steady states of our kinetic model system, which in this case is 
modelling continuous culture conditions. Thus, the general form of the system of ODEs which makes up our 
kinetic model is as follows:
^  =  i n - D ) - l X ]  (4.1)
— — [GlCex]) ■ D  — rpxs ■ [X] (4.2)
,r 1 /  K M  C onnR xns  \
=  I 'O  S i k - r k y  Px -  i h - D )  ■[mi], (4.3)
where D is accounting for the dilution rate of the chemostat continuous culture conditions, Vk are the constant 
flux values of the connecting reactions (abbreviated to ConnRxns), Sij are the respective reaction stoichio­
metric coefficients, and px is the cell density. Recalling that the units of concentration depend on the cell 
volume {mMc = mmol/LcellVol), for a growing cell we thus have an effective dilution of the metabolite con­
centrations. The final term in equation (4.3) represents this dilution effect, where the effective growth in cell 
volume is proportional to {p—D) rather than just /i, since we washout some biomass in the continuous culture.
It is important to realize the nature of the reaction rate equations rj{[fh],p). As we had previously 
discussed in section 2 .2 .2 , the profile of a kinetic rate equation is such that there can be different phases in
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the dynamics between which there is a significant difference in time scales. By definition, this makes the 
kinetic model a ‘stiff system’.
The MATLAB ODE suite solver odel5s is used to help solve such a stiff system, as a standard Runge- 
K utta of order 4 with a fixed time step will be extremely inefficient. This solver has been created such that 
it adopts a step size variation that is very sensitive to the change in gradient of the system trajectories.
4 .2 .2  F ind ing  th e  S ystem  S tead y  S ta tes
The system steady state is given by the set of variables which yield a zero rate in change in those variables. 
The mathematical definition of the system steady state of our kinetic model is the solution of the following 
equations:
_  n d[GlcJ\ _  d M  ^  
dt ' dt ' dt '  ^ ’
To find the system steady states we could proceed in either two ways:
1. Run simulations of the kinetic model from many different initial conditions until all trajectories^ reach 
steady state, i.e. that the gradients of the trajectories have reached zero and that the respective con­
centration value is constant for all future times.
2. Find the roots of each of the equations (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3). This can be done numerically using 
MATLAB function fsolve, which uses different algorithms to converge onto the system roots given an 
initial guess. To help us to find more than one set of roots to the problem, if it exists, we can run fsolve 
many times, each time with a different randomly chosen initial guess, promoting a search over a more 
global space.
As a proof of principle we only need to find at least one other steady state of the system. The first methodology 
seems a simple but inefficient way to find the roots, quite a ‘hit and miss’ approach. The nature of the system 
is not known without further investigation, and so during simulations trajectories may fall into regions of the 
variable space where trajectories tend off to infinity. Take for example the red region in Figure 4.1, if we 
initiate simulations from a point in space which falls within this region our trajectories (red lines) will jump 
off to positive or negative infinity. Imagine further if this region was extremely large and that the blue region 
was very small and narrow. In this case, it would become extremely difficult to find the stable steady state, 
since almost all of the initial states that we start our trajectories from will be in the red region and therefore 
diverge to ±  infinity.
For our kinetic model, we found this to be the case: Initiating trajectories from randomly selected positions 
in the space of metabolite concentrations resulting mostly in divergent solutions. Hence, one can only imagine 
that the space contains narrow regions which will tend to a stable steady state, if there exist more than one.
On the other hand, if this method does find at least two steady states, we know that they will most likely 
be stable in nature. They can never be unstable as no trajectory would ever converge to an unstable point 
away from the exact point of steady state, by definition, with the exception of a saddle node (even then, it 
may only converge if we searched in a particular subset of dimensions).
^A trajectory of metabolite concentrations is given by the plot of time (x-axis) versus concentration for each of those time
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Variable 1
F ig u r e  4 .1 : An exam ple phase-plane diagram of a system  which has two steady states (back filled circles), creating two regions of 
space. One region contains trajectories (blue lines) that converge onto the stable steady state (stable region - blue).
The other region contains trajectories (red lines) which either tend to positive or negative infinity (unstable region - 
rod).
W ith the second methodology, although it seems more mathematically sound, it was found that when 
the roots determined were substituted back into the set of ODEs the derivative values of the equations were 
not very close to zero, some with values in the order of magnitude of 1 x 10“ b  This indicated tha t the 
convergence of the solvers to the real root was poor. This in fact was not due to a poor algorithm tolerance 
but because of the huge time scale difference in the kinetics of the model, with some kinetics at very slow 
time scales, causing a very slow convergence onto the real root. These slow time scales were found to be 
caused mainly as a result of the multiplicative scaling factor px ~  410, in each differential equation of the 
intracellular metabolite concentrations. This convergence was so slow that the solver tolerance on the rate 
of change of derivative was met premature with respect to the real root solution, causing the algorithm to 
terminate.
Wo therefore use a combination of both of the above to find the roots:
1. Finding the rough position of the root using MATLABs function fsolve.
2. Using this solution as the initial condition for the simulations, which is run till steady state.
4.2 .3  C lassification  o f S ystem  Stability: C alcu lating  th e  N um erica l Jacob ian , E igenval­
ues and E igenvectors
Once a steady state of the system is known it is of interest to determine its stability. The following are 
descriptive definitions of a stable and unstable state of the system:
points (y-axis).
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1. A Stable Steady State:
Where one observes the converge of trajectories of the system towards the known steady state, given 
that the trajectories were initiated relatively close to the steady state of interest.
2. An U nstable Steady State:
Where one observes that trajectories initiated relatively close to the known steady state diverge away 
from that steady state.
To evaluate the stability of a known steady state of the system one must linearise the system about the steady 
state. This means that all evaluations of the system stability are assumed to be very close to the steady state, 
where trajectory behaviour can be approximated by a linear system. This linearised form of the system can 
be written as a matrix. The eigenvalues of this matrix, evaluated at the steady state of interest, will indicate 
the stability of the system very close to the steady state of interest.
M athem atical Linearisation of System  and Construction of the Jacobian M atrix
The Taylor expansion of a function f (x)  about a point a is given by:
f (x)  =  f(a)  +  f'(a) - ( x - a )  +  f"{a)
(x — ay
+ r(^)
(z — a)' +2! ' " / 3!
Let mo be a steady state point. Making a Taylor expansion of our system fh! = f{fh,p)  about mo gives us:
fh' = f{fho,p) +  /'(m o,p) • (m -m o ) +  O ( |m -m o |^ ) .
Since mo is a steady state then /(m o,p) =  0, giving us:
' (4.5)m' % f {mo,p)  ■ (m -  mo)
for |m — mol < for e very small. Equation (4.5) is the linearised form of our kinetic model system, shown as 
a vector system, with f '{fho,p) being the Jacobian matrix. This matrix is more explicitly defined as follows:
f {mo,p)  = drnf {m,p)
m = m o
f  df^ dfi.
d m i  drri2
d h  df2
dmi 01712 
: :
\
/ m = m o
(4.6)
Calculating the Numerical Jacobian M atrix of Kinetic M odel
Let us first define the analytical form of a derivative and partial derivative of function f{x):
1. Definition of the derivative of f{x):
/ ( A  =  lim +
2. Definition of the partial derivative of function f {xi ,  ... ,Xn), with respect to xp.
d f
"X — ^Xif {T1i ... i^n)UXl
f  (2:1, ... , 2/% T ... f  (^1: ... •"=  lim ----------------------------------------------------------------- .
£->0 8
(4.7)
(4.8)
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We would like to construct the Jacobian matrix (J), as given in equation (4.6). To calculate an estimate of 
say the Jacobian row and column, we use the definition of the partial derivative as follows:
/i(3;0i, ... ... ,2:0n)-/i(2;0i, ... ,æOn)
J i (4.9)
for steady state values xq =  (zOi, ... ,xOn)^, and perturbation parameter e, which would take a very small 
value of the order of magnitude of 1 x 10“ ^^ . This can be programmed into MATLAB, with the code 
implemented as shown in Figure 4.2.
1 % ........................................................................................
2 % CALCULATING THE JACOBIAN MATRIX OF OUR KINETIC MODEL
3 % ......................... ................. ..........  ..........
4 % Ahmad Mannan. - 18/04/2012
5 % .....................
6
7 function Jacobian = SystemJacobian_(f,x O )
8 % The system is given by function = f.
9 % The steady state vector about which the Jacobian is evaluated = xO.
10
11 % Defining the perturbation parameter epsilon (eps);
12 eps = le-10; % The smaller this is the better the approximation to the Jacobian.
13
14 % Evaluating the system about steady state;
15 f_xO = feval (f, [] ,xO) ;
16
17 % Constructing the Jacobian Matrix:
18 Jacobian = zeros(length(xO)); % Empty Jacobian Matrix.
19 for i = 1: length(xO) % Evaluating the system for each variable.
20 x_perturb = x O ; % Resetting, so that no variable is yet perturbed by amount epsilon.
21 x__perturb(i) = x_perturb(i) + eps; % Perturbing the ith variable by epsilon.
22
23 % Filling the Jacobian estimated values column by column.
24 % This calculation is based upon the definition of partial derivative:
25 Jacobian(:,i) = (feval(f,[],x_perturb) - f_xO) / eps; % Partial derivative in ith row. 
2 6 end
F ig u r e  4 .2 : The M ATLAB code written for calculating the numerical Jacobian of a system  of differential equations, nam ely for 
the purpose of the analysis of our kinetic model system .
C alculating  th e  Eigenvalues and  Classification of S tab ility  of S teady  S ta te
The eigenvalues of the system steady state xq are calculated from the Jacobian matrix evaluated at that 
steady state. The mathematical definition of the system steady state eigenvalues A is given as the solution of 
the following:
\j\^Q ~ ^ ' In\ — 0; (4.10)
for Jacobian matrix J  evaluated at steady state xq  ^ and identity matrix In of size n x n.
Now that we are able to calculate the numerical Jacobian of the system evaluated for the steady 
state of interest, calculating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix in MATLAB is simple: use the function 
eig:
E =  eig(J),
for input Jacobian matrix J , and output of a vector E, whose every element is an eigenvalue.
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The broad classification of the stability of a given steady state, with respect to its respective eigen­
values, is as follows:
1. If every eigenvalue is < 0 => Given steady state is stable, and is known as a stable node.
2. If at least one eigenvalue is > 0 => Given steady state is unstable, and is usually known as a saddle
node.
3. If every eigenvalue is > 0 Given steady state is unstable, and is known as an unstable node.
4. If at least one pair of eigenvalues are complex conjugates...
(a) ... with zero real part => Trajectories close to the steady state are periodic/cyclic.
(b) ... with positive real part => Trajectories close to the steady state are oscillations that diverge away 
from the steady state.
(c) ... with negative real part => Trajectories close to the steady state are oscillations that converge 
onto the steady state.
What about the case when an eigenvalue is 0? The general solution of a system of ODEs is given by a 
combination of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of each and every steady state of the system, in the following 
form:
s
f  = (4.11)
i=l
for S  number of steady states, eigenvector vi and eigenvalues Ap Hence, if we find that one of our eigenvalues 
is zero, say our first eigenvalue, the general solution in equation (4.11) becomes:
s
f  =  k i - v i -  p ' ^ k i - V i -  
i=2
s
=  +  (4.12)
i=2
Hence, if all other eigenvalues A% for i = {2 ,.., A ) ...
1. ... are < 0, then as t —>■ +oo, the second term in equation (4.12) becomes zero, hence all trajectories 
tend to the line f  = ki • vi.
2. ... are > 0 and t —)■ — oo, we deduce that all trajectories Tow away ’ from to the line f  = k± • v\.
Hence, when a system contains a least one eigenvalue =  0 the system will have a line of equilibrium points, 
where the direction vector for this line is the eigenvector v associated with this zero eigenvalue.
4 .2 .4  O p tim ization  M eth o d  for S tab iliz ing  K now n K eio  S tead y  S ta te
Steady state data as reported in the Keio multi-omics database was used to parameterize the kinetic model 
at steady state. Hence, by definition we know a steady state of the system exists and is given by the profile of 
steady state metabolite concentrations taken from the Keio database, along with the estimates of the steady
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state concentrations of those metabolites which had missing values in the database.
As a sense check, after ensuring that the substitution of the Keio steady state concentration values 
gave ODE derivative values close to zero (of the order of 1 x 10“ ^^ ) as expected, we calculated the numerical 
Jacobian and eigenvalues for this known steady state. As the steady state concentration values in the Keio 
database were observed, one would expect that the system from which they were observed was inherently 
stable, i.e. that the real part of all eigenvalues at this reported steady state are < 0. However we actually 
find that two of these eigenvalues have real parts > 0 , meaning that the system is not strictly stable, in the 
mathematical sense. We therefore must adjust some of the model parameters in such a manner so as to 
obtain a stable system about this steady state.
To do this we set up an optimization problem to adjust a select few kinetic model parameters in 
such a way that the maximum value of the real parts of the system eigenvalues (for the Keio steady state) 
is less than or equal to zero. We appreciate that since the kinetic model parameters were determined under 
physical conditions different from those our model is created within, we should thus be able to adjust these 
parameter values. However, since we have no prior knowledge to indicate by how much we should adjust 
these parameters we must perform this optimization to minimize the change of these kinetic parameters, 
simultaneous to the main objective, as discussed above. Therefore, our overall objective of the optimization 
we would like to perform is as follows:
min 06 j =  max (real(A)) +  0.01 * [\\Par am Adj -  1\\) , (4.13)
for the real part of the eigenvalue, real(A), and the vector of values of the multiplicative adjustment factors
to the model parameters given by Par am Adj.
Since many of the parameters of the kinetic model reactions were adjusted before to help find consis­
tent values for the missing intracellular metabolite concentrations, we would like to keep those adjustments 
unaltered. We therefore find all the unaffected kinetic parameters and multiply them by a scaling factor 
Par am Adj., which are defined as free variables of the optimization. The optimization is a non-linear 
constrained problem, where the free variables are the scaling factors on the model parameters. Since we 
would like to minimize the change in the model parameter values, and to ensure that the optimization solver 
does not search for solutions well beyond scaling factors around a value of 1, each of the scaling factors are 
constrained within the interval [0 .5 , 2].
It is important to note that the main drawback of this optimization problem is the objective itself. 
The first part of the objective, as shown in equation (4.13), we must minimize the maximum value of the 
real parts of the eigenvalues found. However, since there are more than one eigenvalues of the system for 
the given steady state, the maximum real part outputted could be of any of the eigenvalues, and between 
iterations searching for this value could cause a switch between showing the real part of other eigenvalues, 
making the overall objective a discretely changing value. This could cause problems for the solver, causing
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poor convergence or even no convergence. However, there is still a chance that it works well if the solver is 
initiated in a ‘good’ region, close to an optimal solution.
In fact, we do indeed find that it works, which I believe is because we constrain the optimization variable 
space to a very narrow region, not allowing the objective value to jump around by large ‘distances’.
4.3 R esu lts and D iscussion
4.3 .1  T he In itia l S tead y  S ta te  and S tab ility
As described in the previous chapter, our kinetic model has been parameterized using the steady state data of 
metabolite concentrations and fluxes reported in the Keio multi-omics database. This means that the kinetic 
model system contains at least one steady state, where the profile of steady state metabolite concentrations 
and its resulting flux distribution defines the steady state.
As a means of sense checking the kinetic model and ensuring no obvious errors, if we solve the kinetic 
model (which is a system of ODEs posing an initial value problem) with the initial conditions of metabolite 
concentrations set to the steady state values we do indeed find that the trajectories stay at steady state for a 
long time, if not for all time, as shown in Figure 4.3.
1.6
1.4
'Ô)
1 1.2O5
t  ‘
•â
S  0.8
O 0.6
^  0.4
0.2
5
Tim e (h)
10
F ig u r e  4 .3 : P lot of the trajectories of the kinetic model m etabolite concentrations over tim e when initiating the sim ulations from  
the known Keio steady state concentration values.
As discussed in the previous section, since we observe this steady state, hereafter called the ‘Keio steady 
state’, one would expect the the state is stable in nature. That is to say, that for any small enough perturbation 
away from the steady state trajectories of the change in metabolite concentrations eventually fall back onto 
the same steady state. As is shown in Figure 4.4, it does not seem that the system is stable since trajectories 
diverge away from their respective steady state values. Maybe we have not chosen a good initial condition,
i.e. that the perturbation to the steady state is relatively too large?
To prove the stability of the Keio steady state we calculate the numerical Jacobian and its eigenvalues
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F ig u r e  4 .4 : P lot of the trajectories of the kinetic model m etabolite concentrations over tim e when initiating the sim ulations 
from m etabolite concentration values away from steady state. P lot on left shows the trajectories of the dynam ics 
of m etabolite concentrations after initiating sim ulations from Keio steady state, except that concentration of fdp 
was changed from 0.02593mM  to O.OSmM. P lot on right also shows the trajectories of the dynam ics of m etabolite  
concentrations, but after initiating sim ulations w ith values of all dynamical variables that are 99% of the value of 
their respective Keio steady state values. Both plots show that the Keio steady sta te  seem s to be an unstable steady  
state.
to show the states ‘true’ stability nature. From these eigenvalues, reported in Figure 4.5 it is found that 
indeed the system is not strictly stable since we have 2 eigenvalues whose real parts are positive (27^  ^ and 
28*  ^ eigenvalue).
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F ig u r e  4 .5 : A screen snapshot of the output from M ATLAB after calculating the kinetic m odel eigenvalues, for the Keio steady  
state.
How can we stabilize the steady state? The parameters of the kinetic model affect the nature of the 
steady state and hold the potential to change its stability, if such a potential exists for the given system. We 
therefore multiply an adjustment factor onto some of the model parameters and check how this affects the 
status of the stability of the steady state. To do this we set out an optimization problem where the objective 
of this problem is to ensure that the maximum value of the real part of any of the eigenvalues calculated 
for the given steady state is less than or equal to zero, whilst simultaneously minimizing the effect of the 
parameter adjustment factors, as detailed in section 4.2.4. The optimization was initiated from over 50
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different sets of values. Due to the discrete nature of the objective function, as discussed earlier, only 28 of 
the 50 problems reached an optimal solutions, where Figure 4.6 shows the best of the optimal solutions, i.e. 
with a more globally minimized objective value. The kinetic model is the same as in the previous chapter.
Objective Value 
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Figure 4.6: Tabic of the optim ized m ultiplicative scaling factors of the respective kinetic model parameter values, which ensure 
a stable Keio steady state.
only that now the parameter scaling factors reported here are multiplied to their respective parameter values. 
These are also reported in Appendix P, where the respective scaling factor is given in green text.
Multiplying the respective adjustment factors onto our model parameters and evaluating the system 
to calculate its eigenvalues for the Keio steady state we do indeed find that the real part to all eigenvalues 
are now negative, indicative of a stable steady state, as shown in Figure 4.7. Interrogating the kinetic model
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Figure 4.7: List of the eigenvalues of the re-parameterized kinetic m odel, evaluated at the Keio steady state. All have negative 
real parts, indicative of a stable state.
further by running simulations and plotting trajectories initiated from concentration values set at the Keio 
steady state values except for that of the concentrations of pyr metabolite, which was set to 95% of its steady 
state concentration. As clearly seen in Figure 4.8 the trajectories quickly tend back to the original steady 
state concentration values, indicative of a stable steady state. Hence, the Keio steady state is now a stable 
steady state, as required.
It is interesting to note the oscillatory behaviour of the trajectories. As defined in section 4.2.3, if the 
eigenvalues of the given steady state are complex valued with non-zero real parts trajectories very close to 
the steady state oscillate. Looking back at Figure 4.7 we see that 14 of the eigenvalues are complex valued
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F ig u r e  4 .8 : P lots of the trajectories of kinetic model m etabolite concentrations over tim e after in itiating sim ulations from a state  
perturbed from the Keio steady state. The initial condition was given by only a change in the concentration of pyr 
to  95% of its Keio steady sta te  value. The plot on the right side shows a zoom ed plot of the trajectories of pyr 
concentration, showing damped oscillations converging back towards the stable Keio steady state concentrations.
with non-zero real parts, which proves why we see such oscillatory behaviour of trajectories of many variables 
of the kinetic model system. In fact, the oscillatory trajectories are not only of a few model variables, this 
behaviour is propagated throughout the system causing all dynamic variables to exhibit oscillatory behaviour.
To investigate the stability of the steady state, as well as understanding dynamics of the steady state, we
had to initiate simulations from a different initial metabolite concentrations (conditions). W hat does it mean
to change the initial metabolite concentrations?
From the experim ents, prior to inoculation of cells in the chemostat continuous culture vessel they are 
grown in batch culture conditions till early stationary phase. Up till this point in growth phase individual 
cells ...
1. ... may have been growing at varying growth rates.
2. ... may have been in different phases of cell cycle, with respect to other cells.
3. ... would be distributing intracellular content unevenly into daughter cells, including intracellular 
metabolite concentrations. This makes the profile of each of the daughter cells different from each 
other, let alone making them distinct from other cells in the culture.
W ith such variation ubiquitous in the media, it seems clear that individual cells will inevitably have different 
metabolite concentration profiles at the point when they are inoculated into continuous culture. Thus, at 
time zero for growth conditions in continuous culture conditions, individual cells are effectively starting from 
different initial conditions.
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I also believe that since the turnover rate of metabolic reactions occur on a time scale that is rela­
tively much faster than that of its doubling time and production of daughter cells, then each daughter cell 
can potentially reach a different steady state before there is another change in metabolic concentration. This 
could thereby potentially cause a prior heterogeneous population to propagate to a heterogeneous population 
at steady state. Could multiple states exist for the same steady state growth conditions?
4 . 3 . 2  A l t e r n a t i v e  S t e a d y  S t a t e s  I :  C h a n g i n g  I n i t i a l  S t a t e  o f  S y s t e m
Previously we had seen that a change of initial conditions saw trajectories that converged back to the Keio 
steady state. W hat if the initial state of the system (as a whole) was further from the Keio steady state? 
Would we still converge back onto the same steady state?
F ir s t  A lte r n a t iv e  S te a d y  S ta te
We find that, with a sufficient difference in the initial state of the system trajectories can converge onto an 
alternative steady sta te , which means that w e fin d  a n o th e r  c e llu la r  p h e n o ty p e , o th e r  th a n  th a t  w h ic h  
is  r e p o r te d  in  K e io . Figure 4.9 shows that when we initiate simulations of the kinetic model such that 
concentrations of all metabolites of the system start from 95% of their respective Keio steady state values, 
when grown in continuous culture conditions at the same growth rate, we find that indeed an alternative 
steady state and phenotype is reached.
An Alternative Steady State  
Initiating from a sta te  of the system  sufficiently far from Keio steady state  
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Initiating from a sta te  of the sy stem  sufficiently far from Keio steady state
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F ig u r e  4 .9 : We initiate the kinetic model from a sta te of the system  where concentrations of all of the dynamical variables are 
starting from 95% of their Keio steady state values. Trajectories show that the system  converges to an alternative 
steady state compared to  that of the Keio steady state, as found previously. Each trajectory of the alternative steady  
state (solid lines) corresponds to its respective Keio steady state trajectory (dashed lines) w ith the same colour. P lot 
on right is a zoom  into area of plot on left.
In regards to the stability of the alternative steady state, it would be expected that this new found state 
is stable by definition since trajectories converged onto it. To prove this we numerically estimate the system
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Jacobian about this new steady state and use it to calculate the respective system eigenvalues. As can be 
seen from the results in Figure 4.10 all the eigenvalues of this steady state have negative real parts, indicative 
of a stable state.
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F ig u r e  4 .1 0 : A screen shot of the eigenvalues of the system  about the alternative steady state, calculated from the numerical 
Jacobian estim ated in M ATLAB.
Establishing that the identified alternative steady state is stable, I believe, is indicative of a prediction of 
an observable phenotype. To ensure a more informative prediction as well as understanding which parts of the 
bacterial central carbon metabolism change with respect to metabolite concentrations it would be interesting 
to see how metabolic flux distribution amongst the central metabolic reactions has been re-distributed. We 
therefore illustrate the results on a schematic of the kinetic model of the central carbon metabolism of 
Escherichia coli in Figure 4.11. Since there are very subtle differences between the Keio steady state and 
alternative steady state, this figure shows the percentage change in the absolute values of the alternative 
steady state metabolite concentrations and fluxes with respect to the Keio steady state.
From Figure 4.11 we see that the alternative steady state has an increased flux in almost every reaction 
thanks to the increase in absolute flux of the uptake of glucose via GLCptspp reaction. However, the increase 
in flux is not proportional everywhere, as would be expected from flux balance models (unless one hits the 
boundary of a flux constraint). The increase in uptake flux seems to concentrate on propagating down 
glycolysis rather than filtering into the pentose phosphate pathway. Looking at the regulatory effects at this 
key metabolic network junction, at the g6p metabolite, we see that the main dynamic control on the flux 
distribution is governed by the inhibitory effect of 6pgc metabolite onto the enzyme of the PGI reaction. 
However, with the increase in concentration of 6pgc one would expect a greater proportion of flux into the 
pentose phosphate pathway, which is clearly not the case. Instead the significantly lower maximum turnover 
rate of the G6PDH reaction compared to that of PGI, which is almost two orders of magnitude higher, seems 
then to play the more prominent role. The increased flux induced into glycolysis seems to then filter directly 
into the TCA cycle rather than out to acetate production. With a decrease in the concentration of TCA 
cycle inhibitor pep, an even greater flux was induced into the TCA cycle pathway, which also propagated to 
increase the flux through the reaction of MEl, which in turn accelerated further flux into the TCA cycle. The 
inhibitory effect of pep on the anaplerotic reaction PPCK was also dampened by its decrease in concentration, 
allowing a greater flux from the TCA cycle towards ‘backing up’ the concentration pool of pep. Why would
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F ig u r e  4 .1 1 : A schematic of the network of reactions and m etabolites of the kinetic model, reporting the percentage increase in 
absolute fluxes and m etabolite concentrations from the Keio steady state to the alternative steady state. For fluxes, 
the blue bar represents increases in flux from the Keio to the alternative steady state, where the red bar represents 
a decrease. The percentage change in m etabolite concentration is given by the heat map given on the right side of 
the figure.
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it be important to ‘back up’ the pep concentration ‘pool’ ?
The role of pep seems important in the cell. In fact, with a major role as an essential activator of GLCptspp 
for the uptake of the sole carbon source glucose, ensuring the constant regulation of the concentration pool 
size of pep would seem to be critical for the survival of the cell. The metabolite sits at the end of glycolysis, 
a vital position for the control of flux into the TCA cycle. The control of the TCA cycle by pep is many fold. 
The pep metabolite...
1. ...inhibits ICDHyr, which I imagine plays a key role in not only controlling flux in the TCA cycle 
pathway, but also helps to redistribute flux into the glyoxylate shunt during anaerobic conditions.
2 . ...aids in backing up the metabolite concentration pool of oaa, possibly to ensure a preferred flux into 
the TCA cycle rather than a redistribution to the production of acetate. Flux into the TCA cycle is 
crucial since three main biosynthesis pathways originate from the TCA cycle metabolites akg, succoa, 
and oaa.
3. ...is itself backed up from oaa. The flux in this reaction of PPCK become more significant when there 
is a drop in concentration of pep, the reactions only inhibitor. I believe that this ensures at least one 
key form of recovery if and when there is a dive in the concentration of pep.
The later two points demonstrate that the metabolic network interactions and regulation alone seem sufficient 
in governing the concentration pool size of pep, protecting (to a certain extent) two key aspects of the cell:
1. The production of biosynthetic precursors, and inevitably growth and production of biomass.
2. The survival of the cell, ensuring that it will be able to uptake its preferred carbon source glucose, when 
and if available in the media.
Though the propagation of ffux seems obvious, its distribution is clearly governed by metabolite-enzyme 
regulatory interaction mechanisms. I would say that these mechanisms of action are ‘hard-wired’ into the 
metabolic networks since such an interaction is predetermined by the structure of the governing enzyme. 
Furthermore, I believe that such governance occurs with an inclination towards the survival and growth of 
the cell.
A n o th e r  A lte r n a t iv e  S te a d y  S ta te
Is there only one alternative steady state? Solving the roots of the kinetic model is very difllcult since the 
convergence time scale of the algorithm which is used to find the roots is very large and so finding a root 
takes a very long time. Furthermore, each ODE equation has very large gradients, caused by the conversion 
factor p (cell density) which is approximately of the value of 500. These large gradients create a very rough 
and deep ‘landscape of the solution space’ making it extremely difficult to find the roots of the system.
Nevertheless, if the system includes only the dynamical variables the system does not have a continuous 
but a discrete set of steady states. It is therefore important to note that the initial concentration values 
of only the dynamically variable metabolites of the system are altered, not the concentration values of the 
fixed or constant metabolites (such as the cofactor metabolites), else one would indeed find a continuous
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set of steady states. Just to demonstrate the point, Figure 4.12 shows the the trajectories of the kinetic 
model metabolite concentrations. There trajectories were initiated for yet another state of the system, 
where the concentrations of dynamically varying metabolites were set at the Keio steady state conditions 
except that of the concentration of biomass, which was set at 90% of its Keio value. This is like saying that 
after growing a culture of cells in continuous culture till they all reached the Keio steady state, we then 
instantaneously decreased the optical density to 90% of what it was, and observed dynamics till this new 
alternative steady state was reached. This steady state is distinct from both the Keio steady state and the
Another Alternative Steady State 
Initiating from a state same as the Keio steady state, except that biomass is 90% of its original value.
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Figure 4.12: Plot of the trajectories of the kinetic model variables, in itiated from a state of the system  distinct from both the 
Keio and the first alternative steady state found. Trajectories converge onto yet another alternative steady state  
(solid lines), distinct from both the previous alternative steady state found and the Keio steady state (dotted lines).
first alternative steady state found. Comparing the relative steady state fluxes and absolute steady state 
metabolite concentrations between the Keio steady state and this new found alternative steady state, as seen 
in Figure 4.13, we find a very .similar story to that discussed regarding the previous alternative steady state. 
One main difference in this story is that 6% more of flux is distributed toward the production of acetate in 
the alternative steady state. This ‘decision’ is determined by the regulation which happens around accoa, 
the centre point from which flux can branch from glycolysis into acetate production and/or the TCA cycle. 
We clearly see a significant increase in the concentrations of pyr, accoa and cit in the alternative steady 
state. Looking more closely at the regulations present about this part of the network, as shown in Figure 
4.14, we see that both pep and pyr have significant regulatory effects on the reversible reaction of PTAr. It 
would seem that with the demand of pep on the uptake of glucose via CLCptspp pep concentration did not 
accumulate unlike that of pyr, which is a product of this reaction. With a large increase in the concentration 
of pyr there is a relatively greater inhibition of the flux of PTAr in the direction of accoa synthesis and a 
greater activation of the same reaction in the direction of actp synthesis, creating a greater net flux in the 
direction of actp and acetate synthesis. The amount of flux from pyr should be quite high, given the large 
relative concentration of pyr. However, accoa, which is also of a relatively high concentration, is inhibiting
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F ig u r e  4 .1 3 : Schem atic of the kinetic model network of reactions and m etabolites. (Left): The Keio Steady S tate, and (Right): 
The Second Alternative Steady State. Steady state fluxes are relative to GLCptspp reaction flux and absolute  
m etabolite concentrations correspond to  their respective colours shown from the heat map in the middle. Between  
the two states, large concentration differences are seen for external glucose (glcD ), 13dpg, pyr, accoa and cit.
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F ig u r e  4 .1 4 : A snapshot of a part of the kinetic model network of reactions, focused about the point at which glycolysis branches 
into the TC A  cycle and the acetate production pathway.
the PDIl reaction as well as pushing the reaction equilibrium towards pyr. This combination thus prevents 
the flux from becoming too high, and thus the relative distribution of flux towards actp from accoa is not 
significant enough to reverse the reactions direction, though it does slow it down in its current direction.
This example again demonstrates how metabolic level regulation alone plays a key role in changing flux 
distributions, and hence in changing cellular phenotype.
The common attributes of cells which converge onto the Keio steady state and those that converge 
onto both of the new found alternative steady states is that all distinct cellular phenotypes are indistinguish­
able with respect to growth rate. Since the rest of cellular metabolism, other than the subset of reactions 
modelling the bacterial central carbon metabolism, is forced to stay constant during the dynamics of this 
subset of reactions (since connecting reactions are kept constant in respective ODEs) the rest of cellular 
metabolic fiux(',s are ‘constrained’ to be the same between the two phenotypes. Thus, the flux of the biomass 
production reaction also remains the same between the two phenotypes, hence making them indistinguishable 
with respect to growth rate.
The key difference between the three phenotypes is that their respective initial states were different, prior 
to reaching steady state i.e. the state of the cells for the ‘simulated in-silico inoculation’, so to say. The 
difference of intracellular metabolite concentrations at this initial cellular state is easily understood since 
internal cell to cell variation is expected, as discussed at the end of section 4.3.1. However, with the additional 
change to the initial concentrations of biomass and glucose, we introduce a different set of media conditions 
in the simulation of continuous culture, though the growth conditions are the same. Under this different 
media condition for continuous growth the optical density, and thus the concentration of biomass, and 
glucose concentration in the extracellular media are different to those of the Keio experimental conditions. 
This means that the three cellular phenotypes cannot co-exist in same media conditions unless we believe 
that different cells can be of different sizes and uptake at different rates.
R e v is i t in g  O u r Q u e s t io n s  o f  In te r e s t
Revisiting our questions of interest that we laid out at the end of section 4.1;
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1. Do we need to invoke gene regulation to observe a change in the metabolic state of the cell?
The three distinct and discrete steady states found prove that indeed you do not need to invoke gene 
regulation, at least theoretically.
2 . Can multiple stable steady states of the cell exist purely as a result of metabolic reaction interactions 
alone?
With the proof that each of the steady states found were stable, different cellular phenotypes can indeed 
exists just from enzyme regulations that are hard-wired into the bacterial central metabolic network. 
This can even happen amongst a subset of metabolic reactions without changing the rest of metabolism 
or even the specific cell growth rate.
3. Can such phenotypic states of the cell co-exist under the same growth and media conditions?
All of the identified stable steady states can exist under the same growth rate and dilution rate, since 
these are not affected by a change in the initial state of the cell. However, they were found from 
trajectories initiated at a state of the cell that includes a change in biomass and glucose concentrations. 
These trajectories then converged onto stable steady states where each of the three phenotypes was 
found to be consuming glucose at a different rate from each other mainly because each phenotypes 
was ‘feeling’^  a different steady state concentration of glucose, let alone each growing constantly with 
a different biomass concentration from each other as well. Thus, it would probably not be possible for 
the three phenotypes found to co-exist under the same growth conditions in the same media. This does 
not however mean that no such phenotypes can exist.
So, finding an alternative steady state has shown that indeed mechanisms explicitly hard-wired into the 
enzymes of the metabolite network alone are sufficient enough for the cell to express alternative phenotypes, 
with respect to metabolite concentrations. Furthermore, it seemed that the regulatory effects of metabolites 
seemed crucial as possibly one of the means of ensuring the cells survival.
It would have been interesting to find whether multiple stable steady states could exist, theoretically, in the 
same media and growth conditions, since it has implications in understanding the emergence of heterogeneous 
bacterial populations. With further investigation and analysis of the kinetic model that we have, could we 
find that a heterogeneous population could exist driven by only the metabolic level interactions?
4 . 3 . 3  A l t e r n a t i v e  S t e a d y  S t a t e s  I I :  V a r y i n g  I n i t i a l  C o n c e n t r a t i o n s  o f  O n l y  I n t r a c e l l u l a r  
M e t a b o l i t e
For co-existence to be true, 1 believe that the different stable steady states must satisfy the following:
1. Grow at same specific growth rate.
2 . Concentration of sole carbon source glucose ‘felt’ by each cell must be the same, since they are in the 
same media.
^When we say that the cell ‘feels’ a concentration of extracellular substrate, such as that of glucose, we mean the value of the 
concentration at which this substrate is set to or has converged to in the extracellular media based on the reaction equations of 
the kinetic model.
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3. Biomass concentration must be the same between them, since it is assumed that the cell size between 
cells in any condition is approximately the same, especially if we impose the same media and growth 
conditions.
As discussed previously, at the point of inoculation of bacterial cells into the continuous culture it seems clear 
that the population being introduced into the vessel is heterogeneous with respect to its state at that time 
(denoted time zero). Note that this state does not have to be, and most likely will not be, a steady state of 
the cell. The question is now that given the same growth and media conditions fixed for all cells in such a 
heterogeneous population, could a large enough difference in the initial state of these cells cause them to con­
verge to different steady states? Could at least two different stable steady state co-exist in continuous culture?
During the analysis and evaluation of the kinetic model to ensure that the concentrations of extracel­
lular glucose and biomass do not change for a given perturbation to the system we adjust the kinetic model 
in such a way that the ODEs for both biomass, and extracellular glucose, stay at zero. This is
achieved by simply multiplying the ODE equations by zero.
When we now initiate our kinetic model metabolite concentrations from the Keio steady state, but with 
the concentration of pyr set to 60% of its Keio steady state value, trajectories of the simulations do indeed 
tend to an alternative steady state distinct from that of Keio, as can be seen in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Trajectories of the kinetic model m etabolite concentrations over time, given that biomass and glucose concentrations 
stay the sam e as their respective Keio steady state values. Simulations were initiated at m etabolite concentration  
values which were the sam e as the Keio steady sta te concentration values (dotted lines), except that [pyr] was set 
to  60% of its Keio value. Trajectories (solid lines) indeed tend to alternative steady state concentration values. 
The plot on the right is a zoomed region of the plot of trajectories to show that the dynamical nature of many 
m etabolite concentrations undergo a damped oscillation close to the Keio steady state when [pyr] is perturbed.
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What about the stability of this alternative steady state? Calculating the eigenvalues from the numerical 
Jacobian evaluated about this alternative steady state concentration profile we find indeed this steady state 
is stable, as shown in Figure 4.16, and thus we have found an alternative phenotype.
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F ig u r e  4 .1 6 : An extract of the calculated eigenvalues from the numerical Jacobian evaluated about the new found alternative 
steady state. The value of the real part of all eigenvalues are negative numbers, indicative of a stable steady state.
It is clear from Figure 4.15 that the absolute differences between the Keio and alternative steady states is 
relatively small. To better understand where and what is significantly different between the two steady states 
we calculate the difference between the absolute values of the metabolite concentrations and fluxes of both 
steady states, as shown in Figure 4.17. Though the absolute differences are very small there is indeed a distinct
»  Fluxes_AlternativeSteadyState - Fluxes_KeioSteadyState
Columns 9 through 16
Columns 15 through 21
Columns 25 through 32
Columns 2 9 through 31
F ig u r e  4 .1 7 : An extract from MATLAB of the absolute difference between the Keio and new found alternative steady state  
absolute m etabolite concentrations and absolute fluxes.
difference. When searching for any other alternative states many other combinations of perturbed metabolite 
concentrations that were used as the initial states of the system gave trajectories which also converged onto 
the same alternative steady state found. Since this alternative steady state was found over and over again, we 
suspect that it is the only other stable steady state of the system presented by the kinetic model. However, we 
cannot rule out other possible roots of the system since we did not search over all of the possible space. Even 
if we did (within some physiologically relevant bounds), withont enduring an extraordinary computational 
expense as well as the huge cost in time, the search algorithm may not be fine enough to enable a convergence 
onto the root in what I imagine is a very deep yet fine grained solution space (a property given away in the
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very large gradients of trajectories of simulations). Hence we accept that the discovery of at least one other 
stable steady state is sufficient to prove the point that indeed potentially observable alternative phenotypes 
exist within the same growth and media continuous culture conditions.
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F ig u r e  4 .1 8 : A schematic of the network of reactions modelled in the kinetic model. The percentage increase in flux and 
m etabolite concentrations from the Keio to the alternative stable steady state is also given next to the respective 
m etabolite and reaction names. For the percentage change in fluxes, all blue bars are percentage increases, while 
red ones are percentage decreases. The heat map of the colours representing the percentage change in m etabolite  
concentration is given on the right of the figure.
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From Figure 4.18 we see that the most significant percentage difference between the Keio steady state 
and that of the alternative steady state is the increased flux in the reactions of the TCA cycle pathway, and 
concentrations around the metabolite g3p.
The most prominent driving force that is inducing the increased flux in the TCA cycle reactions is that 
of the significantly increased steady state concentration of oaa. Since this metabolite plays an essential role 
in the reaction of CS, it could be thought of as a key bottleneck for flux which flows in the TCA cycle. Thus, 
when its concentration is higher, and given that the concentration of accoa is high enough, flux that filters 
into and settles in the TCA cycle pathway is indeed expected to be increased. With this increased flux now 
‘bottlenecked’ by the slightly lowered concentration of accoa, which in fact is less than 5% lower than at the 
Keio steady state, the effect of the high concentration of oaa turns towards the dramatic increase in the flux 
of the PPCK reaction. This effectively ‘backs up’ the concentration pool of pep, and implicitly that of accoa 
too. I imagine that this, together with the increased flux of production of pyr from reaction MEl, helps to 
maintain a healthy flux into the TCA cycle.
The metabolites g3p, 13dpg and fdp converged onto steady state concentrations of more than 5% that 
found in the Keio steady state, with s7p taking a dramatic fall in concentration by more than 10%. One may 
speculate that the product inhibitory effect of g3p onto the reaction of FBA has become more significant 
under this steady state, causing a strangle of flux flow through the reactions of glycolysis, thus yielding very 
little difference in flux between the two phenotypes found.
Indeed, the alternative stable steady states is distinct from the stable steady state metabolism of the 
Keio phenotype, but now given that both phenotypes express the same glucose and biomass concentrations 
under their respective steady states. Recalling our third question of interest:
3. Can multiple phenotypic states (stable steady states) of the cell co-exist under the same growth and 
media conditions?
We have clearly found an alternative stable steady state, a distinct phenotype from that of the Keio 
phenotype. However, can they co-exist in the same growth and media conditions?
For the two phenotypes to co-exist in the same growth conditions, they must grow at the same specific 
growth rate, under the same media conditions, and be subjected to the same continuous culture dilution rate. 
Indeed  th ese  two identified phenotypes are  able to  co-exist, since both are growing in continuous 
culture conditions at a specific growth rate of 0.2h~^, at the same biomass concentration and feeling the same 
concentration of extracellular sole carbon source, glucose, as can be seen from the zero difference in their 
respective concentrations shown in Figure 4.17. It is interesting to note that this very property of co-existence 
makes the two phenotypes indistinguishable when making observations outside the cell. Furthermore, 
taking averages over samples from the continuous culture will also never allow one to discriminate between 
co-existing phenotypes, simply from the principle of the central limit theorem from the large sample of cells 
required for metabolic analysis.
What attributes in the metabolic network create the potential for the cell to express multiple steady
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states? Though it is difficult to point to the roots of this cause in metabolic networks, papers in the literature 
have discussed potential mechanisms that could lead to multiple steady states in gene regulatory networks, 
as discussed in chapter 1. Such mechanisms or their analogies may exist in the ‘wiring’ of metabolic level 
interactions.
I believe that the key driving factor for the current case could be the difference in the steady state 
uptake flux of the substrate between cells in the same media and growth conditions. Is this possible? Does 
this contradict the fact that cells ‘feel’ same substrate concentration, and so contradict cell co-existence?. 
Actually, it does not. We in fact observe that though the steady state concentration of extracellular glucose 
is the same for both the Keio and alternative phenotypes, the actual uptake flux in the GLCptspp reaction 
of both is different. Why? This is because of the inhibitory regulation of the reaction by its own product 
g6p. With different concentrations of g6p in either phenotype the reaction of GLCptspp is thus regulated 
differently causing a distinction between the uptake rates of the two phenotypes, and possibly even creating 
the potential for the expression of the new found alternative phenotype. Thus, the reaction regulation is 
creating the opportunities for the expression of an alternative phenotype.
Could the metabolite-enzyme interaction regulatory effects on metabolic reaction mechanisms in fact 
be playing a much more significant role in enabling the potential for the cellular expression of an alternative 
phenotype?
The two cell phenotypes have distinct flux distribution profiles as well as metabolic reaction profiles. To 
create such distinct phenotypes, a level of ‘complexity’^  of the system is needed. If we were to view the 
network of metabolic reactions only in terms of the reactions, like a flux balance model, and constrain the 
‘boundary’ of the sub-network of reactions modelled in the kinetic model by setting the respective ‘connecting’ 
reaction fluxes to fixed values, it seems that there is little room for an alternative flux distribution, if any, as 
shown in Figure 4.19.
Performing FVA of the fluxes of the kinetic model reactions gives an idea of the possible other feasible 
steady state flux distributions, under the same boundary constraints, as is the case for the two phenotypes 
found (Keio and alternative). It can be seen in Figure 4.19 that after fixing all connecting reactions of the 
kinetic model metabolites in the adjusted genome-scale model, and then performing flux variability analysis, 
the percentage difference between the maximum and minimum flux values of the kinetic model reactions is 
much less then the percentage difference of those same reaction fluxes between the two phenotypes observed. 
Therefore, the significantly larger difference in fluxes between the two phenotypes cannot be explained simply 
from the connectivity of the basic reaction network. The potential for the emergence of other phenotypes 
must lie in the complexity created from the regulatory interactions intrinsic in the equations modelling the 
reaction enzyme mechanisms and their regulation by other metabolites.
One could even consider whether it would be enough to only model all reaction kinetics without the need 
of metabolite regulation of the reaction enzyme, i.e. that all reaction equations were represented by simple
^We define ‘Complexity’ as the level of interaction of elements of a system, whose consequence is the emergence of a behaviour 
or phenotype of interest. In our case, a more ‘complex’ kinetic system is one where there are more metabolic interactions in the 
network due to regulation, as well as the basic reaction itself. The behaviour of interest here is the stable steady state reached.
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Flux Variability Analysis Results of Adjusted Genom-Scale Model
— FVA M in Flux — FVA M ax Flux
Reaction N am es
Rxn Names GLCptspp P6MT PGI PFK FBA TP! GAPD PGK PGM ENO PYK PPM
FVA Min Flux 2.7586 0.0000 2.0226 2.3430 2.3430 2.2870 4.7725 -4.7829 -4.4317 4.4213 0.9007 3.0947
FVA Max Flux 2.7586 0.0000 2.0538 2.3534 2.3534 2.2974 4.7829 -4.7725 -4.4213 4.4317 0.9110 3.1050
% Difference 0.000% 0.000% 1.541% 0.443% 0.443% 0.454% 0.218% -0.217% -0.234% 0.235% 1.153% 0.336%
Rxn Names PTAr ACKr ACS CS ACONTb ICDHyr ICL AKGDH SUCOAS SUCDI FUM MDH
FVA Min Flux -0.0902 0.0902 0.0000 1.9880 1.9880 1.9880 0.0000 1.7611 -1.6833 1.7617 1.9534 1.9534
FVA Max Flux -0.0902 0.0902 0.0000 1.9984 1.9984 1.9984 0.0000 1.7715 -1.6729 1.7721 1.9638 1.9638
% Difference 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% 0.522% 0.522% 0.522% 0.000% 0.590% -0.617% 0.590% 0.532% 0.532%
Rxn Names PPG PPCK MEl G6PDH2r GND TKTl TKT2 TALA ACONTa PGL RPE RPI
FVA Min Flux 0.6102 0.0000 0.0000 0.7048 0.7048 0.1939 0.1246 0.1939 1.9880 0.7048 0.3185 -0.3888
FVA Max Flux 0.6175 0.0073 0.0073 0.7359 0.7359 0.2043 0.1350 0.2043 1.9984 0.7359 0.3392 -0.3784
% Difference 1.192% N\A N\A 4.421% 4.421% 5.357% 8.338% 5.357% 0.522% 4.421% 6.523% -2.672%
F ig u r e  4 .1 9 : Excel extract of the range of possible flux values of the reactions of the kinetic model (KM) after performing flux 
variability analysis (FVA) on the adjusted genom e-scale m odel o f E.coli. The upper and lower flux values of all 
of the genom e-scale model (GSM) reactions that are the KM ‘connecting reactions' were fixed to values sam e as 
the values in the KM connecting reactions. The connecting reactions are the reactions that are not dynam ically  
m odelled by the KM and are part of the set of reactions in the GSM, but consum e or produce m etabolites whose  
dynam ics are modelled by the KM. They therefore ‘connect’ the KM m etabolites w ith the rest of m etabolism . 
Fixing the fluxes of the connecting reactions im poses the boundary on the sub-network m odelled by the KM.
Michaelis-Meiiten kinetics? This may actually not be sufficient enough to create the potential alternative 
stable steady states, though it may be able to create at least one other alternative steady state, as can be seen 
in the simple example in Figure 4.20. The problem here is that if we find only two roots from the system, one 
of them is always stable and the other unstable. Hence, the model predicts that we would only ever be able 
to observe one phenotype of the system, by the definition that a phenotype is a system stable steady state. 
To induce a third steady state the system requires at least a reaction with sigmoidal kinetics. The simplest 
of all examples is described in Figure 4.2 L
Here we see that such sigmoidal kinetics ensures that the two parts of the ODE cross three times, yielding 
three roots and thus a third steady state too. This particular example gives us two different stable steady 
states (phenotypes) and one unstable. Note that this is not guaranteed, one could obtain two unstable and 
one stable state. The point is however that such a mechanism causes the opportunity, given that we also 
select a convenient set of kinetic parameters, else the potential would be eradicated. Since not many enzyme 
mechanisms have been understood to follow Hill equation type kinetics, how else can such a situation be
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1
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M e tab o lite  C o n c e n tra tio n s
F ig u r e  4 .2 0 : Example of a simple ODE system  of reaction equations affecting the dynamics of the concentration of m etabolite  
rn. r l ,  r2  and r3 are reactions m odelled by simple M ichaelis-M enten kinetic equations, and the system  has a fixed 
rate of production from a fixed connecting reaction flux of 0.1. The schem atic of the system  is shown in the top 
left, the O DE and reaction equations are shown in the top right, and the various plots are shown along the bottom .
From the left to right: The first plot shows the hyperbolic nature of the kinetic of the reaction equations. The 
second plots shows part of the ODE plotted w ith reaction r3 set to zero to  show that two roots can be found from 
a simplified version of the system . The third plot shows the plot of the ODE function and its roots. We can also 
determ ine the stability of the roots.
introduced? One does not to invoke an exponent parameter such as the Hill coefficient. The multiplication 
of two or more independent metabolites will yield the effect of a Hill coefficient of more than one too. Hence, 
since there do exist many reactions of central metabolism that use multiple reagents, these could be sufficient 
to induce potential of the system to express more than one steady state. Regulatory effects of inhibition and 
activation also create the same type of opportunities. Hence, it could indeed be that the potential for the 
existence and emergence of multiple steady states, or even multiple phenotypes of the system, lies amongst the 
interactions and metabolite-enzyme interaction regulations of metabolic reactions in the cell. Maybe indeed 
we do not really need to depend upon higher forms of complexity, such as the induction from gene level 
regulation of the cell, to observe such macroscopic behaviours of the cellular system.
4 . 3 . 4  P o t e n t i a l  A p p l i c a t i o n s
What could be the purpose of heterogeneous phenotype expression in bacterial populations? Splitting the 
overall culture into a number of sub-populations could be thought of as a collective defensive mechanism of 
the population. If the population undergoes some form of environmental or media stress which results in
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F ig u r e  4 .2 1 : Schem atic showing a very sim ple kinetic system  whose dynam ics is modelled by the O D E given in the top right box, 
w ith respective reaction equations. This exam ple dem onstrates that w ith  a Hill coefficient like term in our ODEs, 
the system  can potentially have more than two roots to  the steady state problem. Under this specific exam ple we 
were able to  find three steady states with one unstable and two stable steady states, im plying that we could have 
two ‘observable phenotypes’ of the given system .
the death of a portion of the population, cells of an alternative metabolic profile may still be able to survive 
under the given stress and so continue to propagate the population.
A phenotype of great interest is that of ‘bacterial persistence’: under drug treatment or treatment by 
a number of drugs, a large proportion of the cell population is killed rapidly whilst a small sub-population 
remains alive. Since the daughter cells of the cells that have survived the onslaught of the drugs, the persister 
cells, have similar levels of drug tolerance as the previous overall population of cells before the application of 
that drug (or drugs), persistence thus cannot be as a result of cellular genetic alteration. Therefore, bacterial 
persistence is a phenotype and not a genotype of the cell. From many historical and recent studies, bacterial 
persistence is in fact a common attribute amongst a number of different procaryotes [81, 82]. It is well 
known and well established that the phenotype occurs in both E. coli, as shown clearly by the experiments of 
Balaban et al [7], and in M. tuberculosis, as shown in experimental studies of McKinney et al [43, 91]. Since it 
seems that it is such a ubiquitous phenotype one may even hypothesize that its potential emergence may be 
‘wired’ within the cell metabolism as opposed to the seemingly more common belief that such a phenotype 
is driven by expression and regulation of the cell genes, which would require certain genes and gene regulators.
With the knowledge that the potential for the cell to express different phenotypes could lie within
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the enzymatic mechanisms of the cellular metabolic network and the interactions of the network itself, if one 
could somehow identify the metabolic profile of the cell when it is under the state of persistence one could 
investigate further the metabolic cause for the stability of such a phenotypic profile. Bearing in mind that 
the stability of a system steady state found is governed by the kinetic parameters of the system; searching, 
finding and cataloguing the most significantly contributing parameters for the stability of the phenotype 
would not only give the opportunity of identifying potential drug targets amongst the cellular metabolic 
pathways, but also give us a more interesting insight into how we could target certain enzymes in order to 
induce a lower/higher affinity in binding and/or induce a greater/reduced maximum turnover of the reaction 
fluxes i.e. affecting the kinetic parameter values. Km and Vmax respectively. We may even find that with the 
introduction of a competitive or non-competitive inhibitor or activator to an enzymatic reaction we make the 
persister phenotype steady state unstable, or even eliminate the potential for the expression of the steady 
state. Such an analysis may thus even help us to design the drug, knowing the specific effect that we would 
like to induce in order to effect the system in the way that we desire, for example de-stabilizing the persister 
phenotype.
With the purpose of medical applications in mind, we could thus claim that it may be sufficient to target 
enzymes with the aim of affecting their kinetics. This may help to induce the cell into a phenotype that we 
either already know is easily killed by the application of a specific drug, or at least de-stabilizes the persister 
steady state enabling the cell to at least move away from the defined persistence phenotype.
4.4 C onclusion
In this chapter we have shown that a steady state of a subsystem of the metabolic network of bacterial central 
carbon metabolism is possible. We stabilized this system with the intention of fulfilling our definition of an 
observable steady state or a cellular phenotype, denoting this stable steady state as the ‘Keio phenotype’. 
The kinetic model used for the analysis around the stable Keio steady state can be found in the attached 
CD, in the folder ‘2_KineticModeLForThesisChapter4’, and where its corresponding set of parameters are 
given in Appendix P.
We have furthermore shown that alternative steady states of this subsystem of bacterial metabolism 
can exist, and that such systems can be proved to be mathematically stable. What is interesting is that 
such alternative stable steady states (cellular phenotypes) can be expressed from the metabolic network 
interactions and the ‘hard-wired’ regulatory mechanisms of enzyme-metabolite interactions alone. What is 
even more fascinating is that we are able to observe such a property under such stringent constraints, for 
only a sub-network of dynamic metabolic reactions where we are assuming that there is no change in the rest 
of metabolism, and thus effectively constraining the boundary of the network modelled.
This has pushed the boundary of our investigations to claim and hypothesize that indeed there is not 
only a potential for the cell to express an alternative phenotype from metabolic interactions and regulations 
alone but that one of the potential phenotypes can co-exist with our ‘Keio phenotype’.
With such interesting conclusions, one may wish to interrogate further the same possibilities but un- 
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der less stringent boundary conditions, i.e. do we still find the possibility of alternative steady states given 
that the connecting reactions can also change?
To construct a model of the appropriate form we must first ask ourselves that with the lack in knowledge 
of kinetics of the connecting reactions how can we model their dynamical changes? Any change to the fluxes 
expressed in these connecting reactions projects to a change in flux distribution of the rest of metabolism. 
How does this change in the rest of metabolism ‘inform’ the dynamics of the sub-network modelled by the 
kinetic model? In essence, can we model the dynamics of our subsystem under a more relaxed boundary 
constraint? How? The subsequent chapters will thus focus on the details of the construction of such a model.
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Chapter 5
Construction of the Integration Algorithm
5.1 Introduction
In order to enable one to interrogate and analyse the dynamics of the bacterial metabolism alone it would 
be ideal to have a genome-scale kinetic model of the interaction network of metabolites represented together 
with the enzymatic regulatory effects. With a huge lack in the kinetic knowledge of most of the metabolic 
reactions a mechanistically accurate kinetic model on the genome-scale cannot be made yet.
One of the key purposes of the construction of mechanistic models is to enable one to mimic some of 
the dynamical actions of a known part of the system of interest and predict behaviours that could be 
exhibited as a consequence of its complexity. This is precisely what we have done in the previous chapters 
with the kinetic modelling of E.coli central carbon metabolism. We realize that this well known system of 
interest is only a sub-system of the greater network of cellular metabolism. Elements of this sub-system are 
continuously interacting and influenced by the rest of the cellular metabolism via the ‘connecting reactions’, 
and thus by definition, the system of interest is an open system .^
We know that most of the metabolites of our kinetic model partake in many other reactions of the rest 
of metabolism. However, with the lack of kinetic knowledge of these ‘connecting reactions’ we could not 
do anything other than to fix their respective flux values to steady state values in an attempt to ‘close the 
system’. This meant that we were modelling a special case in the dynamics of cellular metabolism, where one 
may observe that the rest of metabolism is fixed whilst the reaction fluxes and metabolite concentrations of 
central metabolism change with time. Though modelling only the dynamics of this subsystem of metabolism 
was sufficient to show multiple phenotypes and demonstrate the potential existence of a heterogeneous 
population of cells, under continuous culture media and growth conditions, fixed values of the connecting 
reactions tightly restricted dynamics of the model variables. This means that the model is not representative 
of the more general behaviours of the dynamics of cellular metabolism. How can we make the model 
applicable to the more general situation?
To create a model of the more general dynamics of cellular metabolism we must work towards the 
ideal; having a genome-scale kinetic model. One may not need to model the dynamics of the whole of cellular 
metabolism in order to understand the actions of a sub-system of it. For example, we understand that a 
time-scale separation between subsystems in the metabolic network could be exploited to enable one to
^An Open System: A system tha t is continuously influenced by interaction with its surrounding ‘environment’. In the case of 
our kinetic model the environment is the rest of cellular metabolism.
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extract the dynamics of the subsystem of interest, i.e. assuming that the dynamics of the reactions of the 
subsystem are much faster than those of the reactions around it allows us to approximate the surrounding 
reaction fluxes by their respective steady state constant flux values. Unfortunately, there are still two 
problems with this: (1) the respective experimentally deduced time scales of many metabolic reactions are 
unknown, and (2) the subsystem of reactions that can be extracted due to time-scale difference may not 
be the subsystem of interest. In our case, and I imagine as is usually the case, the subsystem of interest is 
surrounded by reactions of a variety of time scales, though we can make assumptions about them as we had 
done previously. Do we then still need to model the dynamics on the genome-scale? With the impossibility of 
being able to experimentally track the dynamical behaviour of all intracellular metabolites of the cell anyway, 
where the intention of the utilization of such data is for model validation and hypotheses verification, it in 
fact does not make much sense to spend great effort in making the kinetic model larger and larger beyond 
the subsystem of interest.
In the previous chapters we had constructed a kinetic model of our subsystem of interest. This sub­
system contained metabolites that partake in many other metabolic reactions. I believe that to convert this 
model into a more general representative of the dynamics of bacterial central carbon metabolism, t h e  n e x t  
b e s t  a lte r n a t iv e  w o u ld  b e  t o  a p p r o x im a te  t h e  d y n a m ic a l b e h a v io u r  o f  i t s  c o n n e c t in g  r e a c t io n s ,  
t o g e th e r  w ith  t h e  d y n a m ic a l m o d e l o f  th e  k in e t ic s  o f  t h e  r e a c t io n s  o f  in te r e s t .
Currently the connecting reactions are fixed to steady state flux values that implicitly holds extra infor­
mation. Such information is not only of the connecting reactions themselves but also of the thermodynamics 
and flux constraints in the rest of the genome-scale model, since intrinsically every reaction affects every 
other. We must thus find a way of estimating the dynamics and/or changes in the fluxes of the connecting 
reactions whilst preventing the loss of such information, since it is by this type of data that we are able to 
yield a feasible flux distribution that complements the known specific cell growth rate. The way to ensure 
that we satisfy such requirements is by e m b e d d in g  t h e  d y n a m ic s  o f  o u r  k in e t ic  m o d e l in to  th e  
la r g e r  g e n o m e -s c a le  m o d e l, as we had done in our previous kinetic model, only n o w  w e  r e la x  t h e  f ix e d  
c o n s tr a in ts  o n  t h e  c o n n e c t in g  r e a c t io n s  a llo w in g  a  v a r ia t io n  in  th e ir  f lu x  v a lu e s .
A number of papers in the literature have shown interest and expressed the potential utility of the integration 
between kinetic and genome-scale (stoichiometric) models. The paper of Feist et al discusses that though the 
genome-scale model of E.coli is quite a comprehensive account of its metabolism, other key attributes need 
to also be included to enable the resulting model to computationally predict cellular behaviours and growth 
capabilities [31]. One of the key attributes other that transcriptional regulatory events and maintenance 
costs is that of reaction kinetics. Genome-scale models can be used to find an optimal route of production of 
biomass or other metabolites of interest given constraints, but the cell may not be using such an optimal set 
of reaction pathways to yield the objective. The alternative and ‘sub-optimal’ pathway however cannot be 
determined without modelling at least some of the enzymatic mechanisms of reactions of the genome-scale 
model [31], especially at important branch points such as those at the biosynthetic precursors in central 
metabolism.
Other papers in the literature have even attempted to integrate the two model types in different ways. 
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The paper of Fleming et al [35] aims to integrate the stoichiometry and kinetics of cellular metabolism 
(where known) in such a manner so as to reformulate the system as a single system of linear equalities and 
inequalities, on linear and exponential variables. So how do they incorporate the highly non-linear equations 
of reaction kinetics into a linear system? The exponential variables are in fact derived from a conversion of 
kinetic rate equations. They argue that a system of kinetic rate equations at steady state are implicitly a 
system of homogeneous polynomials, if one was to multiply out the denominators of each respective term of 
the ODE. Therefore, with the mathematical transformation of the linear space to the exponential, where they 
are able to exploit the exponent laws, they convert the system into a set of linear equalities, and logarithmic 
equalities and inequalities [35], with respect to exponential variables. Though they are able to neatly integrate 
flux, metabolite concentrations and kinetic variables (kinetic reaction turnover and activity rates) in a single 
constraint-based model, the purpose of such a model is concentrated at increasing quantitative prediction 
potential of the flux balance analysis (FBA). Such a restriction of the utility of the model is driven by the fact 
that all the manipulation can only be done at steady state, where = 0. With the model predictions aimed 
at being compared to ‘fiuxomic’ data as opposed to dynamic data values of metabolite concentrations, it thus 
seems that the model is a subsequent generation of models following from unconstrained flux balance models, 
thermodynamically constrained stoichiometric models, and stoichiometric models constrained with both 
thermodynamic and transcription regulatory effects (also known as regulatory FBA). This ‘next generation 
model’ includes, in addition, constraints derived from kinetic rate equations of metabolic reactions. Even 
if we use such a model to determine the existence of multiple steady states the interrogation and analysis 
of the dynamical nature close to the discovered steady states will not be possible. This is critical in 
determining the nature of stability of the respective steady states found, which depends entirely on the 
form of the reaction equations themselves, and without which we cannot classify or predict whether such 
steady states are phenotypes or not (recalling that a stable steady state is defined to be a predicted phenotype).
Another paper which details the integration of metabolic and stoichiometric models, together with 
the incorporation of transcription regulation and signal transduction, is that of Covert et al [25]. Regulatory 
flux balance analysis (rFBA) has already shown a marked improvement in the prediction of metabolic 
flux distribution at a given steady state of the system, on top of thermodynamic constraints. The central 
interest of the paper is the integration of the rFBA model with a detailed deterministic (ODE based) 
kinetic model of carbohydrate uptake control. They argue that ironically the main advantage of such 
stoichiometric models, which is the lack of requirement of kinetic parameters, is in fact a weakness where 
there is an abundance of kinetic knowledge [25]. For example, the kinetics of the phosphotransferase 
system of the cascade of enzymes governing the uptake of extracellular glucose is well studied and 
modelled. Incorporating such kinetics into a framework which utilizes both the rich information and 
constraints of the kinetics together with the stoichiometry and thermodynamics of the rest of metabolism 
would prove useful. Indeed, their integrated model is claimed to be a “significant improvement over the 
individual rFBA and ODE-hased models, generating simulations which are more globally accurate and 
informative that the DDE-based model and more accurate in their details than the rFBA model alone” [25].
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The integration of the two model types 
can only be made once the values that 
are to be passed between the models, their 
way of communication, are identified. To 
do this they take the following steps;
1. First identified the common 
metabolites and fluxes between the 
two models.
2. Then, variables are passed from the 
ODE to the stoichiometric model: 
Those fluxes that were not explicitly 
affected by global effects, such as the 
uptake reactions and the “metabo­
lite pooling fluxes” , i.e. the values 
of the derivatives of the respective
metabolite concentrations d[m]dt
Start
Regulatory
Model
FBA model
Specify Environment
eg. glucose, lactose) 
(Covert et a l  2002)
ODE Model
(Kremling et a l  2007)
iMetabolie Flux Constraints
I Uptake: v,(,=[substrate]/([biomass]^/)
! Expression: IF P roteinfi)=0, i',j=v„j=0
Flux Distribution
M aximize p subject to 
5v=0 and v,j<v<v„j
iRegulatory Protein Activity!
i RP.(t)=Q,l 1
I (Covert et al. 2002) j
Protein Expression
Protein fi)= G m e/t-T )
Gene Expression
Gene//)=0,1 
(Covert et a l  2002)
• 3. After evaluating the rFBA stoichio- Figure 5 . 1  : Schematic of the steps of the integration algorithm described by Covert 
metric model, the variables passed *>■“  '“ I'
from this model to the ODE include 
the specific growth rate /r and other
fluxes not included in the kinetic model, but are part of the dynamics of the metabolites of the kinetic 
model.
The more explicit form of the integration algorithm, with respect to the mathematics, is composed of the 
following core steps:
1. Start from initial conditions: initial metabolite concentrations and fluxes; or for subsequent iterations, 
initiate the current iteration from the conditions of the concentrations and fluxes at the end of the 
previous iteration.
2. They then constrain the right hand side of the ERA linear programming problem (i.e. the vector of 
derivative values, which for flux balance usually equal zero) to the metabolite pooling fluxes calculated 
from the ODE model. The flux values of reactions common between the kinetic model and stoichiometric 
model, as calculated by the kinetic model, are fixed exactly in the stoichiometric model constraints.
3. The fluxes of the re-constrained stoichiometric model are then solved from FBA fluxes.
4. Finally, they update the biomass concentration and concentrations of the external metabolites for use 
in the next evaluation of the kinetic model.
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A schematic of the integration algorithm is given in Figure 5.1, as extracted from [25].
Though this seems a clever and neat approach to the integration, I believe that there is a fundamen­
tal problem in step 2, for a specific case of the integration, and step 3 of the algorithm. Take for example the 
scheme of reactions, as shown in Figure 5.2, analogous to the kinetic model reactions and metabolites in the 
paper of Covert et al.
r i
glcD[e] -------------- > pep[c] > pyr[c]
F ig u r e  5 .2 ; Schem atic o f an exam ple set of reactions and m etabolites in a kinetic m odel, which we would like to  integrate w ith  a 
stoichiom etric flux balance m odel. The reactions in blue are com mon between the kinetic m odel and stoichiom etric 
m odel, and the reactions in black (double lined) is a reaction from the stoichiom etric model informing the  dynam ics 
of a kinetic m odel m etabolite.
Step 2 of the algorithm says that we should set the right hand side vector of derivative values of the kinetic 
model metabolites to the values calculated from the ODEs. This seems to make sense since it complements 
the expectation of mathematical smoothness (no discrete change in derivative values) of the ODE model 
derivatives and trajectory times courses of the metabolite concentrations. Consider now the row of the 
stoichiometric matrix for metabolite pep(c):
r i -  T2 -  (5.1)
Say that from the previous iteration the value of =  / ,  and that this value is fixed for the evaluation of 
the ODE with the same equation as (5.1). During the transience of pep that results from the evaluation of 
the kinetic model within this iteration we understand that the value of remains fixed. This implies that 
the change in value of the derivative is driven by the changes in flux values of r i and T2, as calculated
from the rate equations of the kinetic model. At the end of the iteration the value of that we set to 
the right hand side, together with the exactly constrained fluxes values of r i and V2 found by the kinetic 
model, would mean that the value of cannot be found to be different from its previous found value of
/ .  From my understanding, this fixes the value of the flux in the stoichiometric model, not only of but 
of any stoichiometric model flux in the same circumstance, and for all future time points in the simulations, 
thereby limiting the knowledge and information that is passed from the kinetic to the stoichiometric model. 
Furthermore, if indeed there is information being passed into the stoichiometric model via a changing flux 
constraint in the stoichiometric model on a kinetic model reaction, resulting in a global change of metabolic 
flux distribution, which in turn implies a potential change in the flux of , the fact that this reaction 
becomes fixed may result in the violation of the constraints of the stoichiometric model. This would make 
the evaluation of the stoichiometric model infeasible and kill simulations of the integrated model.
Why does such an infeasibility not appear in the implementation of the algorithm of Covert et aU We do 
not really know if it will never appear. The example stoichiometric model used in the study of Covert et al
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has a large number of free variables (free fluxes), and the kinetic model used is only composed of 6 variables 
and 7 reactions. Thus, constraining one more flux in the stoichiometric model to an exact value, i.e. losing 
one more dimension of the system, may still be insufficient to cause an over-constraining of the flux balance 
system, thereby continuing to leave enough freedom in the system to enable the rest of the fluxes to change 
without violation. However, this cannot be generalized. I believe and have seen^ that in the most general 
case, if the kinetic model system is large enough, which give us a large number of fixed connecting reaction 
fluxes by this method, the linear programming problem of the stoichiometric model does indeed become 
over-constrained, giving an infeasible and useless overall model.
I do not believe that these problems are intended as there is no discussion on the respective matters in 
the paper. Nevertheless, to enable the flux values of the connecting reactions of the stoichiometric model to 
change we should not fix the right hand side derivative values, which would imply a non-smooth trajectory 
of the metabolite concentration values over time.
Step 3 of the algorithm also poses some potential problems and pitfalls in the integration of the two 
model types. This step of the algorithm entails the evaluation of the re-constrained stoichiometric model 
using flux balance analysis. We are aware of the fact that an evaluation of the re-constrained linear 
programming problem will most likely not result in a unique solution (given the high degree of free variables 
of the problem), though the analysis does give us a unique objective value. Such an analysis thus leaves us 
with two problems:
1. Which vector of flux distribution do we choose from the solution space of the ill-posed problem? Choosing 
different flux distributions will change the dynamics of the kinetic model metabolites. Such a change 
may even be drastically different between different flux distributions.
2. During certain stages of cell dynamics, can we continue to use the same objective? For example, if the 
concentration of extracellular substrate, glucose say, falls to very low concentrations it is understood 
that the cell switches away from maximizing growth to other internal requirements of the cell. In fact, 
low enough concentrations may not even yield much growth, if any, since any glucose consumed becomes 
prioritized for catabolism towards cell non-growth associated maintenance requirements.
I believe that the fundamental idea of the integration of the kinetic and stoichiometric models is very neat and 
attractive, and indeed much needed, since it seems to bring together the advantage of known kinetic knowl­
edge and genome-wide thermodynamic constraints and gene regulatory rules on reaction fluxes. However, 
there is still much room for an improvement of the implementation of the algorithm. The problems identified 
above indeed seem to lie at the heart of this integration algorithm, but I believe that if such issues are 
addressed the vision of the future whole-cell model could seem more real and more reachable. Such a goal is 
envisaged not only by Covert et al, but by the whole community of molecular, systems and synthetic biologists.
The idea of the integration of a stoichiometric and kinetic model is not novel, which in itself demon­
strates the much needed desire to achieve such a goal. This chapter will describe and discuss the details
H have attempted to implement this method on a larger kinetic model and genome-scale model.
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of every step of an algorithm that we have designed and developed for the purpose of the integration of a 
stoichiometric and kinetic model, as well as describing the computational methods and programs used for 
its implementation. This algorithm attempts to address the issues identified in the integration algorithm of 
Covert et al and build upon the idea to integrate our genome-scale stoichiometric model, which was built 
with thermodynamic constraints and re-parameterized with Keio multi-omics data, and our kinetic model of 
E.coli central carbon metabolism.
We claim that this algorithm should ensure a solid and most importantly an expandable integration 
between steady state multi-omics data, flux balance stoichiometric genome-scale models, its respective flux 
and thermodynamic constraints, and kinetic modelling.
5.2 C om m unication B etw een M odels
5 . 2 . 1  I n f o r m a t i o n  E x c h a n g e  B e t w e e n  M o d e l s  a n d  W h a t  t h e  I n t e g r a t i o n  M e a n s
The hybridization of our kinetic and genome-scale models is based on a common information type that is 
passed between them, namely the metabolic flux values of the common set of reactions between the two 
models, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. Under the knowledge of the flux values of the connecting reactions and
for i = fluxes of rxns from kinetic model
for c, = net flux of rxns connected to KM met in. 
specific Growth Rate, i.e. flux of biomass rxn.
KM
TTimiin tfinn
_
1^ =2. .r
GSM
F ig u r e  5 .3: Schem atic illustrating the exchange of information between our kinetic (KM) and genom e-scale (GSM ) m odels. The 
reactions of the black lines represent all the com mon reactions between the two m odels, and their flux values are 
calculated from the KM to constrain the GSM. The connecting reactions are given by the green lines, found from  
evaluation of the GSM and fixed in the ODEs of the KM.
growth rate, which we set as constants in the ODEs of the kinetic model, and the initial concentration values 
of the kinetic model metabolites, we can solve the initial value problem posed by the kinetic model system 
of ODEs over a small time interval. This gives us the changed values of the metabolite concentrations and 
all reaction fluxes of the kinetic model, ViKM- The flux values of all the common reactions between the two
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model types can be set exactly in the genome-scale model by constraining both the upper and lower bounds of 
the respective reactions to these values. After evaluating the re-constrained linear or quadratic programming 
problem posed by the genome-scale model (as explained later), a new flux distribution of the genome-wide 
metabolism of the in-silico cell is obtained. Amongst this vector of the flux distribution values of the genome- 
scale model reactions are the connecting reactions of the metabolites of the kinetic model (green lines of 
Figure 5.3). There are actually many connecting reactions to each of the kinetic model metabolites, and so 
we calculate the net of the connecting reaction fluxes for each of the metabolites accounting for stoichiometry 
and reaction directions. These net flux values of the connecting reactions c% are then set as constants in the 
ODEs of their respective metabolites m^, so that the form of the ODEs is as follows:
d[mj
dt =  ' ^ S i j  • Tj ([m];p) A  Ci\ • px -  f i- [rrii]. (5.2)
Amongst the vector of flux values from the evaluation of the genome-scale model will also be the flux the 
biomass production reaction. This value, as explained in previous chapters, can be thought of as being 
equivalent to the specific cell growth rate p. This is an entity not dynamically modelled in the kinetic model 
and so takes its value from the genome-scale model. Thus, this value is also set in the kinetic model.
The values of the metabolite concentrations at the end of the previous iteration step are then set as initial 
conditions for the kinetic model, along with the re-set connecting reaction flux values Ci and growth rate p, 
and the next iteration is started.
It is important to realise that the state from which the fluxes are taken from the genome-scale model 
is always at the steady state. This means that in the integration of the two model types we assume that 
the rest of the genome-scale metabolism of the cell works on a different time scale to that of the subset 
of reactions of the kinetic model. More specifically, we assume that the dynamics of all the metabolite 
concentrations (and so fluxes) of the genome-scale model ‘relax’ to equilibrium much more rapidly than those 
of the kinetic model subsystem, as shown by the example illustrated in Figure 5.4. In a way, this assumption 
is saying that the subsystem of metabolites of the reactions of the bacterial central carbon metabolism drive 
the rest of metabolism; any change in the central carbon metabolism quickly propagates through the rest of 
metabolism.
The behaviour that the rest of metabolism of the genome-scale model rapidly reaches equilibrium can 
be approximated by setting the dynamics of the metabolite concentrations of the genome-scale model to 
equilibrium, =  0. T herefore, th e  s ta te  from  w hich th e  fluxes of th e  genom e-scale m odel
a re  tak en  is always th e  s teady  s ta te . It is interesting to note that this approximation is analogous to 
the rapid equilibrium assumption that we make for the net production of the enzyme-substrate complex of 
an enzymatic reaction, when deriving the Michaelis-Menten reaction rate equation.
We already understand that the kinetic model cannot be made on the genome-scale, and so, as fol­
lows from the above assumption, the dynamical changes of certain metabolites cannot be either fully 
accounted for, if at all. This problem is most apparent when attempting to model the dynamics of co-factor
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I
I
Time (h)At
F ig u r e  5 .4 : Schematic illustrating the assumed tim e scale difference between the dynamics of the flux of reactions from am ongst 
the subsystem  of the kinetic m odel(K M ) (back line) and of those from am ongst the rest o f m etabolism , as from 
the genom e-scale m odel (GSM ) (red line). Since the flux of reactions from the GSM rapidly tend to steady state  
before that of the fluxes from the KM reactions we can approximate this system  by assum ing a quasi-steady state  
of the GSM m etabolites giving us a _  q m etabolites in the genom e-scale model. Therefore, under this
assum ption, fluxes in the GSM m ust be balanced for each m etabolite in the m etabolic network.
metabolites such as atp, adp and amp^; metabolites which are common substrates or products of many 
metabolic reactions, including those of the kinetic model. Though some of the reactions of these metabolites 
are dynamically modelled, many of the reactions that these metabolites partake in are not and so modelling 
their full dynamics well is a problem. C o n v e r se ly , t h e  lo s s  o f  d y n a m ic a l in fo r m a t io n  a lso  m e a n s  a  
lo s s  o f  in fo r m a tio n  ‘f lo w in g  o u t ’ fro m  t h e s e  c o -fa c to r  m e ta b o lit e s ,  meaning that with the loss of 
how the dynamics of the metabolite of interest is affected we in fact also lose how this metabolite affects 
the rest of the system. W e e x p la in  h o w  t h e  in te g r a t io n  o f  o u r  k in e t ic  a n d  s to ic h io m e tr ic  m o d e ls  
o v e r c o m e s  th is  p r o b le m .
To overcome the issue of how best to represent the co-factor metabolites some kinetic models represent 
their respective dynamics phenomenologically and even independent of other system metabolites, given the 
experimentally observed dynamics of the co-factor metabolites of interest, such as the kinetic model of [19]. 
Other kinetic models may model their partial dynamics but further impose mathematical but biologically 
understood identities - a linear/non-linear relationship between some or all of the co-factor metabolites, such 
as:
1. [atp] T [amp] +  [adp] =  c, for constant c, as taken in the dynamical model of [49].
2 . Cell Energy Charge = “  0.9, as taken from [98].
Indeed, such identities could even be derived simply from the connectivity and stoichiometry of the metabolic 
network. Therefore, s in c e  w e  in te g r a te  b o th  o u r  k in e t ic  a n d  s to ic h io m e tr ic  m o d e ls ,  t h e  id e n t it ie s  
w h ic h  c o u ld  b e  d e r iv e d  fro m  t h e  s to ic h io m e tr y  o f  th e  m e ta b o lic  n e tw o r k  w ill  a lr e a d y  b e  
im p lic it ly  a c c o u n te d  for.
For o u r  in te g r a te d  m o d e l, w e  a s s u m e  th a t  t h e  c o n c e n tr a t io n s  o f  t h e s e  c o - fa c to r  m e t a b o l i t e s
I coin such co-factor metabolites as ‘global intracellular substrates’.
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are  c o n s ta n t . Furthermore, given that we know their respective steady state concentrations from the Keio 
multi-omics database, w e  fu r th e r  a s su m e  t h a t  th e y  a re  in d e e d  r a te  l im it in g  and so are still part of 
the reaction rate equations of the kinetic model reactions. Only metabolites such as water and protons are 
assum ed to be freely available in the cell and thus non-rate limiting, which is why we exclude their respective 
concentrations from the rate equations.
Since we integrate our kinetic and stoichiometric models, a s s u m in g  c o n s ta n t  c o n c e n tr a t io n s  o f  
t h e s e  c o -fa c to r  m e ta b o lit e s  w ill  n o t  r e su lt  in  a  lo ss  o f  in fo r m a tio n  e x c h a n g e  b e tw e e n  th e  tw o  
m o d e ls . In fact, quite the opposite: t h e  c h a n g e s  in  r e a c t io n  f lu x e s  in  t h e  k in e t ic  m o d e l w ill  c a u se  a  
r e b a la n c in g  in  t h e  r e s t  o f  th e  r e a c t io n s  in  w h ic h  t h e s e  m e ta b o lit e s  p a r ta k e  in , th u s  p o te n t ia l ly  
c a u s in g  a  p r o p a g a t in g  c h a n g e  in  t h e  r e s t  o f  m e ta b o lis m . This therefore, resolves, at least partially, 
the problem of the loss of information exchange with the rest of metabolism.
Elaborating further this final point, we understand that there can be two ways in which the ‘infor­
mation’ from the kinetic model is ‘propagated’ into the genome-scale model, as shown in Figure 5.5:
KM GSM
[A] Explicit P erturbation  o f  S tea d y  S ta te
KM GSM
[B] im piicit P erturbation  o f  S tea d y  S ta te
Figure 5.5: Exam ple illustrations of how the integration of the kinetic and genom e-scale m odels cause perturbation in the 
steady state flux distribution of the genome-scale model. The flgures show the dynamic reactions (black arrows) 
and m etabolites (filled back circles) of the kinetic m odel, and the reactions (dotted blue arrows) and m etabolites 
(un-fllled circles) of the genom e-scale model. Figure A: Shows how a dynamically changing reaction of the kinetic 
model is explicitly unbalancing a genome-scale m etabolite which should be balanced, thereby causing changes in 
the other reactions about this m etabolite. This then propagates into the genome-scale flux distribution. Figure B: 
Shows how a dynam ically changing flux affects the flux to one of its own products that is not dynamically modelled. 
A rebalance of the pool of flux contributions cause an im plicit propagation of flux disturbance in the genome-scale 
flux distribution.
1. Explicitly disturbing the steady state of the rest of metabolism:
As shown in Eigure 5 .5A, we may have a scenario where the kinetics of a reaction dependent on dynam­
ically modelled substrates (metabolites part of the kinetic model), and constant products (metabolites 
part of the genome-scale model and not modelled kinetically). The row constraint of these products 
in the genome-scale model dictates that the rate of change of its concentration should equal to zero. 
Therefore, with one reaction flux changing, to retain overall net flux of zero the reaction flux of other
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genome-scale model reactions must change, which in turn cause a propagating domino effect throughout 
the genome-scale metabolism. Thus, we have that out dynamically changing reaction explicitly causes 
a perturbation in the flux distribution of the whole genome-scale metabolic network.
Our kinetic model does not currently contain any dynamically changing outgoing reactions. W e th e r e ­
fore  d e le t e  th e  m e ta b o lit e  r u 5 p D  so  t h a t  w e  h a v e  a  d y n a m ic a lly  c h a n g in g  k in e t ic  m o d e l  
r e a c t io n  G N D  th a t  w ill  p r o p a g a te  f lu x  in to  t h e  r e s t  o f  th e  m e ta b o lic  n e tw o r k . As shown 
in Figure 5.6, this also results in the two reaction RPE and RPI becoming part of the flux distribution 
of the genome-scale model, and acting as ‘connecting reactions’ to xu5pD and r5p respectively. It is
n adp"  n a d p h
r5pi 7 p
e4p
F ig u r e  5 .6 : Schematic of the alteration to the kinetic m odel after deleting ru5pD m etabolite, and effectively m aking it part of 
the genom e-scale m odel. The reaction GND (bold blue line) is now explicitly perturbing flux in the genom e-scale 
model by constantly unbalancing the balance requirement of the now genom e-scale model steady state m etabolite  
ru5pD. Reactions RPI and R PE and now also part of the genom e-scale model dux distribution.
essential to understand that a re-evaluation of the adjusted kinetic system’s nature of stability at the 
Keio steady state (with one less metabolite concentration variable) has been re-checked to prove that 
the the Keio steady state is still stable, i.e. all the eigenvalues of the numerical Jacobi an evaluated at 
the Keio steady state metabolite concentration values, without knowledge of ru5pD concentration, have 
negative real parts, indicating that the Keio steady state is stable.
2 . Implicitly disturbing the steady state of the rest of metabolism:
It is assumed that some substrates or products of a reaction are not rate limiting, i.e. that they are freely 
available in the cell at concentrations relatively higher than other metabolites of the reaction of interest or 
that such metabolites are flxed in concentration. When such reaction change flux because of dynamics, 
the contribution of that flux to the production or consumption of that ‘ignored’ or flxed metabolite 
changes. This in turn disturbs the steady state balance of that metabolite, causing a required rebalancing 
of the flux values of the other reactions in which this ‘ignored’ metabolite partakes in, in the genome-scale 
model. This again causes a domino effect in the rebalancing of flux values throughout the genome-scale 
metabolic network, creating a change in the global flux distribution. Therefore, the dynamical change in 
the flux distribution of a reaction dependent on metabolites not modelled dynamically implicitly cause 
a propagation of changing flux values into the whole of the genome-scale network.
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Such metabolites which are causing this type of perturbation to the steady state genome-scale model 
flux distribution from our kinetic model are the co-factor metabolites, as were being discussed earlier.
5.2 .2  P rereq u isite  M od el S ettin gs for In tegration
For the communication between our kinetic and stoichiometric genome-scale model to make sense both model 
types must represent the same organism and strain. This is primary reason why we had re-parameterized 
both the genome-scale model, to make it more strain specific, and the kinetic model using the same set of 
steady state data, from the Keio multi-omics database. This in itself ensures that both model types are 
representing the same organism and strain.
Certain models also simplify the metabolic chemical reaction equations to the core substrates and 
products, which may not be consistent between different model forms. Take for example the genome-scale 
model reaction for the conversion of succ into fum in the TCA cycle may read as:
succ + q8 — > f u m  -f qSh2 ,
whereas the equivalent chemical reaction in the kinetic model may read as:
succ fum .
This example contains two core differences:
1. Reaction Direction:
The kinetic model seems to over simplify the reaction into reversible reaction, whereas knowledge in 
the literature dictates that this reaction in the forward and reverse directions is governed by distinct 
enzymes [51, 87]. The genome-scale model expresses the exchange of flux between succ and fum with 
three reactions, one of which is in the forward reaction (succinate dehydrogenase) and two in the reverse 
directions (fumarate reductase). Both models must be consistent with respect to which enzyme they 
represent as well as the reaction direction.
2. Reaction Substrates and Products:
The kinetic model reaction again oversimplifies by ignoring the utilization of ubiquinone-8 {q8) and 
production of ubiquinol-8 (58/12). For such a simplification to be valid the following assumption must 
be explicitly made: That the concentration of q8 is large enough so that it is ubiquitous in the cell, and 
so that it has no rate limiting effect on the reaction flux.
To ensure that such cases were not met or that the appropriate assumptions are explicitly made, as well 
as consistency between the two model types, the construction of the reaction rate equations of the kinetic 
model were based on the chemical reaction equations of the respective reactions defined and described in the 
genome-scale model.
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5.3 Program s, Software and Toolboxes U sed
Our integration algorithm is dependent on the implementation of certain computational methods to solve 
specific problem types. This section will briefly describe the tools: the programs and their respective functions, 
that are used to implement these methods. We use MATLAB as our platform upon which we use functions from 
other add-on toolboxes and executables to evaluate, analyse and manipulate our models, run our algorithm, 
and solve the necessary problems.
Importing Genome-Scale SBML M odel
The fully adjusted and re-parameterized genome-scale model is in the form of an SBML, following the same 
SBML standards as that of the model in its original form of the iAF1260 model. The following MATLAB 
compatible toolboxes were used to parse the SBML into a MATLAB data format (vectors of numbers and 
strings):
1. SBML Toolbox to parse SBML into MATLAB data structure, [66 , 65].
2. Cobra Toolbox to parse the MATLAB data structure into a vectorized structure array that is easily 
usable with the Cobra toolbox analyses functions, [115].
Linear Programming Solver
In the implementation of the initial iteration of the integration algorithm the re-parameterized genome-scale 
model has to be both manipulated, re-constrained and evaluated as a linear programming problem. We use 
Cobra toolbox [115] to parse and import the SBML model of the adjusted and re-parameterized genome-scale 
model of E.coli. The convenient vector form of the model is exploited to manipulate the model.
To analyse the model by flux balance analysis and flux variability analysis we use the ‘optimizeCb- 
Modefl and ‘fluxVariability’ functions of the Cobra toolbox. The underlying solver that is used to solve both 
of these linear programming problems is Gurobi. To be able to interface and exchange with the Gurobi solver 
libraries we used GurobiMEX [151], which creates a MATLAB executable function.
Quadratic Programming Solver
In the implementation of subsequent iterations of the integration algorithm we require the minimization of 
the squared Euclidean distance between the flux distribution of the previous iteration and the re-constrained 
solution space, which is a quadratic programming problem with a quadratic objective and linear equality and 
inequality constraints. As will be discussed in detail later, this is implemented under the assumption that 
given the small enough time scales of the iteration of our integrated model we assume that the cell would 
not have enough time to adapt its metabolism to a new objective, resulting in a minimal change to its flux 
distribution.
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To solve the quadratic programming problem the quadratic programming solver of Gurobi was ini­
tially used, where the use of Gurobi was intermediated by MATLAB and where the exchange between the
MATLAB format and Gurobi program was parsed by GurobiMEX [151], a MATLAB executable which uses
the Gurobi solver in the background. However, the Gurobi quadratic programming solver was giving poor
convergence onto the objective. Why could converge be so poor?
As explained in section 3.5.2, the general form of the quadratic programming problem is given by:
min f{x) = ^  ■ ■ Q ■ X  T  5^ • X ,  (5.3)
for matrix Q of the coefficients of the quadratic terms, subject to constraints:
A ■ X <b, the inequality constraints,
E  ■ X <d,  the equality constraints.
The form of the quadratic programming problem as is defined for GurobiMEX is identical. However, since 
our problem objective is the square of the Euclidean distance between the previous flux distribution and new 
solution space, we have:
R
f i x )  = (5.4)
i
^Goes to left hand side
^ f [ x )  = Y . ^ i - 2 - Y . x i - K i + y j T -  (5.6)
i i y T
Since the constant term comes to the left hand side of the equation, the objective is not minimized to zero 
but is minimized to minus the constant term. Hence, I suspect that poor convergence was probably due to 
the fact that this form of the objective gave a very large order of magnitude of the constant value that the 
objective was being minimized to, and so error was also relatively multiplied.
A naive solution to the problem would be to try to initiate the solver very close to the solution. 
Since we would like to minimize the distance between the flux distribution of the previous iteration and 
the re-constrained solution space of the current iteration we could initiate the solver from the previous 
distribution vector in the belief that it is already very close to the solution we require. However, there is 
no existing input parameter of the Gurobi quadratic programming (QP) solver function to enable us to do
this. This solver initiation can be done for the Gurobi mixed-integer quadratic programming (MIQP) solver
though. Bearing in mind that to transform the QP problem into a MIQP problem we need to specify that 
some of the variables (dimensions of the system) can only take integer values, we can set the fluxes (variables 
of the genome-scale model) of three of those reactions which are constrained to zero as variables which are 
required to take integer values, but set the integer to zero. This ‘dummy’ transformation then enabled us to 
input an initiation vector.
We tested the QP and MIQP problems with a simple example: we ran FBA and extracted a random 
solution, a vector of a feasible flux distribution satisfying the given objective function. We then set a QP 
problem without any additional constraints or adjustments to the genome-scale model and attempted to 
minimize the square of the Euclidean distance between the space of feasible flux distributions and the flux 
distribution we previously extracted, which definitely exists amongst the model feasible flux distributions.
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The idea is that the QP solver should find the solution back again, however we found that convergence is 
poor. When implementing it as a MIQP problem the MIQP solver was able to converge onto the solution, 
even if we started about 10% away from it. Hence, the Gurobi MIQP solver was implemented in place of the 
QP solver.
System s of ODEs
As described in previous chapters, we use the stiff ODE solver odel5s, from the MATLAB ODE suite [89], to 
solve the relatively stiff system of the kinetic model.
5.4 D evelopm ent o f The A lgorithm
This section will describe each step of the integration algorithm itself and discuss the details of their respective 
roles.
5.4 .1  In tegration  A lgorithm : In itia l S etup  for In tegration  A lgorith m
Before being able to run the integration algorithm we must import and parse our models, create an index sys­
tem to ensure the right entities communicate to one another, and setup the models for simulation/evaluation.
Specification of K inetic M odel Details
We create an excel file with the following details which will help to index the required entities of each model 
type:
1. The list of the names of reactions in the kinetic model. Since the kinetic model reaction equations 
were constructed based on the chemical reaction equations of the genome-scale model the names of the 
reactions between them will be identical. This is a requirement, else it is difficult to find the common 
reactions between the two models.
2 . The list of names of metabolites in the kinetic model. Again, these must also be identical between the 
two model types. This will later help to identify the rows of the stoichiometric matrix of the genome-scale 
model that are to be treated differently.
3. Some of the kinetic model reaction equations may have been constructed in the opposite flux direction 
as that of their respective genome-scale counterparts. Therefore, we also have a vector of values of 
either 1 or —1 , which we multiply to the vector of reaction fluxes of the kinetic model to correct their 
directions making them consistent with the genome-scale model.
4. The initial steady state flux and metabolite concentrations. These values will be used to initiate the 
simulations.
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Importing Genome-Scale M odel and Finding Position of Entities of Interest
The SBML of the fully adjusted genome-scale model is imported and parsed into a MATLAB data structure 
of vectors and the stoichiometric matrix.
Indexes are created saving the positions of the common metabolites and reactions between the kinetic 
model and genome-scale model by matching up names imported from the excel sheet, of the kinetic model, to 
the genome-scale model metabolite and reaction names imported. It is important to note that the metabolite 
names in the excel sheet must also end with either [e], \p] or [c] to indicate whether the metabolite is extra­
cellular, periplasmic or cytoplasmic, respectively.
Using the rows of the stoichiometric matrix of the respective kinetic model metabolites, the position and 
stoichiometric coefficients of all connecting reactions (other than those of glcD[p]) of each of the metabolites 
are also saved.
Specifying Adjustm ent to the Genome-Scale M odel
We understand that the steady state flux distribution given by our re-parameterized and re-adjusted 
genome-scale model agrees very well with the steady state flux distribution observed in the Keio multi-omics 
database (estimated via 13C-MFA), the same steady state we would like to initiate our simulations with, 
as will be discussed soon. Thus, there is no need to make further adjustments to ensure that the model 
represents the initializing steady state, since it already does.
We must however be careful about the uptake of glucose and the difference between its assumed transport 
between the genome-scale and kinetic models. In our kinetic model we assume that glucose is transported 
from the extracellular media directly into the cellular cytoplasm where it is phosphorylated to g6p, whereas 
the genome-scale model represents this reaction (GLCptspp) as an active transport of periplasmic glucose 
and subsequent conversion to cytoplasmic g6p.
We would like to represent the transport of glucose from the extracellular media to the cytoplasm. 
To understand whether constraints and parameters of the the genome-scale model already cause this to 
happen we perform flux variability analysis (FVA) of all reactions that consume and produce periplasmic 
glucose, as illustrated in Figure 5.7. The results of the FVA, reported in Figure 5.7, prove that the most 
significant flow of flux is indeed as we would like: directly from extracellular to the cytoplasm, via periplasm. 
There is an insignificant flux potentially ‘leaking’ into the periplasm. As an approximation and to ensure 
that there is no sudden change in this scenario during simulations, we can constrain the flux of all these 
reactions except EX_glc(e), GLCtex and GLCptspp to zero.
We impose that the flux of GLCptspp in the genome-scale model is constrained by the flux calcu­
lated from the kinetic model, and so could increase in value as well as decrease. Thus, in the cases where 
the flux increases we must ensure that the bounds of the fluxes are open enough to accommodate such a 
change. Since it is apparent from the FVA results reported in Figure 5.7 that the bound of the flux of glucose
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EX_glc(el W hen running f lu x  variability analysis on 
th e  reactions producing and  consum ing  
glc-D[p], w e  f in d  th a t th e  flu xes  w ith  
significant flu x  va lues ore in fa c t  
GLCptspp, GLCtex a n d  EX_glc(e).
g lc-D [e] g lc-D [e]
g lc-D [p] glc-D [p]
This sh o w s th a t g lucose flow s, m ostly , 
directly in to  glycolysis fro m  extracellular  
m ed ia  via th e  phospho transpherase
F ig u r e  5 .7 : Figure illustrating the reactions around the transport of glucose, as m odelled in the genom e-scale m odel. Figure A;
We desire the flux of the reactions in red, whereas the flux constraints leave the poential for all reactions in black 
to carry flux. Those reaction in grey are constrained to zero flux. W hen performing flux variability analysis of 
reactions about periplasmic glucose we interestingly find that the m ost significant flow of flux is the direct transport 
of extracellular glucose into the cytoplasm  via the periplasm, as shown by the lines in black in Figure B.
exchange^ is effectively bounding the flux of GLCptspp, we open up the flux of the exchange reaction, setting 
its upper bound to 1000 and lower bound to -1000 (the maximum set flux value), to prevent the undesired 
limitation of glucose uptake. This leaves the effect of the limitation of glucose to be driven by the flux 
calculated from the kinetic model.
S e t t in g  I n it ia l  C o n d it io n s
As described above, the initial conditions of the simulations of the kinetic model are imported from a spread­
sheet. These initial conditions are the known steady state metabolite concentrations and dux distributions 
for the kinetic model. It is very important to note that t h e  s im u la t io n  sh o u ld  a lw a y s  b e  in it ia t e d  
fro m  s te a d y  s t a t e  c o n d it io n s . The reason for this is that at the initial point of the simulations the dux 
in the connecting reactions of the kinetic model metabolites is unknown. To dnd these the dux values of the 
reactions that are common between the two model types must be constrained in the genome-scale model to 
the kinetic model dux values. However, since the reactions in the genom e-scale model are only valid at a 
steady state condition the kinetic model reactions constraining the genome-scale model reactions also need 
to be at steady state, which means that the kinetic model must be initiated at the steady state. Hence, the 
initial conditions must be taken at a steady state of interest, which in our case is the steady state observed 
and reported in the Keio multi-omics database.
Finally, in initiating the simulations, we must also dedne the simulation end time and the minimum 
number of iterations of the simulation, which implicitly specides the maximum size of the time interval over 
which the kinetic model is evaluated, our simulation At.
‘The exchange of glucose, and its subsequent uptake, is a rate limiting factor in the genome-scale model.
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5.4 .2  In tegration  A lgorithm : F irst Itera tion
The first iteration of the integration algorithm is different from the rest of the iterations since we need to 
determine the initial unknown flux distribution in the rest of metabolism of the genome-scale model.
Setting for Analysis of Genome-Scale M odel
Given the known initial metabolite concentrations, we can calculate the steady state flux distribution of the 
reactions of the kinetic model. In our case, we had calculated them prior to the integration and imported 
their values via the excel sheet of data, as specified at the beginning of section 5.4.1. The upper and lower 
reaction flux bounds of the respective reactions in the genome-scale model are then set to these values. Since 
we start from the steady state, the right hand side value® remains set to zero.
Since we required the evaluation of the genome-scale model and we have no exact solution to the linear 
programming problem that is posed by the model, we set an objective to the optimization problem: The 
maximization of the production of biomass, i.e. maximum flux of biomass production reaction.
Evaluation of Re-constrained Genome-Scale M odel
We perform FBA of the re-constrained genome-scale model, solving the following problem:
1 - 1 0 2 0 •
0 1 0 - 1 1 •
0 0 - 1 1 0 •
f ' K M l
'f 'KM2
TKMS
T4
r5
(5.6)
for stoichiometric matrix 5, vector of reaction flux values r, and right hand side derivative values =  d =  0.
max Tx =  flux of biomass reaction, given the following constraints:
S  ■ f  = d,
di =  0 , Vj =  1,..., R, j  7  ^6 for 6 =  biomass reaction,
't'KMj < G — for reaction in kinetic model,
minj < Tj < maxj, for j  =  reactions not in kinetic model.
We require three key entities from the solution of this problem:
1. A chosen flux distribution of all reactions in the genome-scale model (genome-wide flux distribution).
2. Calculation of the net flux of connecting reactions of the kinetic model metabolites.
3. The specific growth rate /i, equivalent to the flux of the biomass production reaction, which is a unique 
value.
^Hereafter, the right hand side of the programming problem of the genome-scale model always refers to the right hand side 
derivative values of the row constraints.
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The later two are needed for the kinetic model. Is not performing flux balance analysis an issue due to the 
non-uniqueness of solution? In general it is, however, as shown previously, fixing the bounds of the kinetic 
model reactions in the genome-scale flux balance model actually constrains the connecting reactions to a very 
narrow range of potential flux values. As a result, the values of the net of the connecting reactions are quite 
flxed.
Setting for Evaluation of Kinetic M odel
The specific growth rate and the net flux values of the connecting reactions are set as constants in the kinetic 
model system of ODEs.
Looking at the kinetic model ODE equation:
d[m
dt - =  5%; • G ( N : P )  T  -Px -  p -  [mi]. (5.7)
we see that the kinetic model ODE equations contain a constant, Ci- px- Since these values could be negative 
the trajectory of our kinetic model metabolite concentrations could fall into the negative region. Since there 
can be no negative concentrations we would like to stop the trajectories and ODE solver at the point at 
which the first trajectory hits zero, so that the system can be re-evaluated and trajectories re-initiated for a 
metabolite concentration of zero. In order to stop the solver at the ‘event’ of the first variable to reach zero, 
we use the MATLAB ODE option known as an event locator. Later, in the description of the N^^ iteration, 
I will discuss how we treat values of connecting reactions of a metabolite which has zero concentration.
Solving the System  of ODEs of Adjusted Kinetic M odel
We solve the system of ODEs of the kinetic model, adjusted with the values of the net of the connecting reac­
tions and the specific growth rate, using the MATLAB odelSs function, to output the following information:
1. The metabolite concentration values at the end of the time interval (at most At).
2 . The flux values of the kinetic model reactions, at the final concentration values of the metabolites.
3. The derivative values, i.e. the right hand side value of the ODEs of each of the metabolites, which 
will be used to set the right hand side values of the respective row constraints of the genome-scale model.
Setting Initial State for N ext Iteration
We then set the metabolite concentrations and kinetic model flux values found at the each of this iteration 
as the initial conditions for the next iteration.
5 .4 .3  In tegration  A lgorithm : Iteration  for N  >  1
Setting for Analysis of Genome-Scale M odel
We fix the flux values of the kinetic model reactions, as found at the end of the previous iteration, to their 
corresponding reactions in the genome-scale model by fixing their respective upper and lower bounds to the
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value in hand. However, now our system has moved away from steady state conditions. The genome-scale 
model currently balances all fluxes at each metabolite and so keeps the system at steady state, therefore its 
right hand side derivative values (the model row constraints) must be changed to accommodate the move 
away from steady state. Recall that setting the right hand side derivative values to their respective derivative 
values as found from the kinetic model could cause a potential violation of model constraints and thus cause 
an infeasible genome-scale model.
As discussed at the end of section 5.2.1, the dynamical changes in some of the fluxes of the kinetic 
model cause a propagating change in the flux distribution of the whole genome-scale metabolic network. 
This also means that there are potential changes to the flux values of the connecting reactions, but where 
the exact magnitude of this change is unknown. Consider the following example equation:
d[m]r i +  T2 - r s - r 4 -f c = (5.8)
where are the reactions of the kinetic model and c is the net flux of the connecting reactions. If the change 
in the flux value of the kinetic model reactions r{ are known and fixed in the genome-scale model, but the 
potential change in c is unknown, given a re-constrained genome-scale model, we can ‘open’ the bounds of 
the right hand side value so that in the evaluation of the genome-scale model the value of c can be found, 
which in turn determines the discrete change in the rate of change of metabolite concentration of the kinetic 
model metabolite, at this time point in the simulation (end point of previous iteration =  start point of current 
iteration). We open the right hand side bound in such a manner that all rows of the genome-scale model for 
the kinetic model metabolites are converted from the form:
K M  G S M  ,r 1
£  Sij • G +  (5-9)
j k
for 2*^  kinetic model metabolite, to the form:
K M  G S M
5 3  • G +  5 3  • rk > -1000, (5.10)
j k
which says that the derivative is free to take any value above -1000, > —1000.
The change in the reaction flux values which seem to potentially propagate through the entire genome-scale 
metabolic network are driven by the change in the concentrations of the kinetic model metabolites. This 
change in concentration is expected to have a direct effect on the metabolite’s local connecting reactions by 
shifting their respective chemical equilibria.
With the lack in kinetic knowledge of these connecting reactions and without the knowledge of the 
concentrations of the other metabolites which partake in these connecting reactions, one cannot really say 
how the flux in these reactions will changed. What about only the connecting reactions that consume the 
kinetic model metabolite? Since they are only based on the concentration of the dynamically changing 
metabolite concentration we should be able to at least constrain the direction of change of the reaction flux, 
even though we don’t know the functional form of the connecting reaction. In general, one would expect
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that for an increased concentration the flux increases, for a decreased concentration the flux decreases, and 
where concentrations become zero there is no flux. Therefore, to ensure the occurrence of such expectations 
we impose the following simple constraints on the boundaries of the consuming connecting reactions of the 
dynamically modelled metabolites
1. If concentration of [mi] increases, then the lower bound of the consuming connecting reactions of this 
metabolite are set to their respective previous flux values. This ensures an expected increase in flux in 
the current iteration.
2. If the concentration of [rrij\ decreases, then the upper bound of the consuming connecting reactions of 
this metabolite are set to their respective previous flux values. This ensures an expected decrease in 
flux in the current iteration.
3. If the concentration of [mf] =  0:
(a) Both the upper and lower bounds of the irreversible consuming connecting reactions of this metabo­
lite are set to zero.
(b) With no knowledge of how the kinetics of the reversible connecting reactions change with a change 
in the concentrations of the kinetic model metabolites, we can still however constrain the flux 
bounds of such reactions in the case of a metabolite concentration reaching zero:
i. If the thermodynamic constraints of the reversible connecting reaction says that it produces 
the kinetic model metabolite of interest, we set its lower bound to zero to prevent consumption 
of a metabolite that is not there.
ii. If the thermodynamic constraints of the reversible connecting reaction says that it consumes 
the kinetic model metabolite of interest, we set its upper bound to zero, again to prevent 
consumption of a metabolite that is not there.
4. If there is no change in [m ]^, we do not adjust the constraints of any of the connecting reactions of this 
metabolite.
It is important to note that imposing such constraints does not imply at all the functional form of the 
reaction kinetic of the consuming connecting reaction. We leave the reaction flux to choose any feasible value, 
only constraining the simple and obvious fact of the direction of change of the flux value: that it should 
be lower or higher than it previous value based on whether the metabolite concentration decreased or increased.
In summary, to set up for the analysis of the genome-scale model in the N^^ iteration:
1. We set the flux values of the reactions of the kinetic model in the genome-scale model by setting the 
upper and lower bounds of the respective reactions to the kinetic model flux values.
2. We then relax the row constraints of the genome-scale model that correspond to the kinetic model 
metabolite dynamical changes, by changing the equality constraints to inequality constraints. This 
allows the value of the derivatives to change in order to prevent any violation of genome-scale model
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constraints, accounting for the propagated change in flux distribution caused by the change in kinetic 
model reaction fluxes.
3. A change in the concentrations of the kinetic model metabolites [rrii] from the previous iteration to the 
current is expected to create a ‘local’ effect. With the lack of kinetic knowledge of the genome-scale 
model connecting reactions of this metabolite, accounting for this local effect is done by imposing the 
following constraints on only the fluxes of the reactions consuming the kinetic model metabolites:
(a) If [rrii] increases, set lower bound of the consuming connecting reactions to their respective previous 
flux values.
(b) If [rrii] decreases, set upper bound of the consuming connecting reactions to their respective previous 
flux values.
(c) If [rrii] =  0:
i. Set both upper and lower bound of the consuming irreversible connecting reactions of this 
metabolite to zero.
ii. Set lower bound of producing reversible connecting reaction of metabolite to zero.
iii. Set upper bound of consuming reversible connecting reaction of metabolite to zero.
This sets the required changes before the genome-scale model evaluation.
Evaluation of Re-constrained Genome-Scale M odel
The evaluation of the re-constrained genome-scale model in the first iteration was done by flux balance 
analysis (FBA), with an objective of maximizing the production of biomass. This was required since we had 
no knowledge of the steady state flux distribution in the genome-scale metabolic network. We could continue 
to do this, however this step holds two key issues:
1. Performing FBA on a genome-scale model of a high degree of free variables yields a convex space of an 
infinite number of solutions. Which one to choose?
2 . At the initial steady state we had a large initial concentration of carbon source (glucose), which may 
justify the objective being set to maximize the biomass production reaction flux. Moving away from this 
initial state, can we still justify the maximization of biomass production as substrate depletes? Maybe 
we can until the concentration of substrate falls to a very small concentration, in which case the cell 
may change objective to something else, say atp production for maintenance for example.
Consider the concept and hypothesis of the minimization of metabolic adjustment (MoMA): “metabolic 
fluxes of a lab-based mutant undergo a minimal redistribution with respect to the flux 
configuration of the w ild-type” [117]. This concept no longer assumes the optimality of growth or any 
other function of metabolism. The basis of the argument of this concept is that a lab-based mutant has 
not had enough time to evolve or adapt to an alternative metabolic optimal, with respect to its growth 
optimization of the wild type. Therefore, in an attempt to adjust to gene (and so metabolic) perturbation
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the cell undergoes a minimal change in flux distribution to that of the wild-type, even if that results in 
moving away from an optimal growth rate.
A gene perturbation, which propagates to a m etabolic perturbation, is similar in concept to  
a dynamical change in a reaction flux, both lead to the potential change in the genome-scale flux 
distribution of cellular m etabolism . We could similarly argue that given the insignificantly small A t time 
scale of an iteration of the simulation within which such a reaction perturbation occurs the cell cannot have 
enough time to evolve its metabolism to an alternative metabolic objective. As an idea, the value of At of the 
simulations are around the order of magnitude of O.lseconds or less. Therefore, under a given reaction flux 
perturbation we too could assume that a cell w ith a ‘perturbed’ reaction flux undergo a minimal re­
distribution of m etabolic flux on the genome-scale, w ith respect to its previous flux distribution.
In implementing this concept into our integration algorithm we pose the following quadratic program­
ming problem: given the constraints of the genom e-scale model system , we minimize the square 
of the Euclidean distance between the genome-scale flux distribution, as saved at the end of the  
previous iteration, and the feasible solution space of the re-constrained genom e-scale model of 
the current iteration step, using the Gurobi MIQP solver, for reasons as detailed in section 5.3. This 
changes our linear programming problem into a quadratic programming problem, as described 
by the mathematical form in Figure 5.8. This conversion to the quadratic programming problem actually
Gmi
1 - 1  0 2 0 • • • K^M2
0 1 0 — 1 1 • • • K^M3
0 0 - 1 1 0 —
5^
5
do
dt
min|r,^  ^ | , given constraints :
S - r = D
d, : 0, V/ = i ^ rxns from the KM 
- c o < d j  <<x>, y /  = 1...M, j  -  rxns from the KM 
^ 0  -  Lkms for f  reaction in KM 
min, < max,, for i = reactions not in KM
= whole metabolic flux dist.of previous iteration 
r, = p otential solution sp ace at current iteration step.
F ig u r e  5 .8 : Figure o f the m athem atical description of the quadratic programming problem solved for the integration algorithm , 
for iterations other that the first.
alleviates two key problems of the linear programming approach:
1. Finding a flux distribution of closest Euclidean distance to the previous flux distribution overcomes 
the issue of deciding which flux distribution to choose in an infinitely sized constrained convex space, 
with the potential of finding a unique flux distribution. It is important to note that this still does not
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strictly guarantee you a unique solution, as there may be a few feasible and distinct flux distributions 
equidistant from the previous flux distribution.
2. The simulations are no longer dependent on the objective of maximizing growth rate, or the arbitrary 
choice of any other metabolic objective function.
Solving the quadratic programming problem outputs the flux distribution of the whole genome-scale metabolic 
network, including those of the connecting reactions and the biomass production reaction.
Setting and Running Simulations for the K inetic M odel
After having solved the quadratic programming problem, resulting in the output of:
1. Flux values of all reaction in genome-scale metabolic network.
2. Flux value of the biomass production reaction, i.e. the specific cell growth rate, /x.
From 1 , we can calculate the net flux of the connecting reactions of each of the kinetic model metabolites, as 
we had done in the first iteration. These values, as well as the specific growth rate /x can be set as constants 
in the kinetic model system of ODEs.
The kinetic model can then be solved, initiating the initial value problem from the metabolite con­
centration values as were saved at the end of the previous iteration step, and solving over a maximum 
time interval of At. The output solutions would be a vector of the values of the kinetic model metabolite 
concentrations and the corresponding flux values of the kinetic model reactions.
These results will then be used as initial conditions for the next iteration, creating the 
loop in which the iterations will continue till the end tim e point specified. The overall results of 
the simulations are the vectors of time points, kinetic model metabolite concentrations and kinetic model 
flux values, whose trajectories can then be plotted as required.
5.5 Sum m ary
Figure 5.9 illustrates the summary of the integration algorithm. The MATLAB code for the core part of the 
integration algorithm is given in Appendix V.
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F ig u r e  5 .9 : A schematic illustrating a summary of the steps taken for the integration algorithm. The dotted arrow from the  
results of the m etabolite concentrations of fluxes at the end of the iteration to the initial state of the next iteration  
is the loop of the algorithm which is repeated for every iteration till the end of the specified time.
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Chapter 6
Dynam ic Simulations of the Integrated  
M odel
6.1 Introduction
We have now developed and established an algorithm which integrates reaction kinetics with the genome-scale 
stoichiometric model. We have been careful to try to address known problems of the integration, and as a 
result the form of the algorithm not only overcomes those issues but also allows us to easily incorporate any 
further expansion in knowledge of the kinetics and/or development of the genome-scale models, truly paving 
the way for the construction of whole-cell models.
In this chapter we will discuss a key property of the algorithm and the issue of the numerical analy­
sis of the determination of system steady states and their respective stability nature.
As a sense check, we will run simulations of the integrated model initiated from the Keio steady state to 
test whether trajectories stay at the steady state or diverge away from it. This will illustrate immediately 
whether the integration is in fact destabilizing the kinetic system or not.
We will then run simulations of the integrated model under batch culture conditions, in order to 
understand how flux distributions change in metabolism as the cell slows down. Comparing these trajectories 
to those of the kinetic model alone will help to illustrate the significant impact of the integration with the 
genome-scale model. We will also run simulations from different initial states under continuous culture 
conditions, perturbing the system from the known Keio steady state in different ways to understand its effect 
on the change in cellular metabolism.
6.2 A lgorithm  and M odel Properties
6.2.1 T he C hoice o f  A t  in  th e  A lgorith m
The algorithm allows us to choose the size of the interval over which the kinetics is evaluated, hereafter 
referred to as the simulation At. It is important to realize that when we evaluate the kinetics the constant 
terms of the ODEs (the net flux of the connecting reactions) can cause trajectories of the metabolite 
concentrations to cross into the negative region. Since metabolite concentrations cannot become negative, 
the algorithm terminates the current iteration at a point where the concentration becomes zero, thereby 
cutting short the iteration time interval than the specified At. Since the end time is fixed, more iterations 
will be required to fill in the loss from such prematurely terminated iterations therefore the precise number
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of iterations cannot be determined. It is possible to modify the algorithm to be based on the number of 
iterations rather than end time.
The choice of the size of the interval can significantly affect the results of the simulations. Recall 
that the size of the interval represents the time-scale difference between the action of kinetically modelled 
reactions (relatively slow) and those of the flux balanced genome-scale model (relatively fast, assumed 
instantaneous, driven by changes in kinetic model). This means that the choice of the size of the interval 
would imply the level of significant difference in the time scales of the two differently modelled parts of 
cellular metabolism. Since we would not really expect a time scale difference between the two model types, 
given that they both represent the metabolic state of the cell, we could expect that the smaller the time 
interval A t  the better the approximation to the dynamical changes in central metabolism.
R.educiîig the value of At  increases the number of iterations required thereby increasing the simula­
tion time. To find an appropriate trade off between minimizing A t  and minimizing simulation time, is there a 
value of A t  such that the difference in the simulation trajectories becomes relatively small, if not insignificant?
Let us take for example simulations under continuous culture conditions where we assume an instan­
taneous perturbation in the intracellular concentration of the glycolysis metabolite fdp, changing its Keio 
steady state concentration value from approximately 0.026mM to 0.05mM.
As a basis of the comparisons we plot the trajectories of results from the evaluation of the kinetic model 
alone, as shown in Figure 6.1, initiating simulations from the Keio steady state metabolite concentrations 
but changing initial concentration of fdp from approximately 0.026mM to 0.05mM. Running the simulations
[A]
Time (h)
„  1 .5 6 1 4
“  1 .5 6 0 8
3 3 .5
X 1 0 ^
1 .5  2
Time (h)
2 .50 0 .5 1.5
Time (h)
F ig u r e  6 .1 : P lot of the sim ulation results of the kinetic model alone, in itiating from the Keio stable steady state concentrations.
The initial concentration of fdp was changed slightly from 0.026mM  to 0.05mM , as a means of perturbing the system .
The following are plots of the trajectories of, (A): The kinetic model m etabolite concentrations, (B); The biomass 
concentration, and (C); The kinetic model reaction flux values, over time.
of our integrated model under the same conditions as that which we have done for the kinetic model alone, 
we find that choosing a At =  0.001 hours % 3.6 seconds, as seen in top figure of Figure 6 .2 ; or A t = 0.0005 
hours % 1.8 seconds, as seen in bottom figure of Figure 6.2, makes very little difference to the kinetic model 
simulations. However, making a further decrease in the time interval seems to significantly change the
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Integrated Model: At = 0.0005 hours = 1.8 secs
F ig u r e  6 .2 : P lot of the sim ulations of the integrated model of the kinetics w ith our genom e-scalc model. The following arc plots 
of the trajectories of, (A): The m etabolite concentrations, (R): The biomass concentration, and (C): The flux values 
of reactions, over time. The top figure gives a plot of the results if we choose A t — 3.6 seconds, and the bottom  
figure gives a plot of the results if we chose A t =  1.8 seconds.
simulation trajectories to a shape which is very different from the original stand alone kinetic model itself, as 
can be seen in Figure 6.3. Decreasing At significantly further to only a time frame of 0.18 seconds (bottom 
figure of Figure 6.3), and comparing with the top figure of Figure 6.3, seems to have a relatively insignificant 
change in the trajectories. The significant reduction of A t  has indeed uncovered a region within which a 
further reduction in the time interval will not yield what could be considered as a significant difference in 
the results of the trajectories. What do we mean by an insignificant difference between simulation results? 
Looking carefully at the plotted trajectories, the qualitative stories of both of the simulations are the same. 
This could mean that the selection of a At between 0.72 seconds to 0.18 seconds gives trajectories which are 
all qualitatively similar.
In the spirit of finding the best trade off between a small enough At, to approximate the expected small 
time scale difference between the kinetic and genorne-scale model reactions, and long simulation times, we 
could choose a At closer to 0.72 seconds.
We would expect the a further decrease in At should make insignificant difference to the simulation 
trajectories. However, decreasing At from 0.18 seconds to 0.12 seconds changed significantly the quantitative 
story of the trajectories, though the general trends of the curves of each variable is similar to what it was
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F ig u r e  6 .3 : P lot of the sim ulations of the integrated model of the kinetics w ith  our genom e-scale model. The following are plots 
of the trajectories of, (A): The m etabolite concentrations, (B): The biomass concentration, and (C): The flux values 
of reactions, over time. The top figure gives a plot of the results if we choose A t =  0.72 seconds, and the bottom  
figure gives a plot of the results if we chose A t =  0.18 seconds.
before, i.e. decreasing with time in a convex manner, only now it is occurring later, as can be seen in the top 
hgure of Figure 6.4. Looking back at plot (C) of the bottom figure of Figure 6.3, there is a large and sudden 
change in the flux of the reaction of the bottom most line of the plot. In plot (C) of the top figures of Figure 
6.4, we see that this jump is much smaller in magnitude. This leads us to suspect that the reason why we 
saw a significant difference in the trajectories of simulations within the previous region of At was because 
those time intervals were too large to reduce this sudden jump.
This jump in flux of the reaction ACKr was found to be caused by a sudden accumulation in concentration 
of actp metabolite, which in turn was caused by a sudden increase in flux of the production of intracellular 
acetate from a connecting reaction. This drastic change in the flux of the connecting reaction itself, a reaction 
of the genome-scale model, was caused by a more global change in flux distribution, as was decided from the 
quadratic programming and re-constrained genome-scale model.
Though this global change in flux distribution should not try to be overcome or ignored, since it may 
be a true driving factor in the modelled cellular metabolism, we would still not expect it to change reaction 
fluxes and metabolite concentrations with such large magnitudes. Thus, we should reduce A t  even further to 
a range less that 0.12 seconds, but not too small.
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F ig u r e  6 .4 : P lot of the sim ulations of the integrated model of the kinetics w ith  our genom e-scale model. The following are plots 
of the trajectories of, (A); The m etabolite concentrations, (B): The biomass concentration, and (C): The flux values 
of reactions, over time. The top figure gives a plot of the results if we choose A t  =  0.12 seconds, and the bottom  
figure gives a plot of the results if we chose A t  =  0.072 seconds.
The bottom plots of Figure 6.4, where A t  has been taken to be extremely small at 0.072 seconds, 
demonstrates yet another change in results with a drop in the size of the time interval.
It has been commented in some papers of Covert et al that for the integration of the genome-scale and 
kinetic models, or even the running of the classical dynamical FBA, this time interval should be:
1. Small enough to evaluate the ODEs of the system dynamics to prevent numerical errors, probably such 
as the one we have seen above with the sudden decrease in flux value of a dynamically modelled reaction;
2 . And large enough so that the quasi-steady state assumption of the genome-scale model metabolite 
concentrations continues to hold [25, 126].
Terzer et al have commented that a A t  of around 1 second should be large enough [126], and yet we take a 
time interval of an order of magnitude smaller, around 0.1 seconds. I do not believe that we are approaching 
a violation of the quasi-steady state assumption here, since there is actually no notion of tim e in the  
genome-scale model.
Instead, what 1 believe is happening, in a way, is the prevention of a high magnitude of change in-
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troduced into the dynamical system by a sudden discrete change in the global flux distribution of the 
genome-scale. It is however difficult to understand whether this discrete change in flux distribution is 
caused by constraints imposed by the kinetic model reaction fluxes, acting together with the constraints of 
the genome-scale model (a favourable behaviour), or whether it is caused by the choice of the nearest flux 
distribution as determined by the quadratic programming (a potential artefact), though 1 would not suspect 
so since it does not happen after every iteration. Nevertheless, the discrete and large change in flux of some 
connecting reactions could be ‘smoothed’ out by simulating in a smaller A t  causing a smaller change in fluxes 
and so a smaller and smoother change in global flux distribution.
Since it is difficult to know when such large and discrete changes in fluxes of connecting reactions occur, 
the choice of A t  is dependent on the kinetic and genome-scale model used and the perturbation/change to 
initial conditions applied. One needs to make a preliminary simulation and decide an appropriate At from 
this, ensuring minimal unwanted large changes in absolute fluxes of connecting reaction, though changes can 
still occur.
6.2 .2  D eterm in in g  S ystem  S tead y  S ta tes  and S tab ility
As we had shown in the study of our previous kinetic model, trajectories tend to our known Keio steady state 
and the roots of the system can be solved to find more alternative steady states. The stability of the found 
steady states is also important to determine, as its nature will determine whether these predicted states are 
observable (stable phenotypes) or not (unstable steady states). The mathematical determination of the steady 
states is made from evaluation of the numerical Jacobian of the system evaluated at the steady state of interest.
Our integrated model is in such a form which makes it very difficult, if not impossible, to analyse the 
system in order to find its roots and determine the metabolite profile of potential steady states. It is even 
more difficult to determine the stability even if we were to find some of the system steady states. The reason 
for this difficulty is down to the form of our integrated model. Consider the form of the ODEs of our kinetic 
model:
d[m--  = ( i'm,Pj) + Ci \ ■ p:, -  II ■ [mi]. (6 .1)dt
The term q  is a constant for a given A t  interval of the simulations. However, since the trajectories of the 
integrated model run over many hundreds of A t  intervals the value of Q is constantly changing. One could 
think that in fact the term c% is not just a constant but a function implicit in time, metabolite concentrations, 
fluxes and time. Since c% changes with changing constraints in the genome-scale model it is very difficult to 
approximate the explicit function of c%. Due to this very reason it is therefore not possible to evaluate the 
integrated system to find its roots and steady states, or their respective nature of stability.
One could still try to run trajectories initiating from different assumed steady states conditions till a 
steady state is reached. Though this is a time consuming ‘hit and miss’ approach we will at least also know 
that this steady state is stable by definition since trajectories converge onto it.
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6.2 .3  C onn ectin g  R eaction s and Inform ation  E xchange B etw een  M odels
The part of the algorithm which creates the true integration between the two model types is that of 
the exchange of ‘information’ between the models via both the kinetic model reactions, by the changing 
constraints that they add to the genome-scale model, and the connecting reactions, which in essence feedback 
the global change in cellular metabolism. Recall, that the exchange between the models can happen in two 
main ways: ‘implicit’ and ‘explicit’ perturbation to genome-scale flux distribution. The implicit influence 
is via a metabolite that is part of a kinetically modelled reaction but not dynamically modelled itself, and 
the explicit influence is via a dynamically changing reaction flux which is modelled as part of the kinetic model.
We run simulations of the integrated model with the form of the kinetic model where we do not 
delete the metabolite ru5pD, as seen in Figure 6.5. This means that the kinetic model does not directly 
influence the global flux distribution in the genome-scale metabolic network except through constraining the 
kinetic model reaction fluxes themselves in the genome-scale model (in the explicit sense), or via fluxes which 
affect co-factor metabolites or other metabolites considered constant in the kinetic model^, (in the implicit 
sense). The following observations are immediately clear from Figure 6.5:
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F ig u r e  6 .5 : The sim ulation trajectories of the integrated m odel (thick solid line) were compared to those o f the sim ulations of 
the kinetic model alone. The kinetic model used for the integration was the sam e as that used in Chapter 3 for 
stability  analysis. P lots from left to  right are of the m etabolite concentrations, biomass concentration and m etabolic  
reaction fluxes, respectively. The ru5pD m etabolite was not removed and so the rest of the genom e-scale m etabolic  
network is only influenced by the changing fluxes of the kinetic m odel reactions and the im plicit unbalancing caused  
by co-factor m etabolites that are assumed constants in the kinetic model rate equations. A t  =  0.072 seconds.
1. The trajectories of the integrated model and those of the kinetic model alone follow the same initial 
behaviour, as would be expected.
2. Most of the trajectories of the integrated model diverge away from those of the kinetic model at a time 
point of around 0.0008 hours, where there is a discrete and significant shift in flux distribution of the 
ACKr reaction (last black line of right most plot).
^The metabolites considered constant in the kinetic model are: coa, pi (inorganic phosphate), atp, adp, amp, nadph, nadp, 
nadh and nad.
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By plotting how the values of the net of the flux of connecting reactions change over time, as shown in 
Figure 6 .6 , we see that this observed discrete shift in flux distribution is in fact driven by the net of the 
connecting reactions at intracellular acetate (upper most black line of Figure 6 .6). This increase drives up 
the concentration of acetate and resulting in the increase in flux of ACKr in the direction of actp production, 
thereby increasing the concentration of actp.
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F ig u r e  6 .6 : P lot of the changing values of the net flux of the connecting reactions of each of the kinetic model m etabolites. The  
kinetic model referred to  here is the sam e one as that of Chapter 3, w ithout the exelusion of ru5pD m etabolite.
As was previously proven, a change in the flux values of only the kinetic model reactions themselves is 
insufficient to change the flux distribution in the genome-scale metabolic network. Therefore, it would seem 
that the unbalancing of fluxes around co-factor metabolites and other constant metabolites which partake in 
dynamical kinetic reactions, is sufhcient to affect the global flux distribution in such a manner that the net 
of connecting reactions of the kinetic model metabolites also change values, which in turn changes the whole 
system dynamics. Recall that the constant co-factor metabolites partake in many reactions throughout the 
metabolic network, and so any unbalancing in net flux of these metabolites (which should remain balanced in 
the genome-scale model) would cause many reactions of the whole metabolic network to change, thus causing 
global changes in flux distribution which inevitably propagate to the kinetic model connecting reactions.
With a change in global flux brought about by ‘implicit’ perturbations in the genome-scale flux dis­
tribution, what additional effects on global flux distribution can be caused by an ‘explicit’ perturbation? 
Since our kinetic model has no only outgoing reactions we delete the pentose phosphate metabolite ru5pD, 
which connects the oxidative and non-oxidative parts of the pathway. This metabolite has now become 
part of the genome-scale model, and is therefore considered to be at steady state. The deletion of this 
metabolite from the kinetic model also means that since the flux of the GND reaction (of the pentose 
phosphate pathway) contributes dynamically to the production of the now genome-scale metabolite ru5pD, 
other reactions which produce or consume the metabolite need to be rebalanced in order to keep the net
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production of that metabolite to zero, as required. Theoretically, this change should result in a propagation 
of changes of flux values over the entire genome-scale network.
Figure 6.7 shows the simulation results of the integrated model, where the kinetic model integrated 
excludes the dynamics of ru5pD. These simulation trajectories are compared to our original full kinetic model 
(including dynamics of ru5pD). We find again that the simulations of the integrated model diverge away
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F ig u r e  6 .7 : P lot of the sim ulation trajectories of the integrated model (solid thick lines), where the kinetic m odel used excludes 
ru5pD so that dynam ics of GND directly change flux into the genom e-scale model. The dashed thinner lines represent 
the original full kinetic model trajectories. P lots from left to  right are of the m etabolite concentrations, biom ass 
concentration and m etabolic reaction fluxes, respectively.
from the original kinetic model trajectories, albeit in a quantitatively different way to that of the previous 
set of simulations. We also find that the discrete change in flux distribution is no longer there. Looking at 
how the values of the net flux of connecting reactions for each kinetic model metabolite changes over time for 
this set of simulations, as reported in Figure 6 .8 , we observe a much more smoother changes in net fluxes. 
Comparing the general behaviour of these curves to their counterparts of the previous set of simulations, 
reported in Figure 6 .6 , we find that the general qualitative story of the change in flux of connecting reactions 
is similar between the two sets of simulations.
It seems that the addition of a dynamically changing reaction, which directly causes a propagation of 
changing flux values in the genome-scale metabolic network (‘explicit’ perturbation of fluxes), affects further 
the global change in flux distribution on top of the ‘implicit’ perturbations. Even though there is an 
additional effect, its addition did not seem to change the qualitative nature of either the flux distribution nor 
the metabolite concentration profiles of bacterial central metabolism.
This conclusion should be taken relatively, since we have only created one opportnnity for the kinetic 
model to directly ‘pump’ flux into the genome-scale flux distribution. I believe, that with further kinetic 
knowledge of such types of reactions we should be able to further influence flux in rest of the metabolic 
network possible even causing discrete changes in the flux distributions towards alternative pathways.
Simulations of the integrated model in the rest of this chapter will be performed with the use of our 
genome-scale model and our kinetic model as parameterized in Chapter 3, excluding the metabolite variable 
ru5pD and kinetic model reactions RPE and R.PI of the pentose phosphate pathway. The value of A t  will
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F ig u r e  6 .8 : Plot of the changing values of the net Hux of the connecting reactions of each of the kinetic model m etabolites. The 
kinetic model referred to here is the same one as that of Chapter 3 except that the dynamics of the ruSpD m etabolite  
is excluded to incorporate ‘explicit’ perturbation of the genom e-scale flux distribution.
also be set to 0.072seconds, as a way of standardizing all simulations for the purpose of being able to compare 
results between different sets of simulations.
6.3 R esu lts and D iscussion
6.3 .1  S im ulations at S tead y  S tate
We know from simulations performed for steady state and stability analysis that the kinetic model alone can 
converge onto the Keio steady state, indicative of the nature of a stable steady state. For the purpose of 
being able to ‘explicitly’ perturb the genome-scale flux distribution from a dynamically modelled reaction 
flux we had eliminated a variable and two reactions from the kinetic model. This could have changed the 
models nature of stability about the Keio steady state. However, we had proved that it did not, since an 
eigenvalue analysis of the system about the Keio steady state (in the absence of variable ru5pD) had yielded 
all eigenvalues with negative real parts, indicative of a stable steady state.
Furthermore, not only does the kinetic model have the ability to converge onto the stable Keio steady 
state, but if the kinetic model simulations are initiated from the Keio steady state, as would be expected, 
the trajectories remain at the steady state. As a means of a sense check of whether the integration of the 
kinetics with the genome-scale model does not force a destabilization of the dynamical system, we initiate 
our integrated model simulations from the Keio steady state expecting trajectories to remain at the stable 
steady state. As can be seen from Figure 6.9, indeed this is true.
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F ig u r e  6 .9 : P lot of the sim ulations of the integrated m odel, w ith a A t =  0.1 seconds. P lots from left to  right arc of the m etabolite 
concentrations, biomass concentration and m etabolic reaction flux values, respectively. Sim ulations are performed 
under continuous culture conditions, initiated at the Keio steady state. One can sec that sim ulations remain at the 
Keio stable steady state, as expected and as they did for the kinetic model alone.
6.3.2 S im ulations at C ontinuous C ulture C ond itions
Consider simulations of the integrated kinetic model under continuous culture conditions. This type of 
culture could be considered analogous to the environment under host infection, where the feed in and feed out 
of nutrients could be considered similar to supplies from the host, and the ‘diluting out’ of the concentration 
of biomass (culture cells) could be considered analogous to continuous attacks onto the bacterial culture by 
the host immune cells by phagacytosis.
We initiate simulations from the Keio steady state, and induce 3 distinct perturbations:
1. A 10% increase in dilution rate from 0.2h“  ^ to 0.22h“ .^
2 . A 10% decrease in dilution rate from 0.2h“  ^ to 0.18h“ .^
3. No change in dilution rate, but a change in initial concentration of pyr metabolite from the Keio steady 
state concentration of 0.12820mM to 60% of its value. This is the same perturbation that was made to 
the kinetic model alone, which resulted in trajectories converging onto an alternative steady state. Can 
it converge to steady state again?
Simulations for a 10% Increase in Dilution Rate
Looking at the overview of the trajectories from this simulation, as shown in Figure 6.10, we see that there 
is very little change to the metabolite concentrations and reaction fluxes before approximately 0.0015 hours, 
though there is the expected decreasing biomass concentration. Thereafter, a change in metabolism caused 
such a change in flux distribution throughout the genome-scale metabolic network t hat the flux of the produc­
tion of biomass collapsed to zero, which in turn caused a the decline in metabolite and biomass concentrations
(since they are being diluted out at rate 0 .22h“ )^.
This stagnation in growth rate and other global changes in metabolism propagate back to the kinetic 
model dynamics from the connecting reactions. The most significant changes are seen by an increasing and
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F ig u r e  6 .1 0 : Plot of the sim ulation results of the integrated m odel, run in continuous culture conditions w ith a dilution rate of 
0.22 /i“ ^ From left to  right, the top figures show a plot of the trajectories of the m etabolite concentrations, biomass 
concentration and reaction flux values, respectively. The bottom  figure shows a plot of the net flux of connecting  
reactions of the kinetic model m etabolites. The sim ulations were initiated from the Keio steady state conditions 
where the cell was growing at a constant rate of 0.2/r ^. The red vertical dotted line shows the point at which 
behaviour of cell m etabolism  changed dramatically.
decreasing net flux of connecting reactions to intracellular acetate (topmost black line) and accoa (lowermost 
purple line), respectively.
It is interesting that the sudden stop in biomass production would cause a change in the rest of 
metabolism towards the production of acetate and consumption of accoa to other metabolic pathways, maybe 
even ethanol production. It is known that diauxic shift occurs in glucose grown E.coli cells, where the cell 
shifts from the consumption of the exhausted glucose supply to acetate. In this case, the supply of glucose 
did not finish, in fact, quite the opposite. Due to the increased dilution rate and the fact that the cell was 
not consuming faster than glucose was being supplied into the media, the concentration of glucose in the 
media in fact increased.
Why is the cell then failing to grow? As a test, I output the full range of potential values that the flux 
of the biomass production reaction can take after re-constraining the genome-scale model system with the 
new updated constraints, and before solving the quadratic programming problem. We find that indeed the 
flux of biomass goes to zero and that its flux range is also zero. Therefore, it is clear that the stagnation in 
biomass production is not an artefact of the quadratic programming choosing an alternative flux distribution
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close to the previous one which prevents flux to at least one of the biomass precursors. This means that it is 
caused by the new-constraints imposed on flux bounds together with the genome-scale model thermodynamic 
constraints.
Simulations for a 10% Decrease in Dilution Rate
A similar in-silico experiment is performed to that above, only now the dilution rate of the continuous culture 
conditions we reduced from the steady state growth of cells, from a dilution rate of 0.2h~^ to 0.18h“ .^ An 
overview of the resulting trajectories from this simulation is shown in Figure 6.11.
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F ig u r e  6 .1 1 : P lot of the sim ulation results of the integrated m odel, run in continuous culture conditions w ith a dilution rate 
of 0 .18/i“ .^ From left to right, the top figures show a plot of the trajectories of the m etabolite concentrations, 
biomass concentration and reaction flux values, respectively. The bottom  left flgure is a zoom  of the trajectories 
of the biomass concentration. The bottom  right flgure shows a plot of the net flux of connecting reactions of the  
kinetic model m etabolites. The sim ulations were initiated from the Keio steady state conditions where the cell 
was growing at a eonstant rate of 0.2h~^.  The red vertical dotted line shows the point at which behaviour of cell 
m etabolism  changed dramatically, caused by a sudden loss in the flux of production of biomass.
As we can see, a similar occurrence to that in the previous set of simulations occurs here too, as 
given by the dashed red lines, i.e. that the flux and range of the biomass reaction suddenly becomes zero, 
most probably due to set constraints. The interesting part is the general behaviour of biomass before this point.
Zooming in on the changing concentration of biomass (given by bottom leftmost figure) we see that 
the biomass concentration increases for a decrease in the dilution rate. As expected, this is because the
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cells were growing at a faster dilution rate before at a greater presence of glucose, and so the culture is 
continuing to grow at a rate faster than that of the diluting out of biomass and before a reduction in glucose 
concentration in the media, yielding a net production in biomass. The biomass dynamics is modelled very 
simply using the differential equation ^  =  /i-X , for biomass concentration X  and specific cell growth rate of 
jj,, and yet the smooth changes in flux of reaction in the central metabolism propagate to a relatively smooth 
change in cellular specific growth rate. Thus, the integration is able to give us the dynamics of biomass 
without the need for its phenomenological representation, as we had done in our kinetic model described in 
Chapter 2 .
The simulation results are shown more clearly for each metabolite and reaction of the kinetic model 
in Appendix W.
6 .3 .3  S im ulations a t B atch  C ulture C ond itions
Consider now simulations of the integrated kinetic model under batch culture conditions. These conditions 
could be considered as a special case of the continuous culture conditions where we set dilution rate to zero.
Simulation of Batch Culture from Keio Steady State
Figure 6.12 shows the overview of the simulation trajectories of the model run under batch culture conditions, 
initiated from the Keio steady state. The same plots for each individual metabolite concentration and 
reaction flux as well as the net connecting reactions, is given in Appendix X.
The results of the simulations of the batch culture results seem to be giving a similar qualitative 
story of metabolic changes as that of the simulations of continuous culture conditions when we turned 
the dilution rate down. Only now we see a clear increasing concentration of biomass, since there is no 
‘washing-out’ effect for the batch culture.
As was seen in the simulation trajectories under continuous culture conditions, a change in global 
flux distribution seems to occur at a time of approximately 0.001 hours, with again a drastic increase in 
connecting reactions of acetate towards the production of this metabolite. This affect seems to propagate 
along all the reactions of the acetate production pathway from the consumption of substrate acetate to the 
production of accoa, where the net flux of connecting reactions at accoa is now geared towards its production.
Simulation of Batch Culture from Higher Glucose Concentration
Figure 6.13 shows the overview of the simulation trajectories from the model run under batch culture 
conditions and initiated from the Keio steady state, except that we also introduce an instantaneous ‘injection’ 
of glucose into the media increasing its steady state concentration from 0.00885mM^ to O.lmM^,. The plot of 
the trajectories of each of the metabolite concentrations and reaction fluxes, as well as those of the net flux 
of the connecting reactions, are given in Appendix Y.
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F ig u r e  6 .1 2 : P lot of the sim ulation results of the integrated m odel, run in pure batch culture conditions. From left to  right, the 
top figures show a plot of the trajectories of the m etabolite concentrations, biomass concentration and reaction flux 
values, respectively. The bottom  figure shows a plot of the net flux of connecting reactions of the kinetic model
m etabolites. Simulations were initiated from the Keio steady state conditions.
Looking at the plots for the flux trajectories, the simulations seem to suggest that the initial jump in 
uptake flux of glucose (increase in PTS reaction), because of the increase in glucose concentration, propagates 
mainly into glycolysis whilst also increasing flux into the oxidative part of the pentose phosphate pathway 
(PPP). The propagation of flux into the oxidative pathways of the PPP seems to ‘flow’ back out into the rest 
of metabolism via the connecting reactions of the 6pgc metabolite. The flux propagation down glycolysis 
seems to become reduced after it comes to the TPI reaction. This seems to be caused by an increased net flux 
of consumption of metabolite DHAP from its connecting reactions, causing the increased flux in glycolysis to 
sink out from DHAP into the rest of the metabolic network.
As is clear from a schematic of the summary of these observations illustrated in Figure 6.14, the dynamical 
changes in reaction flux and metabolite concentrations in glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway are 
highly influenced by the connections of the metabolites of these pathways to the rest of metabolism. This 
at least demonstrates the importance of the need of the integration between the two models and indeed 
the need to model the greater influence of the rest of metabolism in driving changes and regulating central 
metabolism, as well as central metabolism driving the rest of metabolism.
As observed in the previous simulations of the integrated model, there is again a global change in
flux distribution in the genome-scale metabolic network such that there is increased net flux of the production
of intracellular acetate, via the metabolite connecting reactions. This flux is propagated via an increased
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Figure 6.13: P lot of the sim ulation results of the integrated model, run in batch culture conditions. From left to  right, the top  
figures show a plot of the trajectories of the m etabolite concentrations, biomass concentration and reaction flux 
values, respectively. The bottom  figure shows a plot of the net flux of connecting reactions of the kinetic model 
m etabolites. The sim ulations were initiated from the Keio steady sta te conditions, except that glucose concentration  
was increased from 0.00885mM „ to O.lmM,,. The red vertical dotted lines indicate the point at which there seemed 
to  be a discrete change in m etabolic behaviour.
flux ill reaction ACKr and PTAr in the direction of accoa synthesis. However, it then seems that this in 
flux towards accoa, yielding its gradual increase in concentration over time, does not propagate into the 
TCA cycle or towards gluconeogenesis. In fact, most of this ‘new’ flux coming into accoa is filtered back out 
from accoa into connecting reactions which consume accoa, thereby increasing the flux into other previously 
inactive pathways such as those towards the production of ethanol.
In stark contrast to the busy junction at accoa, the overall flux of reactions of the TCA cycle path­
way decreases. The main contributing factor to this decrease is down to the increased consumption of 
akg metabolite by the rest of metabolism, as indicated by an increased net flux of consumption by the 
connecting reactions of akg. Since akg is one of the 12 key precursors to biosynthesis, this change in flux 
could be indicative of an increased flow towards the production of biomass, though in contrast the biomass 
production flux in the genome-scale model has actually dropped to zero. This out flow from akg decreases 
the concentration of akg by a relatively large amount causing the decrease in flux of TCA cycle reaction 
AKGDH, which in turn causes a bottleneck in the flux through the TCA cycle and, like a domino effect, 
decreases all subsequent reaction fluxes of the cycle.
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All these observations are summarized in Figure 6.14, where the blue bold arrows indicate increased 
fluxes and the red bold arrows indicate decreases in fluxes, all relative to the initial steady state conditions 
of the cell.
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F ig u r e  6 .1 4 : A schem atic of the kinetically modelled reactions and net of the connecting reactions of our kinetic model which we 
have integrated into our genome-scale model. T h e  f ig u r e  i l lu s t r a te s  a q u a lita t iv e  su m m a r y  o f  t h e  o b se r v a ­
t io n s  o f  m e ta b o lic  c h a n g e s  fro m  t h e  in it ia l  K e io  s t e a d y  s t a t e  c o n d it io n s  o f  t h e  c e ll , a f te r  p e r fo r m in g  
s im u la t io n s  u n d e r  b a tc h  c u ltu r e  c o n d it io n s  w ith  a n  in c r e a se d  g lu c o se  s u b s tr a te  c o n c e n tr a t io n .  The
red bold arrows represent reaction fluxes that have decreased and the blue bold arrows represent reaction fluxes 
that have increase, relative to the initial Keio steady state.
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6.4 C onclusion
In this chapter we have demonstrated that the construction and development of the integration algorithm has 
resulted in a model with the flexibility of being able to model the dynamics under both batch and continuous 
culture conditions together with an account of the influence of the dynamical variables of interest (of central 
metabolism in our case) from the rest of the genome-wide metabolic network. The simulations of batch 
culture conditions in particular, with an increased initial concentration of glucose in the media (the latter 
most set of simulations as reported above), demonstrated the need for the integration of the kinetics into the 
genome-scale model. It is clear that with the lack of kinetic knowledge on the genome-scale level the next 
best option is the modelling of reactions from the 12 key biosynthetic precursors of central metabolism, to at 
least account for the change towards the production of biomass and to estimate the specific cellular growth 
rate. An example of such a kinetic model is that of Chassagnole et al [19]. This means that we assume a 
particular composition of the biomass itself. The best knowledge of the composition of biomass is that given 
in genome-scale models. Together with the knowledge of other reactions of the wider metabolism that each 
of the kinetic model metabolites may partake in at any given point in time, an integration of the knowledge 
of kinetics into the genome-scale model seems an ideal approach to be able to account for the influences of 
the rest of metabolism. This approach would be in contrast to the limited scope of kinetic models which rely 
on a subset of reactions to represent influences from the rest of metabolism. The flexibility of such models 
is also limited by the assumptions on the dynamics (or lack of) of these reactions. We claim that such 
strong assumptions are weakened by our integration algorithm, thereby giving the overall model a lot more 
flexibility of influence from the rest of metabolism, influence which is constrained at least thermo dynamically 
and yields a view on specific cellular growth rate that is consistent with these constraints.
Conversely, as is evident from our simulations reported in this chapter, creating flexibility and caus­
ing the relaxation of these assumptions can cause other potential problem. Two key problems observed in 
our simulations were identified as follows:
1. Re-constraining of fluxes in the genome-scale model from flux values of the kinetic model reactions and 
those of some of the connecting reaction (constrained to account for simple local changes) seems to 
cause the solution space to change a such a way that there is no pathway of non-zero flux towards the 
production of biomass, implying zero cellular growth. This seems to occur in scenarios which we know 
will not result in zero cellular growth.
2. When the flux range and flux of the biomass production reaction collapse to zero, there is an increase 
net flux towards the production of intracellular acetate. The resulting flux increase in the reactions 
ACKr and PTAr towards the synthesis of accoa metabolite seems to always filter back out into the rest 
of metabolism via in increased net consumption rate from the connecting reactions of accoa.
In the case of the first problem, it is difficult to determine which constraints are causing this unwanted 
occurrence. Further investigations should be made to determine why this happens. If indeed the problem is 
found to lie in the re-constraining of the genome-scale model one needs to carefully consider whether such a
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violation could be due to one of the following reasons;
1. Constraints imposed from the kinetic model flux values are causing the hux of an essential reaction to 
go to zero.
2 . Parameters of the kinetic model are not valid over this region of simulation, meaning that either the 
parameters of the model are wrong or that the equations modelling the reaction enzyme kinetic are 
wrong. This may result in the hux of biosynthetic connecting reactions to become zero.
3. There is a need and requirement for the change in gene regulation to switch to alternative pathways or 
change kinetics.
4. Or most likely, the assumption that the rest of metabolism is at quasi-steady state is too strong, and 
needs to somehow be addressed and weakened.
It is difhcult to attack these problems.
The problem is simpler to address if it could be implicit in the parameterization of the kinetic model 
itself, yielding huxes that when constrained in the genome-scale model actually do not allow hux to continue 
along at least one of the biosynthetic pathways. Figure 6.15 shows a hypothetical example of how this may 
occur. One should look for similar occurrences in our genome-scale model.
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F ig u r e  6 .1 5 : A hypothetical exam ple of how im posing constraints in the genom e-scalc lim its the range of possible values o f other 
reactions in the genom e-scale model. This could limit reactions in such a way that the only possible flux of a 
reaction dependent on two m etabolites w ith different available ranges of flux values, is a flux value of zero.
It is important to realize that due to the steady state conditions under which the genome-scale metabolic 
network is modelled there are dependencies and linear relationships between variables (fluxes) of the model, 
made explicit by converting the stoichiometric matrix into row-reduced echelon form. This should be carefully 
considered when applying constraints to prevent a violation of such relationships between fluxes.
Our second problem described above is that of the increase in net flux of the production of acetate
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from the rest of the metabolic network, which was observed to increase intracellular acetate concentration. 
With the enzymatic mechanisms of the acetate production pathway reactions (PTAr and ACKr) in favour 
of the consumption of acetate, it may seem obvious that a consumption of acetate should occur. With 
such a large amount of molecular knowledge of the workings of these reactions available in the literature, 
we know that the consumption of acetate does not occur from the external environment simultaneous to 
the consumption of glucose because of gene regulation and catabolite repression mechanisms, currently not 
modelled in our kinetic model. This contradictory observation thus poses some questions/hypotheses:
1. Though cellular consumption of acetate is suppressed during consumption of glucose, can the cell still 
produce and consume intracellular acetate?
2. If the answer to the first question is no, then it is clear that metabolic regulation alone cannot control 
the suppression or expression for the consumption of acetate. The role of gene regulation is essential 
here.
3. If the answer to the first question is yes, then the question remains of whether our model represents the 
mechanics of this pathway correctly or not.
Though these two are current problems of the integrated model, they already demonstrate the essence of 
the power and potential of the integration of the two model types. Without the integration of the kinetic 
model with the genome-scale we would not see a continued consumption of intracellular acetate because its 
concentration would eventually go to zero since there would be no extra supply from the rest of metabolism. 
Also, we may never see that the potential flux to biomass and cell synthesis goes to zero, demonstrating 
the limitation of a stand alone kinetic model where the infeasibility of cellular growth may not be modelled 
appropriately. As we have seen from the analysis of the genome-scale model from Chapter 2, the genome- 
scale model alone does not show this increased flux towards acetate consumption at all, as seen in the second 
problem described above. Therefore, constraints and ‘information’ from the kinetic model reaction fluxes have 
seemingly caused a change in the global flux distribution in such a way that there is an increased flux towards 
the production and consumption of intracellular acetate.
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Chapter 7
Future Work
With the interest for the development of new modelling techniques to address the hunger for an in-silico 
representation of the whole cell, I hope and believe that our development of an algorithm which integrates a 
kinetic model and genome-scale stoichiometric model of flux balances helps to push forward that desire into 
a more real future goal. I believe that our algorithm has built upon the idea of Covert et al, addressing its 
core weaknesses and proposing some alternative approaches.
Though I believe that there have been leaps forward, these new developments bring about further questions 
and issues to be addressed. Here I discuss some potential weaknesses of our algorithm that can be address for 
future research and a proposed enhancement to the model itself. I also discuss the potential of the integrated 
model which allows its user to easily expand it.
Potential W eaknesses of the Integration Algorithm and M odel
The integration algorithm combines the kinetics to the genome-scale stoichiometric flux-balanced model, but 
assumes a time-scale difference in the dynamics of the two metabolic subsystems in order to do so. Briefly, it 
is assumed that the kinetics of the subsystem of metabolic reactions of the kinetic model work on a time-scale 
that is assumed to be relatively slow to those of the reactions part of the genome-scale metabolic network. 
Thus, the rest of metabolism in the genome-scale model is assumed to be at a quasi-steady state, rapidly 
converging onto a new equilibrium for a change driven by the set of metabolic reactions of the kinetic model. 
A length of A t  is specified in the algorithm to denote the length of time over which the ‘slower’ kinetics are 
evaluated for the changes in metabolite concentrations and reaction fluxes.
As observed from simulations of the integrated model, the choice of A t  is actually dependent on the 
kinetic and genome-scale models and the subsequent behaviour of the genome-scale model on the integration. 
We must try to make A t perhaps small enough so that we minimize errors incurred from discrete changes 
in the genome-scale model, which yield a great change in the magnitude of the flux values, thereby causing 
sudden jumps and discrete changes that propagate throughout the genome-scale metabolic network. The 
reduction in A t may result in a reduction of potential errors but greatly hinders the simulations, increasing 
actual running time of simulations since the model is required to be evaluated over many more iterations for 
the same length of time. As an alternative, these large changes in flux values of reactions of the genome-scale 
model (in particular the connecting reactions) may be better controlled by finding appropriate criteria for 
re-constraining the genome-scale model flux bounds.
The integration algorithm is also dependent on the use of quadratic programming, and in doing so 
overcomes the problem of the need for a random selection of the FBA solution when re-evaluating the
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genome-scale flux balance model. It also overcomes the need of what could be an arbitrary choice for an 
appropriate metabolic objective, which is required in order to solve the linear programming problem posed 
by the flux balance model. In the same light as that of the idea of the minimization of metabolic adjustment 
for the determination of potential alternative flux distributions under a given gene perturbation I believe 
that the quadratic programming makes sense biologically. It assumes that under a short enough time interval 
(our At) and given a perturbation to cellular reaction fluxes, the re-distribution of flux would adjust with 
minimal change in absolute flux values.
Recall that our quadratic programming problem was to flnd the minimum Euclidean distance between 
the previous flux distribution before flux perturbation and that of the potential flux distributions of the 
new solution space of the flux balance model under new constraints. However, from the mathematics of the 
quadratic programming problem a unique solution is not guaranteed. Thus, the problem remains that in 
the (hopefully few) cases where there is not a unique solution to the problem we must be able to chose from 
amongst the potentials. How? Maybe a potential solution is one where we assume that the cell would still 
consider biomass production as the key objective, and that the current choice of flux distribution is that 
which makes the biomass production reaction flux equal to zero.
I believe that further investigations of these points are well worth investigating, since this very issue 
underlies the core part of the integration algorithm, which in itself was a leap forward from the FBA approach 
as proposed by Covert et al in [25].
A much more fundamental issue with regards to the quadratic programming problem emerged during 
our development of the algorithm itself. We used Gurobi, a state-of-the-art mathematical programming 
solver, to solve linear programming (LP) and quadratic programming (QP) problems. We naively assumed 
that the QP solver would have no problems with converging onto a solution given that the space of solutions 
is convex. We conducted a simple test of the principle: by selecting a randomly chosen FBA flux vector 
solution of a genome-scale model, we posed a quadratic programming problem to flnd the minimal Euclidean 
distance between this vector of flux values and the unchanged solution space, hoping to flnd that the distance 
is zero or at least close to zero within some acceptable tolerance. However, the solver failed to converge onto 
the same solution vector with a squared norm distance no where close to zero. To overcome the issue we 
converted the problem into a mixed-integer quadratic programming problem. However, can we still trust the 
solutions coming from the solver? Is there an alternative to the quadratic programming problem? Maybe one 
could investigate other alternatives such as converting the problem into a linear form, similar to the linearised 
quadratic programming that is implemented in the Cobra toolbox functions. Then well established linear 
programming techniques can be used to solve such problems under possibly more explicit and transparent 
controls than that of the Gurobi QP solver.
In running simulations of the integrated model, as reported at the end of the previous chapter, there 
were a few odd observations. The nature of the problems that were observed during simulations were of 
fundamental importance for the integration. I believe that the most important question to address is that 
of why we eventually observe a zero flux in the biomass production flux when we would expect a non-zero
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flux, i.e. during consumption of a relatively high concentration of extracellular glucose? To tackle this 
issue I think that it is fundamental importance to concentrate efforts on flux-balance model constraints and 
potential violations of linear relationships that exist between flux variables of the genome-scale model, and 
research into how one can use such relationships to inform how we impose flux constraints from the kinetic 
model, and even what we should decide to do at the connecting reactions.
Potential Enhancements and Additional Build-Ons for Integrated M odel
One of the beauties of the integration algorithm and of the integrated model itself is its potential for the easy 
addition of further kinetic knowledge and the potential to expand on the genome-scale model, if and when 
such information becomes available in the future.
The model cannot only be expanded with respect to the number of elements and variables that the 
model is composed of but also with respect to further enriching the model with a further ‘layer’ constraints 
or regulatory effects. The kinetic model and flux-balance models themselves are only representative of the 
metabolic state of the cell. On top of the kinetic model, knowledge of gene regulation and protein-protein 
interaction dynamics can be modelled. In addition to the thermodynamic constraints of the flux-balance 
genome-scale model binary regulatory constraints could be imposed as well, as is done in rFBA.
With the availability and fast growing developments of both the kinetic and stoichiometric flux-balance 
models throughout the literature there is a lot of room for potential enhancements of the integrated model. 
The bonus is that the integration algorithm will allow the freedom of such enhancements, and where it 
cannot the algorithm can be further tweaked from there.
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A ppendix A
Reaction Equations of the First K inetic  
M odel
Reactions
Cell growth
Phosphotransferasesystem
Non-PTS glucoklnase
Phosphoglucoseisomerase
Model equations
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G3P dehydrogenase
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A ppendix B
List of Gene Regulatory Binary Rules in 
the First K inetic M odel
Rule 1 :
IF glucose concentration was present (more than 1 g/1)
THEN glyoxylate pathway is repressed
Rule 2:
IF glucose was present (more than 1 g/1)
THEN Pta-Ack pathway is active, while Acs and Mez are inactive
Rule 3:
IF glucose was less than 1 g/1, and acetate was present
THEN Acs is active in such a way that (1 -[G /c]), and
era gene is activated, and fadR  and iclR genes are repressed
Rule 4:
IF ora gene was activated,
THEN aceA(ie\),aceB(MS)dcdA(lCDH),maeB(}AQ7), 
ppsA(?i^s), pckA(?c]C) are activated, whereas 
py^F(Pyk), /?yL4(Pfk), ptsHI(?T^) are repressed
Rule 5:
IF fadR  and iclR were repressed,
THEN aceBAK operon is activated, and thus the glyoxylate pathway 
becomes active
Rule 6:
IF OAA concentration became low,
THEN the anaplerotic reaction such as glyoxylate pathway becomes active
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A ppendix C
Algorithm  for A djustm ent of Vmax 
Param eters for First K inetic M odel
No Sum of errors 
is minimized
Yes
Update v[
END
START
Set kinetic parameter values (Table 2)
Compare with experimental data
Assume v[
Set the co-factor concentration (Table 3)
Integrate mass balance equations for the 
given time span by 0DE15s solver in MatLab
Set initial metabolite concentrations
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A ppendix D
Simulation of W ild-type and Ppc 
Knockout in Batch Culture
The simulation transiences; Solid lines =  Wild-type, Dotted lines =  Ppc knockout. For the plots of the 
transient changes in reaction fluxes, comparing both for the wild type and Ppc knockout, please see Appendix 
D folder in supplementary material in the CD, provided at the end of this thesis.
F ig u r e  D . l :  The dynamics of m odelled m etabolite concentrations:
Cell concentralion
I 1 I
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tim e (h)
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I
I
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A ppendix E
Simulations of W ild-type and Ppc and Pck 
Knockout in Continuous Culture
Transiences of reaction fluxes: Solid lines = Wild-type, Dotted lines = ppc knockout.
For the plots of the transient changes in all other reaction fluxes, from simulations of both the ppc and 
pck knockouts, please see Appendix E folder in supplementary material in the CD, provided at the end of this 
thesis.
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Simulations of fluxes of wild-type and Pck Knockout in continuous culture conditions. Transiences of 
metabolite concentrations: Solid lines =  Wild-type, Dotted lines =  pck knockout.
For the plots of the transient changes in all other reaction fluxes, from simulations of both the ppc and 
pck knockouts, please see Appendix E folder in supplementary material in the CD, provided at the end of this 
thesis.
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A ppendix F
Simulation of W ild-type and Pyk  
Knockout in Continuous Culture
Simulation transiences: Solid black lines = Wild-type, Dotted blue lines = Pyk knockout.
For the plots of the transient changes in all model reaction fluxes, comparing simulation results of wild- 
type and pyk knockout, please see Appendix F folder in supplementary material in the CD, provided at the 
end of this thesis.
Figure F .l: The dynam ics of modelled m etabolite concentrations:
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A ppendix G
Comparison of the Biom ass Compositions: 
M odel and D ata
Extract from the Keio multi-omics database of the measured biomass composition from steady state experi­
ments done in various dilution rates. We take the data from the column of data highlighted in red. The full 
table including the analysis of the percentage composition of biomass can be found in the folder Appendix G 
in the supplementary CD, presented at the end of this thesis.
i 1 1 i
aW rnW # composfion
fiTTintttiriifri
a m A m 1
Element 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 y1
H 1.67 1.77 1.70 1.75
N 0.24 0.25 0.24 0.25
P 0.0014 0.0014 0.0017 0.0016 ____ !1
1 OsmposTtion fW m ol### cell weigMQ
0.1 h-' _ 0.5h'' _OJh- Averages
Amino acid Ala 551 437 449 487
Arg 239 205 220 220
Asx 523 422 426 464
Cys 12 11 9 16
Glx 622 499 520 554
Gly 498 431 449 461
His 97 78 81 85
lie 271 220 225 239
Leu 460 372 383 408
Lys 299 254 267 267
Met 123 94 96 105
Phe 184 139 143 158 '
Pro 175 133 143 151
Ser 228 179 183 198
Thr 269 215 220 235
Trp 36 28 34 33
Tyr 129 84 86 98
Val 356 299 312 321 ^
RNA nucleotide ATP 57 102 159 95 '
GTP 96 169 205 139
CTP 62 93 119 85
UTP 62 99 128 86 '
Lipids 016:0 17 21 18 29
i C16:1 46 33 26 36
' C18:1 14 32 26 24
GltfDOaen 57 267 190 136
Total Mass = 1 5480 4914 5117 5129
Culture date 0 .1h '' 1-Dec-05
0.2h‘^ 24-Mar-05
0.5h'^ 7-Dec-05
O.Th'' 7-Dec-05
An excel table of the comparison between biomass composition defined in the ÎAF1260 genome-scale model
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we wish to use, and the measured cellular composition from steady state experiments done at dilution rate 
0.2h~^, as reported in the Keio multi-omics database. Corresponding metabolites are colour coordinated in 
the same colours.
I I  I I 1 1 1 1
iBiomass Equation and Composition Biomass Composition: Keio Database
iM odel: Î A F 1 2 6 0  1 Biom ass com position d ed u c ed  from stea d y  state
r t e p i a c e m e n i  s i o i c n i o m e i n e s  l o r  
Biomass Equation of Our Model
I s / o m a s s  eauation taken from the iAF1260 model. 1 f/iulti-Omics Da
1 1 1
M e ta b o l i te s s to i c h io m e t r y S u b s /P r o d  | M e ta b o l i te s
A m o u n t
(u m o l/g D C W )
S to ic h io m e t r y = = » M e ta b o l i te s S to ic h io m e t r y S u b s /P r o d
lO fth ffd -0 .0 0 0 2 2 3 S u b s tr a te Ala 5 1 1 .7 8 0 .5 1 1 7 8 a la -L id -0 .5 1 1 7 8 5 S u b s tr a te
2o h p h [c] -0 .0 0 0 2 2 3 S u b s tra te Arg 2 1 5 .2 7 0 .2 1 5 2 7 2 o h p h Ic l S u b s tra te
a la -L ic l -0 .5 1 3 7 S u b s tra te 4 8 4 .1 6 0 .4 8 4 1 6 lO fth f id S u b s tra te
am e tfc ] -0 .0 0 0 2 2 3 S u b s tra te C y s 3 1 .6 3 0 .0 3 1 6 3 a m e t id S u b s tra te
arg-L[cl -0 .2 9 5 8 S u b s tra te Glx 5 7 6 .4 0 0 .5 7 6 4 0 a ra -L id -0 .2 1 5 2 7 0 S u b s tra te
-0 .2411 S u b s tra te Gly 4 6 6 .0 5 0 .4 6 6 0 5 -0 .2 4 2 0 8 1 S u b s tra te
-0 .2 4 1 1 S u b s tra te His 8 5 .7 0 0 .0 8 5 7 0 -0 .2 4 2 0 8 1 S u b s tra te
a tp fc l -5 9 .9 8 4 S u b s tr a te lie 2 4 0 .8 5 0 .2 4 0 8 5 a tp id -5 9 .8 7 1 0 0 0 S u b s tra te
ca2 [c] -0 .0 0 4 7 3 7 S u b s tr a te nucleotide 4 1 8 .4 5 0 .4 1 8 4 5 c a 2 id S u b s tr a te
cl[c] -0 .0 0 4 7 3 7 S u b s tr a te Lys 2 4 8 .2 9 0 .2 4 8 2 9 d i d S u b s tra te
c o a fc l -0 .0 0 0 5 7 6 S u b s tr a te M et 1 0 5 .2 3 0 .1 0 5 2 3 c o a id S u b s tra te
co b a lt2 fc l -0 .0 0 3 1 5 8 S u b s tr a te P h e 1 6 7 .6 8 0 .1 6 7 6 8 co b a lt2 [c l S u b s tra te
C:lr.[cl -0 .1 3 3 5 S u b s tr a te P ro 1 5 2 .0 4 0 .1 5 2 0 4 c tp id -0 .0 6 4 0 0 0 S u b s tra te
cu 2 [c l -0 .0 0 3 1 5 8 S u b s tr a te S e r 2 0 3 .6 2 0 .2 0 3 6 2 c u 2 id S u b s tr a te
ys-Lfcl -0 .0 9 1 5 8 S u b s tra te T hr 2 3 5 .1 0 0 .2 3 5 1 0 CVS-Lid -0 .0 3 1 6 2 7 S u b s tra te
d a tp [c ] -0 .0 2 6 1 7 S u b s tra te Trp 3 4 .7 7 0 .0 3 4 7 7 d a tp ic l S u b s tra te
dctp[c] -0 .0 2 7 0 2 S u b s tra te Tyr 9 3 .2 7 0 .0 9 3 2 7 d c tp ic l S u b s tra te
d g tp td -0 .0 2 7 0 2 S u b s tr a te Val 3 1 6 .8 2 0 .3 1 6 8 2 d g tp id S u b s tr a te
d t tp ld -0 .0 2 6 1 7 S u b s tr a te d t tp id S u b s tra te
f a d f d -0 .0 0 0 2 2 3 S u b s tr a te A TP 6 1 .0 0 0 .0 6 1 0 0 fad ic l S u b s tra te
f e 2 [ d -0 .0 0 7 1 0 6 S u b s tra te G T P 8 7 .0 0 0 .0 8 7 0 0 f e 2 id S u b s tra te
f e S id -0 .0 0 7 1 0 6 S u b s tra te C T P 6 4 .0 0 0 .0 6 4 0 0 f e 3 id S u b s tra te
g In -L fd -0 .2 6 3 2 S u b s tra te U T P 5 5 .0 0 0 .0 5 5 0 0 g in -L id -0 .2 8 8 1 9 9 S u b s tra te
g lu -L fd -0 .2 6 3 2 S u b s tra te g lu -L id -0 .2 8 8 1 9 9 S u b s tra te
g iv ld -0 .6 1 2 6 S u b s tr a te 0 1 6 :0 5 8 .0 0 0 .0 5 8 0 0 g iy id -0 .4 6 6 0 4 5 S u b s tr a te
g tp id -0 .2151 S u b s tra te C 16-1 3 8 .0 0 0 .0 3 8 0 0 G D id -0 .0 8 7 0 0 0 S u b s tr a te
h 2 0 [d -5 4 .4 6 2 S u b s tra te 0 1 8 :1 2 4 .0 0 0 .0 2 4 0 0 h 2 o id S u b s tra te
h is -L Id -0 .0 9 4 7 4 S u b s tr a te h is -L id -0 .0 8 5 6 9 6 S u b s tra te
ile -L [d -0 .2 9 0 5 S u b s tra te 3 0 .0 0 0 .0 3 0 0 0 iie-L[c] -0 .2 4 0 8 5 4 S u b s tr a te
k id -0 .1 7 7 6 S u b s tr a te U n its  = m m o l/g D C W k id S u b s tr a te
kdo2[jp id4[e] -0 .0 1 9 4 5 S u b s tra te kdo2 lip id 4 ie l S u b s tra te
l e u - d d -0 .4 5 0 5 S u b s tr a te le u -L Id -0 .4 1 8 4 4 5 S u b s tra te
ly s -L id -0 .3 4 3 2 S u b s tr a te ly s -L id -0 .2 4 8 2 9 0 S u b s tra te
m e t-L id -0 .1 5 3 7 S u b s tra te m e t-L id -0 .1 0 5 2 2 8 S u b s tra te
m g 2 id -0 .0 0 7 8 9 5 S u b s tr a te m g 2 id S u b s tra te
m ith f id -0 .0 0 0 2 2 3 S u b s tr a te m lthfic] S u b s tra te
m n 2 [d -0 .0 0 3 1 5 8 S u b s tra te m n 2 id S u b s tra te
m o b d id -0 .0 0 3 1 5 8 S u b s tr a te m o b d ic l S u b s tr a te
m ure in 5 p x 4 p [p ] -0 .0 1 3 8 9 S u b s tr a te  1 m u re in 5 p x 4 p ip l S u b s tra te
n a d id -0 .0 0 1 8 3 1 S u b s tr a te n a d id S u b s tra te
n a d p id -0 .0 0 0 4 4 7 S u b s tra te n ad p ic l S u b s tra te
n h 4 [d -0 .0 1 1 8 4 3 S u b s tra te n h 4 id S u b s tr a te
r . r 'S O id -0 .0 2 2 3 3 S u b s tr a te  1 c e lS O id S u b s tr a te
; - - 1 6 0 id -0 .0 4 1 4 8 S u b s tra te , je 1 6 0 id S u b s tr a te
we 161 i d -0 .0 2 6 3 2 S u b s tra te p e 1 6 1 ic l S u b s tr a te
r " » i6 i iv i -0 .0 4 8 8 9 S u b s tr a te P â 1 6 1 ]ç | S u b s tra te
p h e -L Id -0 .1 7 5 9 S u b s tra te O he-L id -0 .1 6 7 6 7 6 S u b s tra te
p h e m e td -0 .0 0 0 2 2 3 S u b s tr a te p h e m e ic ] S u b s tra te
p ro -L id -0 .2 2 1 1 S u b s tr a te p ro -L id -0 .1 5 2 0 4 2 S u b s tra te
p y d x S p id -0 .0 0 0 2 2 3 S u b s tr a te pydxSpicl S u b s tr a te
rib fly id -0 .0 0 0 2 2 3 S u b s tra te ribflyicl S u b s tr a te
s e r -L Id -0 .2 1 5 8 S u b s tra te s e r -L id -0 .2 0 3 6 1 6 S u b s tr a te
s h e m e id -0 .0 0 0 2 2 3 S u b s tr a te  11 s h e m e id S u b s tr a te
s o 4 I d -0 .0 0 3 9 4 8 S u b s tr a te  1 s o 4 id S u b s tr a te
th f id -0 .0 0 0 2 2 3 S u b s tr a te th f id S u b s tra te
th m p p id -0 .0 0 0 2 2 3 S u b s tr a te th m p p id S u b s tra te
th r-L id -0 .2 5 3 7 S u b s tra te th r-L id -0 .2 3 5 0 9 7 S u b s tr a te
trp -L id -0 .0 5 6 8 4 S u b s tr a te trp -L id -0 .0 3 4 7 7 0 S u b s tr a te
ty r-L id -0 .1 3 7 9 S u b s tr a te tv r-L id -0 .0 9 3 2 6 7 S u b s tra te
u d c p d p td -0 .0 0 0 0 5 5 S u b s tra te u d cp d p ic ] S u b s tr a te
u tp id -0 .1 4 4 1 S u b s tra te u tp td -0 .0 5 5 0 0 0 S u b s tra te
va l-L Id -0 .4 2 3 2 S u b s tr a te v a l-L id -0 .3 1 6 8 2 3 S u b s tra te
z n 2 id -0 .0 0 3 1 5 8 S u b s tr a te z n 2 id S u b s tr a te
a d p id 59 .81 P ro d u c t adp [c] P ro d u c t
h [ d 59.81 P ro d u c t h id P ro d u c t
p i[d 5 9 .8 0 6 P ro d u c t p i[d P ro d u c t
p p i id 0 .7 7 3 9 P ro d u c t p p i id P ro d u c t
js io m a s s 1 .0 0 0 0 0 0 P ro d u c t
1 1
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A ppendix H
Re-Norm alizing Biom ass Reaction  
Stoichiom etry Coefficients
A spreadsheet of the results of the calculations done to deduce the re-normalized stoichiometric coefficients 
of the biomass production reaction of the reparameterized genome-scale model of E. coli
The full Microsoft Excel table of all the calculations done can be found in the folder Appendix H. 
This folder is given in the supplementary CD, presented at the end of this thesis.
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Calculating Molar Mass Of Biomass From Adjusted GSM: A copy of the Feist et al (2007) paper 
supplimentary File 3, Ecoll CORE Biomass Objective Function T h e s e  a re  t h e  s to ic h io m e tr ic  c o e f f ic ie n ts  
c a lc u la t e d /n o r m a liz e d  in su c h  a w a y  a s  t o  p r o d u c e  1 
m m o l/g D W  o f  b io m a ss .
, O verall w t%  
M a c ro m o  e c u  e
C o m p o s itio n m m o l/g D W
fo rm u la
M W m g  (if t o ta l  1 C o m p o s itio n
g /g D W
S to ich C o effs
(w ild  ty p e ) ( m o la r  f ra c t io n ) ( fro m  Keio) (m g /m m o l) m m ol) (W e ig h t F ra c tio n ) (m m o l/g D W )
P ro te in  0 .5 5 0 .1 1 2 0 .5 1 1 7 8 5  a!a-L C 3 H 7 N 0 2 8 9 .0 9 4 7 .9 3 0 3 3 5 7 .3 4 2 % 0 .0 4 2 5 4 2 0 .5 9 8 5 1 6
0 .0 4 7 0 .2 1 5 2 7 0  arg-L C 6 H 1 5 N 4 0 2 1 7 5 .2 1 2 7 .3 7 7 1 8 0 6 .8 3 0 % 0 .0 3 9 5 7 5 0 .2 5 1 7 5 1
0 .0 5 3 0 .2 4 2 0 8 1  asn -L C 4 H 8 N 2 0 3 1 3 2 .1 1 9 6 .0 2 1 7 7 1 5 .5 7 5 % 0 .0 3 2 3 0 4 0 .2 8 3 1 0 6
0 .0 5 3 0 .2 4 2 0 8 1  asp -L C 4 H 6 N 0 4 1 3 2 .0 9 5 6 .0 2 0 5 0 4 5 .5 7 4 % 0 .0 3 2 2 9 7 0 .2 8 3 1 0 6
0 .0 0 7 0 .0 3 1 6 2 7  cys-L C 3H 7N 02S 1 2 1 .1 6 0 .6 5 8 % 0 .0 0 3 8 1 5 0 .0 3 6 9 8 7
0 .0 6 3 0 .2 8 8 1 9 9  gIn-L C 5H 10N 2O 3 1 4 6 .1 4 6 8 .0 5 0 2 4 9 7 .453% 0 .0 4 3 1 8 5 0 .3 3 7 0 3 9
0 .0 6 3 0 .2 8 8 1 9 9  glu-L C 5 H 8 N 0 4 1 4 6 .1 2 2 8 .0 4 8 7 4 1 7 .452% 0 .0 4 3 1 7 7 0 .3 3 7 0 3 9
0 .1 0 2 0 .4 6 6 0 4 5  gly C 2 H 5 N 0 2 7 5 .0 6 7 5 .7 9 6 4 4 0 5 .367% 0 .0 3 1 0 9 5 0 .5 4 5 0 2 5
0 .0 1 9 0 .0 8 5 6 9 6  his-L C 6 H 9 N 3 0 2 1 5 5 .1 5 7 2 .5 6 2 0 8 6 2.372% 0 .0 1 3 7 4 4 0 .1 0 0 2 1 9
0 .0 5 3 0 .2 4 0 8 5 4  ile-L C 6 H 1 3 N 0 2 1 3 1 .1 7 5 5 .9 4 1 6 8 3 5 .501% 0 .0 3 1 8 7 4 0 .2 8 1 5 7 1
0 .0 9 1 0 .4 1 8 4 4 5  leu-L C 6 H 1 3 N 0 2 1 3 1 .1 7 5 1 0 .3 2 2 7 1 6 9 .557% 0 .0 5 5 3 7 6 0 .4 8 9 3 5 8
0 .0 5 4 0 .2 4 8 2 9 0  lys-L C 6 H 1 5 N 2 0 2 1 4 7 .1 9 8 6 .9 9 2 4 1 6 6 .474% 0 .0 3 7 5 1 1 0 .2 9 0 3 6 7
0 .0 2 3 0 .1 0 5 2 2 8  m e t-L C 5H 1 1 N 0 2 S 1 4 9 .2 1 4 3 .0 0 9 7 0 9 2 .787% 0 .0 1 6 1 4 5 0 .1 2 3 0 6 1
0 .0 3 7 0 .1 6 7 6 7 6  p h e -L C 9 H 1 1 N 0 2 1 6 5 .1 9 2 5 .3 7 9 8 9 1 4 .981% 0 .0 2 8 8 5 0 0 .1 9 6 0 9 2
0 .0 3 3 0 .1 5 2 0 4 2  p ro -L C 5 H 9 N 0 2 1 1 5 .1 3 2 3 .2 1 9 0 0 4 2 .980% 0 .0 1 7 2 6 8 0 .1 7 7 8 0 8
0 .0 4 4 0 .2 0 3 6 1 6  se r-L C 3H 7 N 0 3 1 0 5 .0 9 3 3 .8 6 5 2 9 8 3 .579% 0 .0 2 0 7 3 5 0 .2 3 8 1 2 2
0 .0 5 1 0 .2 3 5 0 9 7  th r-L C 4H 9 N 0 3 1 1 9 .1 2 5 .1 8 1 8 2 1 4 .7 9 8 % 0 .0 2 7 7 9 8 0 .2 7 4 9 3 8
0 .0 0 8 0 .0 3 4 7 7 0  trp -L C 1 1 H 1 2 N 2 0 2 2 0 4 .2 2 9 1 .4 1 1 4 9 6 1.307% 0 .0 0 7 5 7 2 0 .0 4 0 5 6 2
0 .0 2 0 0 .0 9 3 2 5 7  ty r-L C 9 H 1 1 N 0 3 1 8 1 .1 9 1 3 .3 1 7 7 7 5 3 .072% 0 .0 1 7 7 9 8 0 .1 0 9 0 7 3
0 .0 6 9 0 .3 1 6 8 2 3  val-L C 5 H 1 1 N 0 2 1 1 7 .1 4 8 6 .8 4 6 9 5 7 6 .339% 0 .0 3 6 7 3 0 0 ,3 7 0 5 1 4
DNA 0 .0 3 1 0 .2 4 6 0 .0 2 6 1 7 0  d a tp C 10H 12N 5O 12P 3 4 8 7 .1 5 1 7 6 .8 0 3 2 1 8 2 4 .9 8 2 % 0 .0 0 8 1 6 9 0 .0 2 6 1 6 6
0 .2 5 4 0 .0 2 7 0 2 0  d c tp C 9 H 1 2 N 3 0 1 3 P 3 4 6 1 .1 0 9 7 2 .6 8 3 2 4 1 23 .6 4 2 % 0 .0 0 7 7 3 1 0 .0 2 7 0 1 6
0 .2 5 4 0 .0 2 7 0 2 0  d g tp C 10H 12N 5O 13P 3 5 0 3 .1 5 8 3 .3 6 1 4 5 0 27 .1 1 5 % 0 .0 0 8 8 6 7 0 .0 2 7 0 1 6
0 .2 4 6 0 .0 2 6 1 7 0  d t tp C 10H 13N 2O 14P 3 4 7 8 .1 3 6 7 4 .5 8 5 4 8 4 24 .2 6 1 % 0 .0 0 7 9 3 3 0 .0 2 6 1 6 6
RNA 0 .2 0 5 0 .0 6 4 0 0 0  c tp C 9 H 1 2 N 3 0 1 4 P 3 4 7 9 .1 2 4 7 2 .9 1 0 8 6 1 22 .5 7 9 % 0 .0 4 8 7 7 2 0 .1 6 0 3 4 0
0 .3 2 6 0 .0 8 7 0 0 0  g tp C 10H 12N 5O 14P 3 5 1 9 .1 4 9 1 1 2 .1 5 5 0 5 6 34 .7 3 3 % 0 .0 7 5 0 2 3 0 .2 1 7 9 6 3
0 .2 0 5 0 .0 5 5 0 0 0  u tp C 9 H 1 1 N 2 0 1 5 P 3 4 8 0 .1 0 8 6 2 .8 6 0 4 6 8 1 9 .467% 0 .0 4 2 0 4 9 0 .1 3 7 7 9 2
0 .2 2 8 0 .0 6 1 0 0 0  a tp * * C 10H 12N 5O 13P 3 5 0 3 .1 5 7 4 .9 8 2 2 5 1 23 .2 2 1 % 0 .0 5 0 1 5 7 0 .1 5 2 8 2 4
m u re in  0 .0 2 5 1 0 .0 1 3 8 9 0  m u re in 5 p x 4 p C 77 H 1 1 7 N 1 5 0 4 0 1 8 9 2 .8 4 8 1 8 9 2 .8 4 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 .0 0 0 % 0 .0 2 6 3 0 0 0 .0 1 3 8 9 4
LPS 0 .0 3 4 1 0 .0 1 9 4 5 0  k d o 2 lip id 4 C 8 4 H 1 4 8 N 2 0 3 7 P 2 1 8 4 0 .0 3 3 1 8 4 0 .0 3 3 0 0 0 100 .0 0 0 % 0 .0 3 5 8 0 0 0 .0 1 9 4 5 6
lipid 0 .0 9 1 0 .4 5 9 0 0 .0 2 2 3 3 0  p e l 6 0 C 3 7 H 7 4 N 1 0 8 P 1 6 9 1 .9 7 2 3 1 7 .6 1 0 1 7 0 46 .0 4 4 % 0 .0 4 4 1 5 7 0 .0 6 3 8 1 3
0 .5 4 1 0 0 .0 2 6 3 2 0  p e l 6 1 C 37H 70N 1O 8P 1 3 7 2 .1 8 0 4 8 9 5 3 .9 5 6 % 0 .0 5 1 7 4 3 0 .0 7 5 2 1 5
in o rg a n ic  io n s  0 .0 1 0 .7 2 5 6 0 .1 7 7 6 0 0  k K 3 8 .9 6 3 7 2 8 .2 7 2 1 7 1 65 .8 8 4 % 0 .0 0 6 9 1 8 0 .1 7 7 5 4 5
0 .0 4 8 4 0 .0 1 1 8 4 3  n h 4 H4N 1 8 .0 3 9 0 .8 7 2 8 3 1 2.034% 0 .0 0 0 2 1 4 0 .0 1 1 8 3 9
0 .0 3 2 3 0 .0 0 7 8 9 5  m g 2 M g 2 3 .9 8 5 0 .7 7 3 6 5 6 1 .803% 0 .0 0 0 1 8 9 0 .0 0 7 8 9 3
0 .0 1 9 4 0 .0 0 4 7 3 7  c a2 Ca 3 9 .9 6 2 6 0 .7 7 3 4 1 6 1 .802% 0 .0 0 0 1 8 9 0 .0 0 4 7 3 6
0 .0 2 9 0 0 .0 0 7 1 0 6  fe 2 Fe 5 5 .9 3 4 9 1 .5 2 3 9 1 8 3 .7 8 4 % 0 .0 0 0 3 9 7 0 .0 0 7 1 0 4
0 .0 2 9 0 0 .0 0 7 1 0 6  fe 3 Fe 5 5 .9 3 4 9 1 .6 2 3 9 1 8 3 .7 8 4 % 0 .0 0 0 3 9 7 0 .0 0 7 1 0 4
0 .0 1 2 9 0 .0 0 3 1 5 8  c u 2 Cu 6 3 .5 4 6 0 .8 1 9 8 9 1 1 .911% 0 .0 0 0 2 0 1 0 .0 0 3 1 5 7
0 .0 1 2 9 0 .0 0 3 1 5 8  m n 2 5 4 .9 3 8 0 .7 0 8 8 2 8 1 .652% 0 .0 0 0 1 7 3 0 .0 0 3 1 5 7
0 .0 1 2 9 0 .0 0 3 1 5 8  m o b d M o 0 4 1 5 9 .9 4 2 .0 6 3 5 9 9 4 .809% 0 .0 0 0 5 0 5 0 .0 0 3 1 5 7
0 .0 1 2 9 0 .0 0 3 1 5 8  c o b a lt2 Co 5 8 .9 3 3 2 0 .7 6 0 3 7 6 1 .772% 0 .0 0 0 1 8 6 0 .0 0 3 1 5 7
0 .0 1 2 9 0 .0 0 3 1 5 8  zn2 Zn 6 3 .9 2 9 1 0 .8 2 4 8 3 4 1 .922% 0 .0 0 0 2 0 2 0 .0 0 3 1 5 7
0 .0 1 9 4 0 .0 0 4 7 3 7  cl Cl 0 .6 7 6 7 7 0 1 .577% 0 .0 0 0 1 6 6 0 .0 0 4 7 3 6
0 .0 1 6 1 0 .0 0 3 9 4 8  s o 4 0 4 5 9 6 .0 6 2 1 .5 4 9 4 7 6 3 .611% 0 .0 0 0 3 7 9 0 .0 0 3 9 4 7
0 .0 1 6 3 0 .0 0 4 0 0 0  p i** H 0 4 P 9 5 .9 7 8 1 .5 6 8 5 1 1 3 .655% 0 .0 0 0 3 8 4 0 .0 0 3 9 9 9
s o lu b le  p o o l 0 .0 2 9 0 .1 0 7 4 0 .0 0 0 5 7 6  coa C 2 1 H 3 2 N 7 0 1 6 P 3 S 7 5 3 .5 0 8 8 2 .0 1 8 0 1 7 1 2 .851% 0 .0 0 0 4 3 7 0 .0 0 0 5 7 2
0 .3 4 1 5 0 .0 0 1 8 3 1  n a d C 2 1 H 2 6 N 7 0 1 4 P 2 6 6 2 .4 2 2 2 2 6 .2 0 1 9 1 8 35 .4 4 3 % 0 .0 0 1 2 0 5 0 .0 0 1 8 1 9
0 .0 8 3 4 0 .0 0 0 4 4 7  n a d p C 2 1 H 2 5 N 7 0 1 7 P 3 7 4 0 .3 8 5 6 1 .7 2 1 7 6 3 9 .671% 0 .0 0 0 3 2 9 0 .0 0 0 4 4 4
0 .0 4 1 6 0 .0 0 0 2 2 3  fa d C 2 7 H 3 1 N 9 0 1 5 P 2 7 8 3 .5 4 1 3 2 .5 8 6 6 5 5 5 .106% 0 .0 0 0 1 7 4 0 .0 0 0 2 2 2
0 .0 4 1 6 0 .0 0 0 2 2 3  t h f C 1 9 H 2 1 N 7 0 6 4 4 3 .4 2 1 8 .4 4 1 3 7 6 2.890% 0 .0 0 0 0 9 8 0 .0 0 0 2 2 2
0 .0 4 1 6 0 .0 0 0 2 2 3  m lth f C 20H 21N 7O 6 4 5 5 .4 3 1 1 8 .9 4 0 9 0 1 2.968% 0 .0 0 0 1 0 1 0 .0 0 0 2 2 2
0 .0 4 1 6 0 .0 0 0 2 2 3  lO f th f C 20H 21N 7O 7 4 7 1 .4 3 1 9 .6 0 6 2 8 3 3 .072% 0 .0 0 0 1 0 4 0 .0 0 0 2 2 2
0 .0 4 1 6 0 .0 0 0 2 2 3  th m p p C 1 2 H 1 6 N 4 0 7 P 2 S 4 2 2 .2 9 5 1 7 .5 6 2 8 1 0 2.752% 0 .0 0 0 0 9 4 0 .0 0 0 2 2 2
0 .0 4 1 6 0 .0 0 0 2 2 3  p ydxS p C 8H 8 N 0 6 P 2 4 5 .1 2 7 1 0 .1 9 4 5 7 7 1.597% 0 .0 0 0 0 5 4 0 .0 0 0 2 2 2
0 .0 4 1 6 0 .0 0 0 2 2 3  p h e m e C34H 3O F0N 4O 4 6 1 4 .5 7 2 9 2 5 .5 5 9 4 4 7 4 .0 0 5 % 0 .0 0 0 1 3 6 0 .0 0 0 2 2 2
0 .0 4 1 6 0 .0 0 0 2 2 3  s h e m e C 4 2 H 3 6 F eN 4 0 1 6 1 3 5 5 .9 1 2 5 6 .3 9 0 9 6 9 8 .836% 0 .0 0 0 3 0 0 0 .0 0 0 2 2 2
0 .0 1 0 3 0 .0 0 0 0 5 5  u d c p d p C 5 5 H 8 9 0 7 P 2 9 2 4 .2 5 8 9 .4 8 0 4 5 3 1.485% 0 .0 0 0 0 5 1 0 .0 0 0 0 5 5
0 .0 4 1 6 0 .0 0 0 2 2 3  a m e t C 1 5 H 2 3 N 6 0 5 S 3 9 9 .4 5 2 1 6 .6 1 2 7 9 3 2 .603% 0 .0 0 0 0 8 9 0 .0 0 0 2 2 2
0 .0 4 1 6 0 .0 0 0 2 2 3  2 o h p h C 46H 70O 2 6 5 5 .0 6 4 2 7 .2 4 3 4 3 0 4 .269% 0 .0 0 0 1 4 5 0 .0 0 0 2 2 2
0 .0 4 1 6 0 .0 0 0 2 2 3  rib flv C 17H 20N 4O 6 3 7 6 .3 6 9 1 5 .6 5 2 7 9 5 2 .453% 0 .0 0 0 0 8 3 0 .0 0 0 2 2 2
1 9 3 .7 0 0 2 0 0  a tp * * C 1 0 H 1 2 N 5 0 1 3 P 3 5 0 3 .1 5 9 3 .6 0 8 3 7 6
9 3 .7 0 0 2 0 0  h 2 o * *  
9 3 .7 6 1 2 0 0  a tp * *  
8 8 .3 5 2 2 0 0  h 2 o * *
H 2 0 1 8 .0 1 5 9 3 .6 0 8 3 7 6
9 3 .7 6 1 2 0 0
8 4 .8 3 8 0 2 6
1 9 3 .7 0 0 2 0 0  a d p C 10H 12N 5O 1Û P 2 4 2 4 .1 7 9 9 3 .6 0 8 3 7 6
1 9 3 .7 0 0 2 0 0  h H 1 .0 0 8 9 3 .6 0 8 3 7 5
1 9 3 .7 0 0 2 0 0  p i** H 0 4 P 9 5 .9 7 8 9 3 .6 0 8 3 7 6
0 .1 0 6 3 6 5  p p i* * H 0 7 P 2 1 7 4 .9 4 9 0 .1 0 6 3 6 5
0 .6 6 7 5 3 8  p p i* * H 0 7 P 2 1 7 4 .9 4 9 0 .6 6 7 5 3 8
5 .3 4 8 0 0 0  h 2 o * * H 2 0 1 8 .0 1 5 8 .7 7 0 3 5 0
0 .7 7 3 9 0 0  p p i* * H 0 4 P 9 5 .9 7 8 0 .7 7 3 9 0 3
9 3 .6 9 6 2 0 0  p i* * H 0 4 P 9 5 .9 7 8 9 3 .6 0 ^ 3 /7
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A ppendix I
R esults of O ptim ization to  Find  
Param eter Values
Figure I.l: This figure shows the results of running a simple bounded optimization to find the optimal value of 
the maximum glucose uptake rate (defined from the model glucose exchange reaction) which yields a growth 
rate of 0.2h“ .^ The value of maximum uptake of glucose was found within a range of values representative of 
a 95% confidence interval about the average of measured experimental steady state glucose uptake rate values.
Figure 1.2: An excel extract of the optimal parameters found from each of the 120 different initial
guesses. The best of these solutions, i.e. the one resulting in the minimal objective value, is highlighted in 
blue cells. A plot is also shown of the solutions found from the model which is set by the parameters of this 
best optimal solution. The fit between simulations and experimental data looks quite acceptable. Please see 
Figure 1.2 on next page.
F i g u r e  I . l :  F i n d i n g  o p t i m a l  m a x i m u m  f l u x  o f  g l u c o s e  u p t a k e  f lu x :
1 1 1 1 1
Further O ptim ization of th e  Maximal Glucose U ptake Flux
After optimizing for the previous 4 parameters, we optimize for and find a suitable value for the max uptake rate of glucose such that the max growth 
rote is as close to 0.2h-l as possible.
1 1 1
R aw E x perim en ta l D ata  f ro m  Keio M ulti-O m ics D a tab ase :
RFÔ3 RF05 RF06 |
WT(Jun) WT(Sep) WT(Oct) j
3.2758 2.8562 2.6693 1
To se a rc h  fo r  th e  o p tim a l m ax im um  u p ta k e  r a te  o f  g lu co se  a f te r  fixing th e  p rev io u sly  fo u n d  p a ra m e te rs  (as in th e  p rev io u s  w o rk sh e e t) ,  w e  m u s t s e a rc h  w ith in  
a  c e r ta in  ra n g e  o f  p o te n tia l  m ax im u m  g lu co se  u p ta k e  ra te s .
F rom  th e  a b o v e  e x p e rim e n ta l d a ta ,  a s  so u rced  fro m  Keio M ulti-O m ics d a ta b a s e ,  w e  can  c a lcu la te  a  c o n fid en ce  in te rv a l o f  th e  m e a s u re m e n ts  fo r  th e  d ilu tio n  
r a te  o f  0 .2  h -1 . T he m ax im u m  g lu co se  u p ta k e  r a te  can  th e n  b e  c h o se n  fro m  th is  ran g e :
95%  Ci M in 95%  Cl M ax A verage
Flux B ounds fo r  M ax G lucose U ptake : 2 .5 8 2 3 3 3 3 .2 8 5 2 6 8 2 .9 3 3 8 0 0
G ro w th  R ates  fro m  A d ju sted  M odel: 0 .1 8 4 6 0 .2 4 5 4 0 .2 1 5
W e w a n t  to  find flux b o u n d  fo r  M ax Glc U p tak e  r a te  w ith in  th is  ra n g e  w h ich  g ives a g ro w th  
ra te  o f  a d ju s te d  m o d e l a s  c lo se  a s  p o ssib le  to  0 .2 h - l .
1 1 1 1 1
Using th e  MATLAB fu n c tio n  'fm in b n d ' fo r  t h e  m in im iza tion  o f  th is  s ing le -variab le  b o u n d e d  n o n -lin e a r  p ro b le m , w e  find  an  o p tim a l so lu tio n  (A) w h ich  g iv es  t h e  
g ro w th  r a te  o f  th e  a d ju s te d  m o d e l a s  (B):
1 1 1
(A) Flux B o u n d s  fo r  M ax  G lu co se  U p ta k e : 2 .7 6 0 8 8 4
(B) G ro w th  R a te s  fro m  A d ju s te d  M o d e l: 0 .2
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Figure 1.2: E x c e l  e x t r a c t  a n d  p l o t  o f  o p t i m a l  p a r a m e t e r s  f o u n d  f r o m  o p t i m i z a t i o n :
bo
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A ppendix J
Comparing Flux D istribution of Keio  
Estim ates Vs A djusted G enom e-Scale 
M odel
Figure J .l: Tables reporting the relative flux distributions. The values we compare are highlighted in blue cells.
The first table (left-most) of Figure J .l  (on next page) lists the relative flux distribution of the reac­
tions of the central carbon metabolism from Keio multi-omics database. Since there is a discrepancy between 
the defined direction of reactions between the model and those reported in the Keio database, a reaction 
direction correction factor (-1 or 1) is multiplied to their respective flux estimates. These values can then be 
directly compared to relative flux values from the model.
The second table of Figure J .l  lists the actual and relative^ flux distribution found from flux variabil­
ity analysis of the fully adjusted genome-scale model of E.colL
The third table (right-most) of Figure J .l  lists the actual and relative flux distributions of the origi­
nal ÎAF1260 genome-scale model before any model adjustments for our requirements.
^Relative fluxes are relative to the first reaction, ‘GLCptspp’ of glucose import.
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A ppendix K
Table of FVA R esults of G A PD  and PD H  
for Varying Growth R ate
This is a snapshot of a table of flux variability analysis results of two major nad[c] consuming reactions, 
GAPD and PDH, for various fixed growth rate values. The table shows that at the point at which the cellular 
flux distribution changed to include non-zero flux towards the production of ethanol (i.e. Ref2), we find that 
the FBA solutions of GAPD and PDH hit their respective upper bounds of their FVA solutions. Thereafter, 
they remain at the upper bound.
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A ppendix L
Exam ple of U nits Analysis of K inetic  
M odel Equations
Here we give an analysis of units of the kinetic model of Wang et al from paper [141].
L .l D ynam ics o f Intracellular M etabolites
The differential equation for the rate of change of intracellular metabolite concentrations with respect to time 
is given as:
drrii
=  rj -  // ' rui, (L.l)
3
where the reaction rate equations are given by Vj (m,p), the corresponding stoichiometric coefficient is given 
by Sij  ^ and specific growth rate is given by ji.
It is important to note that the units of the intracellular metabolite concentrations are given in con­
centration units per gram of dry cell weight (gDCW) or gram of biomass. Since the paper also models 
the growth dynamics of biomass a dilution effect term fi ■ rrii is included to re-balance the metabolite 
concentration, accounting for increasing biomass concentration.
Doing the units analysis of equation (L.l):
iimol 1 timol
f'j fi ^  rrii —)■
drrii fimol 1 jimol
^  ~dt  ^ gD C W  - h ~ h '  gD CW  
. ^ , t^rnol
Therefore the units of intracellular metabolite concentrations is given in units of which are exactly the
units in which they were measured/converted for plotting in the paper results. Hence, the units of intracellular 
metabolite concentrations is consistent with data.
L.2 D ynam ics o f B iom ass
The differential equation for the dynamics of biomass concentration with respect to time is given as:
^  =  (L.3)
for specific growth rate fi and biomass X .  Doing the units analysis of this equation:
dX  gD CW
dt  ^ L • h
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L.3. DYNAMICS OF EXTRACELLULAR METABOLITES
Units of biomass are clearly self consistent within the differential equation (L.3).
L.3 D ynam ics of Extracellular M etabolites
The differential equation for the dynamics of the extracellular metabolite concentrations with respect to time 
is given as:
= (L.5)
for substrate uptake rate Tgip and biomass concentration X .  Since we know what the units of biomass 
concentration should be and the units of every flux value is in units of , therefore the units of equation
(L.5) is given by:
d[glyex]  ^ y,mol gDCW
~L
(L.6)
dt gDCW  • h
d[glyex] , yM
dt h
The units shown in (L.6) would mean that the units of the concentration of the extracellular metabolites is 
liM. However, in the plotting and data values from the paper the units of extracellular concentrations are 
given as similar to biomass.
To make equation units consistent we must multiply (L.6) by some scaling factor with units of This 
scaling factor could be the molar mass (units of ^ )  multiplied by 1,000 ,000 , to give the required units of 
In terms of the corrected units of equation (L.6) this gives:
d[glyex] __  ^ ^  _ g
dt h fimol
_  d[glyex] , g
dt L ■ h jumol
djglyex] __ g
dt L • h
Now we have the correct units of extracellular metabolite concentrations as
(L.7)
Returning to the fact that all reaction equations of the model must be in units of g^^^-h  ’ then the 
reaction Vgip must also be in these units. We must be careful here since such a reaction equation contains 
both intracellular and extracellular metabolite concentrations, where their respective units are given as 
/iM, if we ignore the scaling by the substrate molar mass. Looking at the equation of which 
is defined as a reaction with reversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics from the paper [141], we can replace the 
units of each respective term of the equation to give the units of the reaction as follows:
nmol _ f  j u M  _  ii'^o l/gD C W  \  
gD C W -h ' / / M  )  . g s
Tglp > .  I I n m o l/g P C W  '  ^
nM / i M
Wang et al discuss that since the entire cell interior can be lumped together to an ideally mixed biological 
phase, and that it is assumed that the average volume and mass of cells are considered to be constant, it is
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L.3. DYNAMICS OF EXTRACELLULAR METABOLITES
therefore equivalent to express the concentrations of intracellular metabolite concentrations in units of either 
, , or From this assumption:gD C W  ’ L c e l l V o l  ’ cell
gD CW  L c e llV o l  
With this key assumption the units of equation (L.8) become:
^mol _  i^mol (L.9)
'l^ glp
nmol _ f  / i M  _  n ^ \  
gD C W -h \ n M  /xM  J
1 I 1 nM+  /xM
ymol
^  ^  gD CW  ■ h ^
Hence, the key assumption allows us to show that we do indeed obtain the expected units for the substrate 
uptake reaction rate, even though the equation contains the different units of intracellular and extracellular 
metabolite concentrations.
It is important to note that the assumption may say that the units of intracellular metabolite con­
centrations are equivalent to some other units, however one must appreciate that a conversion factor is 
actually involved between such units. For example, in the case of intracellular metabolite concentration units 
gëcw changing to units of we need to multiply the first units by the constant and known value of
cell density (which has units of to obtain the second units:
limol gD CW  ymol
gD CW  LcellVol LcelVol
=  fiM. (L .ll)
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A ppendix M
Table of K inetic M odel Reactions
I I
I I
I s ÎI
1 1ÎH S!1 Hit 1 Î Ï Ï
I ' s l l  Î  111 I i i l  b  I I I S I Ï 1 I Î 1 111 l ï  i i l l l l  Î
imii
+  V V  +  ^ Q . +  +  V V  +  + g
■ S S S 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 S 2 S 2 2 2 S S S 2 2 5 2 S 2 S S 2 2 2 2 S 2 S
})l!
iltll
3 3 3 3 3 3 S 5 8 3 S 8 a a 3 a B S S s a 8 a a a a 8 G
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A ppendix N
Table of Summary of K inetic M odel 
Reaction M echanisms
Reaction M echanism A ctivators Inhibitors M echanism  R eference |
PTS
glcD [p] + pep [c] --> g6p [c] + pyr [c] |
Irreversible Bi-Bi M ech anism , w ith  n o n ­
com p etitive  product inhibition by g6p.
g6p C hassagnole (2002) I
PGMT
[c] : glp  <==> g6p 1
Reversible M ichaelis-M en ten , with  
u n com p etitive  inhibition by accoa, su ccoa  
and coa against g lp .
accoa, succoa  and  
coa
Duckworth (1973) 
C hassagnole (2002)
PGI
[c] : g6p <==> f6p
Reversible M ichaelis-M en ten , with  
com p etitive  inhibition o f  g6p  and f6p  by 
6pgc.
6pgc C hassagnole (2002)
PFK
[c] : atp + f6p ->  adp + fdp
M onod-W ym an-C hangeux K-system  
M odel, w ith  ailosteric reguiation o f  f6 p  by 
am p (inhibition), adp (inhibition) and pep  
(activation); and co m p etitiv e  inhibition o f  
atp by adp.
pep am p and adp C h assagnole (2002)
FBA
[c] : fdp <==> dhap + g3p
O rdered Uni-Bi M echanism , w ith  product 
inhibition b y g S p .
g3p C h assagnole (2002)
TPI
[c] : dhap <==> g3p
Reversible M ichaelis-M enten  M ech anism  | | | C h assagnole (2002)
GAPDH
[c] : g3p + nad + pi <==> 13dpg + nadh
Random -O rdered Bi-Bi M echanism  
(ignoring th e  e ffe c t  o f  co n sta n t [pi], s in ce  
it's value will b e  absorbed  by v_m ax value).
C h assagnole (2002)
PGK
[c] : 13dpg + adp <==> 3pg + atp
Random -O rdered Bi-Bi M echanism  | | | C h assagnole (2002)
PGM [c] : 3pg <==> 2pg
Reversible M ichaelis-M enten  M ech anism  | | | C h assagnole (2002)
ENO
[c] : 2pg <==> pep
R eversible M ichaelis-M enten  M echanism  | | | C h assagnole (2002)
PYK
[c] : adp + pep ->  atp + pyr
M onod-W ym an-C hangeux K-system  
M odel, w ith  ailosteric inhibition by atp and  
ailosteric activation  by fdp and am p, to  
pep.
fdp and am p atp C h assagnole (2002)
PDH
[c] : coa + nad + pyr - >  accoa + nadh
Irreversible Kinetics, with com p etitive  
product inhib ition by nadh Vs nad, and 
accoa Vs coa [1]. N on -com p etitive  
inhibition by ratio o f  nadhm ad is a lso  
included [Ij. G lyoxylate a lso  has strong  
com p etitive  inhibition against pyruvate [2].
n ad h /n ad , nadh, 
a ccoa, glx
[1] H oefnagel (2002)
[2] B issw anger (1981)
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[c] : accoa + pi <==> actp + coa H
PTAr
Hill Equation for forw ard and reverse  
reaction. For forw ard reaction, a ssu m ed  
n on -com p etitive  inhibition by nadh and  
atp, with pep  and pyr acting  as non-  
essen tia l activators. For th e  reverse  
reaction, a ssu m ed  n on -com p etitive  
inhibition by nadh, atp, pep  and pyr.
pep , pyr nadh, atp , pep  
and pyr
C am pos-Berm udez (2010)  
W ang (2001)
[c] : actp + adp <==> atp + ac
ACKr
Sequential Random -O rdered M echanism  
for forw ard and reverse rxn d irections, 
w ith actp sh ow ing  n on -com p etitive  
product inhibition to  th e  actp syn thesis  
reaction direction Vs b oth  a c e ta te  and atp.
actp Janson (1974)
[c] : ac + atp + coa - >  accoa + amp
ACS Reaction s e t  to  zero , co n sisten t w ith  b elief  
th a t reaction is o ff during aerobic  grow th.
cs
[c] : accoa + oaa ->  d t + coa
Irreversible Sequential-O rdered Bi-Bi 
M echanism  w ith  accoa binding first, and  
m od u lated  by inhibitors atp , nadh and a kg. 
Nadh and akg inhibit non-com p etitively  
with oaa , and atp inhibits com p etitively  
w ith accoa and n o n -com p etitively  w ith  
oaa. CS V m ax is d ep en d en t on  pH value.
atp, nadh, akg M ogilerskaya (2 0 0 9 , Chapter 10)
ACONTb
[c] : acon-C <==> icit
Reversible Hill Equation | | | Tsuchiya (2009)
ACONTa
[c] : cit <==> acon-C
Sam e as ACONTb: Lumped w ith  ACONTb, 
as flux o f  ACONTa = flux o f  ACONTb.
ICDHyr
[c] : icit + nadp <==> akg + nadph
Irreversible Ordered Bi-Ter M echanism , 
w ith nadp binding first, with ailosteric  
inhibition by p ep , inhibiting icit.
pep N im m o (1985) 
O gawa (2007)
ICL
[c] : icit “> glx + succ
R eaction s e t  t o  zero, co n sisten t w ith  b e lie f  
th a t reaction is o ff during aerobic grow th.
AKGDH
[c] : akg + coa + nad ->  nadh + succoa
M ultisite Ping-Pong, w ith  product 
inhibition and n on -com p etitive  inhibition  
by glx.
succoa [1], glx [2] [1] W right (1980)
[2] Gupta (1980)
SUCOAS
[c] : adp + pi + succoa <==> atp + coa + succ
Reversible Rapid Equilibrium Hybrid 
Random -O rdered T erreactant System  
(Ordered A and Random B and C
M offet (1970)
Boyer (The Enzym es, Vol.lO )
SUCDi
[c] : qS + succ --> fum + q8h2
Irreversible M ichaelis-M enten  M echanism , 
a ssum ing [q8] is freely  available and not 
reaction rate limiting.
Hirsch (1963)
FUM
[c] :fum <==> mal-L
Reversible M ichaelis-M en ten  M echanism  | | | Segal (1975) and Ueda (1990)
MDH
[c] : mal-L + nad <==> nadh + oaa
Reversible Ordered Bi-Bi M echanism , 
assum ing th a t either nad or nadh binds 
first o n to  en zym e, d ep en d in g  on  rxn 
direction .
Segal (1975)  
M uslin (1995) 
W right (1992)
RPC
[c] : pep "> oaa + pi
Hill Equation w ith  ailosteric n on -essen tia l 
activators accoa and fdp, and inhibitor 
m alate  com p etitive  w ith  pep.
accoa, fdp pep Izui (1981)  
Izui (1983)
PPCK
[c] : atp + oaa ->  adp + pep
Irreversible Random -O rder Rapid 
Equilibrium M ech anism , w ith product 
inhibition from  pep and su b strate  
inhibition from  atp.
pep  and atp Yang (2003)
Krebs and Bridger (1980)
M El
[c] : mal-L + nad ->  nadh + pyr
Irreversible Sequential Tw o-Substrate  
M ech anism , with Hill coeffic ien t on  
m alate , and with MWC ailosteric inhibition
coa W ang (2006) 
Segal (1975)
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by coa , w h ere  ailosteric regulation is acting  
as a 'k-system ' regulator.
MALS
[c] : accoa + glx ~> coa + mal-L
R eaction s e t  t o  zero , co n sisten t with b e lie f  
th a t reaction  is o ff  during a erob ic  grow th.
G6PDH2r
[c] : g6p + nadp <==> nadph + (6pgl -> ) 6pgc
Irreversible Bi-Ter M ech anism , w ith  
product inhib ition o f  nadph com p etitive  
w ith nadp and n on -com p etitive  with g6p, 
and w ith  n on -com p etitive  inhibition by 
nadh t o  both  g6p  and nadp. Lumped with  
PGL rxn.
nadph, nadh Sanw al (1970)  
Segal (1985)
GND
[c] : 6pgc + nadp ->  nadph + ru5p-D
Irreversible Bi-Ter M echanism  with  
com p etitive  inhibition by nadph to  nadp  
and com p etitive  inhibition o f  atp  and fdp  
with 6pgc.
nadph, atp , and  
fdp
DeSilva (1979)  
C h assagnole (2002)
RPE
[c] : ru5p-D <==> xu5p-D
R eaction exclud ed  for th e  purpose o f  
'linking' th e  kinetic m odel w ith  th e  
gen o m  e-sca le  m odel.
RPI
[c] : rSp <==> ruSp-D
Reaction exclu d ed  for th e  purpose o f  
'linking' th e  kinetic m odel w ith  th e  
g e n o m e-sc a le  m odel.
TKTl [c] : rSp + xu5p-D <==> g3p + s7p
R eversible M ichaelis-M enten  M echanism  | | | Segal (1975)
TKT2 [c] : e4p + xuSp-D <==> f6p + g3p
Reversible M ichaelis-M en ten  M ech anism  | | | Segal (1975)
TAIA [c] : g3p + s7p <==> e4p + f6p
Random -O rdered Bi-Bi M echanism  | | | Segal (1975)
PGL
[c] : 6pgl - >  6pgc
Lumped w ith G6PDH, as flux o f  PGL = flux 
o f  G6PDH. As G6PDH is reversible b u t PGL 
is irreversible, th e  e ffe c t  o f  lum ping th e  
reactions to g eth er  m akes th e  overall 
reaction  irreversible. Also, th e  reaction is 
un d erstood  to  occur sp on tan eou sly .
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A ppendix O
K inetic M odel R eaction Equations
W S  =  - 7 ------------------7 ----------------------- 7 ----------- ^ ^  ( 0 . 1 )
( i f „ i  +  ( j f a 2  *  » )  +  ( i f „3 *  9 ' c D )  +  [glcD +
. . P G M T  _  _  / ^ £ l £  *  ________________1________________
^ m a x  *  I y O P  I K e n   ^  s u c c o a  _|_ c o a _  I I
______    \ \  y Kiaccoa '^^ succoa Ktcoa /  /  /rA 0 \
-  T — :— ---------------—  (0 .,)
^sSp * I 1 + „  ^ e„~c Y + II + s6p
f^ P ^QpginhfGp J
vpKK =  ^ a t p ^ f 6 p
atp-\- (jXatps * ( l  +  Kadpc))) * i^f^Ps * g )) * 1 +
l+f6p*- "f6ps"
A  =  i  +  ^  +  ^  +  a  ( 0 . 4 )
A pep J^ adpb J^ ampb
B  =  1  +  - ^ +  “ ’ " Î ’
Kadpa Kampa
^  __________________Æ * ( / r f p - ^ ) __________________
K i , ,  + fdp  + ( % ^ )  +  +  ( “ ) +  ( « )
(0 .6)
Kdhap * ^1 +  "L dhap
V Q A P D  =  - f --------------- 7---------7T T \ --------------\ ------ 7-----------------7--------------------- ----------------T  ( 0 -7 )
( ^ . 3p * ( !  +  % ) +  gSp) * ( j f w  * ( l  +  ^ )  +  nad)
(0 .8)
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V P G K  =
ISrfpfl -
{Xadp * ( i  +  y £ ) + “‘^ p) * [K 13dpg * 1 +
3pg
Ksp, ) + ISdpg)
(0 .9 )
V P O M  =
( Æfw d  3pg \  _  ( rev  _  P^9_ \  ’m ax  *  Kspg  /  y^max  *  K g p g  ^
1 4- 2pg I 3pg
K2pg ^3pg
(0 .10)
V E N D  =
vSSP *
K2pg * ( l  +  ^ )  +  2ps
(0 .11)
pep L*
1+
f d p
^fdp
a t p
-+1
+ pep * {adp +  Kadp)
(0 .12)
VPDH =
1 +
* l+ K i* n a d h
pyr ^  nad  ^  coa
^nad
pyr + glxK i g l x j * f l + ^nad ^nadhX 1 + Kc + Ka
(0 .1 3 )
VpTAr =
P T A r fw d
.  Vpep*pep -, . V pvr*pyr
P T  A t j^ ipd Kapep Kapyr
 Au *  " 1  : nev *  i mir
r  1 JiTfpj  ^
-I I nadh , atp  *  i  j  PÇP_''pep 1 +  7 ^ .
PTAr.,rev
1 1 nadh  , atp  , 
Ktnadh Kiatp
nf
- r - pep I pyr
i t  E i p e p  K i p -
,  /  \  HaccoaJ  ( accoa \
V m a X  *  [ K a c c o a )
V H a c c o a  . /  /
K,
/  \  Haccoa /  \  .
1 I ( accoa \  I _pt_ I I I accoa \
\ K a c c o a  J Â p i  ^y i^ a c co a  J
. Haccoa
(0 .1 4 )
P T  Arrev =
1 +
(  coa \  
\K c o a  J
Hcoa actp
f  coa \
yKcoa J
Hcoa
_l_ actp  I
K a c t p
(  coa \  
\  Hcoa j
Hcoa actp
V A G K r =
/  atp*ac
(0 .1 5 )
atp*ac
H a t p  H a c  H i a c t p  O L * K a t p * K a c  K a t p * H i a c t p  K a c * H i a c t p  C c * K a t p * H a c * H i a c t p
atp*actp I ac*actp  ,
+  — :— h
atp*ac*actp
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Kiadp * Kactp 4- Kadp * CLctp +  Kactp * adp +  adp * actp
VA C S =  0 (0.16)
VCS =
* ( l  +  ^ +  ^Knd2 Krua Kmc
( ( # = :  +  1 ^ )  * In h l)  +  * Iuh2
lnh2 = l + t ^  + J K  + j ! ^ +  n«dh
h i Kmn Kmc * InhS
K  K}jd2 K i l a k g  K H jiadh
I„h3 =  l  + t £ ^  +  J T  +  ^ ^ +  nndh
K  Kjjd2 KiOiakg KiOi^adh 
Assuming fixed pH  = 7.0 H  =
(0.17)
V A C O N Ta
VACON Tb =
VACON Tb
K ^ /  +  citM J  \K 2 ^  +  icit^^
(0.18)
(0.19)
V IC D H  =
VIOL =  0
.J C D H  _  ic it nadp
m ax K m jc it Km^gdp r m u
2  I nadp  I icit ^  nadp  *  A llostln h
^rriYiadp K îïlicit I^rflnadp
A , - i c i t  y  
I C D H A U o s t ln h  =  --------7----------^
( l + K w )  +(^ + 7 ? ^ )
(0 .20)
(0 .21)
V A K G D H  =
V.A K G D H * akg * coa * nad * AKGDHjnhib
+
(Knad * akg * coa) +  {Kcoa * akg * nad) +  (Kakg * coa * nad) +  {akg * coa * nad) +  
Kakg * Kg * succoa * nadh\ ^  / K^ad * akg * coa * nadh\
K i  succoa J  \  K ip ia d h  J
Kcoa * akg * nad * succoa\ ^  ^Kakg * Kg * akg * succoa * n a d h \
>a JK  isucc
AKGDHjnhib =
Kiakg * Kisuccoa -)
1 + glxKiglx
(0 .22)
(0.23)
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VSUCOAS =
. J w d
^SUCOAS
..rev
VsUCOAS
..fwd
^SUCOAS
..revVsUCOAS (0 .2 4 )
vLax * adp * succoa * pi
{Kadp  * Ksuccoa * K p i)  T  {adp  * Ksuccoa * K p i)  +  {adp  * su ccoa  * Kp^)-t- 
(adp * Kg^ c^coo * P%) +  (Kodp * 8ÏZCCOO * pz) +  (adp * succoa * pz)
vLiax * a tp  * coa  * su cc
{K atp  * Kcoa * Ksucc) 4“ {a tp  * Kcoa * Ksucc) 4“ {a tp  * COa * Ksucc)~^ 
{a tp  * Kcoa * su cc)  4- {K atp  * coa  * su cc)  +  {a tp  * coa  * su cc)
VSUCDi =
* K s
14- K s
(0 .2 5 )
V P U M
\ , f w d f u m  \ ( . .r e v  ^  m a l \
1 I m al I fu m
Kf.
(0 .2 6 )
V M D H
.,fu)d  nad . mal
14- nad nad*malKnTfiad Krtinad^Kmi
..rev  ^  nadh . oaa 
Amo.
1 -k nadh nadh’^ oaaKm^ iadh ^  rrijiddfi’^KTnoaa
(0 .2 7 )
V p p c  =
*pep
\Krn^p-app2 + pep
.P P G
m ax—app
. . P P G  ^  P P G  
^m ax—app '-'max
Knipcp—appl — KlTipcp *
a*accoa
accoa
a*accoa*b* f  dp*e ^
Kaaccoa*Kafdp j
Ka.
accoa*fdp
r * K a
c^Kaaccoa d^Kafdp c*Kaaccoa*d*Kafdp J
accoa*fdp
■ f d p  _
accoa*fdp*e
accoa
K in ip cp —app2 — K n ip c p —appl  * ^1 4“
Kaaccoa^ Kafdp
K im a l J
(0 .2 8 )
V P P G K  =
_________________Vmax^ * oaa *   (0.29)
Kmoaa * atp) +  (Kruatp * oaa) + {oaa * atp) + ^ 7 ;““*— )  +
K rU oaa  * a d p \  f  K ia tp  * KrU oaa  * p e p  * a d p ^
Kiadp )  \
K i a t p  * K rU o a a  * a t p  * pep" 
Kipcp * Kiatp ,
4-
Knipep * Kiadp )
K ia tp  * K m oaa  * oaa  * a d p ' 
K  iadp * K I o•■oaa
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_  J ,  VmS' * *_m a X _______________
M E l M E l  *  K J ^ J  +  {Knad *  TualX  +  ( K J ^ ^  *  nad) +  {nad *
(-[ \ mal
vm als =  0 (0.31)
_  v S lx ^ ^  * * p6p * NonCompInhgQpByNADPH * NonCompInhbyNADH
{Kinadp * KgQp * CompInhnadpByNADPh ) 4“ {Knadp * ^ompInhnadpByNADPH * 9^P) 4“ 
{nadp * KgQp) +  (nadp * g6p) (0.32)
NonCompInhbyNADH = ------7-------- rn
1 1 /  nadh  \
\ K i r , a d h  )
C om pInhnadpB y NADPH =  ( 1 4- — ------ ---------
V  A  Inadph—nadp
NonCompInhgQpByNADPH =   ------- \fldph—
H i n a d p h —g&p
[opgc 4- K Q p g c  * ( l  +  K i f d ^  *  ( l  4- K i a t p ) )  *  [nCLdp +  Knadp * ( l  4- K ^ a d p h ) )
VRPE = v^ax * (^rubpD -  (0.34)
VRPI = v ^ l  * (^uI>pD -  (0.35)
Vmax^ * (v^P * XubpD -  SAB^AIJp )
^t k t i  = -7 -------7------------------------------- 7---------/ "  \  X-------------- r  (0.36)
^Kp5p *^1 +  +  rbpj * [KxuhpD * ^1 4- +  xubpDj
V m a x ^  *  f ^ 4 p  *  X U b p D  —
V T K T2 = --------- -7 ------------- 7 ------------------- 7 7 -T ----------- \ --------------- 7 ----------------- ^ ^ --------------------------- r  (0.37)
[Ke4p * (^ 1 4- +  e4pj * \^ Ka;u5pD * ( l  +  K ^ )  +  xubpDj
„ „ . ,  ,  f r ^ ’T T T L '   ^ >»■»
K g 3 p  * ( l  +  K ^ )  +  S ^ p )  *  {(^ s7 p  * ( l +  Kf Gp )  +
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A ppendix P
Table of K inetic M odel R eaction  
Param eters
R e a c t i o n
R e a c t i o n  P a r a m e t e r s E x p e r i m e n t a l  C o n d i t i o n s
V a l u e  S t a t u s R e f e r e n c e
P a r a m e t e r V a l u e p H T e m p .  ( ° C )
K _ a l 1 .0  *  0 .5 0 9 T U n k n o w n U n k n o w n E s t i m a t e d E s t i m a t e d ^
K . a 2 0 .0 1  *  1 .4 7 9 1 7 3 7 T a k e n N o t l e y - M c R o b b  ( 1 9 9 7 ) ^
P T S K _ a 3 1 .0  *  0 .8 5 5 0 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n E s t i m a t e d E s t i m a t e d ^
K . g 6 p 0 .5  *  0 .5 1 5 8 6 .6 U n k n o w n T a k e n K a b a c k  ( 1 9 6 9 ) ^
N 4  *  0 .5 6 4 4 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n E s t i m a t e d E s t i m a t e d ^
K _ e q 0 .1 4 2  * 1 .0 4 7 8 7 .4 2 5 T a k e n L a w r y ,  P a s s o n n e a u  ( 1 9 6 9 ) ^
K - g 6 p 0 . 0 2  *  0 .8 4 8 9 7 .4 2 5 T a k e n L a w r y ,  P a s s o n n e a u  ( 1 9 6 9 ) ^
P G M T
K - g l p 0 .0 0 8  * 0 . 9 1 0 4 7 .4 2 5 T a k e n L a w r y ,  P a s s o n n e a u  ( 1 9 6 9 ) ^
K i _ a c c o a 0 .0 9 1 7  * 1 .1 5 7 5 7 .4 2 5 C a l c u l a t e d D u c k w o r t h  ( 1 9 7 3 ) ^
K i _ s u c c o a 0 .1 4 9 4  * 1 .4 5 8 5 7 .4 2 5 C a l c u l a t e d D u c k w o r t h  ( 1 9 7 3 ) ^
K i _ c o a 0 . 1 0 2 5  * 1 .0 2 9 6 7 .4 2 5 C a l c u l a t e d D u c k w o r t h  ( 1 9 7 3 ) ^
S p e c i f i c  A c t i v i t y 2 1 2 .6 7 .4 2 2 T a k e n B R E N D A
K _ g 6 p 2 .4 6 8 6 5 T a k e n T a k a m a  a n d  N o s o h  ( 1 9 8 0 )
P G I
K_f6p 0 .2 7 .6 5 3 7 T a k e n D y k h u i z e n  a n d  H a r t l  ( 1 9 8 3 )
K _ e q 0 .4 3 7 U n k n o w n T a k e n P e t t e r s s o n  ( 1 9 9 0 )
K _ 6 p g i n h _ g 6 p 0 .1 9 8 28 T a k e n S c h r e y e r  a n d  B o c k  ( 1 9 8 0 )
K i _ 6 p g i n h _ f 6 p 0 .1 9 8 28 T a k e n S c h r e y e r  a n d  B o c k  ( 1 9 8 0 )
K . p e p 3 .2 6  * 0 . 6 6 7 0 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n E s t i m a t e d E s t i m a t e d ^
K _ a d p _ b 0 .2 5  *  0 .8 9 3 3 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n R i z z i  ( 1 9 9 7 ) 1
K _ a m p _ b 0 .1  * 0 .9 0 3 6 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n R i z z i  ( 1 9 9 7 ) 1
K _ a d p _ a 2 3 9  *  1 .2 5 7 7 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n R i z z i  ( 1 9 9 7 ) 1
P F K
K _ a m p _ a 8 . 7 4  * 1 .4 8 7 1 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n R i z z i  ( 1 9 9 7 ) 1
K _ a t p _ s 0 .1 6  * 1 .2 4 2 9 8.2 28 T a k e n D e v i l l e - B o n n e  ( 1 9 9 1 ) 1
K _ a d p _ c 0 .3 6  1 .4 4 4 4 8.2 28 T a k e n D e v i l l e - B o n n e  ( 1 9 9 1 ) 1
K _ f 6 p _ s 0 .1 4  * 1 .5 1 8 9 8.2 2 8 T a k e n D e v i l l e - B o n n e  ( 1 9 9 1 ) 1
L 4 0 0 0 0 0 0  * 1 .5 3 2 2 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n D i a z  R i c c i  ( 1 9 9 9 ) 1
n 4  * 0 .6 3 7 2 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n D i a z  R i c c i  ( 1 9 9 9 ) 1
k _ c a t 1 0 .5 U n k n o w n 3 0 T a k e n B R E N D A
K . f d p 0 .1 3 3  * 1 .7 5 2 5 7 .6 3 0 T a k e n B a b u l  ( 1 9 9 3 ) 2
K . g 3 p 0 .0 8 8  * 1 .9 0 3 6 7 .6 3 0 T a k e n B a b u l  ( 1 9 9 3 ) 2
F B A K . d h a p 0 .0 8 8  * 1 .4 9 4 9 7 .6 3 0 T a k e n B a b u l  ( 1 9 9 3 ) 2
K _ in h _ g 3 p 0 . 6  * 1 .3 1 7 8 7 .6 3 0 T a k e n B a b u l  ( 1 9 9 3 ) 2
K _ e q 0 .1 4  * 0 .5 7 .6 3 0 T a k e n B a b u l  ( 1 9 9 3 ) 2
V . b l f 2  *  0 .5 7 .6 3 0 T a k e n B a b u l  ( 1 9 9 3 ) 2
[1] M in im u m  a d ju s tm en t needed to  resp ec tive  k in e tic  p a ra m eters  w h ich  w ou ld  ensure a s tab le  s te a d y  s ta te  o f  th e sy s te m .
[2] M in im u m  a d ju s tm en t m ade to  respec tive  k in e tic  p a ra m eters . The co n s ta n t a d ju s tm en t f a c to r  w as fo u n d  fro m  the o p tim iza tio n  ro u tin e  
(as d iscu ssed  in  th e m eth ods se c tio n ) im p lem en ted  to  fin d  the m iss in g  in tra ce llu la r  m eta b o lite  con cen tra tion s.
- R e d  te x t  sh o iu s  th e  k in r .i ie  p a r a m e te r  t n id t ip l ie a t iv e  s c a l in g  f a c t o r s  l e g u ir e d  to  f i n d  th e  m i s s m g  m e ta b o l i te  e o n e e n tr a t io n s .
- G r e e n  te x t  s l io w s  th e  k in c .tie  p a r m n e .te r  im i l t .ip l ic a tir e  s e a l in g  fa r .to r s  reiiu i.red  to  m a t h e n i a t i m l l g s ta h i l i z e  th e  k in .e tie  rnodr.l.
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R e a c t i o n  P a r a m e t e r s E x p e r i m e n t a l  C o n d i t i o n s
V a l u e  S t a t u s R e f e r e n c eR e a c t i o n
P a r a m e t e r V a l u e p H T e m p .  ( ° C )
k _ c a t 9 0 0 0 U n k n o w n 3 0 T a k e n B R E N D A
T P I
K - e q 0 .0 4  * 1 .6 9 0 2 7 .6 3 0 T a k e n B a b u l  ( 1 9 9 3 )
K . d h a p 2 .8  *  1 .2 2 1 9 7 .6 3 0 T a k e n B a b u l  ( 1 9 9 3 )
K _ g 3 p 0 .3  * 1 .9 1 1 3 7 .6 3 0 T a k e n B a b u l  ( 1 9 9 3 )
k _ c a t 2 6 8 7 .3 2 2 T a k e n E y s c h e n  ( 1 9 9 9 )
K . e q 0 .6 3  * 1 .7 6 4 2 7 U n k n o w n T a k e n P e t t e r s s o n  ( 1 9 9 0 ) ^
K . g 3 p 0 . 1 5  *  0 .8 3 7 5 U n k n o w n 2 5 T a k e n B a k k e r  (1 9 9 7 )%
G A P D H
K - p g p 0 .1  *  0 .5 2 9 2 U n k n o w n 2 5 T a k e n B a k k e r  (1 9 9 7 )%
K _ n a d 0 .4 5  * 1 .9 3 7 0 U n k n o w n 2 5 T a k e n B a k k e r  ( 1 9 9 7 ) ^
K . n a d h 0 .0 2  * 0 . 8 0 1 4 U n k n o w n 2 5 T a k e n B a k k e r  ( 1 9 9 7 ) ^
S p e c i f i c  A c t i v i t y 4 8 0 8 .2 U n k n o w n T a k e n F i f i s  ( 1 9 7 8 )
K . e q 1 8 0 0  *  0 . 7 6 2 8 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n  (E r y th ro c y te ) N i  a n d  S a v a g e a u  ( 1 9 9 6 ) ^
K . a d p 0 .1 8  *  1 .0 1 7 0 7 .5 2 0 T a k e n M o l n a r  a n d  V a s  ( 1 9 9 3 ) ^
P G K
K . a t p 0 .2 4  *  0 . 6 0 4 5 7 3 7 T a k e n F i f i s  a n d  S c o p e s  ( 1 9 7 8 ) ^
K . 1 3 d p g 0 .0 0 6  * 1 .9 0 8 2 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n  (R a t L iver) L a v o i n n e  ( 1 9 8 3 ) ^
K . 3 p g 0 . 1 7  *  1 .8 1 9 2 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n  (Y east) S c h m i d t  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
P G M
v . P G M . m a x r
K . 3 p g
3 3 .6 0 8 9
0 .2 7 3 7
E s t i m a t e d
T a k e n
E s t i m a t e d  
F r a s e r  ( 1 9 9 9 )
K . 2 p g 0 .1 9 7 3 7 T a k e n F r a s e r  ( 1 9 9 9 )
S p e c i f i c  A c t i v i t y 1 8 0 8 .1 3 0 T a k e n S p r i n g  ( 1 9 7 1 )
E N O
K . e q 6 .7 8 .1 3 0 T a k e n S p r i n g  a n d  W o l d  ( 1 9 7 1 )
K - 2 p g 0 .1 8 .1 3 0 T a k e n S p r i n g  a n d  W o l d  ( 1 9 7 1 )
K . p e p 0 .1 3 5 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n D u g g l e b y  ( 1 9 9 4 )
K . p e p 0 .3 1  *  1 .5 8 0 0 7 2 5 T a k e n B i o t e a x  ( 1 9 8 3 ) ^
n 4  *  0 . 8 4 6 5 7 2 5 T a k e n B i o t e a x  ( 1 9 8 3 ) ^
L 1 0 0 0  * 0 .9 7 0 5 7 2 5 T a k e n B i o t e a x  ( 1 9 8 3 ) ^
P Y K K . a t p 2 2 .5  *  1 .2 0 4 9 7 2 5 T a k e n B i o t e a x  ( 1 9 8 3 ) ^
K . f d p 0 .1 9  *  0 .5 3 0 6 7 2 5 T a k e n B i o t e a x  ( 1 9 8 3 ) ^
K . a m p 0 . 2  » 2 . 2 5 2 4 7 2 5 T a k e n B i o t e a x  ( 1 9 8 3 ) ^
K . a d p 0 .2 6  * 0 . 5 1 6 7 7 2 5 T a k e n B i o t e a x  ( 1 9 8 3 ) ^
S p e c i f i c  A c t i v i t y 2 8 .5 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n B R E N D A
K i 4 6 .4  * 1 .5 1 5 5 6 .5 3 0 T a k e n  (L .la c tis ) H o e f n a g e l  ( 2 0 0 2 ) ^
K . p y r 0 . 3  * 1 .6 7 2 1 7 .6 2 5 T a k e n B i s s w a n g e r  ( 1 9 8 1 ) ^
K . n a d 0 . 4  *  1 .8 7 2 2 6 3 7 T a k e n  (L .la c tis ) S n o e p  ( 1 9 9 2 ) ^
P D H
K . c o a 0 . 0 1 4  *  1 .2 4 9 5 6 .5 3 0 T a k e n  (L .la c tis ) H o e f n a g e l  ( 2 0 0 2 ) ^
K . n a d h 0 .1  * 1 .7 9 9 9 6 .5 3 0 T a k e n  (L .la c tis ) H o e f n a g e l  ( 2 0 0 2 ) 2
K . a c c o a 0 .0 0 8  * 1 .3 6 6 7 7 .6 2 5 T a k e n  (A .v in e la n d ii) B r e s t e r s  ( 1 9 7 5 ) 2
K i . g l x 0 . 5  *  1 .3 6 8 8 7 .6 2 5 T a k e n B i s s w a n g e r  ( 1 9 8 1 ) 2
E n z y m e  C o n e . 0 .7 2 0 7  m g / g D C W 8 3 0 T a k e n I s h i i  ( 2 0 0 7 )
E n z y m e  W e i g h t 4 6 3 .0 3 2  g / m m o l 8 3 0 T a k e n E c o C y c
K . a c c o a 0 .0 4 4 9  * 1 .4 5 8 4 8 3 0 T a k e n C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) 2
P T A r
K . p i 2 .1  *  0 .7 9 1 8 8 3 0 T a k e n C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) 2
H . a c c o a 1 .3  *  1 .6 3 1 3 8 3 0 T a k e n C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) 2
K i . n a d h . f 0 . 0 6 9 6  * 1 .7 5 7 2 8 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) 2
[IJ M in im u m  a d ju s tm en t needed to  respec tive  k in e tic  p a ra m eters  which w ou ld  ensure a stab le  s tea d y  s ta te  o f  th e sys te m .
[2] M in im u m  a d ju s tm en t m a d e  to  resp ec tive  k in e tic  p a ra m eters . The co n sta n t a d ju s tm en t f a c to r  w as fo u n d  fro m  th e o p tim iza tio n  rou tin e  
(a s  d iscussed  in  the m eth ods se c tio n ) irn plem en ted  to  jin d  th e  m iss in g  in tra ce llu la r  m eta b o lite  con cen tia tioris .
- Red. t e x t  s h o w s  th e  k in e t i c  p a i u m e t e r  m u l t i p l i c a t i v e  s c a l in g  f a c t o r s  icq u ired . to  f i n d  th e  m i s s in g  ■ m etabolite  c o n c e .n tr a t io n s .
- G re e n  te x t  s h o w s  th e  k i n e t i c  p a ,r a m e te r  m u l t i p l i c a t i v e  s c a l in g  f a c t o r s  re q u ire d  to  m a th e m a t i c a l l y  s ta b i l i z e  th e  k i n e t i c  m o d e l.
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R e a c t i o n
R e a c t i o n  P a r a m e t e r s E x p e r i m e n t a l  C o n d i t i o n s
V a l u e  S t a t u s R e f e r e n c e
P a r a m e t e r V a l u e p H T e m p .  ( ° C )
K i _ a t p _ f 0 .2 6 6 7  * 1 .7 6 9 7 8 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
K a _ p e p 0 . 0 4 7 9  *  1 .2 3 4 7 8 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
K a _ p y r 1 .0 6 4 2  *  1 .3 4 5 8 8 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
v _ p e p 1 .2 0 5 1  * 1 .7 3 6 0 8 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
v - p y r 1 .3 9 6 5  *  1 .8 4 8 6 8 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
k c a t _ r e v 2 2 7 .6  *  3 3 . 6 6 3 8 8 3 0 T a k e n C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
P T A r K _ c o a 0 . 0 6 7 2  * 1 .0 4 6 8 8 3 0 T a k e n C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
K _ a c t p 0 .9  * 1 .5 4 5 6 8 3 0 T a k e n C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
H . c o a 1 .7  * 0 .5 6 6 6 8 3 0 T a k e n C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
K i _ n a d h 0 .1 0 9 1  * 1 .5 1 1 6 8 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
K i _ a t p 0 .2 3 9  * 1 .3 2 8 5 8 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
K i . p e p 2 .5 3 3 3  * 1 .8 2 8 3 8 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
K i . p y r 3 6 .7 2 4 1  *  1 .0 5 7 4 8 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d C a m p o s - B e r m u d e z  ( 2 0 1 0 ) ^
E n z y m e  C o n e . 0 .9 6 6 6  m g / g D C W 8 3 0 T a k e n I s h i i  ( 2 0 0 7 )
S p e c A c t i v i t y _ f 2 0 0 0  * 1 1 .5 2 8 0 7 .4 2 1 T a k e n F o x  ( 1 9 8 5 ) ^
a l p h a 2 / 3 5  *  0 .5 6 0 5 7 2 5 C a l c u l a t e d J a n s o n  ( 1 9 7 4 ) ^
K _ a t p 0 .3 5  * 1 .0 3 3 2 7 2 5 C a l c u l a t e d J a n s o n  ( 1 9 7 4 ) ^
A C K r
K _ a c 1 0 1 .5  *  0 .7 1 8 5 7 2 5 C a l c u l a t e d J a n s o n  ( 1 9 7 4 ) ^
K i _ a c t p 0 .7 1 5  * 1 .8 1 2 3 7 2 5 C a l c u l a t e d J a n s o n  ( 1 9 7 4 ) ^
S p e c A c t i v i t y _ r 2 6 0 0 7 .4 2 1 T a k e n F o x  ( 1 9 8 5 )
K i _ a d p 0 .0 5  * 0 .6 4 4 7 7 2 5 T a k e n J a n s o n  ( 1 9 7 4 ) ^
K _ a c t p 0 .3 4  *  1 .4 7 4 6 7 2 5 T a k e n J a n s o n  ( 1 9 7 4 ) ^
K _ a d p 0 .3 6  * 1 .0 8 7 7 7 2 5 T a k e n J a n s o n  ( 1 9 7 4 ) ^
k c a t 8 1 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n B R E N D A
K . H d l l e - 5  *  1 .1 1 8 8 7 U n k n o w n T a k e n M o g i l e v s k a y a  ( 2 0 0 9 ) ^
K _ H d 2 2 e - 4  *  1 .0 0 9 7 7 U n k n o w n T a k e n M o g i l e v s k a y a  ( 2 0 0 9 ) ^
K . d a c c o a 0 .1  * 1 .1 4 7 5 7 U n k n o w n T a k e n M o g i l e v s k a y a  ( 2 0 0 9 ) ^
K _ m o a a 0 .0 4  * 0 . 9 6 5 6 7 U n k n o w n T a k e n M o g i l e v s k a y a  ( 2 0 0 9 ) ^
C S K _ m a c c o a 0 .1 8  * 1 .6 6 8 8 7 U n k n o w n T a k e n M o g i l e v s k a y a  ( 2 0 0 9 ) ^
K _ i a t p 0 .5 8  *  0 .9 9 3 8 7 U n k n o w n T a k e n M o g i l e v s k a y a  ( 2 0 0 9 ) ^
K _ i l a k g 0 .0 1 5  * 0 . 9 8 5 9 7 U n k n o w n T a k e n M o g i l e v s k a y a  ( 2 0 0 9 ) ^
K - i l n a d h 3 . 3 e - 4  * 1 .1 3 2 4 7 U n k n o w n T a k e n M o g i l e v s k a y a  ( 2 0 0 9 ) ^
K _ i 2 a k g 0 .2 5 6  *  0 . 9 9 2 6 7 U n k n o w n T a k e n M o g i l e v s k a y a  ( 2 0 0 9 ) ^
K _ i 2 n a d h 8 .4 e - 3  * 1 .0 0 1 3 7 U n k n o w n T a k e n M o g i l e v s k a y a  ( 2 0 0 9 ) ^
S p e c A c t i v i t y _ f 1 0 .7 1 7 .5 U n k n o w n T a k e n T s u c h i y a  ( 2 0 0 9 )
S p e c A c t i v i t y _ r 3 .6 2 8 7 .5 U n k n o w n T a k e n T s u c h i y a  ( 2 0 0 9 )
A C O N T b
n _ f 1 .2 2 9 7 .5 U n k n o w n T a k e n T s u c h i y a  ( 2 0 0 9 )
K _ d f 1 1 .1 7 .5 U n k n o w n T a k e n T s u c h i y a  ( 2 0 0 9 )
n _ r 0 .7 2 7 7 .5 U n k n o w n T a k e n T s u c h i y a  ( 2 0 0 9 )
K _ d r 0 .7 4 1 7 .5 U n k n o w n T a k e n T s u c h i y a  ( 2 0 0 9 )
S p e c i f i c  A c t i v i t y 5 4 .8 2 9 4 7 .1 U n k n o w n C a l c u l a t e d O g a w a  ( 2 0 0 7 )
K m J c i t 0 .0 2 9 7 .1 U n k n o w n T a k e n O g a w a  ( 2 0 0 7 )
T P F i M - i r r
K i . p e p 0 .3 1 7 .1 U n k n o w n T a k e n O g a w a  ( 2 0 0 7 )
i L v i v n y r
K m _ n a d p 0 .0 0 5 7 .1 U n k n o w n C a l c u l a t e d O g a w a  ( 2 0 0 7 )
L 0 .3 7 0 9 7 .1 U n k n o w n C a l c u l a t e d O g a w a  ( 2 0 0 7 )
N 1 .0 0 4 8 7 .1 U n k n o w n C a l c u l a t e d O g a w a  ( 2 0 0 7 )
[1] M in im u m  a d ju s tm en t needed to  respec tive  k in e tic  p a ra m eters  w h ich  w ou ld  ensure a sta b le  s te a d y  s ta te  o f  the sy s te m .
[2] M in im u m  a d ju s tm en t m a d e  to  respec tive  k in e tic  p a ra m eters . The co n s ta n t a d ju s tm en t f a c to r  w as fo u n d  fro m  the o p tim iza tio n  ro u tin e  
(as d iscu ssed  in  the m ethods sec tio n ) im p lem en ted  to  f in d  the m iss in g  in tra ce llu la r  m eta b o lite  con cen tra tion s.
- R e d  t e x t  s h o w s  th e  k i n e t i c  p a r a m e te r  m a lt . ip lie a tiv c  s e a l in g  fa c t o r s  r e q u ir e d  to  f i n d  th e  m is .s in g  m e ta b o l i te  c o n c e n tr a t io n s .
- G r a m  t e x t  s h o w s  th e  k i n e t i c  jia x 'a in c te r  n v u lt ip lie a tiu e  s c a l in g  f a c t o r s  r e q u ire d  to  m a th e m a t i c n l l y  s ta ,h il iz e  th e  k in e tic , m o d e l.
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R e a c t i o n  P a r a m e t e r s E x p e r i m e n t a l  C o n d i t i o n s
V a l u e  S t a t u s R e f e r e n c eR e a c t i o n
P a r a m e t e r V a l u e p H T e m p .  ( ° C )
k _ c a t 4 9 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n  (E .co li) W a s k i e w i c z  ( 1 9 8 4 )
K _ n a d 0 .0 7  *  0 . 8 3 7 8 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n  (D .d isc o id e u m ) W r i g h t  ( 1 9 9 2 ) 2
K . c o a 0 .0 0 2  * 1 .8 8 4 2 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n  (D .d isco id eu m ) W r i g h t  ( 1 9 9 2 ) 2
K _ a k g 0 .1  *  0 . 9 0 9 6 8 2 5 T a k e n C u p t a  ( 1 9 8 0 ) 2
A K G D H
K jz 1 .5  *  0 .8 5 3 4 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n  (D .d isco id eu m ) W r i g h t  ( 1 9 9 2 ) 2
K i . s u c c o a 0 .0 0 4  * 1 .2 4 5 3 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n  (D .d isc o id e u m ) W r i g h t  ( 1 9 9 2 ) 2
K i _ n a d h 0 .0 1 8  *  1 .7 6 0 8 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n  (D .d isco id eu m ) W r i g h t  ( 1 9 9 2 ) 2
K i _ a k g 0 .7 5  * 1 .5 1 4 8 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n  (D .d isco id eu m ) W r i g h t  ( 1 9 9 2 ) 2  .
K i_ g lx 1 .7  *  1 .5 5 5 4 8 2 5 T a k e n C u p t a  ( 1 9 8 0 ) 2
E n z y m e  C o n e . 3 .5 2 9 6 7 3 0 T a k e n I s h i i  ( 2 0 0 7 )
E n z y m e  W e i g h t 1 4 2 .3 4 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n E c o C y c
K . a d p 0 .0 1 2  * 0 .9 3 6 1 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n B o y e r  ( T h e  E n z y m e s  V . I O )
K . s u c c o a 0 .0 0 7 7  * 1 .3 7 9 0 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n B o y e r  ( T h e  E n z y m e s  V . I O )
S U C O A S K . p i 2 .6  * 1 .7 1 6 1 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n B o y e r  ( T h e  E n z y m e s  V . I O )
k c a t j T 4 4 . 7 3  *  0 . 8 2 9 4 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n B R E N D A
K _ a t p 0 .0 2  * 1 .0 3 8 8 7 .2 2 5 T a k e n M o f f e t  ( 1 9 7 0 )
K . c o a 0 .0 0 1 5  * 1 .0 3 5 1 7 .2 2 5 T a k e n M o f f e t  ( 1 9 7 0 )
K .SUCC 0 .1  *  1 .6 7 1 3 7 .2 2 5 T a k e n M o f f e t  ( 1 9 7 0 )
S U C D i K .SUCC 0 .2 6  *  0 . 8 5 5 6 7 .7 3 0 T a k e n H i r s c h  ( 1 9 6 3 )  ^
S p e c A c t i v i t y j r 3 4 0 8 3 0 T a k e n U e d a  ( 1 9 9 0 )
F U M
E n z y m e  C o n e . 1 .7 6 7 8 7 3 0 T a k e n I s h i i  ( 2 0 0 7 )
K . f u m 0 .3 9  * 1 .5 3 3 3 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n B R E N D A ,  W o o d s  ( 1 9 8 8 )  ^
K . m a l 2 . 9 4  *  1 .0 2 5 2 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n B R E N D A ,  W o o d s  ( 1 9 8 8 )  ^
E n z y m e  C o n e . 0 .7 7 2 4  m g / g D C W 8 3 0 T a k e n I s h i i  ( 2 0 0 7 )
E n z y m e  W e i g h t 6 4 .6 7 4  g / m m o l U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n E c o C y c
k c a t . m a l f o r m 9 0 0  *  0 . 6 9 8 9 7 .5 2 5 T a k e n M u s l i n  ( 1 9 9 5 ) 2
M D H K m . n a d 0 .2 6  *  0 .8 3 5 1 7 .5 2 5 T a k e n M u s l i n  ( 1 9 9 5 ) 2
K m . m a l 2 . 6  * 0 . 7 9 3 8 7 .5 2 5 T a k e n M u s l i n  ( 1 9 9 5 ) 2
K m . n a d h 0 .0 6 1  *  1 .8 8 6 7 7 .5 2 5 T a k e n M u s l i n  ( 1 9 9 5 ) 2
K m . o a a 0 .0 4 9  * 1 .9 5 2 2 7 .5 2 5 T a k e n M u s l i n  ( 1 9 9 5 ) 2
a 8 .2 7 .3 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d  ( F ig . i ) I z u i  ( 1 9 8 1 )
b 4 . 5 0 1 4 7 .3 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d  ( F ig . i ) I z u i  ( 1 9 8 1 )
c 1 2 .9 7 .3 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d  ( F ig . i ) I z u i  ( 1 9 8 1 )
d 8 . 0 9 8 8 7 .3 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d  ( F ig . i ) I z u i  ( 1 9 8 1 )
P P G
e 0 .5 7 3 1 7 .3 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d  (F ig . i ) I z u i  ( 1 9 8 1 )
K m . p e p 1 5 7 .3 3 0 T a k e n I z u i  ( 1 9 8 1 )
n l 1 .2 7 .3 3 0 T a k e n I z u i  ( 1 9 8 1 )
K a _ a c c o a 0 .0 0 1 7 .3 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d  ( F ig . i ) I z u i  ( 1 9 8 1 )
K a . f d p 2 .4 5 4 0 7 .3 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d  ( F ig . i ) I z u i  ( 1 9 8 1 )
K i . m a l 2 .2 8 .5 3 0 T a k e n I z u i  ( 1 9 8 3 )
S p e c i f i c  A c t i v i t y 3 2 .3 3 3 3 7 3 7 T a k e n Y a n g  ( 2 0 0 3 )
K i . a t p 0 .0 4 7 3 7 T a k e n Y a n g  ( 2 0 0 3 )
P P C K K m . o a a 0 .6 7 7 3 7 T a k e n Y a n g  ( 2 0 0 3 )
K m . a t p 0 .0 6 7 3 7 T a k e n Y a n g  ( 2 0 0 3 )
K i . p e p 0 .0 6 7 3 7 T a k e n Y a n g  ( 2 0 0 3 )
[1] M in im u m  a d ju s tm en t needed to  resp ec tive  k in e tic  p a ra m eters  w h ich w ou ld  ensure a stab le  s tea d y  s ta te  o f  the sy s te m .
[2] M in im u m  a d ju s tm en t m a d e  to  resp ec tive  k in e tic  p a ra m eters . The co n sta n t a d ju s tm en t fa c to r  w as fo u n d  fro m  the o p tim iza tio n  rou tin e  
(a s  discu.s.sed in  the. m eth ods se c tio n ) imple.m.e.nted to  find, the mi.s.siny in tra ce llu la r  m.e.f.abolit.e cnnr.e.nt.ro.t.inns.
- B .ed te x t  s h o w s  th e  k i n e t i c  pa .ram .et.er m u ltip lir .n .t iv e  s c a l in y  f a c t o r s  re.qui.rcd. to  fi.nd. th e  m i s s in g  m e ta b o l i te  cn nr.en t.ra l.inns .
- G ree.n  t e x t  s h o w s  th e  k i n e t i c  p a r a m e te r  m u l t ip lic n .t iv e  s c a l in g  f a c t o r s  r e q u ir e d  to  m a t h e m at.ica.lly s ta h il i z e  th e  k in e t i c  m o d e l.
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R e a c t i o n
R e a c t i o n  P a r a m e t e r s E x p e r i m e n t a l  C o n d i t i o n s
V a l u e  S t a t u s R e f e r e n c e
P a r a m e t e r V a l u e p H T e m p .  ( ° C )
K i _ a d p 0 .0 4 7 3 7 T a k e n Y a n g  ( 2 0 0 3 )
P P C K
K m . p e p 0 .0 7 7 3 7 T a k e n Y a n g  ( 2 0 0 3 )
K I _ a t p 0 .0 4 7 3 7 T a k e n Y a n g  ( 2 0 0 3 )
K I _ o a a 0 .4 5 7 3 7 T a k e n Y a n g  ( 2 0 0 3 )
n l 1 .3 7 .2 2 5 T a k e n Y a m a g u c h i  ( 1 9 7 4 )
K i _ n a d 0 .3 3 1 7 7 .2 2 5 C a l c u l a t e d  (F ig 6 ) W a n g  ( 2 0 0 6 )
K _ n a d 0 .0 9 7 7 .2 2 5 T a k e n W a n g  ( 2 0 0 6 )
M E l K _ m a l 0 .4 2 0 7 .2 2 5 T a k e n W a n g  ( 2 0 0 6 )
n 2 1 .1 9 7 4 7 .9 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d  (F ig S ) Y a m a g u c h i  ( 1 9 7 4 )
L 0 .1 4 8 9 9 7 .9 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d  (F igS ) Y a m a g u c h i  ( 1 9 7 4 )
K i 0 .0 1 6 2 0 5 7 .9 3 0 C a l c u l a t e d  (F igS ) Y a m a g u c h i  ( 1 9 7 4 )
S p e c i f i c  A c t i v i t y 5 .7 8 .0 U n k n o w n T a k e n S a n w a l  ( 1 9 7 0 )
K i _ n a d h 0 .2 2 0 8 1  * 1 .5 6 9 3 7 .5 U n k n o w n C a l c u l a t e d  (F ig 7 ) S a n w a l  ( 1 9 7 0 ) ^
n 1 .7 8 4 7  * 1 .9 5 1 4 7 .5 U n k n o w n C a l c u l a t e d  (F ig ? ) S a n w a l  ( 1 9 7 0 ) ^
G 6 P D H
K i _ n a d p h _ n a d p 0 .0 1  * 1 .9 5 2 9 7 .5 U n k n o w n T a k e n S a n w a l  ( 1 9 7 0 ) ^
K i _ n a d p h _ g 6 p 0 . 6 9 6 8 4  * 1 .9 9 9 3 7 .5 U n k n o w n C a l c u l a t e d  (F ig ? ) S a n w a l  ( 1 9 7 0 ) ^
K i _ n a d p 0 . 0 7  * 0 . 5 1 1 0 7 .5 U n k n o w n T a k e n S a n w a l  ( 1 9 7 0 ) ^
K _ g 6 p 0 . 0 7  * 0 . 5 0 2 2 7 .5 U n k n o w n T a k e n S a n w a l  ( 1 9 7 0 ) ^
K j i a d p 0 .0 1 5  * 0 .5 0 1 6 7 .5 U n k n o w n T a k e n S a n w a l  ( 1 9 7 0 ) ^
S p e c i f i c  A c t i v i t y 3 2 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n B R E N D A
K . f i p g c 0 .1 7 .5 2 5 T a k e n D e S i l v a  ( 1 9 7 9 )
G N D
K i J d p 0 .0 2 5 7 .5 2 5 T a k e n D e S i l v a  ( 1 9 7 9 )
K m a d p 0 .0 2 8 7 .5 2 5 T a k e n D e S i l v a  ( 1 9 7 9 )
K i _ n a d p h 0 .0 1 7 .5 2 5 T a k e n D e S i l v a  ( 1 9 7 9 )
K i _ a t p 3 7 .5 2 5 T a k e n D e S i l v a  ( 1 9 7 9 )
R P E K . e q 1 .4 5 3 0 T a k e n  (Y ea st) C h a s s a g n o l e  ( 2 0 0 2 )
R P I K . e q 4 5 3 0 T a k e n  (Y ea st) C h a s s a g n o l e  ( 2 0 0 2 )
S p e c i f i c  A c t i v i t y 5 0 .4 8.5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 )
K . e q 1 .2  *  0 .5 3 0 6 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n C h a s s a g n o l e  ( 2 0 0 2 ) ^
T K T l
K j r S p 1 .4  *  1 .8 3 9 4 8 .5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
K j c u 5 p D 0 .1 6  *  1 .7 9 8 2 8.5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
K . g 3 p 2 .1  *  1 .1 3 1 2 8 .5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
K . s 7 p 4  *  1 .3 0 0 3 8 .5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
S p e c i f i c  A c t i v i t y 5 0 .4 8 .5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 )
K . e q 1 0  * 1 .2 3 1 0 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n C h a s s a g n o l e  ( 2 0 0 2 ) ^
T K T 2
K . e 4 p 0 .0 9  *  0 .8 3 0 1 8 .5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
K . f 6 p 1 .1  *  1 .8 5 8 5 8.5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
K o c u S p D 0 .1 6  * 1 .6 2 8 2 8 .5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
K _ g 3 p 2 .1  *  1 .0 2 8 4 8 .5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
S p e c i f i c  A c t i v i t y 6 0 8 .5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 )
K . e q 1 .0 5  *  1 .2 1 4 8 U n k n o w n U n k n o w n T a k e n C h a s s a g n o l e  ( 2 0 0 2 ) ^
T A L A
K . g 3 p 0 .0 3 8  * 0 .5 8 .5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
K . e 4 p 0 .0 9  * 1 .4 3 5 0 8.5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
K . s 7 p 0 .2 8 5  * 0 .5 0 0 2 8 .5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
K . f 6 p 1 .2  * 0 . 9 5 7 8 8 .5 3 0 T a k e n S p r e n g e r  ( 1 9 9 5 ) ^
[1] M in im u m  a d ju s tm en t needed to  respec tive  k in e tic  p a ra m eters  w h ich w ou ld  ensure a s tab le  s te a d y  s ta te  o f  th e sy s te m .
[2] M in im u m  a d ju s tm en t m ade to  respec tive  k in e tic  p a ra m eters . The co n s ta n t a d ju s tm en t f a c to r  w as fo u n d  fro m  the o p tim iza tio n  ro u tin e  
(a s  d iscu ssed  in  the m eth ods se c tio n ) im p lem en ted  to  f in d  the m iss in g  in tra ce llu la r  m eta b o lite  co n cen tra tion s.
- R e d  t e x t  s h o w s  th e  k i n e t i c  p a r a in c tc r  in n l t ip U c a f iv c  s c a l in g  fa c to r s  r e q u ire d  to  f i n d  th e  m i s s i n g  in e ta h o l i te  c o n c e n tr a t io n s .
- G r e e n  tr.-.il s h o w s  the. k in e .iic  p a r ir in e ic r  m u l t i p l i c a t i v e  s c a i in g  f a c t o r s  r e q u ir e d  to  n ia th c m .n t ic a l ly  s ta b i l i z e  th e  k i n e t i c  m od.el.
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A ppendix Q
Table of Steady State M etabolite  
Concentrations from Keio M ulti-O m ics 
Database
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A ppendix R
Table of Steady State Enzym e 
Concentrations from Keio M ulti-O m ics 
Database
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A ppendix S
Table of Enzym e Turnover Rates and 
Specific A ctivities
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A ppendix T
Table of a M atrix Showing Relationship  
Between K inetic M odel M etabolites and 
Reactions
T h is  is o n ly  a  p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  fu ll t a b le .  T h e  complete t a b l e  is a v a i la b le  t o  v ie w  in  t h e  A p p e n d ix  T  fo ld e r  o f  
th e  s u p p le m e n ta r y  C D , p r e s e n te d  a t  t h e  e n d  o f  th i s  th e s is .
Which Metabolites are used in which Reactions?
1 K n ow n  c o n ce n tra tio n  o f  subs tra te  o r  p ro d u c t o f  the  reac tion .
0  U n know n  c o n ce n tra tio n  o f  subs tra te , p ro d u c t o r  o f  th e  reac tion .
Me t a b o l i t e s  (M e tabo lites  in  red  te x t have unknow n concentra tion  values a t  steady sta te .)
Reactions gl c_D[c]  g6p[c]  g l p[ c ]  f6p[c]  fdp[c]  dhap[c]  g3p[c]
GLCptspp 1
PGMT 1 1
PGI 1 1
PFK 1
FBA 1 1 0
TPI 1 0
GAPD 0
PGK
PGM
ENO
PYK
PDH
PTAr
ACKr
ACS
CS
ACONTb
ICDHyr
ICL
AKGDH
SUCOAS
SUCDi
FUM
MDH
PPC
PPCK
M El
MALS
G6PDH2r 1
GND
RPE
RPI
TKTl 0
TKT2 1 0
TALA 1 0
ACONTa
PGL
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A ppendix U
Results of Optimization: Adjusted M odel 
Param eter Values and M issing M etabolite  
Concentrations
Finding Missing Concentration of [2pg], with Adjustment to Vmax Parameter Values
Objective Value [2pg] rSjj_PGM _maxf r9_y_PGM_maxr rlO_v_ENO_max Distl Dist2
37.13755615 0.4925787S9 45.32461798 33.79448522 6.358216553 1.39758E-07 37.13755587
37.13569948 0.499167258 45.60263618 33.55785526 6 .331793406 2.11408E-07 37.13569906
37.13560786 0.498144569 45.63805971 33.67004181 6 .33584719 2.454E-07 37.13560737
37.13559957 0.498276438 45.63209695 33.65420254 6.33532321 2.76744E-07 37.13559902
37.13562719 0.500712637 45.70021286 33.53434165 6.325700338 3.95512E-07 37.1356264
37.13564325 0.499168914 45.61823537 33.57275813 6.331786286 4.83378E-07 37.13564228
37.1357954 0.497189953 45.55643524 33.66423269 6 .339647593 5.29411E-07 37.13579434
38.06304548 0.042859899 9.702760837 35.12964531 41.16619712 5.69683E-07 38.06304434
37.13560054 0.500179925 45.67706778 33.55251494 6 .327795551 1.43974E-06 37.13559766
37.13579152 0.49724764 45.65200109 33.75224698 6 .339418898 1.47386E-06 37.13578857
37.1374146 0.492530259 45.37388341 33.8463572 6.358411455 1.5892E-06 37.13741142
37.13555672 0.499339056 45.65981002 33.59985194 6.331116309 2.02173E-06 37.13555268
37.13571765 0 .497373858 45.59493382 33.68737132 6.338915641 2.14081E-06 37.13571337
38.06296707 0.042727585 9.584550094 35.0471306 41.36217275 2.23849E-06 38.06296259
37.13558577 0.498414826 45.64274374 33.5538994 6 .334778541 3.45522E-06 37.13557886
37.13553482 0.499672061 45.70310574 33.6161814 6.329803323 3.59359E-06 37.13552763
37.13558075 0.498876989 45.64335791 33.61922779 6 .332940675 5.29304E-06 37.13557017
37.13555309 0.49914797 45.66001512 33.61461044 6.331877165 5.41885E-06 37.13554225
37.13556212 0 .498743759 45.66134739 33.64671914 6.333476195 5.54353E-06 37.13555104
37.13566747 0.498003374 45.5949909 33.63925196 6.336416265 5.78203E-06 37.1356559
37.13557581 0.498572397 45.64636485 33.64536058 6.3341577 6.02982E-06 37.13556375
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549352 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499050681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13555318 0.499060681 45.67479827 33.63549362 6.332217806 7.49177E-06 37.1355382
37.13573901 0.497578703 45.57482604 33.65222596 6.338104953 1.06547E-05 37.1357177
37.13562849 0.501057717 45.7485227 33.5545421 6.324356556 1.38513E-05 37.13560078
37.13558625
37.13565884
0.499267396
0.501104421
45.64669728
45.76017197
33.59266598
33 5 6 2 1 3 8 9 2
6.331422539
6.324231327
1.88983E-05
5.73811E-05
37.13554845
37.13554408
38.06312238 0.042794546 9.688242671 35.01923292 41.2630973 0 .000461212 38.06219996
F ig u r e  U . l :  Table of the optim ization results of the search for missing m etabolite concentration of [2pg] and adjusted parameter 
values of related reactions. D istl and Dist2 are values of the objective terms given in Figure 3.17A. O ptim al results 
are given by the row of red bold text.
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Finding M issing C o n cen tra tio n  of [6pgc], w ith  A d ju stm en t to  Vm ax P a ra m e te r  V alues
O bjec tive  Vaiue [6pgc ] r3_v_P G I_m ax r30_v_G N D _m ax D is t l D is t l
93.92907131 0.042704716 94.13063497 36.17736235 1.08849E-08 93.92907022
9 3 .9 3 2 3 7 1 2 3 0 .0 4 2 4 0 7 2 6 2 9 4 .0 4 5 5 0 4 9 5 3 6 .3 9 8 2 9 0 2 6 1 .5 5 8 7 3 E -0 8 9 3 .9 3 2 3 6 9 6 7
9 3 .9 3 2 8 1 9 4 8 0 .0 4 2 3 7 6 2 9 4 .0 3 6 6 1 6 8 7 3 6 .4 2 1 5 3 9 3 7 2 .5 2 7 1 8 E -0 8 9 3 .9 3 2 8 1 6 9 6
9 3 .9 3 0 6 0 2 5 9 0 .0 4 2 5 4 6 7 4 9 4 .0 8 5 4 1 7 7 6 3 6 .2 9 4 3 1 0 7 6 2 .6 2 0 9 4 E -0 8 9 3 .9 3 0 5 9 9 9 7
9 3 .9 2 7 4 7 8 3 4 0 .0 4 3 2 1 1 5 8 4 9 4 .2 7 5 7 8 2 2 9 3 5 .8 0 7 9 0 4 5 7 2 .8 6 9 5 2 E -0 8 9 3 .9 2 7 4 7 5 4 7
9 3 .9 2 9 8 0 2 9 0 .0 4 2 6 2 3 1 0 3 9 4 .1 0 7 2 7 5 3 8 3 6 .2 3 7 6 7 2 3 4 2 .9 2 2 2 3 E -0 8 9 3 .9 2 9 7 9 9 9 8
9 3 .9 2 7 5 5 7 3 0 .0 4 2 9 9 1 6 5 4 9 4 .2 1 2 7 8 9 9 9 3 5 .9 6 7 1 4 1 3 6 3 .1 7 7 5 7 E -0 8 9 3 .9 2 7 5 5 4 1 2
9 3 .9 2 7 4 2 6 0 3 0 .0 4 3 0 6 8 5 3 2 9 4 .2 3 4 8 0 6 8 4 3 5 .9 1 1 2 9 2 9 3 5 .8 4 1 3 E -0 8 9 3 .9 2 7 4 2 0 1 9
9 3 .9 2 7 4 0 3 8 5 0 .0 4 3 1 0 6 6 7 3 9 4 .2 4 5 7 3 2 2 3 35.88365927 6 .4 5 4 1 9 E -0 8 9 3 .9 2 7 3 9 7 4
9 3 .9 2 9 0 3 5 4 9 0 .0 4 2 7 0 9 4 9 6 9 4 .1 3 2 0 0 0 8 9 3 6 .1 7 3 8 3 5 8 8 6 .5 3 1 8 3 E -0 8 9 3 .9 2 9 0 2 8 9 6
9 3 .9 2 9 3 5 0 4 4 0 .0 4 2 6 7 2 0 2 4 9 4 .1 2 1 2 7 3 9 8 3 6 .2 0 1 4 9 4 2 3 6 .6 5 9 0 6 E -0 8 9 3 .9 2 9 3 4 3 7 8
9 3 .9 2 9 1 8 8 3 0 .0 4 2 6 9 1 5 9 4 .1 2 6 8 5 4 5 5 3 6 .1 8 7 1 1 1 7 5 7 .0 5 6 E -0 8 9 3 .9 2 9 1 8 1 2 5
9 3 .9 3 0 3 4 0 9 4 0 .0 4 2 5 7 1 2 0 6 9 4 .0 9 2 4 2 3 3 6 3 6 .2 7 6 1 4 0 8 8 7 .8 4 4 6 5 E -0 8 9 3 .9 3 0 3 3 3 0 9
9 3 .9 2 9 5 5 9 1 3 0 .0 4 2 6 4 8 8 2 8 9 4 .1 1 4 6 3 4 1 2 3 6 .2 1 8 6 3 5 6 2 7 .9 1 4 4 E -0 8 9 3 .9 2 9 5 5 1 2 2
9 3 .9 2 9 6 9 9 0 .0 4 2 6 3 4 5 3 2 9 4 .1 1 0 5 4 7 4 6 3 6 .2 2 9 2 0 8 0 5 1 .0 0 2 4 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 2 9 6 8 8 9 8
9 3 .9 3 3 8 5 2 1 0 .0 4 3 9 4 9 4 4 9 4 .4 8 7 2 6 8 9 9 3 5 .2 8 5 3 0 6 4 3 1 .0 5 0 6 3 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 3 8 4 1 5 9
9 3 .9 3 1 8 0 9 9 1 0 .0 4 2 4 4 8 6 6 9 9 4 .0 5 7 3 4 9 9 7 3 6 .3 6 7 3 4 7 1 3 1 .0 9 0 4 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 1 7 9 9
9 3 .9 2 7 4 0 5 9 5 0 .0 4 3 1 3 1 6 5 8 9 4 .2 5 2 8 8 7 2 2 3 5 .8 6 5 5 8 1 2 7 1 .1 3 2 4 4 E -0 7 9 3 .9 2 7 3 9 4 6 2
9 3 .9 2 7 7 7 0 0 8 0 .0 4 2 9 2 5 3 6 5 9 4 .1 9 3 8 0 5 5 1 3 6 .0 1 5 4 5 3 0 3 1 .2 2 8 4 7 E -0 7 9 3 .9 2 7 7 5 7 8
9 3 .9 2 7 6 8 5 8 7 0 .0 4 2 9 4 9 0 5 8 9 4 .2 0 0 5 8 8 3 5 .9 9 8 1 6 7 7 2 1 .3 4 5 5 6 E -0 7 9 3 .9 2 7 6 7 2 4 1
9 3 .9 2 7 4 0 4 3 7 0 .0 4 3 1 2 2 6 6 9 9 4 .2 5 0 3 0 7 8 8 3 5 .8 7 2 0 8 3 6 9 1 .4 5 9 8 9 E -0 7 9 3 .9 2 7 3 8 9 7 7
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 231E -07 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .62 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 3 2 6 2 3 2 6 0 .0 4 2 3 9 0 2 6 9 4 .0 4 0 6 3 7 1 6 3 6 .4 1 1 0 0 5 0 7 1 .6 2 3 1 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 2 6 0 7 0 3
9 3 .9 2 7 4 3 5 1 0 .0 4 3 1 7 4 4 5 6 9 4 .2 6 5 1 4 2 9 1 3 5 .8 3 4 6 6 6 6 5 1 .7 1 4 9 8 E -0 7 9 3 .9 2 7 4 1 7 9 5
9 3 .9 2 8 1 7 5 6 4 0 .0 4 3 4 0 4 2 6 1 9 4 .3 3 0 9 8 2 1 8 3 5 .6 6 9 7 1 9 1 7 1 .7 2 4 7 7 E -0 7 9 3 .9 2 8 1 5 8 3 9
9 3 .9 3 3 5 5 3 3 3 0 .0 4 2 3 2 8 7 3 6 9 4 .0 2 3 0 3 4 3 3 6 .4 5 7 1 2 3 0 5 1 .9 5 6 2 2 E -0 7 9 3 .9 3 3 5 3 3 7 7
9 3 .9 2 7 4 9 3 5 9 0 .0 4 3 2 1 5 0 7 9 4 .2 7 6 7 7 3 3 5 3 5 .8 0 5 3 9 1 6 6 1 .9 6 6 4 9 E -0 7 9 3 .9 2 7 4 7 3 9 2
9 3 .9 2 8 1 1 0 1 4 0 .0 4 3 3 9 0 1 9 9 4 .3 2 6 9 5 0 5 9 3 5 .6 7 9 7 6 2 4 8 2 .7 6 3 1 9 E -0 7 9 3 .9 2 8 0 8 2 5 1
9 3 .9 2 7 8 1 2 5 9 0.043323579 9 4 .3 0 7 8 6 2 3 6 3 5 .7 2 7 4 2 3 5 8 3 .2 3 0 7 8 E -0 7 9 3 .9 2 7 7 8 0 2 9
9 3 .9 2 9 5 2 2 1 9 0 .0 4 2 6 5 6 1 6 3 9 4 .1 1 6 7 0 8 2 4 3 6 .2 1 3 2 1 0 7 3 6 .2 3 1 8 3 E -0 7 9 3 .9 2 9 4 5 9 8 7
9 3 .9 2 8 0 5 4 8 6 0 .0 4 3 3 5 2 2 0 6 9 4 .3 1 6 0 8 5 9 9 3 5 .7 0 6 8 5 8 1 8 1 .5 9 5 1 8 E -0 6 9 3 .9 2 7 8 9 5 3 4
1 4 0 .9 1 0 2 1 4 3 0 6 9 .6 7 5 6 6 0 8 2 1 .2 9 8 8 0 0 4 3 5 0 .7 8 1 5 3 0 2 5 3 6 2 .7 5 7 1 8 8 9 5
1 1 f
F ig u r e  U .2 :  Table of the optim ization results of the search for m issing m etabolite concentration of [6pgc] and adjusted parameter 
values of related reactions. D istl and Dist2 are values of the objective terms given in Figure 3.17B. Optimal results 
are given by the row of red bold text.
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Finding Missing Concentration of [cit] and [icit], with Adjustment to Vmax Parameter Values 1
1 1 1
Objective Vaiue [cit] [icit] rl7_v_AC0NTb_m ax_f r l7  V ACONTb m ax r r lS  V ICDH m ax D istl Dist2
4 4 .455 8 0 3 9 9 0.063786363 40 .419 6 0 7 7 9 0 3 .426852601 2.20892E-07 4 4 .4 557819
39.34859076 0.003545277 40 .419 5 8 9 9 4 0 2 8 .08069795 6.57343E-07 39.34852502
39,37006595 0.003515157 4 0 .41962153 0 28.3046252 1.2604E-06 39.36993991
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40.4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 4 0 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
39 .30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39 .30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39 .30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
39.30940973 0 .0036 0 7 6 0 4 40 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 4 0 .4 195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 4 0 .4 195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39 .30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
3 9 .30940973 0 .003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39 .30918655
3 9 .30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39 .30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
3 9 .30940973 0.003607604 4 0 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
3 9 .30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
3 9 .30940973 0 .003607604 4 0 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
3 9 .30940973 0 .003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
3 9 .30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 4 0 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
3 9 .30940973 0 .003607604 40 .4195283 0 27.52912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
3 9 .30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
3 9 .30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 39.30918655
3 9 .30940973 0.003607604 4 0 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27 .62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 40 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 40 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
3 9 .30940973 0.003607604 4 0 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
3 9 .30940973 0 .003607604 4 0 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 4 0 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 40.4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
3 9 .30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0 .003607604 40 .4195283 0 2 7 .62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.30940973 0.003607604 40 .4195283 0 27.62912675 2.23187E-06 3 9 .30918655
39.35628581 0.003537873 40 .417 8 5 2 0 2 0 2 8 .13524821 4.39807E-05 3 9 .35188775
1
F ig u r e  U .3 :  Table of the optim ization results of the search for m issing m etabolite concentrations of [cit] and [icit] and the 
adjustm ent of parameter values of related reactions. D is t l  and Dist2 are values of the objective term s given in 
Figure 3.17C. O ptim al results are given by the row of red bold text.
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M issing M e tab o lite  C o n cen tra tio n  V alues
O bjec tive  Value [g3p ] [1 3 d p g ] [xuSpD] [e4 p ] [actp ] [o c a ] [gix] [p i] [nadh]
0.000011 0.006483 0.005502 0.053670 0.016388 0.141567 0.018414 0.982880 4.326440 0.020841
0.000016 0.005178 0.001487 0.043482 0.016290 0.008627 0.000969 0.754501 1.486213 0.177759
0.000016 0.005467 0.001924 0.132881 0.003829 0.340612 0.000594 0.798321 4.811748 0.154070
0.000025 0.005487 0.001256 0.143258 0.002960 0.345964 0.000538 0.810146 4.791925 0.116669
0.000029 0.005185 0.000735 0.184211 0.000609 0.462523 0.000301 1.000000 4.867030 0.055393
0.000031 0.006182 0.000858 0.035705 0.004748 0.235185 0.000293 0.882988 4.188181 0.178913
0.000032 0.004685 0.001044 0.040296 0.011047 0.007483 0.000884 0.790111 1.417596 0.138696
0.000032 0.005195 0.000740 0.173399 0.000704 0.457967 0.000303 1.000000 4.868353 0.056770
0.000035 0.005836 0.004382 0.041148 0.003688 0.366408 0.000242 0.921252 3.513490 0.146773
0.000035 0.006301 0.003129 0.050485 0.003212 0.400106 0.000221 0.897898 3.467232 0.128718
0.000035 0.004498 0.000969 0.037649 0.009032 0.006661 0.000755 0.916696 1.109478 0.114964
0.000035 0.005104 0.000727 0.212207 0.000461 0.461150 0.000297 1.000000 4.799369 0.052693
0.000036 0.005931 0.002521 0.051779 0.002816 0.390371 0.000176 0.958074 3.377988 0.087180
0.000039 0.006102 0.000777 0.034523 0.003447 0.257696 0.000200 0.983302 4.042874 0.126695
0.000040 0.004436 0.000838 0.032755 0.004547 0.005400 0.000468 0.995075 0.520397 0.046944
0.000040 0.005103 0.000736 0.199125 0.000533 0.457865 0.000300 0.999990 4.827542 0.054811
0.000041 0.004984 0.000650 0.272290 0.000288 0.465166 0.000227 0.999703 4.621073 0.038318
0.000041 0.005170 0.000785 0.153968 0.001154 0.417306 0.000337 0.927257 4.829577 0.070620
0.000043 0.007777 0.001055 0.072618 0.001780 0.109082 0.000120 0.822971 2.576853 0.073892
0.000046 0.006039 0.000774 0.034158 0.003195 0.256698 0.000153 1.000000 3.972429 0.111956
0.000046 0.004470 0.000920 0.039472 0.008002 0.005969 0.000664 0.998734 0.711608 0.080664
0.000050 0.005184 0.000766 0.165339 0.000812 0.444278 0.000322 0.998963 4.865549 0.063488
0.000050 0.006151 0.000789 0.035959 0.003914 0.259850 0.000246 0.953051 4.067640 0.146211
0.000050 0.006528 0.000677 0.068976 0.001552 0.107230 0.000103 0.991639 4.034337 0.041349
0.000052 0.005068 0.000687 0.223886 0.000365 0.468639 0.000270 1.000000 4.798313 0.045544
0.000052 0.004351 0.000886 0.036188 0.006041 0.005637 0.000546 0.995483 0.583850 0.063539
0.000053 0.006024 0.000686 0.041504 0.002409 0.198262 0.000103 1.000000 3.852814 0.033670
0.000053 0.007079 0.000771 0.071193 0.001169 0.103602 0.000104 0.904416 2.512298 0.056332
0.000056 0.005164 0.000807 0.148506 0.001577 0.409906 0.000350 0.865107 4.804923 0.077654
0.000056 0.006019 0.000756 0.040242 0.003273 0.226671 0.000116 0.985369 3.961603 0.052821
0.000056 0.005873 0.002999 0.021667 0.005182 0.019733 0.000283 0.902343 0.465455 0.159024
0.000060 0.005972 0.000702 0.043249 0.002933 0.200770 0.000106 1.000000 3.880379 0.035230
0.000061 0.005210 0.000878 0.147853 0.002199 0.384263 0.000411 0.850593 4.853883 0.088126
0.000062 0.005959 0.000757 0.035173 0.003060 0.242740 0.000130 1.000000 3.900996 0.075172
0.000066 0.006177 0.000663 0.041569 0.001290 0.193236 0.000101 0.999997 3.768546 0.034520
0.000066 0.005922 0.002909 0.023323 0.004934 0.014785 0.000213 0.927421 0.425912 0.131225
0.000073 0.006114 0.000668 0.041361 0.001721 0.193349 0.000102 0.999989 3.766895 0.034097
0.000074 0.006771 0.000718 0.068875 0.002456 0.119464 0.000106 0.999982 4.403899 0.044886
0.000078 0.006056 0.000678 0.040458 0.001940 0.188874 0.000103 1.000000 3.767978 0.033800
0.000080 0.006062 0.001592 0.021467 0.006661 0.006797 0.000126 0.999628 0.737255 0.111308
0.000080 0.006101 0.002015 0.023105 0.006538 0.009573 0.000154 0.809690 0.884511 0.150285
0.000081 0.007457 0.000824 0.061678 0.002552 0.135746 0.000139 0.935163 4.249077 0.059968
0.000083 0.006119 0.000659 0.043573 0.000971 0.192000 0.000101 0.998969 3.715455 0.034045
0.000104 0.004119 0.004036 0.052953 0.009708 0.084445 0.020450 0.999210 4.368362 0.018114
0.000114 0.004407 0.000769 0.028075 0.003542 0.005091 0.000379 0.998524 0.468764 0.032069
0.000121 0.006209 0.000620 0.075392 0.000799 0.098428 0.000099 1.000000 2.338385 0.044735
0.000123 0.004936 0.000622 0.317387 0.000237 0.427401 0.000177 0.997973 4.201889 0.030387
0.000388 0.005954 0.003002 0.084145 0.005674 0.087884 0.000787 0.285552 4.527202 0.200196
1.000000 0.012644 0.003139 0.165674 0.055971 0.419735 0.000468 0.951112 4.117505 0.171496
1.000001 0.016475 0.004589 0.223487 0.001218 0.007673 0.000383 0.703522 0.589364 0.187879
F ig u r e  U .4 :  A snapshot of part of the table of the optim ization results for the search of all other missing m etabolite concentrations 
of the kinetic model. The optim ization involved the adjustment to respective reaetion equation Vmax and K m  
parameter values, always minimizing these adjustm ent to  parameters. The adjustm ent to reaction parameter values 
is done by a m ultiplicative scaling factor on the respective parameter value, hence to  m inimize the adjustment the  
parameter scaling factor should be as close to  1 as possible. D is t l, D ist2 and DistS are values of the objective terms 
given in Figure 3.18. Optimal results are given by the row of red bold text. The full table can be found in Appendix  
U of the supplem entary CD at the end of this thesis.
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A ppendix V
MatLab Code: Integration Algorithm
F ig u r e  V , l :  T his code is copyright material o f © A h m ad  A bdullah Mannan 2012:
AN INTEGRATED MODEL OF FBA AND KINETICS OF THE METABOLISM OF EColi 
Integrating the genome-scale model and a large kinetic model of Ecoli
Author: Ahmad Mannan 
Date: June 2012 
Version: 16
The integration of an in-house constructed kinetic model and the Fiest et 
al genome scale metabolic model of E coli iAF1260, is performed.
function [time, Plot_MetConcs, Plot_Fluxes] = iKFBA_vl6_June2012_EColiModel(model, 
t_end,numlnts,AnimatedPlotting) %#ok<lNUSD>
Simulation Inputs:
- t_end = Maximum time value over which to run simulations.
- numlnts = Number of intervals over given time frame.
- AnimatedPlotting = 'true' or 'false', or 1 or 0 to indicate whether
you want to plot the simulation results as the simulation is 
running (giving an animated plot).
Prior Settings:
- Need to set the path of the folder of the kinetic model, by doing
file -> set path ..
- Need to copy excel file of initial flux distribution and m.etabolite
concentrations into the same folder where this script is saved.
% INITIAL SETUP FOR ALGORITHM
%  -  -  ........
% Importing the EColi (iAF1260) genome-scale m.etabolic network:
if isempty(model)
initCobraToolbox
EColi = readCbModel('Ec_iAF1260_KeioData.xml'); 
model = EColi;
end
if isempty(t_end) 
t_end = 1;
end
if isempty(numlnts) 
numlnts = 1000;
end
% Specification of mets and rxn names in kinetic model (import from excel):
% - These will be used the help find links bewteen the two models.
% - WARNING: Nam.es must be common between the two and order of nam.es
% being imported must be the same as the kinetic model.
[Data, Names] = xlsread(’ConcsFluxes_DataForIntModel.xls’, 'KM_InitialConds','A2:E40') 
KM_mets = Nam e s (:, 4 ) ;
KM_mets = KM_mets(-all(cellfun('isem.pty',KM_mets),2)); % Eliminating empty elements 
KM_rxns = Na m e s (:,2);
KM_rxns = KM_rxns(-all(cellfun('isempty',KM_rxns),2)); % Eliminating empty elements
% Finding position of intracellular mets in GSM comm,on between KM and GSM:
KM_mets_pos = [] ;
for i = 1:length(KM_mets)
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f o r  j  = 1 : l e n g t h ( m o d e l . m e t s )
i f  s t r c m p ( K M _ m e t s ( i ) , m o d e l . m e t s ( j ) )  = =  1 && - i s e m p t y ( f i n d s t r ( ' [ c ] c h a r ( K M _ m e t £
( i ) ) ) )
K M _ m e t s _ p o s  = [ K M _ m e t s _ p o s ,  j ] ;  %#ok<AGROW>
e n d
e n d
e n d
% V e c t o r  o f  KM m e t s  p o s i t i o n s ,  i n c l  m e t s  i n  t h e  [p]  a n d  [ e ]  c o m p a r t m e n t s :
K M _ m e t S _ p o s 2  = [] ;
KM m e t s  p o s 2 I n t e r C e l l  = [ ] ;  % C r e a t i n g  a n  i n d e x  t o  i d e n t i f y  w h i c h  o f  t h e  m e t s _ p o s  a r e i ^  
f o r  i n t r a c e l l u l a r  m e t s  o n l y !  
f o r  i  = 1 : l e n g t h ( K M _ m e t s )
m = s t r m a t c h ( K M _ m e t s ( i ) , m o d e l . m e t s , ' e x a c t ' ) ;  
i f  - i s e m p t y ( m )
K M _ m e t s j ) O s 2  = [K M _ m e t s _ _ p o s 2 , m] ; %#ok<AGROW> 
i f  - i s e m p t y ( f i n d ( m  = =  K M _ m e t s _ p o s ) ) % #ok<E FIN D>
K M _ m e t s _ p o s 2 l n t e r C e l l  = [ K M _ m e t s _ p o s 2 I n t e r C e l l ,  i ] ; %#ok<AGROW>
e n d
e l s e
K M _ m e t s _ p o s 2  = [ K M _ m e t s _ p o s 2 , 0 ] ;  %#ok<AGROW>
e n d
e n d
% F i n d i n g  p o s i t i o n  o f  r x n s  i n  GSM com m on b e t w e e n  KM a n d  GSM:
K M _ r x n s _ p o s  = [ ] ;
f o r  i  = 1 : l e n g t h ( K M _ r x n s )
r  = s t r m a t c h ( K M _ r x n s ( i ) , m o d e l . r x n s , ' e x a c t ' ) ;  
i f  - i s e m p t y ( r )
K M _ r x n s _ p o s  =  [ K M _ r x n s _ p o s , r ] ; %#ok<AGROW>
e l s e
K M _ r x n s _ p o s  = [ K M _ r x n s _ p o s , 0 ] ;  %#ok<AGROW>
e n d
e n d
% F i n d i n g  v e c t o r s  w h i c h  w i l l  r e p r e s e n t  t h e  o u t - g o i n g  a n d  i n - c o m i n g  
% c o n n e c t i n g  r e a c t i o n s  t o  KM m e t s :
C o n n R x n s _ I n  = [] ;
C o n n R x n s _ O u t  = [ ] ;
f o r  i  = 1 : l e n g t h ( K M _ m e t s )
C o n n R x n s _ I n { i }  = z e r o s ( s i z e ( m o d e l . 8 ( 1 , : ) ) ) ;  %#ok<AGROW>
C o n n R x n s _ O u t { i }  = z e r o s ( s i z e ( m o d e l . 8 ( 1 , : ) ) ) ;  %#ok<AGROW>
i f  - i s e m p t y ( f i n d ( K M _ m e t s _ p o s 2 ( i )  ==  K M _ m e t s _ p o s ) )
C o n n R x n s  = m o d e l . 8 ( K M _ m e t s _ p o s 2 ( i )  , : ) ;
% V e c t o r  o f  KM c o n n e c t i n g  r e a c t i o n s  c o m i n g  i n t o  KM m e t a b o l i t e s  :
C o n n R x n s _ I n  { i } = C o n n R x n s ; %#ok<AGROW> 
r _ o u t  = f i n d ( C o n n R x n s _ I n { i } < 0 ) ;
C o n n R x n s _ I n { i } ( r _ O U t )  = 0 ;  %#ok<FNDSB,AGROW>
% E x c l u d i n g  t h e  r x n s  w h i c h  a r e  a l r e a d  p a r t  o f  t h e  KT4:
C o n n R x n s _ I n { i } ( K M _ r x n s _ p o s )  = 0 ;  %#ok<AGROW>
% V e c t o r  o f  KM c o n n e c t i n g  r e a c t i o n s  c o m i n g  o u t  o f  KM m e t a b o l i t e s :
C o n n R x n s _ O u t { i }  = C o n n R x n s ;  %#ok<AGROW> 
r _ i n  = f i n d ( C o n n R x n s _ O u t { i }  > 0 ) ;
C o n n R x n s _ O u t { i } ( r _ i n ) = 0 ;  %#ok<FNDSB,AGROW>
% E x c l u d i n g  t h e  r x n s  w h i c h  a r e  a l r e a d  p a r t  o f  t h e  KM;
C o n n R x n s _ O u t { i } ( K M  r x n s  p o s )  = 0 ;  %#ok<AGROW>
e n d
e n d
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% A v e c t o r  o f  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  a l l  t h e  c o n n e c t i n g  r e a c t i o n s  w h i c h  f l o w  o u t  
% f r o m  r e s p e c t i v e  k i n e t i c  m o d e l  m e t a b o l i t e s :
C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s  = [ ] ;
f o r  i  = 1 : l e n g t h ( C o n n R x n s _ O u t )
p  = f i n d ( C o n n R x n s _ O u t { i }  < 0 ) ;
C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { i }  = p ;  %#ok<AGROW>
% E x c l u d i n g  a l l  r e v e r s i b l e  r e a c t i o n s ,  s i n c e  w e  d o n ' t  h a v e  i n f o r m a t i o n  
% a b o u t  t h e  o t h e r  m e t a b o l i t e s  o u t s i d e  o f  t h e  KM w h i c h  p a r t a k e  i n  t h e  
% r e v e r s i b l e  r e a c t i o n ,  a n d  h e n c e  w e  c a n n o t  s a y  w h e t h e r  t h e  r e a c t i o n s  
% s h o u l d  d e c r e a s e  o r  i n c r e a s e  g i v e n  t h e  KM m e t a b o l i t e  c o n e  c h a n g e s :
d  = 
f o r
[] ;
j  = 1 : l e n g t h ( C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { i } ) 
i f  m o d e l . l b ( C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { i } ( j )  
d  = [ d ,  j ] ;  %#ok<AGROW>
e n d
e n d
C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { i } ( d )  = [ ] ;  %#ok<AGROW>
< 0 && m o d e l . u b ( C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { i } ( j ) )  > 0
e n d
% S e t t i n g  u p  t h e  i n t e r v a l s  o v e r  w h i c h  t o  i n t e g r a t e  d y n a m i c s  o f  m o d e l :  
I n t M e s h S i z e  = t _ e n d / n u m l n t s ;
t _ I n t s  = I n t M e s h S i z e : I n t M e s h S i z e : t _ e n d ;  %#ok<NASGU>
% ADJUSTMENT TO GENOME-SCALE MODEL CONSTRAINTS
% R e l a x i n g  c o n s t r a i n t s  o n  G L C p t s p p  ( g l u c o s e  u p t a k e )  r x n s  t o  e n s u r e  t h a t  t h e  
% m o d e l  c a n  a c c o u n t  f o r  a n  i n c r e a s e  i n  g l u c o s e  u p t a k e  f l u x  w h e n  w e  i n c r e a s e  
% i n i t i a l  g l u c o s e  o r  p e p  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  w h e n  c h a n g i n g  i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n s .
%  - ..................................
% O p e n n i n g  b o u n d s  o n  ' E X _ g l c ( e ) ' ( g l u c o s e  u p t a k e )  r x n  f l u x :  
i n  = s t r m a t c h ( ' E X _ g l c ( e ) ' , m o d e l . r x n s ) ; 
m o d e l . l b ( i n )  = m i n ( m o d e l . l b ) ;
% I N I T I A L  CONDITIONS
% I n i t i a l  i n t r a c e l l u l a r  m e t a b o l i t e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  a n d  f l u x e s ,  a s  d e f i n e d  
% f r o m  s t e a d y  s t a t e  ( c h e m o s t a t )  e x p e r i m e n t a l  d a t a
%     -  -   ....................
% NOTE : S i m u l a t i o n s  s h o u l d  s t a r t  f r o m  t h e  s t e a d y  s t a t e  ( K e i o  d a t a b a s e ) .
% I n i t i a l  m e t a b o l i t e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  ( a s  k n o w n  e x p e r i m e n t a l l y  a n d  a s  h a v e  
% b e e n  e s t i m a t e d  f r o m  r e a c t i o n  f o r m u l a e  a n d  o t h e r  k i n e t i c  p a r a m e t e r s ) : 
C o n e s  = D a t a ( : , 5 ) ;
C o n e s  = C o n e s ( - i s n a n ( C o n e s ) ) ;
% I n i t i a l  f l u x  d i s t r i b u t i o n  ( f r o m  a d j u s t e d  g e n o m e - s c a l e  m o d e l ) :
F l u x D i s t  = D a t a ( : , 3 ) ;
F l u x D i s t  = F l u x D i s t ( - i s n a n ( F l u x D i s t ) ) ;
% RUNNING SIMULATIONS WITH DIFFERENT I N I T I A L  CONDITIONS  
% C o n e s ( 1 )  = 0 . 1 ;  % I n i t i a l  C o n e ,  f o r  B i o m a s s
% C o n c s ( 6 )  = 0 . 1 ;  % C h a n g i n g  i n i t i a l  c o n e  o f  FDP f r o m  0 . 0 2  6mM t o  0 . ImM
% D e f i n i n g  v e c t o r  u s e d  t o  c o r r e c t  r x n  d i r e c t i o n  d i s c r e p a n c i e s  b e t w e e n  t h e  
% KM a n d  t h e  GSM ( H a s  t o  b e  i n p u t  m a n u a l l y ,  v i a  a n  E x c e l  s h e e t ) : 
K m 2 G s m _ R x n D i r C o r r  = D a t a ( : , 1 ) ;
K m 2 G s m _ R x n D i r C o r r  = K m 2 G s m _ R x n D i r C o r r ( - i s n a n ( K m 2 G s m _ R x n D i r C o r r ) ) ;
% S e t t i n g  v e c t o r  o f  i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n s  a n d  i n i t i a l i z i n g  t i m e :
P l o t _ M e t C o n e s  = C o n e s ' ;  % V e c t o r  o f  m e t a b o l i t e  c o n e . v a l u e s  t o  b e  p l o t t e d
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P l o t _ F l u x e s  = F l u x D i s t '  
t i m e  = 0 ;
% V e c t o r  o f  f l u x  v a l u e s  t o  b e  p l o t t e d
U s i n g  G u ro b iM E X  f o r  s o l v i n g  q u a d r a t i c  p r o g r a m m i n g  p r o b l e m ,  w h i c h  i s  p o s e d  
a s  a  M i x e d  I n t e g e r  Q u a d r a t i c  P r o g r a m m i n g  P r o b l e m ,  w h e r e  t h e  v a r i a b l e s  
t h a t  t a k e  i n t e g e r  v a l u e s  a r e  t h e  f l u x e s  s e t  t o  z e r o .
S e t t i n g  u p  i n p u t s  f o r  G u rob iM E X  f u n c t i o n :
% C r e a t i n g  v e c t o r  t o  c o n s t r u c t  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  G u r o b i  s o l v e r ,  t o  m i n i m i z e  
% d i s t a n c e  o f  f l u x e s  b e t w e e n  w h o l e  GSM a n d  u p d a t e d  s o l u t i o n  s p a c e  : 
R x n s T o M i n D i s t  = 1 : l e n g t h ( m o d e l . r x n s ) ;
% S p e c i f y i n g  t h e  q u a d r a t i c  p r o g r a m m i n g  s o l v e r  o p t i o n s :
% R e c a l l :  O u r  q u a d r a t i c  o b j e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n  i s  o f  f o r m ;  D = s q r t ( ( w - x ) ^ 2 ) ,
% w h i c h  c a n  b e  r e - s p e c i f i e d  t o  s o l v i n g  d  = - w ' x  + ( l / 2 ) * x ' Q x ,  f o r
% Q b e i n g  a n  i d e n t i t y  m a t r i x  ( a  m a t r i x  w h o s e  d i a g n o l  e l e m e n t s  = 1 ) .
( f l u x e s )  t y p e :  ' C o n t i n u o u s ' ( b y  d e f u l t ) .
[ c e l l s t r  ( ' I C L '  ) ; c e l l s t r  ( 'MALS ' ) ; c e l l s t r
v t y p e s  = [ ] ;  % S p e c i f y i n g  v a r  
f o r  i  = 1 : l e n g t h ( m o d e l . r x n s )
i f  - i s e m p t y ( s t r m a t c h ( m o d e l . r x n s ( i )
( ' A C S ' ) ] ) )
v t y p e s  = s t r e a t ( v t y p e s , ' I ' ) ;
e l s e
v t y p e s  = s t r c a t ( v t y p e s , ' C ) ;
e n d
e n d
% S p c i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  O b j e c t i v e  Q u a d r a t i c  T e r m s  (Q = I d e n t i t y  M a t r i x ) : 
q r o w  = R x n s T o M i n D i s t - 1 ;  % S i n c e  t h e  c o u n t  s t a r t s  f r o m  0 ,  n o t  1 .  
q c o l  = R x n s T o M i n D i s t - 1 ;
o p t s . Q P . q r o w  = i n t 3 2 ( q r o w ) ; % T h e s e  a r e  s p e c i f y i n g  t h e  i n d i c e s  o f  t h e  u n i t  e l e m e n t s  i n '
t h e  d i a g n o l  o f  t h e  Q i d e n t i t y  m a t r i x .
o p t s . Q P . q c o l  = i n t 3 2 ( q c o l ) ;
o p t s . Q P . q v a l  = o n e s ( 1 , l e n g t h ( q r o w ) ) * 1 ;
o p t s . I t e r a t i o n L i m i t  = l e 6 ;
% o p t s . D i s p l a y l n t e r v a l  = 0 ;  % T o  s i l e n c e  G u r o b i  o u t p u t  d i s p l a y  
% o p t s . O u t p u t F l a g  = 0 ;  % T o  s i l e n c e  G u r o b i  
% o p t s . D i s p l a y  = 0 ;  % T o s i l e n c e  G u ro b iM E X  
o p t s . F e a s i b i l i t y T o l  = l e - 4 ;
% RUNNING SIMULATIONS OF, THE INTEGRATED MODEL
% C h o o s e  t o  s e e  ' A n i m a t e d  P l o t t i n g ' ,  i . e .  P l o t  a s  s i m u l a t i o n  p r o g r e s s e s  : 
A n i m a t e d P l o t t i n g  = t r u e ;  % E i t h e r  t r u e  o r  f a l s e .
N u m O f I n t e r v a l s  = 0 ;
N e t F l u x _ E a c h T i m e  = [ ] ;
O u t  = [] ; 
t i c
w h i l e  t i m e ( e n d )  < t _ e n d
t  = t i m e  ( e n d )  I n t M e s h S i z e ;
% R e - s e t t i n g  m o d e l  t o  s t a n d a r d :  
m o d e l 2  = m o d e l ;
% - - - SETTING UP FOR ANALYSIS OF GENOME-SCALE MODEL (GSM) ......................
% S e t t i n g  k n o w n  f l u x e s  com m on  b e t w e e n  KM a n d  GSM, e x c e p t  t h o s e  t h a t
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% a r e  b e i n g  c o n s i d e r e d  t o  b e  ' o u t s i d e '  t h e  KM: 
m o d e l 2 . 1 b ( K M  r x n s  p o s )  = F l u x D i s t . * K m 2 G s m _ R x n D i r C o r r , • 
m o d e l 2 . u b ( K M  r x n s  p o s )  = F l u x D i s t . * K m 2 G s m _ R x n D i r C o r r ;
% S e t  t h e  f l u x  o f  G L C t e x  s a m e  a s  G L C p t s p p  f l u x  v a l u e  (HARD C O D ED ):
% S i n c e  o u r  k i n e t i c  m o d e l  r x n s  r e p r e s e n t s  h o w  e x t r a c e l l u l a r  g l u c o s e  
% c h a n g e s  w i t h  t i m e ,  b y  d o i n g  t h i s  w e  e n s u r e  t h a t  t h e  f l u x e s  o f  
% t h e s e  2 r x n s  a r e  t h e  s a m e ,  s o  a l l  g l u c o s e  g o e s  i n t o  PTS r x n :  
p _ G L C i n  = s t r m a t c h ( ' G L C t e x ' , m o d e l . r x n s , ' e x a c t ' ) ;  
m o d e l 2 . l b ( p _ G L C i n )  = F l u x D i s t ( 1 ) * K m 2 G s m _ R x n D i r C o r r ( 1 ) ;  
m o d e l 2 . u b ( p _ G L C i n )  = F l u x D i s t ( l ) * K m 2 G s m _ R x n D i r C o r r ( l ) ;
% UPDATING AND R E- SPE C IF Y IN G  THE ROW CONSTRAINTS:
% I m p o s i n g  l o w e r  b o u n d s  o n  r o w s  o f  com m on  m e t s  b e t w e e n  GSM a n d  KM 
% a t t e m p t i n g  t o  e n s u r e  m e t a b o l i t e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  r e m a i n  p o s i t i v e  : 
c o n t y p e s  = [ ] ;  % S p e c i f y i n g  t h e  r o w  c o n s t r a i n t  t y p e ,  f o r  G u ro b iM E X  
f o r  i  = 1 : l e n g t h ( m o d e l 2 . b )
i f  t  ==  I n t M e s h S i z e  % I . e .  T h e  1 s t  i t e r a t i o n  s t e p  
c o n t y p e s  = s t r c a t ( c o n t y p e s , ' = ' ) ;
e l s e
i f  i s e m p t y ( f i n d ( i  ==  K M _ m e t s _ p o s ) ) % #ok<EFIN D>  
c o n t y p e s  = s t r c a t ( c o n t y p e s ,  ' = ' ) ;
e l s e
c o n t y p e s  = s t r c a t ( c o n t y p e s , ' > ' ) ;
i f  C o n e s ( f i n d ( i  ==  K M _ m e t s _ p o s 2 ) ) <=  0 % #ok<FNDSB >  
m o d e l 2 . b ( i )  = 0 ;
e l s e
m o d e l 2 . b ( i )  = - 1 0 0 0 ;  
d e r i v a t i v e s  a r e  e f f e c t i v e l y  u n b o u n d e d ,  
e n d
e n d
e n d
e n d
S e t  t o  - 1 0 0 0  =>  T h e  b o u n d s  o n i4
% R E -D E F IN IN G  BOUNDS ON OUT-GOING CONNECTING REACTIONS:
% F o r  r e a c t i o n s  w h i c h  ' f l o w  o u t ' f r o m  t h e  KM m e t a b o l i t e s ,  w e  w a n t  
% t o  r e - c o n s t r a i n  s u c h  f l u x e s  t o  a c c o u n t  f o r  l o s s  o r  g a i n  i n  f l u x  
% w h e n  w e  h a v e  a  r e s p e c t i v e  l o s s  o r  g a i n  i n  m e t a b o l i t e  c o n e ,  i . e .
% i n c r e a s e  i n  m e t . c o n e . s h o u l d  m e a n  i n c r e a s e  i n  r e a c t i o n  f l u x  o u t  
% o f  m e t ,  a n d  s i m i l a r l y  d e c r e a s e  i n  m e t . c o n e . m e a n s  d e c r e a s e  i n  
% f l u x  o u t  o f  m e t a b o l i t e ,  
i f  t  > I n t M e s h S i z e
d C o n c s  = C o n e s '  - P l o t _ M e t C o n c s ( e n d - 1 ,  : ) ;  
i f  m a x ( a b s ( d C o n c s ) ) > l e - 4  
f o r  j  = 1 : l e n g t h ( d C o n c s )
i f  “ i s e m p t y ( C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { j } )  
i f  d C o n c s ( j )  > 0
f o r  k  = 1 : l e n g t h ( C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { j } )
[ m i n f  m a x f ]  = FVA ( m o d e l 2 , c o n t y p e s , v t y p e s ,
C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { j } ( k ) , f a l s e ) ;
i f  l e n g t h ( [ m i n f  m a x f ] ) = =  2
m o d e l 2  . l b  ( C o n n R x n s  Ou t _ P  o s  { j  } ( k )  ) = m a x  ( m i n  ( m a x f , kf
S o l n . x ( C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { j } ( k ) ) ) , m i n f ) ;
e n d
e n d
e l s e i f  d C o n c s ( j )  < 0
f o r  k  = 1 : l e n g t h ( C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { j } )
[ m i n f  m a x f ]  = FVA ( m o d e l 2 , c o n t y p e s , v t y p e s , i4
C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { j } ( k ) , f a l s e ) ;
i f  l e n g t h ( [ m i n f  m a x f ] ) ==  2
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m o d e l 2 . u b ( C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { j } ( k ) ) = m i n ( m a x ( m i n f , 
S o l n . x ( C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { j } ( k ) ) ) , m a x f ) ;
e n d
e n d
e n d
i f  C o n e s ( j )  <=  0
f o r  k  = 1 ; l e n g t h ( C o n n R x n s O u t _ P o s { j } )
m o d e l 2 . l b ( C o n n R x n s Ou t _ P o  s { j } ( k ) ) 
m o d e l 2 . u b ( C o n n R x n s Out _ P o s { j } ( k ) )
= 0; 
= 0;
e n d
e n d
e n d
e n d
e n d
e n d
% - - -  ANALYSIS OF GENOME-SCALE MODEL (GSM)
% FBA a n d  Q u a d r a t i c  P r o g r a m m i n g ;  C a l c u l a t i n g  f l u x  d i s t  i n  r e s t  o f  
% m e t a b o l i c  n e t w o r k  a n d  r e c o r d i n g  o p t i m i z e d  m a x  f l u x  t o  b i o m a s s :
% NOTE: U s i n g  M a t L a b  GLPK f u n c t i o n  d i r e c t l y  e n a b l i n g  o n e  t o  s p e c i f y
% s o m e  r o w  c o n s t r a i n t s  w i t h  o p e n  b o u n d s , a s  n e e d e d ,  a n d  u s i n g
% G u r o b i  t o  c a l c u l a t e  v e c t o r  o f  m i n  d i s t a n c e  b e w t e e n  p r e v i o u s
% f l u x  d i s t  s o l u t i o n  a n d  n e w  s o l u t i o n  s p a c e ,
i f  t  ==  I n t M e s h S i z e
s  = o p t i m i z e C b M o d e l ( m o d e l 2 , ' m a x ' ) ;
mu_GSM = s . f ;
e l s e
c l e a r  o p t s . S t a r t  
o p t s . S t a r t  = S o l n . x ;
[ s . X , s . v a l , s . e x i t f l a g ]  = g u r o b i _ m e x ( ( - 2 ) * S o l n . x , 1 , m o d e l 2 . S , m o d e l 2 . b ,  
c o n t y p e s , m o d e 1 2 . l b , m o d e l 2 . u b , v t y p e s , o p t s ) ;
mu_GSM = s . X ( f i n d ( m o d e l 2 . c = = l ) ) ;  % #ok<FNDSB >  
i f  s . e x i t f l a g  ~ =  2 && s . e x i t f l a g  ~ =  13
e r r o r ( ' G e n o m e - s c a l e  m o d e l  h a s  b e c o m e  i n f e a s i b l e  t o  s o l v e ! ' )
e n d
s . e x i t f l a g ;
e n d
S o l n  = s ;
N e t F l u x _ C o n n e x  = [ ] ;  
f o r  i  = 1 : l e n g t h ( K M _ m e t s )
m = f i n d ( K M _ m e t s _ p o s 2 ( i )  ==  K M _ m e t s _ p o s ) ; 
i f  i s e m p t y ( m )
N e t F l u x _ C o n n e x ( i )  = 0; %#ok<AGROW>
e l s e
T o t _ F l u x I n  = C o n n R x n s _ I n { i } * S o l n . x ;
T o t _ F l u x O u t  = C o n n R x n s _ O u t { i ] * S o l n . x ;
N e t F l u x _ C o n n e x ( i )  = T o t _ F l u x I n  + T o t _ F l u x O u t ;  %#ok<AGROW>
e n d
e n d
- - -  SIMULATIONS OF K IN ET IC  MODEL (KM)
% ODE s o l v e r  o p t i o n s  ( u s i n g  E v e n t  L o c a t o r  f u n c t i o n ) : 
i f  i s e m p t y ( f i n d ( C o n e s  = =  0 ) )  % #ok<EFIN D>
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% , .  T o  t e r m i n a t e  KM s i m s  w h e n  f i r s t  m e t .  c o n e . b e c o m e s  z e r o :  
o p t i o n s  = o d e s e t ( ' E v e n t s © e v e n t s ) ;
e l s e
% , .  F o r  m e t s  s t a r t i n g  f r o m  c o n e . v a l u e  = 0 i n  t h e  KM s i m s  a n d  
% b e c o m i n g  n e g ;  c o n d i t i o n  t o  s t o p  s i m s  w h e n  f i r s t  c o n e . h i t s  
% - l e - 6  ( a  t o i .  v a l .  w h i c h  w e  s t i l l  c o n s i d e r  t o  b e  z e r o ) ,  
o p t i o n s  = o d e s e t ( ' E v e n t s @ e v e n t s 2 ) ;
e n d
% C a l c u l a t i n g  i n t r a c e l l u a r  m e t a b o l i t e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  :
[ t s p a n .  M e t C o n e s ]  = o d e l S s ( @ E C o l i _ v l 6 _ 1 6 0 5 2 0 1 2 _ C o n t C u l t ,  [ t i m e ( e n d )  t ] , C o n e s ,  i 
o p t i o n s ,  mu_GSM, N e t F l u x _ C o n n e x ) ;
C o n e s  = M e t C o n c s ( e n d , : ) ' ;
% C o n e s  v a l u e s  c l o s e  t o  0 c a n  b e  n e g a t i v e ,  t h u s  r e s u l t i n g  i n  
% i m a g i n a r y  n u m b e r s ,  d e p e n d i n g  o n  k i n e t i c  r x n  e q n .  H i l l  c o e f f s . :
C o n e s  = r e a l ( C o n e s ) ;
n e g n u m s  = f i n d ( C o n e s  < =  0 ) ;  % S e t t i n g  n u m e r i c a l l y  r o u n d e d  e r r o r s  c l o s e  t o  z e r o ,
t o  z e r o .
C o n e s ( n e g n u m s )  = 0 ;  %#ok <FNDSB>
% C a l c u l a t i n g  i n t r a c e l l u l a r  f l u x e s  :
[ d m d t .  F l u x e s ]  = f e v a l ( ® E C o l i _ v l 6 _ 1 6 0 5 2 0 1 2 _ C o n t C u l t ,  t s p a n ( e n d ) , C o n e s ' ,  i4 
mu_GSM, N e t F l u x _ C o n n e x ) ;
N e w F l u x e s  = F l u x e s ( e n d , : ) ' ;
% -----  R E-SETU P INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR NEXT ITERATION LOOP
% S e t u p  t h e  GSM: S e t  f l u x  r a n g e s  o f  r x n s  com m on  t o  GSM a n d  KM: 
F l u x D i s t  = N e w F l u x e s ;
RESULTS FOR PLOTTING: VECTOR OF FLUXES AND MET CONCS
% E a c h  e l e m e n t  i n  t h e s e  v e c t o r s  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  t h e  v a l u e  a t  t h e  e n d  o f  
% e a c h  t i m e  i n t e r v a l :
P 1 o t _ M e t C o n e s  = [ P l o t _ M e t C o n c s ;  C o n e s ' ] ;  %#ok<AGROW>
P l o t _ F l u x e s  = [ P l o t _ F l u x e s ; F l u x D i s t ' ] ;  %#ok<AGROW>
% C r e a t i n g  t h e  t i m e  v e c t o r :
t i m e  = [ t i m e ;  t s p a n ( e n d ) ] ;  %#ok<AGROW>
t s p a n ( e n d )
N u m O f I n t e r v a l s  = N u m O f I n t e r v a l s  1 ;  %#ok<NOPRT>
% - - - PLOTTING AS ITERATIONS ARE RUNNING .....................................................................
% We a l l o w  t h e  u s e r  t o  c h o s e  v / h e t h e r  t h e y  w o u l d  l i k e  t o  s e e  p l o t  
% p r o g r e s s  a s  i t e r a t i o n s  o c c u r :  
i f  A n i m a t e d P l o t t i n g  = =  t r u e  
i f  t  = =  I n t M e s h S i z e  
f i g u r e
s e t ( 0 , ' C u r r e n t F i g u r e ' , [] )
e n d
s u b p l o t ( 1 , 3 , 1 )
p l o t ( t i m e , P l o t _ M e t C o n c s ( : , 2  : 3 0 ) , ' o  
x l i m ( [ t i m e ( 1 )  t i m e ( e n d ) * 1 . 0 5 ] )  
h o l d  o n ;  p l o t ( [ 0  t * l . 0 5 ] ,  [ 0 , 0 ] ,  ' r :
' M a r k e r S i z e ' , 2 )
h o l d  o f f
x l a b e l ( ' T i m e  ( h ) ' ) ;  y l a b e l ( ' I n t r a c e l l u l a r  M e t  C o n c e n t r a t i o n s  ( m M _ c ) ' )  
t i t l e ( [ ' M e t C o n c s  O v e r  T i m e  - N u m l n t e r v a l s  = ' ,  n u m 2 s t r ( N u m O f I n t e r v a l s ) ] )
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s u b p l o t ( 1 ,3 , 2 )
p l o t ( t i m e , P l o t _ M e t C o n c s ( : , 1 ) , ' o - ' , 'M ar k e r S iz e  ' , 2 ) 
x l i m ( [ t i m e (1) t i m e ( e n d ) * 1 .0 5] )
x l a b e l ( ' T i m e  ( h ) ' ) ;  y l a b e l ( 'Biomass  C o n c e n t r a t i o n  ( g / L _ v ) ' )
t i t l e  ( [ ' BiomassConc Over Time - Numlnts  == ' ,  num 2s t r  (NumOf I n t e r v a l s )  ] )
s u b p l o t ( 1 ,3 , 3 )
p l o t ( t i m e , P l o t _ F l u x e s , ' o - ' , ' M a r k e r S i z e ' , 2 )  
x l i m ( [ t i m e (1) t i m e ( e n d ) * 1 . 0 5 ] )
h o l d  on;  p l o t ([0 t i m e ( e n d ) ] , [ 0 , 0 ] , ' r : ' ) ;  h o l d  o f f  
x l a b e l ( ' T i m e  ( h ) ' ) ;  y l a b e l ( ' R e a c t i o n  F lu x es  (mmol/gDCW/h)' )  
t i t l e ( [ 'Model F lu x es  Over Time - Numlnts = ' ,  n u m 2 s t r ( N u m O f I n t e r v a l s ) ]) 
i f  m o d ( N u m O fI n t e rv a l s ,10) == 0 
p a u s e (0.01)
end
e l s e
i f  t  == In tM es hSi ze
w = w a i t b a r (0, ' P l e a s e  w a i t . .  S i m u l a t i o n s  i n  p r o g r e s s . . ' ) ;
end
wtime = t i m e ( e n d ) / t_e n d ;  
w a i t b a r (w t i m e )
end
t o e
Out = [Out; t i m e  (end) NumOf I n t e r v a l s  S o l n . x  ( s t r m a t c h  ( ' EX_glc (e) ' , m o d e l . rxn s )  ) 
S o l n . x ( s t r m a t c h ( 'G L C te x i ' , m o d e l . r x n s , ' e x a c t ' ) )  S o l n . x ( s t r m a t c h ( ' G LCtex ' , m o d e l . 
r x n s , ' e x a c t ' )) S o l n . x ( s t r m a t c h ( 'GLCpts ' , m o d e l . r x n s ) ) (mode l . S ( s t r m a t c h ( ' g l c - D [p ]  ' ,  
m o d e l . m e t s ) , : ) *S o ln .x )  (model . S ( e n d , : ) *S o ln .x )  mu_GSM]; %#ok<AGROW> 
d i s p ( s t r c a t ( [ 'Time = ' ,  n u m 2 s t r ( t i m e ( e n d ) ) ] ) )  
d i s p ( s t r c a t ( [ ' I n t e r a t i o n  -  ' ,  n u m 2 s t r ( N u m O f I n t e r v a l s ) ] ) )
d i s p ( s t r c a t ( [ ' F lu x  o f  EX_glc(e)  = ' ,  n u m 2 s t r ( S o l n . x ( s t r m a t c h ( ' E X _ g l c ( e ) ' , m o d e l . 
r x n s ) ) ) ] ) )  % Outpu t  f l u x  o f  EX_glc
d i s p  ( s t r c a t  ( [ ' F lu x  o f  GLCtexi -  ' ,  nu m2 s t r  ( S o l n . x  ( s t r m a t c h  ( ' GLCtexi ' , m o d e l . 
r x n s , ' e x a c t ' ) ) ) ] ) )  % Outpu t  f l u x  o f  GLCtexi
d i s p ( s t r c a t ( [ ' F l ux  o f  GLCtex = ' ,  n u m 2 s t r ( S o l n . x ( s t r m a t c h ( ' GLCtex' , m o d e l . if 
r x n s , ' e x a c t ' ) ) ) ] ) )  % Ou tpu t  f l u x  o f  GLCtex
d i s p ( s t r c a t ( [ ' F l u x  o f  r_PTS -  ' ,  n u m 2 s t r ( S o l n . x ( s t r m a t c h ( 'GLCpts ' , m o d e l . 
r x n s ) ) ) ] ) )  % Outpu t  f l u x  o f  GLCpts
d i s p ( s t r c a t ( [ 'V a lu e  o f  der iv/RHS o f  g lc -D [p ]  = ' ,  n u m 2 s t r ( m o d e l . S ( s t rm a tc h i ^
( ' g l c - D  [p] ' , m o d e l . m e t s ) , : ) * S o l n . x ) ] ) )  % Outpu t  o f  der iv /RHS v a l u e
d i s p ( s t r c a t ( [ 'Ne t  F l ux  o f  o t h e r  r x n s  c o n n e c t e d  t o  g lc -D [p ]  = ' ,  n u m 2 s t r ( m o d e l . Î 
( e n d , : ) * S o l n . x ) ] ) ) ;
d i s p ( s t r c a t ( [ ' F lux  o f  Biomass R e a c t i o n  = ' ,  num2str(mu_GSM)] ) )  
d i s p ( s t r c a t ( [ ' C o n c e n t r a t i o n  o f  Gluco se  -  ' ,  n u m 2 s t r ( C o n e s ( 2 ) ) ] ) )  
NetFlux_EachTime = [NetFlux_EachTime;  t i m e(e nd)  Ne tF lux _C on nex ] ; %#ok<AGROW>
end
% i f  C o n e s (2) > l e - 6
% d i s p ( ' S i m u l a t i o n s  ended b e f o r e  c u l t u r e  s u b s t r a t e  had d e p l e t e d ! ' )
% end
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A ppendix W
Simulation R esults of Integrated Model: 
Continuous Culture
T h e  fo llo w in g  a r e  t h e  s im u la t io n  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  in t e g r a t e d  m o d e l  f ro m  th e  i n t e g r a t e d  a lg o r i th m  u n d e r  c o n t in ­
u o u s  c u l tu r e  c o n d i t io n s  w i th  a  d i lu t io n  r a t e  o f  0 .1 8 h “ ^, a  d i l u t i o n  r a t e  10%  lo w er t h a n  th e  K e io  s t e a d y  s t a t e  
f ro m  w h ic h  th e  s im u la t io n s  w e re  in i t i a t e d .
F ig u r e  W . l :  M etabolite Concentration Trajectories.
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F i g u r e  W . 2 :  Reaction F lux Trajectories.
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F ig u r e  W .3 : Trajectories of Connecting Reactions Fluxes.
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A ppendix X
Simulation R esults of Integrated Model: 
Batch Culture Conditions
F ig u r e  X . l :  Trajectories of M etabolite Concentrations.
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Figure X.2: Trajectories of Reaction Fluxes.
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F ig u r e  X .3 : Trajectories o f Connecting Reactions Fluxes.
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A ppendix Y
Simulations of Integrated Model: Batch  
Culture Conditions 2
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F ig u r e  Y . l :  Trajectories of M etabolite Concentrations.
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F ig u r e  Y .2: Trajectories of Reaction Fluxes.
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Figure Y .3: Trajectories of Connecting Reactions Fluxes.
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